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by Edmund J. Graves, Division of Health
Care Statistics
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide detailed data
from the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS).
Data for 1988 are shown by age and sex of the patient and
geographic region of the hospital for conditions diagnosed
and surgical and nonsurgical procedures performed. The
report is intended as a source document for researchers
and others who need data for detailed diagnostic and
procedure categories. Similar reports have been published
with data for 1977 (l), 1978 (2), 1979 (3), 19S3 (4), 1984
(5), 1985 (6), 1986 (7), and 1987 (8).
The survey has been conducted continuously by the
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) since 1965.
Estimates are produced from a sample of inpatient
records that are obtained from a national sample of
short-stay non-Federal general and specialty hospitals in
the United States. The 1988 sample included approxi-
mately 250,000 medical records from 422 hospitals that
participated in the survey.
The original universe for the survey consisted of 6,965
short-stay hospitals contained in the 1963 National Master
Facility Inventory of Hospitals (NMFI). The universe was
updated periodically from the lists of hospitals provided by
the American Hospital Association, A description of the
development of the original survey, which was in opera-
tion since 1964, has been published (9).
Beginning in 1988, NHDS was redesigned in order to
link it with other surveys conducted by NCHS and to
improve efficiency through the use of information and
technologies that were not available when the survey was
first designed in 1964. Differences between NHDS statis-
tics based on the 1965–87 sample and statistics based on
the 1988 sample may be due to sample design rather than
to real changes in hospital utilization.
The redesigned survey uses a three-stage stratified
sample based on hospitals contained in the April 1987
Hospital Market Data Tape from SMG Marketing Group,
Inc. (10). Only hospitals accepting inpatients by August
1987 were included. A brief description of the new design,.
along with information about data collection procedures,
the estimation process, and relative standard errors, can
be found in appendix I.
Familiarity with NHDS definitions is important to
interpret the data properly and to compare them with
statistical data on short-stay hospitaI utilization that are
available from other sources. Definitions of the terms used
in this report are presented in appendix II. The medical
data for hospital patients are coded according to the
International Classificationof Diseases, 9th Revision, Clini-
cal Modification (ICD–9–CM) (11). (See appendix III for
ICD–9–CM codes.) This coding system is updated period-
ically. Therefore, the reader is cautioned that annual
estimates for new ICD–9–CM codes are underestimated
for 1988. For a fuller discussion of this problem see the
introduction to appendix IV. New ICD–9–CM codes for
1986-88 are shown in a conversion tabIe in appendix IV.
Information about newborn infants, although colIected
through the survey, is excluded from this report.
Information on short-stay hospital utilization is also
collected through the National Health Interview Survey
(IVHIS) of NCHS. Estimates from that survey generally
differ from NHDS estimates because of differences in
collection procedures, populations sampled, and defini-
tions. Data from NHIS are published in Series 10 of Vital
and Health Statistics. However, data on the detailed diag-
noses and procedures published in this report are not
available through NHIS.
Use of tables
The detailed tables in this report show the conditions
diagnosed and procedures performed by the detailed code
numbers of the International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision, Clinical Modification (11).Measurements of hos-
pital utilization are shown in terms of numbers of first-
Iisted and all-listed diagnoses, of days of care for first-
Iisted diagnoses, and of procedures performed for the
individuals discharged.
Presentation of estimates
Tables 1-3 provide information by ICD-9-CM 3-, 4-,
and 5-digit diagnostic codes. Table 4 shows 2-, 3-, and
4-digit procedure codes. A specific code appears in the
tables if the estimate of the total for the code has a
relative standard error (a measure of the reliability of the
data) no larger than 30 percent. The codes that appear in
table 2 for days of care are identical to those in table 1
for first-listed diagnoses. Only an asterisk (“) is shown in
the tables if the relative standard error of an estimate for
a sex or age group or a region is larger than 30 percent.
In addition, all estimates of diagnoses and procedures
less than 9,000 are preceded by an asterisk to indicate that
they are based on a relatively small sample of discharge
records. These estimates are generally based on less than
60 records. Days of care estimates derived from less than
9,000 estimated discharges are also indicated by asterisks.
These estimates are usually less than 59,000.
The total for all codes presented at the beginning of
each table includes estimates for codes not shown in the
table, Likewise, the total for each diagnostic chapter or
procedure category includes estimates for all the codes in
the chapter or category, whether or not they are shown
individually. Estimates for 5-digit codes may not add to
the 4-digit total, 4-digit codes to the 3-digit total, or, for
procedures, 3-digit codes to the 2-digit total because the
totals include estimates for codes not shown or because
the data were rounded to the nearest thousand for presen-
tation,
Although 4- and 5-digit diagnostic codes are pre-
sented together under the 3-digit codes of which they are a
part, the estimates for 4- and 5-digit codes cannot be
added to obtain the estimate for the 3-digit code. For
example, in table 1 the estimate for first-listed diagnosis
code 008 is 104,000. If the estimates for the 4- and 5-digit
codes included in 008 are added, the total would be
110,000. This occurs because the estimate of 9,000 for
code 008.49 is part of the estimate of 11,000 for code 008.4
and thus cannot be added to it. Similarly, estimates for 3-
and 4-digit codes cannot be added together to obtain the
estimate for a 2-digit code.
Diagnostic data
The first-listed diagnosis is the diagnosis identified as
the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of
the medical record, The number of all-listed diagnoses
includes first-listed diagnoses and other diagnoses appear-
ing on the medical record. At present, a minimum of one
and up to a maximum of seven diagnoses are coded;
before 1979, however, the maximum number was five.
With regard to all-listed diagnoses, it should be
pointed out that there is a certain amount of “double
coding” inherent in the ICD–9–CM; that is, certain diag-
noses require the coding of two diagnostic codes. For
example, females with deliveries all have one additional
diagnostic code that indicates the outcome of their deliv-
ery (single Iiveborn; twins, both Iiveborn; and the like).
Procedure data
Procedures include surgical and nonsurgical opera-
tions, diagnostic procedures, and special treatments. Since
1979, up to four procedures have been coded for each
discharge, an increase from the maximum of three proce-
dures coded in preceding years. In addition, before 1979
only figures for “surgical” operations, excluding some
obstetrical procedures, were published (12,13). Since then,
data on many diagnostic, nonsurgical, and obstetric proce-
dures have been published. Appendix II includes a list of
the ICD–9–CM procedure codes that are not used in the
NHDS.
Computation of other statistics
The data in tables 1–4 can be used to compute other
hospital use statistics, such as rates of diagnoses and
average lengths of stay for diagnoses. In general, a rate is
the ratio between one statistic (for example, number of
discharges) and another statistic (for example, the popu-
lation) for a given period of time (such as 1 year), lJsually
the resulting figure is multiplied by some constant
2
(for example, 100, 1,000, or 10,000) to produce rates
greater than one. The rates shown in most National
Hospital Discharge Survey publications are rates of dis-
charges, diagnoses, and procedures per 1,000, 10,000, or
100,000 civilian population for a given year.
Based on data in tables 1-4, rates were calculated for
the major diagnostic and procedure groups for first-listed
diagnoses and days of care, all-listed diagnoses, and all-
listed procedures. These rates are shown in tables A-D.
The population used in computing these rates is shown in
appendix L
& average length of stay is crdculated by dividing the
number of days of care by the number of discharged
patients. This statistic can be calculated for first-Iisted
diagnoses by dividing the days of care of patients with the
diagnosis from table 2 by the number of patients with the
diagnosis from table 1. The average lengths of stay for
major diagnostic groups are presented in table E.
Table A. Rate of first-listed diagnoses for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1988
[Excludes newborn tnfants, Dmgnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /ntematlona/ C/ass~fication of Dkeases, 9th f?ewsion, C//nica/ Mx/ificafion
(ICD-9-CM)]
Sex Age Region
Under 75-44 45-64 65 years




















Rate of ftrst-listed diagnoses per 10,000 population
Alf conditions, . . . . . .
Infectious and paraslt!c diseases 001–139
Neoplasms. . . . . . . . ,140-239
Endocr}ne, nutritional, and metabolic diseases,’ and
tmmunitydlsorders .,,.,.,..,,.,,,, .240-279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs 280-269
Mental disorders. ,,... . . . . .290-319
Dweases of the nervous system and sense
organs, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..320–389
Diseases of the circulatory system .390–459
Diseases of theresptratory system .460-519
Diseases of thedlgestive system ,520-579
Diseases of the gemtourinary system .580-629
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and’the
puerperiumf . . . . . . . . .,,630-676
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue ,680-709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and
connectwe tissue, .,,... . . . . . . . . . . ...710-739
Congenital anomalies .740-759
Certain conditions originating in the pennatal
period, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,760-779
Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined condltrons .780–799
Inyyandpoi soling .. . . . . . . . .600-999
Supplementary classifications .VO1-V82
1,2758 1,0693 1,469.7 491.5 i ,040,5
28,4 282 286 35.9 18.4
859 720 99.1 10.0 33,0
42.5 35.0 495 192 200
121 11,8 12.3 8,9 7,5
636 64.7 630 10,9 83.9
37.8 36.4 39.1 365 193
216,9 2302 204.5 4.7 36.5
120,3 123,8 117,0 1317 47,1
133,9 1281 1393 515 865
90.3 70,1 109.3 13,3 60.3
343 665 ‘0.6 72,6
18.8 19,8 17.9 8.6 13,5
67,4 65.5 693 101 541
93 109 7,8 28.2 3.9
6.5 7,8 5.3 29.8 *
163 16.9 157 9.3 152
1154 129.9 101.8 656 106.0


























































‘Females with deliveries are included under’’Supplementary classlffcationa.”
Table B. Rate of days of care for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with lCD-9-CWf
codes) of first-listed diagnosis, sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1988
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /ntemat/orra/ C/assificafion of Diseases, 9fh Revision, C/inica/ Modification
(ICD-9-CM)]
Sex Age Region
Under 15-44 45–64 65 years
Diagnostic chapter and ICD-9-CM code Total Male Female 15 years years years and over Northeast Midwest South Wast
Rate of days of care per 10,000 population
All conditions . 8,343.2 7,564.9 9,073.9 2,453.0 4,931.2 9,553.4 29,700.3 10,807,5 8,389,5 8,074.7 6,254.6
Infectious and parasitic d!seases .001-139 229.5 230.9 226.2
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..140–239 728.8 646,4 606.2
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases, and
Immunty disorders .240-279 316,8 261 2 3730
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs .280-289 74,8 72.6 76.9
Mental disorders. .290-319 833.1 803.3 8612
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs. . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-389 204.3 2173 1921
Diseases of the circulatory system 39G459 1,635.5 1,7000 1,5750
Diseases of the respiratory system 460-519 7961 8114 7818
Diseases of the digestive system ,520–579 828.6 742,9 905,2
Diseases of the genitounnary system ,580-629 475,2 385,2 559.7
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the
puerperiumi, .,....,,,...,., . . .630-676 936 181.6
D!seases of the skin and subcutaneous trssue : : 680–709 1520 1560 1482
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and
connective tissue .710-739 4261 3814 468.1
Congenital anomalies .740-759 55.3 62.8 482
Certain conditions orlginating”in the’ pe;iflatal”
period .760-779 806 936 683
Symptoms, signs, “and ;ll-de~lned’ cond~o&’ ::: .780–799 540 47.9 59.8
Injury and potsoning ,800-999 784.3 830.4 741.1














































































































lFemales with dellvenes are included under ‘<Supplementaryclass!f!catlons.”
Table C. Rate of all-listed diagnoses for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1988
[Excludes newborn infants, Diagnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /nternationa/ C/assificstion of Diseases, 9fh Revision, C/inica/ Modification
(ICD-9-CM)]
sex Age Region
Under 15-44 45-64 65 years
Diagnostic chapter and /CD–9-CM code Total Ma/e Ferns/e 15 years years years and over Northeast Midwest South West
Rate of all-listed diagnoses per 10,000 population
All conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infectious and parasitic diseases . . . . . .001–139
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..140–239
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases, and
immunity disorders . . . . . . . . .240–279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs ..280-289
Mentaldisorders . . . . . . . . . ,,, . . . . . . . . . ..290–319
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,., ,, . . . . . . ..320–389
Diseases ofthe circulatory system .390--459
Diseases of the respiratory system .480-519
Diseases of the digestive system . . .520-579
Diseases of thegenitourinary system. .580-629
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the
puerperiuml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..630–676
Diseases of theskin and subcutaneous tissue, .680-709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and
connective tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..710–739
Congenital anomalies . . . . . ,740–759
Certain conditions originating in the perinatal
period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...760-779
Symptoms, signs, andill-defined conditions .780–799
Injury and poisoning, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...800-999




















































































































































lFemales with ddiveriesare included under “Supplementaryclaasiflcations,”
Table D. Rate of all-listed procedures for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by procedure category (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1988
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /nternationa/ Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, C/inica/ Modification
(ICD-9-CM)]
Sex Age Region
Under 1544 45-64 65years
Procedure category and ICD–9–CM code Total Male Female 15years years years andover Northeast Midwest South West
Rate of all-listed procedures per 100,000 population
All procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,054,0 13,309.3 18,631,2 3,860.0 13,532.0 19,453.4 41,761.8 19,834.2 15,392.4 15,319.0 14,263.5
Operations onthe nervous system. . . . . . . . . .01-05 367.0 395.4 340.4 407.4 243.0 435.6 661.2




63.0 5.2 37.4 85.9 84.2 44.2




205.4 241.4 61.3 70.0 274.0 1,014.4




70,2 201.2 40.4 54.8






305.7 413.5 324.5 293.5 308.4




474.5 341.6 130.3 165.5 632.5 1,453.6
Operations onthe cardiovascular system. . . ,35-39 1,485.2 1,877.8 1,116,6
564.9 367.2 386.3 325.2
319.0 367.9 2,956.0 5,519.6 1,578.1
Operations onthehemic and lymphatic system. ,40-41 160.7
1,710.1 1,356.9 1,338.2
162.7 158.8 45.5 79.1 229.6 565.9
Operations onthe digestive system . . . . . . ,42-54 2,153,5 1,925,6 2,367.5
208.5 153.1 148.2 142.5
437.8 1,346.3 2,905.5 7,065.1
Operations onthe urinary system . . . . . . . . ,55-59
2,563.1 2,119.1 2,255.2 1,611.9
698.7 661.0 546.3 91.1 346.9 928.0 2,743.3 1,019.0
Operations onthemale genital organs . . . ,60-64 259,2 535.2
665.7 668.8 465.4
94.9 47.4 278.5 1,316.9




18.5 1,546.2 1,122.6 665.8 1,021.7
Obstetrical procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,72-75 2,474.9
910.6 1,204.3 626.9
4,798.8
Operations onthemusculoskeletal system. . . ,76-84 1,287.6 1,393.+ 1,187.9
29.5 5,252.3 4.3 . . . 2,370.5 2,482.6 2,317.1 2,834.4
Operations ontheintergumentary system . . . . . ..85-86
382.9 1,155.0 1,625.8 2,858.8 1,611.4 1,150.9 1,293.8 1,113.9
604.1 540.2 664.1 197.1 468.0 854.9 1,450.2 845.7
Miscellaneous diagnostic and therapeutic
537.4 585.4 471.4
procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,87-99 4,4462 4,450.6 4,442.1 1,024.8 2,042.0 6,772.0 15,991.1 6,140,3 4,096.5 3,915.1 4,044.7
5
Table E. Average length of stay for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with ICD-9-CM
codes) of first-listed diagnosis, sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1988
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnoshc chapters and code numbers are from the /r?temafiona/ Classification of Diseasea, 9th Revision, C/irrica/ Modification
(ICD-9-CM)]
Sex Age Region
Under 15-44 45-64 65 yesrs
Diagnostic chapter and /CD–9-CM code Total Male Female 15 years years years and over Northeast Midwest South West
Average length of stay In days
All conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infectious and parasitic diseases .001–139
Neoplasm. ,.. ,,. .,, , . . . . . . . . . . ..140–239
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases, and
immunity disorders . .240–279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs ,280–289
Mental disorders. . .290-319
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs .,... . . . . . . . . .320-389
Diseases of the circulatory system . . .390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system . .460–519
Diseases of the digestive system . 520–579
Diseases of thegenitourinary system, .580–629
Complication of pregnancy, childb(rlh, and the
puerperiuml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-678
Diseases of theskin andsubcutaneous tlasue: : .680–709
Diseaaes of the musculoskeletal system and
connective tissue.......,.. . . . . . . . . ...710-739
Congenital anomalies . . . ,740-759
Certain conditions originating in the perinatal
period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..760–779
Symptoms, signs, andill-defined conditions . . .780-799
Injury and poisoning . . . . . . . . . . . .,, ,,, ,..800–999

























































































































































I Females with delweries are included under “Supplementary claasiflcatlona.’f
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IcD-9-cn 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
CODE T(I TAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST $IIOHEST SOUTH !4EST
ALL CODES.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00 E.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
011 ... .. .. .. .. ..
011.9 . .... .. .. ..
011.90 .. .. .. .. ..
034 ... .. .. .. .. ..
034.0 ... .. .. .. ..
038 ... .. .. .. .. ..
038.0 ... .. .. .. ..
038. 1... .. .. .. ..
038.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
038.40 .. .. .. .. ..
038.42 .. .. .. .. ..
038.49 .. .. .. .. ..
038.8 ... .. .. .. ..
038.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
041 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
042 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
0+2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . .. .... .. ..
047 ... .. .. .. .. ..
047’.9. .. .. .. .. ..
052 . .. .. .... .. ..
053 . .... .. .. .. ..
053. 9... .. .. .. ..
054 . .... .. .. .. ..
070 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
075 . .... .. .. .. ..
078 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
078. 1... .. .. .. ..
078.6.. .... .. .. .
078. 89 .. .. .. .. ..
079 . .... .. .. .. ..
079.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
098 . .. .. .. .... ..
112 ... .. .. .. .. ..
117 . .. .... .. .. ..
117. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
135 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
136 . .... .. .. .. ..
136.3.. .. .. .. .. .
140-239 . .. .. ..
141 . .. .... .. .. ..
150 . .. .. .. .. ....
150.9 . .. . ... .. ..
151 . .. .... .. .. ..
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TAbLE 1. NuMBER 9F FIRST-LISTED DiAbNIi SES F(IR INPATIENTS DISCHARLkO FRCIM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. &Y ICO-9-CM CCWE, SEX AND
AL. E OF PATIENT, AND biographic RtGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.






15 15-W 45-64 AND
t4ALC
NORTH-
FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER E,4s T MI OH EST SOUTH uEST
NuMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
i62. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
1s2. . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i86.’9 . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE U5E0 UITH CAUTIUN: SEE ‘IUSE OF TABLES1t IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRO!! SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 3Y ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HLISPITAL: uNITED SrAIES, 1988 —COfi.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIO!JIEST SOUTH WEST









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTt D DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISC HAKGED FROM SHORT-STAY NON FE06RAL HOSPITALS. 8Y ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGt OF PATIENT, ANO uEOGRAPHIC REGI13N UF HOSPITAL: UN ITEIJ STATES, 1988--CON.




lT. O-9-CU 15 15-4+ 45-64 A NO
COOE luTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEMALk YkARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST sour H 14EST
NUMBER OF FIRS T- LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. + . . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8. . . . . . . . . . .
250. 80. . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
27+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
277. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































































NOTk: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARt TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMa ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNUSES FOR [NPATIENTS aI$CHARGEU FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CH CQOEV SEx ANu
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 198 L+-CON.
(SEE H6AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE I
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NCJRTH-
TOTAL MALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER kAST fli OH EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED oLAGtAOSES IN THOUSANOS
280-289 . . . . . . .
280. . . . . . . . . . . . .
280. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
282.62 . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
267 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29+.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.70 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 + . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO klITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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T.4LILk 1. NUM6ER (JF FIRS T-L ISIEO DIAGNOSES f-DR INPATIENTs OISCHARGk D FROM SHIIRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE,N SE% AND
A.E OF PATIENT, AND tiEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 198 LI--COh.




ICD-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVkR EAST M1OHEST SOUTH wEST


















































296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
29 b.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 33 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 34 . . . . . . . . . .
296.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
296.44 . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3oo. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
30+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 71 . . . . . . . . . .
304. & . . . . . . . . . .
304. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 60 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 61 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- IN TExT.
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TAi$LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO H(CH SHORT-STAY Nw4FEOtRAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICD-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AG6 OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
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COOE TEITAL MALE FEMALE
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NOTE: ESTIMATES UF 5,(3 D0-9,000 ARE TO HE USEO HITH












































































































































































































































































































TA.9LE 1. NUMBER CIF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARb ED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC RE6i ON OF HOSPITAL: UN IIED STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 A5-44 45-64 A NO
CODE TuTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS ‘YEARS OVER EAST ISIOHEST SOUTH klEST
355 . .. .... .. .. ..
355. 8. ... ... .. ..
357 . .. .... .. .. ..
357.0 ... .. .. .. ..
360 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
361 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
361 .0 .. ... .. .. ..
361. 00 .. .. .. .. ..
361. 8... . . .. .. ..
361 .9 . ...... .. ..
362 . .... .. .. .. ..
365 . .... .. .. .. ..
366 ... .. .. .. .. ..
366. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
366.10 .. .. .. .. ..
366. 17 .. .. .. .. ..
366.9 ... .... .. ..
371 . .... .. .. ....
3i’i.2... .. .. .. ..
374 ... .. .. .. .. ..
375 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
376 ... .. .. .. .. ..
316.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
376.01 .. .. .. .. ..
378 . .... .. .. .. ..
379 . .. .. .. .... ..
379.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
379.23 .. .. .. .. ..
380 . .. .... .. .. ..
380.1 . .... .. .. ..
380. 10 . ... .. .. ..
381 . ...... .. .. ..
381. 1... . ... .. ..
381. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
381. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
382 . .. .. .... .. ..
3S2 .3 ... .. .. .. ..
382. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
383 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
384 . ...... .. .. ..
384.2 . ... ... .. ..
384.20 .. .. .. .. ..
385 . .. .... .. .. ..
385.3 ... .. .. .. ..
386 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
306.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
3E6. 1.. . .. .. .. ..
386. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
386. 30 .. .. .. .. ..
387 . .... .. .. .. ..
390-+59 . . .. .. .
394 ... .. .... .. ..
394.0 ... .. .. .. ..
396 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
398 . .. .... .. .. ..
39s..9 .... .. .. ..
401 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
4oi. o . .. .. .. .. ..
401. 1. .. .. .. .. ..






























































NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTkD DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGECI FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO 6EOGRAPH1C REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST HIGHEST SOUTH ldEsT
402 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .
402.91 . . . . . . . . . .
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
403. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
41i.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4L3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41+. o . . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4L6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+23.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424. . . . . . . . . . . . .
424. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424. L . . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
426.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
427.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.31 . . . . . . . . . .
427.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
421.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427’.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.9 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAMLk L. NuM8ER UF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEIIERAL HOSPITALS, BY’ lCD-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION Of HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.






15 15-W 45-6+ A NO NORTH-
CODE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS VtARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CIUEST SOUTH UEST
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+29 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
+30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+32. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
432.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+36 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+38 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
4+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 L. O.. . . . . . . . . .
441. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
4+3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
444. 22 . . . . . . . . . .
+44.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
446 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
453. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: kSTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO SE USt O HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAB LES’l IN TEXT.
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TAtiLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CU COOk, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 6EG1NN1NG OF TAS.LE)
lCO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
15 15-44 +5-6+ ANO
MALE FEtlALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER kAST MIoliks I SOUTH HEST
455 ... .. .... .. ..
455.0.. .. .. .. .. .
+55.2 ... .. .. .. ..
‘455.5. ... ... .. ..
+55..5.... . .. .. ..
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . ... ... .. ..
458 ... .... .. .. ..
+58. 0. ... ... .. ..
458.9 . .. .... .. ..
459 . .. .. .... .. ..
459.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
459.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
460-519 ... .. ..
+6 L. ...... .. .. ..
+6 L. O. .. .. .. .. ..
462 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
463 . .... .. .. .. ..
464 . .. .... .. .. ..
466.4 . .. .. .... ..
465 ... .. .. .. .. ..
465.9 . .... .. .. ..
466 . .. ... . .. .. ..
466.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
466. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
4-m . .. .. .. .. .. ..
471 . .... .. .. .. ..
473. . .. .. .. .. .. .
473. 0.. ... .. .. ..
473.8 ... .. .. .. ..
473. 9. .... .. .. ..
474 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
474.0 ... .. .. .. ..
474.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
474.10 .. .. .. .. ..
474. IL .. .. .. .. ..
474.12 .. .. .. .. ..
475 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
47Lo .... .. .. .. ..
478. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
478.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
47a.7 ... .... .. ..
480 . .... .... .. ..
4ao. h ... . .. .. ..
480.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
48 L . .. .. .. .. .. ..
4a2 ... .... .. .. ..
4a2. o . .... .. .. ..
482. 1. .... .. .. ..
482.2 . ...... .. ..
4a2.3 . .... .. .. ..
4a2.4 ....... .. ..
482a ...... .. .. .
482 .9 ..... .. .. ..
483 ... .. ...... ..
We .. .. .. .. .. .. .
+37 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4a7. o ... .. .. .. ..
4a7. L. .... .. .. ..
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEU IALTH CAUTION: Sft
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TAEIL E 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES 60R INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORI-STAY NCJNFk OERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
ALE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC KEG1ON OF HUSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




lCD-9-CM 15 15-4+ + 5-64 ANO
COOE
NO RTU-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVEN EAST MIok/EST SOUTH klEST
NUMt3ER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
492 . .. .... .. .. ..











































































493.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
493. 00 .. .. .. .. ..
493.01 .. .. .. .. ..
493.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
493. 90 .. .. .. .. ..
493. 91 .. .. .. .. ..
494 ... .... .. .. ..
496 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
507 . .. .... .. .. ..
507. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
510 . .. .... .. .. ..
510. 9. .... .. .. ..
511 . .. .. . ... .. ..
511 .0. .. .. .. .. ..
511. 9. .... .. .. ..
512 . .. .. .... .. ..
512. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
513 . ...... .. .. ..
513. 0. .... .. .. ..
514 . .... .. .. .. ..
515 . .... .. .. .. ..
516 . .... .. .. .. ..
516. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
518 . ...... .. .. ..
518. 0.. ... .. .. ..
518.3 . .... .. .. ..
518. 4... .. .. .. ..
518. 8. .... .. .. ..
518. 81 ... ... .. ..
518.82. .... .. .. .
518.89 .. .. .. .. ..
519 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
519. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
519. 8. .... .. .. ..
519. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
520-579 . .. .. ..
520 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
520.6 . .. .... .. ..
521 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
521. 0... .. .. .. ..
523 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
524 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
524. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
524. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
524. 6. .. .... .. ..
527 . .. ...... .. ..
527. 2... .. .. .. ..
52d . .. .. .. .. ....
530 . .. .... .. .. ..
530. 1. .. .. .. ....
530 .2 ... .. .. .. ..
530.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
530. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
530. 7. .. .... .. ..
531 . .... .... .. ..
531 .0. .. .. .. .. ..
53 L.00 .. .... .. ..
531 .3 . .... .. .. ..
531 .30 .. .. .. .. ..
531 .4. .. .. .. .. ..
53 L. 40 .. .. .. .. ..
531 . 9. .... .. .. ..































































NOTt: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8E USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘SUSE OF TA8LESe8 IN TkXT.
20
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFkO&?AL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AbE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)






15-wt 45-64 ANO t4l3RTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST liIDIJEST SOUTH NEST























532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































533 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
533. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
533.30 .. .. .. .. ..
533.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
533..40.. .. .. .. ..
533.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
533.90 .. .. .. .. ..
535 ... .. .. .. .. ..
535.0 . .. .... .. ..
535. 1. .... .. .. ..
535.3 ... .. .. .. ..
535.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
535. 5... .. .. .. ..





































































536 . ...... .. .. ..
536.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
536. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
536. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
537 ..... .. .. .. ..
537.0 ... .. .. .. ..
540 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
540.0 . ...... .. ..
540.1 . .. .. .. .. ..























541 . .... .. .. .. ..
550 ... .. .. .. .. ..
550.1 ... .. .. .. ..
550. 10 .... .. .. ..
550.9 ..... .. ....
550.90 .... .. .. ..
550. 91 .. .. .. .. ..






















552 . .. .... .. .. ..
552.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
552.00 .. .. .. .. ..
552. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
552.2 ... .. .. .. ..
552.20 .. .. .. .. ..
552.21 .... .. .. ..
553 . .... .. .. .. ..
553.1 ... .. .. .. ..
553.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
553.20 .. .... .. ..
553.21 .. .. .. .. ..
553.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
555 . .... .. .. .. ..
555. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
555. 9.. ... .. .. ..
550 . .... .... .. ..
557 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
55T. O. .... .. .. ..
557. 1... .. .. .. ..































m7t: ES TIf4ArES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLES), IN TEXT.
TA6LE 1. NUMBER oF F IRS T-L ISTEO oiAGNOsEs FOR lNPATIENTS DiSCharge FROM SHORT- STAy NoNFkom.AL HOSPITALS, BY lco-9-cM COOE, sEx ANO
A6k OF PATIENT, AND biographic REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES. 198.9--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TLITAL MALE FE IIALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH MEST
NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 81. . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
562. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
564. i . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567.9. . . . . . . . . . .
56a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
57+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
574. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
574. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
574. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
5?4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
51+. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
57+. 40. . . . . . . . . .
57+.41 . . . . . . . . . .
57+. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T+.50 . . . . . . . . . .
574. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,001)-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ,,usE OF 7A13L6S” IN TEXT.
22
TA3Lk 1. NU14BER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOhES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS, BY lCD-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANIJ
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO sTATES. 1988 —CCIN.











YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OUEST SOUTH MEST
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
577.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580-.529 . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
5s4. . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.?.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
59?.. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
594. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOL . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601. o . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
60+.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘30-r .a . . . . . . . . . .
601.84 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L0. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAEiLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO sTATES, 1988--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TDTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH uEST
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
62.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8. . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
62 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63+. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
635. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
63 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637. 91 . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE uSCO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAIL LES1* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988—CON.









TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0VER EAST MOHEST SOUTH I(EST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
Ll+o . . . . . . . . . . . .
640.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TI14ATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8k USEO 161TH CAUTION: SEE ‘lJSE OF TA8LESI IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NO& FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-Ct4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 L5-44 45-64 AtdO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OL4EST SOUTH wEST
680- T09 . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
681.00 . . . . . . . . . .
681 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
681 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.2. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
685. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
105.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
To7. i . . . . . . . . . . .
TOE . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709. . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
ill . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TII. o . .. .. .. .. ..
711.05 .. .. .. .. ..
711 .06 .. .. .. .. ..
714 . .... .. .. .. ..
714. 0. .... .. .. ..
715 . ...... .. .. ..
T15. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
715. 16 .. .. .. .. ..
715. 3. .... .. .. ..
715. 35 .... .. .. ..
715. 36 .. . ... .. ..
715. 9... . ... .. ..
715.90 ... ... .. ..
715. 95 .. .. .. .. ..
715.96 .. .. .. .. ..
716 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
i’i6.1. .. .. .. .. ..
716. 9. .. .... .. ..
717 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
717. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
717. 4. .. .. .. .. ..
T17. 7. .. .. .. .. ..
717.8 ... .. .. .. ..



























































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5.000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO tii TH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES”’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FL RST-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED fiROM SHORT-STAY NUNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF I-IOSPIT AL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988 —co N.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TA6LE)






15-44 45-64 ANO NOR TH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH UEST
NUW5R OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
718. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
71a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.?1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.?1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
722.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
72+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72+.0 . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
72%2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
72+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 A. . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NuMBER (JF FIRST-LISTED II IA’ NUSES FuR INPATIENTS UISCHARLkO FROM SHURI-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS, BY [CO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGt UF PATIENT, ANO biographic REGIUN OF HO SPI IAL: LINITEO STATES, 198u--co N.
(SEE HtAONOTE AT BE GINN INI, OF TAd LE)
SEX AGE REG 10N
65
UNDER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOk
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YkARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L KSTEO OIAGNOSES IN THCIUSANOS
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
129.81 . . . . . . . . . .
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. + . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . 42 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
733 .82 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
73a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. + . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
74 b . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
748 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
-ill . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
75+. . . . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756. L . . . . . . . . ..-







































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USt O UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘*uSE OF TALILESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN1 TEO STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 5EGINN1NG OF TABLE)





15 1 5-W 45-64 ANO NORTH-
FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH HEST
T60-779. . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765. h . . . . . . . . . .
765. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7T3. L . . . . . . . . . . .
77+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
774.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
784 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
78+.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
785 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
785.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.09 . . . . . . . . . .
786.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
786. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
787 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
787.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
788 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.S8.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
789 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
789.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
000.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
801.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
802.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.20 . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
1302.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
803 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
803.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.s05.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
807.01 . . . . . . . . . .
807. 09 . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. NUHL3ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cf4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoi3EST SOUTH UEST
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80 BOO. . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808. $ . . . . . . . . . . .
808.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8L0. O. . . . . . . . . . .
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
812 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812. + . . . . . . . . . . .
812.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
813.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813.05 . . . . . . . . . .
813.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813.42 . . . . . . . . . .
813.44 . . . . . . . . . .
813.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
813. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.83 . . . . . . . . . .
814 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E14. O. . . . . . . . . . .
815 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
820 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B20.02 . . . . . . . . . .
820.09 . . . . . . . . . .
820.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.20 . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820.22 . . . . . . . . . .
820.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
821. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.00 . . . . . . . . . .
B21.01 . . . . . . . . . .
821.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
821. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
821.23 . . . . . . . . . .
822 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
822.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
823.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
823..s0 . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOT6: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLES- IN TExT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L lSTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCV4FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CU COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988—CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-6+ ANO
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST III O!JEST SOUTH blEST
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
824.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a24.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a24.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a25. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.25 . . . . . . . . . .
ah . . . . . . . . . . . .
a31. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a36 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a36. o . . . . . . . . . . .
836. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
a39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ako.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a++ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aw. z . . . . . . . . . .
aw.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a+5. o. . . . . . . . . . .
a45.09 . . . . . . . . . .
a46. o . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
act . . . . . . . . . . . . .
akT. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a47. z . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aso. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. h . . . . . . . . . .
a50.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50-9 . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a51. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a52 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a52.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a52.20 . . . . . . . . . .
a53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a54. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a54. of . . . . . . . . . .
a54. of . . . . . . . . . .
a54.02 . . . . . . . . . .
a54.06 . . . . . . . . . .
a54. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a61. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a61. of . . . . . . . . . .
a63 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 ... .. .. .. ..
a65 . .... .. .. .. ..
a65. o ... .. .. .. ..
a65.04 .. .. .. .. ..
a66 ..... .. .. .. ..
866.0 . .... .. .. ..
ala . .. .... .. .. ..





















































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Es TtMATEs OF 5,000 -9,0co ARE TO ak USEa UITH CAUTI13N: SEE MUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANLl
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OIAEST SOUTH uEST
NuMBER OF F1 RST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.42 . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7+. a . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
875.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
879 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8T9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
881 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. . . . . . . . . . . . .
882.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
882. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
883 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a83. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
883. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
086 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
886. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
890 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
92+. OF . . . . . . . . . .
924.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
%4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.32 . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
94a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































luSE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
TAbLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FCIR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS , BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 vER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH ldEST
966 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
966. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
966. 3. . . . . . . . . . .
96 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
9?4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. + . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.81 . . . . . . . . . .
‘397 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
991.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998. L . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































NUHBER OF F lRST-LISTEO OIA GNOSES IN THOUSANOS















































































TAbL E 1. NUM8ER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHOR1-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, .9Y ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGk OF PA II ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONUTE AT BtGINNINL OF TABLE)





45-64 ANO NO RIH-
TOIAL HALE FEMALE WARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THUUSANOS
3,929 871138 L39VO1-V82. . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O . . . . . . . . . . .
V25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v25. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V2T. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
U27. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vsft. o . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V5T. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
v58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
We. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V7L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































NOTE: ES7114ATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
34
TABLE 2. NUF18ES OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HCJSPITALS, tTY lCO-9-Ct4 COOk OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1988
(ExCLUOES NEWBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CL ASS IFICATIM OF OISEASES, 9TH REVISJON, CLINICAL MOCIFICATION
[l CO-9 -Ct4); SE& APPENOIX 111 FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TEXT)











YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI WEST SOUTH wEST
NUU8ER aF OAYS OF CARE IN lHOUSANOS
ALL CO DE S.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.90 . . . . . . . . . .
03+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
J38.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
1+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: If ESTIMATE PRECCOEO aY AS TER[SK, USE ACCIJROING TO SILL OF CORRESPON01N6 ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESts Ih TExT.
TAd LE 2. NU148ER OF OAVS OF CARE FOR lNpAr IkNTS O[scHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HILSPITALS, 8Y lco-9-cn CODE OF FIRS T-I.l STEO
OIAGNOsls. sEx AND AGE OF pATIENT, AND biOgraphiC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1988 --coN.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL t4ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH iiEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . ..-
154. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
L56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
LTD . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iT4.0 . . . . . . . . ..-
i74.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
1-14.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
17+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































hLITE: IF ES TI14ATE PREc EDEo BY AS TERISh, USE ACCOROINb 10 S1,IE OF LO RRESPONOINL ES Tlt4ATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘, USE OF TA8LES11 IN TEX7.
36
TAtiLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRUH SHORT-STAY hOhFEDERAL MOSPITALS. hY ICO-9-cH COo E oF FIRS T-L1sr Eo
01 A6NOS1S, SEX AND AGE OF PAT IEkT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 198d--CON.
(SEE IiEACJNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15 15-4+ 45-6+ ANO hORTH-
CUOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF OAYS GF CARE IN THOUSANDS
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19’5.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 B. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198. s . . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
20+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
227. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
229 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
230 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NuTt: IF EST It4ATE PR6CEOt0 dY ASTERISK, USk ACCdROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING tSTIf4ATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAE!LES- IN TEXT.
37
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRO+! SHORT-STAY tiONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y lCO-9-CU COOE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO A6E OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION UF HOSPITAL; UN IIEO STATES, 1988--coN.






15-W 45-6+ AND NOR TH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MI O14EST SOUTH !+sT







235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244. 9....... . . . .
*
*
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 k . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7. . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. ao . . . . . . . . . .
250. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .



















































































251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .




252 . .... .. .. .. ..
252. 0 . .... .. .. ..
*
*
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .













275 . .... .. .. .. ..
275. 4. .. .. .. .. ..
276 . .... .. .. .. ..
276.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
276.2 ... .. .. .. ..
276.5 ... .. .. .. ..
276.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
276.8 . .. .. .. .. ..



















277 . .. .. .... .. ..
277.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
277.00 .. .. .. .. ..
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27a.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
*33
*3255
NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEDEO BY ASTERISK, USk ACCOROING TO SIZk OF CQRRESPONOi NG ESTIMATE IN TAbLE 1: SEE lCUSF OF TABL ES,, IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO_9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNCISIS, SEX AND AGE OF PAT1kNT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION Of HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TAbLE)





15 is-w! 45-6+ ANO N(lRTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH UEST
2S0-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2B1.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
2E2.62 . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285. L . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
207 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. + . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292..8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293. B. . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
294.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295. 64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IMATE PRECEOEO BY AS TEill SK, USt ACCU1701NG TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES71MATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘t USE OF 7AEILES: IN TEXT.
39
TABLE 2. NuMBER UF DAYS OF CANE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIA6NIJS1S, SEX ANO AGE OF PAr IENr. ANO Geographic REG1ON OF tiOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 19.5iJ--CON.
(SEE HE AONu Tt Ar BEGINNING OF rABLE)





15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
raTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOWkST SOUTH UEST
.290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
296.33 . . . . . . . . . .
296.34 . . . . . . . . . .
296. + . . . . . . . . . . .
296.40 . . . . . . . . . .
296.44 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
29.5. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.90 . . . . . . . . . .
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300. OF . . . . . . . . . .
3oo.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CURRESPONOING EST It4Ar E IN 7ABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN 7EXT.
40
lAdLE 2. NUMd ER UF DAYS OF CARk FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARC,EO FROM 5HURT-STAY NONFEDERAL HIJSPITALS, BY ICC! -9-CM COOE OF FIRS I-L ISIEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AbE OF PATIENT, ANO GE OGRAPli IC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 19 M8--CCIN.
(SEt HkAONOTE AT 8EGINNING OF TA6LEI




15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE 10 IAL
NCIRTH-
HALE FEHALE YEAR S YEARS YEARS uVER EAST UIOHEST SOUTH uES1
306 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
306. 1... .. .. .. ..
307 . .... .. .. .. ..
307.5 ... .. .. .. ..
307.5 L.. .. .. .. ..
307. 8 ... .. .. .. ..
307. 81 .. .. .. .. ..
308 . .... .. .. .. ..
309 . .... .. .. .. ..
309.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
309.2 ... .. .. .. ..
309.28 .. .. .. .. ..
309.4 ... .. .. .. ..
309.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
310 . .. .. .... .. ..
310.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
310. 9 ... .. .. .. ..
311 ... .. .. .. .. ..
312 . .. ...... .. ..
313 . .. .... .. .. ..
313. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
320-3 a9 . .. .. ..
320 . .. .. .... .. ..
320.0 ... .. .. .. ..
322 . .. .. . ... .. ..
322.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
331 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
331. 0 ... .. .. .. ..
331. 3 ... .. .. .. ..
331.4 . ... . .. .. ..
332 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
332.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
333 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
336 . .... .. .. .. ..
336.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
337 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
340 . ...... .. .. ..
342 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
3+2.9 ... .. .. .. ..
343 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
344 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
344.6 .. .. .. .. ..
344. 61 .. .. .. ....
345 . .. .... .. .. ..
345. 1. .. .. .. ....
345.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
345.5 . .. .. .. .. ..
3+5.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
346 . .. .... .. .. ..
346.2 . ... ... .. ..
346. 9. ...... .. ..
348 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
348. 1.. ... .. .. ..
34& 3..... .. .. ..
3+9 . ...... .. .. ..
349. 0.... .. .. .. .
351 . .... .. .. .. ..
351 .0 ... .. .. .. ..
353 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
353.0 . ... . .. .. ..
354 ... .. .. .. .. ..
3st. u. .. .... .. ..



































































NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
NOTE: IF kST IHATE PRECEOED bY ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZk UF CGRRk SPONDIN(, ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ,iuSE OF TA8LESIC IN TEXT.
41
rABLk 2. NUMFJEK “F DAYS OF CAUk FOR INPATIENTS DLSCHAKL.k Ll FKOM SHURT-STAY NONFEDERAL HCJSPLTALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
O1.AGNu SLS, SEX AND AG.E OF PA TIk NT, ANJ GtUGRAPHIC kkL,l ON OF HoSPITAL; uNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(skk tit AOiWTt AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)






TOTAL HALE FkHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DMEST SOUTH HEST
35> . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
35 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3bl . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
301. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
36 L a d . . . . . . . . . . .
361 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37 L .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
37+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376. Ok . . . . . . . .._
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3E2 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384. . . . . . . . . . . . .
38+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385. . . . . . . . . . . . .
385.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
387 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
390-+ 59-......
>94 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
>9tr . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
401 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$U1. u . . . . . . . . . . .
401. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
*lJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































PRt CkOEil BY AS TCRISK, USE ALCURUINb 10 sIZE OF CLIRRk SPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEk “USt OF TABL ES,, IN TExT.
42
TAbLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHAitGED FKOM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTkO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND Gki2GRAPHIC REGI13N OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.








15-W 45-64 A NO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH WEST



































































































































402 ... .. .. .. .. ..
402 .9 . .. .. .. .. ..
402.9 LO.. .. .. .. ..





































































































































































































































































































































































403 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
403. 0. .... .. .. ..
403.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
410 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
410.0 ... . ... .. ..
410. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
410.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
410. 3 ... .. .. .. ..
410.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
410.5 ... .. .. .. ..
410.6 ... .. .. .. ..
410. 7. .. .. .. .. ..
410. .9. .. .. .. .. ..







411 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
411. 1. .. .. .. .. ..







412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .














415 . .. .. .. .. ....







416 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
416. 9... .... .. ..
:
*
420 . .... .. .. .. ..
420.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
420.90 .. .. .. .. ..
421 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
421.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
*165
*162
+23 . .. .... .. .. ..
+23.9 . ...... .. ..
424 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
424.0 ... .. .. .. ..







425 . .. .. .... .. ..







426 .. ... .... .. ..
426. 0. .. .... .. ..
426.1 . .... .. .. ..
426. 11 .. .... .. ..
426. 3. .. .. .. .. ..







427 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
427.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
427. 1... .. .. .. ..
427. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
4.27.31 .. .. .. .. ..
427. 32 .. .. .. ....
427.4 ... .. .. .. ..
427.4 L.. .. .. .. ..
427. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
427.6 ... .. .. .. ..
427. 69 .. .. .. .. ..
427.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
42 T. 81 .... .. .. ..
427. 89 .. .. .. .. ..






















NGTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY AS TEk ISK, uSE ACCOROIN6 TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘) USE OF TAdLEStr IN T&XT.
43
TABL E 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO Ff<ufl SHL,RT-STAY NufiF&OERAL HoSPITALS. BY lCO-9-Ct4 CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO biographic REL1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 198d--CON.







rOIAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DUEST SOUTH HEST
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
+30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+32 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
432.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434. L . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437. i . . . . . . . . . . .
+37.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+38 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+40 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
441. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
44+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
44+. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
4% . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+47 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+4 T.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 11 . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453. 8 . . . . . . . ..-.
453 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
45+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
45%. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECt OEO 3Y AS TEN1$K, USE AC CUR(JIN6 TO SIZE OF CUR RESPONDING kSTIMATE [N TA&Lk 1: SEE “uSE OF TABLESI. IN TExT.
44
TABL6 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NGhFEtJERAL HUSPITALS. BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1988—CON.









TOTAI. MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH wEST
455 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
455.0 ... .. .. .. ..
455.2 ... .. .. .. ..
455. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
455.6 ... .. .. .. ..
+56 .. ... .. .. .. ..
456.0 ... .. .. .. ..
458 ..... .. .. .. ..
450.0 ..... .. .. ..
458.9 . ... . .. .. ..
459 . .. .. .... .. ..
459.8 . .... .. .. ..
459.9 . .... .. ....
460-519 . .. .. ..
461 . ...... .. .. ..
461.0 ... .. .. .. ..
462 ... .. .. .. .. ..
+63 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
464 . ...... .. .. ..
464.4.. .... .. .. .
465 . .... .. .. .. ..
465.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
470 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+73. . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0. . . . . . . . . . .
4T3.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
+73.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
474 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.10 . . . . . . . . . .
474. LO . . . . . . . . . .
474. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4T8.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4S2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.97 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4uT. O. . . . . . . . . . .
487.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































PRCCEOEO BY ASTERISK. USt ACCUROING 10 SIZE OF CORRESPONGING kSTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘uSE OF TAbLES1a IN TExT.
45
TAbLt 2. NUMBER Of OAYS OF CARk FOR lNPAr IENr S DISC HARGt D FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGc OF PATIENT, ANO GE UGRAPHIC RE610N OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HkAONOTE AT 6E61NN1NG OF TA8LE)




15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO NOR TH-
COOE TUTAL MALE FEMALF YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST $!1 OWEST SOUTH UEST
NUt48ER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493. of . . . . . . . . . .
493 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+93.90 . . . . . . . . . .
4’?3. 91 . . . . . . . . . .
+94 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 Lo. . . . . . . . . . . . .
510. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
51+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.81 . . . . . . . . . .
518. 82 . . . . . . . . . .
518.89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
520-519 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
523 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
524 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
52+. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530. . . . . . . . . . . . .
530. 1 . . . . . . . . ..-
53 U . .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00. . . . . . . . . .
531. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. w.. . ..e . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































PRECkUk Ll BY ASTERISK, uSt ACCUROIN6 TO SIZE UF Lt3ft RESPON01NG ESTIMATE 1{4 TA8LE 1: SEE ,,uSE OF TA8LES,B IN TkXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FRcN4 SHORT-STAY NONFEOkRAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CU CCJDE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AbE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH klEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN lHOUSANOS
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































tiOTE: IF ES71MATE PRECEOEO BY AS TER1s K, USE AccoROING TO 512E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAf3Lk 1: sEE UUSE OF rABLESU IN TEXT.
47
iAtl Lk 2. NUMb ER UF u.4YS 06 CARL 6uR lNPAr LkNIS Olsc HA KLED FRuM &HLIRT-s TAY NONFEDERAL HLIbPITALs, By ICO-9-c M CGDE OF FIRST-LISTED
D1AW41JS IS, StX ANO AI, E OF PATIENT, ANO Geographic &kb ION IJF HLIWITAL; UN1lt D sTATES, 1988--coN.









TUrAL HALE F~MAL E YEARS YEARS YEARS OVEfi EAST MI Dnts T SOUTH uEST
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
56 D.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
562 . 11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564.0 . . . . . . . ..-.
564.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565. 0- . . . . . . . . . .
565. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
574. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
574. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.41 . . . . . . . . . .
574.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
574. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
574.51 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































PRECEOED BY ALrknls K, USL AC C13R01N’ rU slzk OF C,o RR E5poNLIING ES TIMA7E IN 7A8LE 1: SEE *USE aF TAEjLESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMbER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHCIRT-5TAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCD-9-CM CODk OF FIRS T-L ISTtO
OIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGk OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1988 —Ci2N.
(St E HE AONOTE AT bEGINNING OF TABLE)







TU TAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIDHEST SOUTH HEST
5T6 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
576. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
516.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
5T6. 8... .. .. .. ..
577 . .... .. .. .. ..
5T7. O ... .. .. .. ..
577. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
577.2 ... .. .. .. ..
578 . .... .. .. .. ..
578.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
578. L. .. .. .. .. ..
578. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
579 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
580-629 . .. .. ..
581 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
58 L. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
584 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
584.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
585 ... .. .. .. .. ..
586 ... .. .. .. .. ..
590 . .... .. .. .. ..
590.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
590. 10 .... .. .. ..
590.8 ... .. .. .. ..
590.80 .. .. .. .. ..
591 . .... .. .. .. ..
592 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
592.0 .... ... .. ..
592.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
593 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
593.3 . .. .... .. ..
593.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
593a .. .. .. .. .. .
593. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
594 . .. .. .... .. ..
594.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
594.2 ... .. .. .. ..
595 ... .. .. .. .. ..
595.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
595.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
596 . .... .. .. .. ..
596.0 ... .. .. .. ..
598 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
598.9 ... .. .. .. ..
599 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
599.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
599. 7... .... .. ..
600 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
601 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
601.0 . ... . .. .. ..
603 . .. .. .... .. ..
603.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
60+ ... .. .. .. .. ..
604. 9. .. .. .. .. ..
604. 90 .. .. .. .. ..
604.99 .. .. .. .. ..
CO T. .. .. .. .. .. ..
607.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
607.84 .. . ... .. ..
... . .... .. .. .. ..
60.S.2. .. .. .. .. ..
610 ... ... ... .. ..
610. 1... .. .. .. ..
611 . .... .. .. .. ..





















































































































































































































































































































Nt21k: lF ESTIMATE PRk CkOEO 8Y AS TEk ISK, uSC ACC,JRLll Nb 70 SIZt tic CORRk SIJCJNOINb ESTIMATE IN TAb~L 1: SbE “uSE OF TABLE S,, Ih TtXT.
TA6LE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY ilONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC KEG ION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1988 --C UN.
(SEE HE AONIJTE AT L!EGINNIN6 OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
YEARS
lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 55-64 ANO
COOk
t40RTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH uEST
61+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
61+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
elT. .. .. .. .. .. ..
617 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a la . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
61a. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62a. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b33 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633. ? . . . . . . . . . . .
634. . . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634. L . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
63+.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
635. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637 . 91 . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































Nor E: IF Es TIM ATE PWCEOEO av ASTERISK, USF Acc Oit OING TO sIzt OF cuRREspONOING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE i: SEE I~USE OF TA0LEst8 IN TkXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER W l)AY.S OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL tKISPI TALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS 1-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.







TOTAL MALE FH4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIAEST SOUTH 14EST
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
640.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
b+l . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
b41. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
641.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.23 . . . . . . . . . .
64 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642. +3 . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64%0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64+. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
644. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+6.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6k6.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
6+6.83 . . . . . . . . . .
64 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.93 . . . . . . . . . .
65+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654. 53 . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.9. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
658. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
6T0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































tiOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING EST1t4ATE IN TAbLE 1: SEE -USE OF TAEILESW IN TtXT.
51
TABLE 2. Nu!48ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSP ITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PA T1t NT, AND GE06RAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BkGINNINL. OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG 10N
65
UNDER YEARS
lCO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 ANO NOR TH-
COOE Tll TAL tiALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH i4EST
680- T09 . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
681 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
681. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
681.10 . . . . . . . . . .
682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.7. . . . . . . . . . .
682. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
685. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
105. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
106..2. ...... .. ..
707 . .... .. .. .. ..
707. 0. .... .. .. ..
70 T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-T39 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TLO. O. . . . . . . . . . .
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711. o . . . . . . . . . . .
711 .05 . . . . . . . . . .
711.06 . . . . . . . . . .
71+. . . . . . . . . . . . .
714. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
115. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 35 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 36 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 9. . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
T16 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
TIT.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
TIT. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
TL7.8 . . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO bY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING 70 S12E OF CORRESPONDING ES TIMAIC IN TAtiLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABL ES,, IN TEXT.
52
TASL E 2. NUnOER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, ay lco-9-cH COOE OF FIR2. T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF pAr ItNT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 198a--coN.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 8EGINNING OF TABLE)







TUTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH i4EST
NLNWER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7i8.31 . . . . . . . . . .
T18. 36 . . . . . . . . . .
a la. % . . . . . . . . . .
718. a . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7L9. + . . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7.?1. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
T21. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T22.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
T22. To . . . . . . . . . .
722. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
T23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T23.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724. 02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
72+.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. 33 . . . . . . . . . .
T27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T2T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.61 . . . . . . . . . .
727. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
Tea . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T28. h . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK. USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE l, USE OF TAS4_ESw IN TEXT.
53
TABLE 2. NUM&ER OF DAYS OF CAR6 FOR INPAT1k NTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAV NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 CODE OF FIRS T-LIST EL)
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPH lC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UFiITED STATES, 1988--CON.







45-64 ANO NOR TH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH UEST
NuMBER OF DAYS OF CAR12 IN THOU SANOS
129 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 5. . . . . . . . . . .
729. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
130 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730. 0. . . . . . . . . . .
730. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T30. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. 26 . . . . . . . . . .
T30.2T . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T35. O. . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736. S. . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
137.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T38. O. . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
144 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7+7.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
748 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T49. O. . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.?. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
T59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































tlATE IN TAbLE 1: SEE a*USE OF TAbLES,l IN TEXr.
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TABLE 2. NUt4BER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL IUTSPITALS, BY Icc-+cn CODE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.





15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Ol#EST SOUTH WEST
760-779 . . . . . . .
765... . . . . . . . . . .
765. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
765.10 . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
773 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
774.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao,.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
784 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
1.35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
785.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.09 . . . . . . . . . .
786.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
786.52 . . . . . . . . . .
787 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
78a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78a. o. . . . . . . . . . .
789 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
789.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
SOL . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aok. o . . . . . . . . . . .
802 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
802. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802..20 . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
803 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
803.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.905. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao7. of . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SILE OF CORRESPONDING ES71tTATE IN TABLE i: SEE ‘USE OF TAELESW IN TEXT.
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TA13LE 2. W14Ll ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY iIotiFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE (IF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO A6E OF PA TLENr, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITkO sTATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HkAOMTE AT BE GINNINL OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
uNOER YEARS
lCD-9-CM 15 15- +4
COOE
45-64 APJCI NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MI CM EST SOUTH 14EST
NUt4BER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
810. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
812 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
812. 41 . . . . . . . . . .
813 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
813. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813. 05 . . . . . . . . . .
813. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
813. 44 . . . . . . . . . .
813.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
813. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.83. . . . . . . . . .
814 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
814.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
815 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
820 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
820. 02 . . . . . . . . . .
820. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
820.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.20 . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820. 22 . . . . . . . . . .
8.20. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
821.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.00 . . . . . . . . . .
821.01 . . . . . . . . . .
821.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.20 . . . . . . . . . .
821 . 23 . . . . . . . . . .
822 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
822.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
823.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
823.80 . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































NOTE: IF kST IMATE PKk CEOEo By As TERIs K, usE ACCo Rol NG TO s12E OF COrreSpOnding GsTIUATE IN TABLE 1: sEE .us E OF TABLESII IN TExT.
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TABLt 2. NuMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPArl ENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEOEILAL HOSPITALS, Oi’ ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISIEO
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1LU4 UF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, L988--c IJN.









HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH ME ST
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
024.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825. .?. . . . . . . . . . .
825. 25 . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
836. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
839 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8+0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+4.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8+5.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+5.09 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8+6. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8+1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a54. o . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
85+.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
854. 06 . . . . . . . . . .
854. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a63 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
864 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 + . . . . . . . . . .
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































PRECEOEO &Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESIIMA~k IN TAdLE 1: SEE l$USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER iJF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HuSPITALS, BY ICG-9-CM CODE OF FIR ST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, S5% AND Al, E OF PA IL ENT, ANO Gti IJGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 A NO NOR TH-
MAL.5 FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH UtST
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.42 . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
874.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
875.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
879 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
819.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
881 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
aal.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
882 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
882.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
882. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
882.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
883 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
.s83. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
883.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
886 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
086.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
890 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
92+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
9.24. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
942. . . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.32 . . . . . . . . . .
9+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946 . 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
‘965.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
PRkCEOEO BY ASTERISK. USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRt SPQNOING ESTIMATE IN TAbLE L: SEE .uSE OF TABLES. IN TExT.
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TABLE Z. NuMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CN COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED sTATES, 1988--CON.






15 15-*4 +5-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEAR S YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!JIEST SOUTH HEST
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
966.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969. + . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972. L. . . . . . . . . . .
97’4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99+. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
99b . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. 59 . . . . . . . . . .
996. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IHATE PRECEOEO aY ASTERISK. usE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOXNG EsTIMATE IN TAaLE 1: SEE Mus E OF TA6LEs* IN TEXT.
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TABL E 2. buM8Ed UF DAYS OF CAKE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGk D FEOM SHORT-STAY NONFk OEti AL fiUSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOk OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX kNO AGE OF PA TIk NT, ANO GkOGRAPttl C REGION (2F HOSPITAL; UN ITEO bTATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AuNd TE AT dEGINNING OF TABLE)





45-64 ANO NOR TH-
TU TAL MALE FEMALE YkARS YEARS YEARS OVER kAST MI OH EST SOUTH wEST
Vol-vaz . . . . . . .
FL U. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VZ4. O . . . . . . . . . . .
VZ5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v25. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
v27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. O . . . . . . . . . . .
v27 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
VZ7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v45. a . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V5T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
v5T. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V5S. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O . . . . . . . . . . .
v5a. L . . . . . . . . . . .
v58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
vAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O . . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WI. + . . . . . . . . . . .
VT L. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































NOIE: IF EST lMATE PRECEIIEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING rO S12E LIF CUR RESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES,- IN TEXT.
TAbLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FRUM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO_9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, L988
(EXCLUOES NEWBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES, 9TH REV1S1ON? CLINICAL MODIFICATION
( I CO-9-CM): SEE APPENOIX 111 FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TEXT)
TOTALS lNCLUOE OATA FOR CATEGORIES NOT LISTk O IN TABLE; SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNDER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-++ +5-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L K3TE0 OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
ALL CODES.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .



































044 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
044.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052.............
052.9.....-...-.
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 19 . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 3. NUMBER LIF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATI ENTS OISCtl ARGED FR(3M SHLIRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COD6, .3Ex AND
AGE DF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OIJER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH kiEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05+. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
05+. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
054.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
070. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078. . . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
078. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.89 . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0T9. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
079. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
091 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
091. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
097 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
097. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
098.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
098. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
110 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 01 L . . . . . . . . . . .
110.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
112 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
112 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
112. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.89 . . . . . . . . . .
112.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
117 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
131.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
131.01 . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
136.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
it . . . . . . . . . . . . .
138 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
15 L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CDOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANLJ uCOGRAPHIC REGIDN OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEAoNo TE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)






15- +4 45-64 ANO
TOTAL
NORTH-
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST Ml OHEST SOUTH HEST
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
16,?.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162. + . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
17+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
L74.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1s2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . .. .... .. .. ..
188.0 . ... ... .. ..
188.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
1ss.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE 70 BE VSEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TAb LESel IN 7EXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER Of ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTs DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE,, SEX ANO
AGE DF PATIENT, ANO bEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oki EST SOUTH 14EST
NuM8ER OF ALL-L1 STED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
L91.3 . . . . . . . . ..-
191 . 6. . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
197. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.82 . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.82 . . . . . . . . . .
202. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESm IN TEXT.
64
TABLE 3. iWMBER of AL L-L ISTEo DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS oIscHARGEo FROM sHoRT-sTAy Nonfederal HosPITALs, BY Ice-9-CM cooE, sEx ANo
. AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST /!101.IEST SOUTH 14EST
NUU8ER OF ALL-L I STEO OIAGNOs ES IN THOU.W.NOS
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
221 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227. L. . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
230 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
23 TA T. . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
238.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2+1. o . . . . . . . . . . .
241. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, W lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN1T60 sTATES, L988--CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST Ml WEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.90 . . . . . . . . . .
2% . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
246.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
251 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
256.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
260 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
261 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
260 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CH COOET SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO geographic REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL tiALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH uEST
NUM8ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
269 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
269.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
271 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
271.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
273 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2T3.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
27+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2T4. O. . . . . . . . . . .
274.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T5.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
275. + . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T6.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
277.00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
278.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2T9. O. . . . . . . . . . .
280-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
281. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2s2. . . . . . . . . . . . .
282. + . . . . . . . . . . .
282.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
282. 62 . . . . . . . . . .
282.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
283.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
284.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
285.8 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGCO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL }iOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15- w 45-64
COOE
AND NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH UEST
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
286.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
266.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2BT.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
287. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
268 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
209.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
289. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
289a . . . . . . . . . . .
289.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
290. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
292a . . . . . . . . . . .
292.81 . . . . . . . . . .
292 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
293. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2%.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295. 3+ . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295. 60 . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
2q5.6+ . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295. 70 . . . . . . . . . .
2q5. To . . . . . . . . . .
295. q . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS LLISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CFI COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEk HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER Y EARS
ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST 141DuEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.2...........









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N07E: ESTIHATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE oF TABLES” IN TExT-
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISIEO OIAGNOSk S FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NON FEOkRAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO biographic REG1ON OF HUSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.







15 15-4+ 45-6+ AND NOR TH-
TOTAL MALt FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH uEST
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.20 . . . . . . . . . .
30+.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.30 . . . . . . . . . .
304. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
30+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.70 . . . . . . . . . .
30+.71 . . . . . . . . . .
30+. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.80 . . . . . . . . . .
304. a l . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
30+.90 . . . . . . . . . .
304.91 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 02 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 03 . . . . . . . . . .
305.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
305.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.20 . . . . . . . . . .
305.21 . . . . . . . . . .
305.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.50 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 61 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 70 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 91 . . . . . . . . . .
305. 93 . . . . . . . . . .
306 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
306. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307 . 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.81 . . . . . . . . . .
307.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 BOO . . . . . . . . . . .
30 B.3 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71MATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAB LES,, IN 7EXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER UF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARLkO FROH SHORT-STAY NL3NFEOERAL HuSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




lCD-9-CM 15 15-w) 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-



























318.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
319 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320-389 . . . . . . .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
321 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.21.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
322 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
322.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
323 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
323.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
332. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
333 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
333.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
333.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
333.82 . . . . . . . . . .
333.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
334 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
334. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
335 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
335.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
335.20 . . . . . . . . . .
336 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
33 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
337. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES

























TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOk INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICIJ-9-Ct4 COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT. ANG GEoGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, L9813--co N.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HI OWEST SOUTH MEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L tsTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
340 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
342. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
342. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
343 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
343. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
343. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
344 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
344.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
344 .1 . . . . . . . . . .
344 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
344.61 . . . . . . . . . .
3++.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
345. . . . . . . . . . . . .
345.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
345. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
345 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
346 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
346.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
346.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
348 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+8.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
348. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
35 T .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
357. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HUSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM ClJOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEAoNoTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH HE-ST
NUMBER OF ALL-L 1S7’EO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.0, . . . . . . . . . .
362.01 . . . . . . . . . .
362.02 . . . . . . . . . .
362.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.29 . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.34 . . . . . . . . . .
362.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.50 . . . . . . . . . .
363 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3.55. DO. . ...*..*.
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
36 B.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.46 . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.00 . . . . . . . . . .
369.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.60 . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T0. O. . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
372. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.72 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3-7+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
3T5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,900 ARE TO BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE
*6
‘USE OF TALiLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLt 3. NUUb EK (IF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTs OiSCHARL, kO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 13Y ICD-9-CM COOE,, SEX ANO
AGE CIF PATIENT, ANO 6EOGRAPHIC REGION OF HUSP IT AL: UN1T60 STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 ANO
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH uEST
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
378.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
378. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
378. 54 . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
3T9. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
379. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
300. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
381 .01 . . . . . . . . . .
361. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
383. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 .20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
386. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
387 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
388 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
389. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
389. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
389. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
389. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
390-459 . . . . . . .
394 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396. L . . . . . . . . . . .
396. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
396. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
396. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
5.000-9,000 ARE TO HE USED til TH CA UT IUN: SEE “uSE OF TABLES” IN rkx7.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNPATI ENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NoNFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX 4N0
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t4101AEST SOUTH wEST


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TAtlLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATkS, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-C!I 15 15-4* 45-6+ ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f410HEST SOUTH uEST







421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
425. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
426.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 53 . . . . . . . . . .
426.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
426. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.89 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
427 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
427. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
427. 32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.60 . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 L . . . . . . . . . .
+27.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427.89 . . . . . . . . . .
427.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
428. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+29. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
+29.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.4 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“uSE OF TAB LES1’ IN TEXT.NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LIS TED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FRUM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)









FEUAL E YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH HEST
NuMBER OF ALL-L1 STEO OIAGNOSES IN TWUSANOS
430 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
432.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
+34 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
43 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
438 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
Wo. i . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.?.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
443.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
443. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
443.89 . . . . . . . . . .
443.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4++.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
444.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
446 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4+6. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
447 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
44 T.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USED WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF 7ABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER LLF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES fLIR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEOEUAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cf4 COCIE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO b& OGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.





ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OkAEST SOUTH 16EST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.89 . . . . . . . . . .
451 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
453. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
455.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
455. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
455.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
455a . . . . . . . . . . .
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
456. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.20 . . . . . . . . . .
456.21 . . . . . . . . . .
456.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.6. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
456. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
457 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
457. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
458 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
459 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
459.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+59.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.81 . . . . . . . . . .
459.89 . . . . . . . . . .
459.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
460-519 . . . . . . .
460 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.30 . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, .35X ANO
AGE UF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON qF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15-W 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIOldEST SOUTH UEST












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5.000-9,000 ARE TO BE USED UITH CAUTION: SEE WISE of TABLES* IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISIEO DIAGNOSES FuR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, WI ICO-9-CM CODE, .%X AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTk AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REGION
65
UNOER V E ARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST )41 OWEST SOUTH wEST
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
493. OF . . . . . . . . . .
493. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
493. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
493. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
493.91 . . . . . . . . . .
+94 . . . . . . . . . . . .
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
508 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 L .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
517 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 T .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
518. 82 . . . . . . . . . .
518. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
520-579 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520 . 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































NUMBER Of ALL-LI STEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS




























































































































































































TABLE 3. NUHBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF MOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.








TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST Ml OUEST SOUTH ME ST
























































































































523 . .. .. .. .... ..
523. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
523.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
524 . .. .... .. .. ..
524. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
524. 1. ...... .. ..






































































525 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
526 . .... .. .. .. ..
527 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
527.2 ... .. .. .. ..
528 . ...... .. .. ..
528. 0... .. .. .. ..
528.2 ... .. .. .. ..
528.3 ... .. .. .. ..





529 . .. .... .. .. ..
530 . ...... .. .. ..
530.0 . .... .. .. ..
530. 1. .... .. .. ..
530.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
530.3 ... .. .. .. ..
530. 5... .. .. .. ..
530.6 ... .. .. .. ..
530.7 . ...... .. ..
530.8 . .... .. .. ..
531 ..... .. .. .. ..
531. 0. .... .. .. ..
531.00 .... .. .. ..
531.3 . ...... .. ..
531.30 .. .. .. .. ..
531.4 ... .. .. .. ..
531.40 .... .. .. ..
531.7 . .... .. .. ..
531. 70 .. .. .. .. ..
531.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
531.90 .. .. .. .. ..
532 . .... .. .. .. ..
532.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
532.00 .. .. .. .. ..
532. 3... .. .. .. ..
532.30 .. .. .. .. ..
532. 4... .. .. .. ..
532.40 .. .... .. ..
532.5 . .. .. .. .. ..
532.50 .. .. .. .. ..
532.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
532.70 .. .. .. .. ..
532. 9. . ..... .. ..




























































533 ... .... .. .. ..
533.3 . .... .. .. ..
533.30 ... ... .. ..
533.4 ... .. .. .. ..
533.40 .. .. .. .. ..
533.7 .. ... .. .. ..
533. 70 .. .. .. .. ..
533. 9... .. .. .. ..










534 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE 70 BE USEO liITH CAUTION: SEE -USE OF TA8LE5. IN TExr.
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TABLE 3. NUH8ER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FUR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRDM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEoGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.







TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t410u EsT SOUTH HEST
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
53 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
537. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
542 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
543. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
553. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
553. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.29 . . . . . . . . . .
553. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555. . . . . . . . . . . . .
555. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5.000-9.000 ARE TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN 7Ex7.
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TA6LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LIS TED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANC
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988—CON.









TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST !IIOUEST SOUTH 14EST
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
558.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.00 . . . . . . . . . .
562. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
562.11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
564. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
568.89 . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
569. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.41 . . . . . . . . . .
569.49 . . . . . . . . . .
569.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.81 . . . . . . . . . .
569.82 . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .
569.89 . . . . . . . . . .
569.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
570 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T1.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
571 .40 . . . . . . . . . .
57 L.49 . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
571. a . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NU14BER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH I(EST
572 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
572. 2. .. .. .. .. ..
572.3 . .... .. .. ..
572. 4... .. .. .. ..
572. 8. ... ... .. ..
573 . .. ... . .. .. ..
573. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
573. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
573.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
573.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
574 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
574. 0. .. .... .. ..
57+.00 .. .. .. .. ..
574.01 .... .. .. ..
574. i... .. .. .. ..
574. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
574. 11 .... .. .. ..
5T+.2 . .... .. .. ..
574.20 .. .. .. .. ..
574. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
574.30 .. .. .. .. ..
574. 31 .. .. .. .. ..
574.+. ... .. .. .. .
57+.40 .. .. .. .. ..
574.41 .. .. .. .. ..
57+. 5. .. .. .. .. ..
574. 50 .. .. .. .. ..
574.51 ...... .. ..
575 ... .. .... .. ..
575.0 . .... .. .. ..
575. 1. ... ... .. ..
575. 3. .... .. .. ..
575.6 . .. .... .. ..
575.8 ... .. .. .. ..
575.9 . ...... .. ..
576 ... .. .. .. .. ..
576.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
576.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
576.8 . .... .. .. ..
577 ... .... .. .. ..
577.0 . ...... .. ..
577. 1. .... .. .. ..
577. 2. .. .... .. ..
577. 8. ...... .. ..
578 ... .. .... .. ..
578.0 ... .. .. .. ..
578. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
578. 9.. ... .. .. ..
579 ... .. .... .. ..
579. 3. .. .... .. ..
579.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
579.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
580-629 . .. .. ..
580 . .... .. .. .. ..
580. 9. .... .. .. ..
581 . .... .. .. ....
5al. a. .. .. .. .. ..
581. 81 .. .. .. .. ..
581.9. . .. .. .. .. .
582 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
















































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO i4i TH C.4UTION: SEE ,OUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TA8L E 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPAT1 ENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CU COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 198 B—coN.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








TOT AL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!dEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L1 STEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
583.81 . . . . . . . . . .
583. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
58+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590.1 . . . . . . . . ..-
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
593. T. . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.81 . . . . . . . . . .
593.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
59+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . .
594.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
595.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. B. . . . . . . . . . .
595.89 . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
59’6.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597.80 . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TAISLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CO(IE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 198&l-CON.









V6ARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIAEST SOUTN wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
601. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
60 L. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
602 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
602. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604. . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604. 90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60 T. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 + . . . . . . . . . .
607.89 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.89 . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
610.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
610. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
611. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L5.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616. o . . . . . . . . . . .
616. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
616. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617. O. . . . . . . . . . .
617. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 T. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR lNPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)









FEt4ALE YEARS YEAFLS YEARS OVER EAST MI DUEST SOUTH uEST



















623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
62+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
62 T. L. . . . . . . . . . .
627.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .




633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANI) l, EOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.







TOTAL t4ALE FEHALE YEARS
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS OVER EAST )41 OH EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637 . 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
631 . 91 . . . . . . . . . .
639 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
639. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
639. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
640. 0. . . . . . . . . . .
640. 03 . . . . . . . . . .
641 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
641 . 11 . . . . . . . . . .
641. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
641 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
641. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
641 .23 . . . . . . . . . .
641.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641 .91 . . . . . . . . . .
641 .93 . . . . . . . ..-
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642 .01 . . . . . . . . . .
642 .03 . . . . . . . . . .
642. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.41 . . . . . . . . . .
642. 43 . . . . . . . . . .
6+2. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
642 . 51 . . . . . . . . . .
642. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
642 .71 . . . . . . . . . .
642. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.91 . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643 . 13 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644. 03 . . . . . . . . . .
644. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
644-2 . . . . . . . . . . .
644. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
645 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645 . 01 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646 . 61 . . . . . . . . . .
646.62 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . 63 . . . . . . . . . .
646. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
6+6.81 . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































TAf5L E 3. NUHBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH CODE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO LEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




15 15-44 45-64 AND NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HI OH EST SOUTH ME-31
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.61 . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.81 . . . . . . . . . .
647.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+3.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648. of . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
648. LO . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.21 . . . . . . . . . .
648.22 . . . . . . . . . .
648. 23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
648.33 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.41 . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
648.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.61 . . . . . . . . . .
648. 63 . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.01 . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.91 . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.92 . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.93 . . . . . . . . . .
650 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
651.01 . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .
652 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
652. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
652. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
652.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.21 . . . . . . . . . .
652.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.31 . . . . . . . . . .
652.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.41 . . . . . . . . . .
652. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
652. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
652.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.61 . . . . . . . . . .
652.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.81 . . . . . . . . . .
653 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
653.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
653.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
653. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HoSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.









FE UALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1ou EsT SOUTH klEST
65+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65+. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
65%.01 . . . . . . . . . .
654 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
654. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
654 . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.21 . . . . . . . . . .
65+.23 . . . . . . . . . .
654 . 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.41 . . . . . . . . . .
65+. 43 . . . . . . . . . .
65+.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
65+. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
654. 53 . . . . . . . . . .
654. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
654. 61 . . . . . . . . . .
655 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
656. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
656. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
656. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
656. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
656. 41 . . . . . . . . . .
656. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.51 . . . . . . . . . .
656.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.6 i . . . . . . . . . .
656. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.71 . . . . . . . . . .
657 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
657.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
65 T.O1 . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
658 .01 . . . . . . . . . .
658. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
658. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
658. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
658.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.21 . . . . . . . . . .
658.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.4 i . . . . . . . . . .
658. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
658. 81 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
659. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
659.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
659 . 21 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.41 . . . . . . . . . .
659.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
659.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































IABL E 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR iNPATI ENTS DISCHARGED FRON SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE , SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.





15 15-46 +5-64 ANo NOR TH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARs OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH HEST
660 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
660.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.01 . . . . . . . . . .
660. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
660. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
660.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.21 . . . . . . . . . .
660.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.31 . . . . . . . . . .
660. + . . . . . . . . . . .
660.41 . . . . . . . . . .
660.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.61 . . . . . . . . . .
660.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.71 . . . . . . . . . .
661 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
661.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.01 . . . . . . . . . .
661. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
661. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
661.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.21 . . . . . . . . . .
661.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.31 . . . . . . . . . .
661.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
661. *1 . . . . . . . . . .
661.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.91 . . . . . . . . . .
662 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
662.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.01 . . . . . . . . . .
662. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
662. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
662.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.21 . . . . . . . . . .
663 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
663.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.01 . . . . . . . . . .
663.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
663. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
663.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.2 k . . . . . . . . . .
663.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.31 . . . . . . . . . .
663.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
663. +1, . . . . . . . . . .
663-0 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.81 . . . . . . . . . .
664. . . . . . . . . . . . .
664.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
66+. OF .. .. .. .. ..
66+. L . . . . . . . . . . .
664.1 L . . . . . . . . . .
66+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.2 L . . . . . . . . . .
664. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
664. 31 . . . . . . . . . .
664.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.41 . . . . . . . . . .
664.9 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRUH SHORT-STAY tiOtiFEOERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
ALE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(sEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HILMEsT SOUTH uEST
665 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
665. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.31 . . . . . . . . . .
665.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.41 . . . . . . . . . .
665. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.51 . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666. 02 . . . . . . . . . .
666.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.12 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.22 . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
667 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
667. D. . . . . . . . . . .
667.02 . . . . . . . . . .
669 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
669.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.42 . . . . . . . . . .
669. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.51 . . . . . . . . . .
669.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
669. 71 . . . . . . . . . .
669. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.81 . . . . . . . . . .
669..7 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.9 L . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.02 . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
671 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
671.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
671. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
671.81 . . . . . . . . . .
671 . 82 . . . . . . . . . .
672 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
672. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
672.02 . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
674.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
674.32 . . . . . . . . . .
6i’4. a . . . . . . . . . . .
676 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
676. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
676.22 . . . . . . . . . .
6ao-709. . . . . . .
gal ... ... . .. .. ..
6al. o. .. .. .. .. ..
6al. of ... . .. .. ..
6al . 1. .. .... .. ..
6a1. 10 .... .. .. ..
6a2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2. o . . . . . . . . . . .
682. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a2 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER LIF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS, 2X ICO-9-CU COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OIAEST SOUTH uEST
NUHBER OF ALL-LI STEO OIAGtiOSES IN THOUSANOS
683 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
685. L . . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
690 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
691.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
695.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
695.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
695.89 . . . . . . . . . .
696 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
696.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
696. L . . . . . . . . . . .
698 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
698.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
696.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
Too . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701. . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 L. L...... . . . .
701.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
101.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
To1.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
702 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
704 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T05. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705. em . . . . . . . . . .
706. . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T06.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
T09.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
TIO . .. .. .. .. .. ..
710. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
710. 1... .. .. .. ..
710.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
710.4 .. . .. .. .. ..



























































































































NOTE: ES TIFIATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE 70 BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE
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TABLE 3. NUMEIER OF AL L-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFkOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cil COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
lsEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REGION
UNOER r%
lCO-9-CM 15 i5-f#t 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST ti10i4EST SOUTH uEST
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
711.05 . . . . . . . . . .
T1l .06 .. .. .. .. ..
711.08 .. .. .. .. ..
712 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
712. 3. .... .. .. ..
11+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7L4. O. . . . . . . . . . .
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.00 . . . . . . . . . .
715.09 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
715.34 . . . . . . . . . .
115. 35 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.37 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 38 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.89 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.91 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
7L5.98 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 59 . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.5.66 . . . . . . . . . .
71!5. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.90 . . . . . . . . . .
716.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716.99 . . . . . . . . . .
all . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7LT. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
717. + . . . . . . . . . . .
717. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
717.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
117.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.03 . . . . . . . . . .
717. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.31 . . . . . . . . . .
118.36 . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L6. +6 . . . . . . . . . .
718.49 . . . . . . . . . .
7D3. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
718. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.86 . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 59000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO uITH CAU710N: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” IN TExT.
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TA8LE 3. NUHbER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE 06 PATIENT, ANO LEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.




lCO-9-C14 15 15-44 +5-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!4EST SOUTH 14EST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGhOSES IN THOUSANOS
719 .. ... .... .. ..
719.0 ... .. .. .. ..
719.06 .. .. .. .. ..
T19. 1... .. .. .. ..
719.4 .. ... .. .. ..
719.41 .. .. .. .. ..
719.45 .. .. .. .. ..
719.46. .. .. .. .. .
719.47 .. .. .. .. ..
719.7 . .... .. .. ..
719.9 ..... .. .. ..
TO. ... .... .. .. .
120.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
720. 1. ... ... .. ..
T2L . .. .. .. .. .. ..
721.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
721. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
T2L. Z . .. .. .. .. ..
721.3 . ... . .. .. ..
721.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
721.90 .. .. .. .. ..
722 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
722. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
7.?2.1. .. .. .. .. ..
722. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
T2.?.2. .. .. .. .. ..
72.2.4. .. .. .. .. ..
722 .5 . .. .. .. .. ..
722. 52 .. .. .. .. ..
722. 6..... .. .. ..
722.7 ... .. .. .. ..
722.7L ... .. .. .. .
722. To .... .. .. ..
722. 0. .... .. .. ..
722.83 .. .. .. .. ..
7.22.9. .... .. .. ..
T22.91 .. .... .. ..
722.93 .... .. .. ..
T23 ... .... .. .. ..
723. L. .. .... .. ..
723. +.... .. .. .. .
724 ... .. .. .. .. ..
724. 0. .. .. .. .. ..
T2%00 .. .. .. .. ..
72+.02 .. .. .. .. ..
72+.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
724.3 . .... .. .. ..
724.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
7.?+.5. .. .. .. .. ..
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
72+.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
724.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
125 . .... .. .. .. ..
726 . .. ... ... .. ..
726.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
126. 1... .. .. .. ..
726. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
726.2 . .... .. .. ..
726.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
T26.33 .. .. .. .. ..
726.5 . .. .. .. .. ..
726.6 . .. .. .. .. ..
726.7 ... .. .. .. ..
726.9 . .. .. .. .. ..





































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE *USE OF TABLES”’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNp AT IENTs OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NaNFEo ERAL HO Spl TALS, BY lcLI-9-cH COOF, SEX ANE
AGE of PATIENT. ANO LCOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HoSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE ADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15 15-44 45-.5+ ANO
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH HE ST
72 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727.09 . . . . . . . . . .
727. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4. . . . . . . . . . .
727. S . . . . . . . . . . .
727.5 L . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.61 . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.81 . . . . . . . . . .
727.89 . . . . . . . . . .
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.84 . . . . . . . . . .
728.85 . . . . . . . . . .
728.89 . . . . . . . ..-
728.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.81 . . . . . . . . . .
729.09 . . . . . . . . . .
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.28 . . . . . . . . . .
731 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7?.1. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733.01 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.79 . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.81 . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































5,000-9,000 ARE TO 15E uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE WJSE OF 7A8LES. IN TExT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER ilF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNPAIIENTS OISCHARbED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS. W ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO G13uGRAPH1C REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988—coN.








TOTAL MALE FEIIALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI IIUEST SOUTH klEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
73 T.10 . . . . . . . . . .
?37. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
737.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
73s. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
738 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
739 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.2.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.59 . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+5. + . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745..5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.69 . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
746.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+6.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747. . . . . . . . . . . . .
74 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
747. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.10 . . . . . . . . . .
747. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
747. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7’4T.81 . . . . . . . . . .
748 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
748.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T50. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751. 6. .... .. .. ..
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
75.2. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 8.. . . . . . . . . .





























































5,000-9,000 ARE TO 8E USEO i61TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLE Sal IN TExT.
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rALiLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR lNPAT1 ENTS OISCHARGELI FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, OY’ lCD-9-CM COOE, SkX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 Li--COtf.




lCO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI D14EST SOUTH tiEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LI STk O OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T53. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
753. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
754. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
754. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
754. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?55. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
156. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
756. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
757 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
758 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
758. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
760-779 . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
765. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
768 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
770. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
770. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
772 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
774. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T4. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
775 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
776 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
776. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
777 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7Tt3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
Tao-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 53 . . . . . . . . . .
780. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
780. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































NOTE: ESll$lATt S OF 5,000-9,000 ARk TU BE ubED WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” lN TEx T-
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, A.NO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, L98&-co N.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








































786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lab.o...........
T86. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
T86.09 . . . . . . . . . .
786.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
786. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
786.51 . . . . . . . . . .
T86.52 . . . . . . . . . .
786.59 . . . . . . . . . .
186.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a6.9...........
T87 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7aT.o...........
7a7.2...........
787.3 . . . . . . . . . . .




T68.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
78a.3...........
788. + . . . . . . . . . .
788.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
789 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
789.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T89. I . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9.2...........























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
99
TABLE 3. NUM13ER OF AL L-LIs TEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHOR1-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BV ICD-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEo sTATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEIIALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH WEST



























































TO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790. 1... .. .. .. ..
790.2 ... .. .. .. ..
790.4 ... .. .. .. ..
790.5 . .... .. .. ..
790. 6. .. .. .. .. ..
790. 7. .. .. .. .. ..
790. 8. ... . .. .. ..
791 . .. .. .... .. ..
791. 0. ... . .. .. ..
791.9 . ... . .. .. ..
792 . .. .... .. .. ..
792. 1..... .. .. ..
792. 3. ... ... .. ..
793 . .. .... .. .. ..
793. L. .. .. .. .. ..
794 . .. .... .. .. ..
7%.3 .. .. .. .. .. .
794.31 .... .. .. ..
794. 39 .... .. .. ..
794.8 . .. .. .. .. ..
795 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
795.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
795.5 . .. .. .. .. ..
795. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
796 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
796. 2. .. .. .. .. ..
796. 3. .. .. .. .. ..
791 . .... .. .. .. ..
799 . .... .. .. .. ..
799.0.. .. .. .. .. .
799. 1. .... .. .. ..
799.3.. .. .. .. .. .
799.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
799.8 . .... .. .. ..
799. 9... .. .. .. ..
600-999 . .. .. ..
800 . ...... .. .. ..
800.0 . .... .. .. ..
SO L. .... .. .. .. ..
L701.o . .. .. .. .. ..
801. 00 .... .. .. ..
801. 2. ... . .. .. ..
$02 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
002.0.. .. .. .. .. .
802.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
802. 20 ... ... .. ..
@02.25 .. .. .. .. ..
602.4. ... .. .. .. .
602. 6. .. .. .. .. ..
802. 8. .. .. .. .. ..
803 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
803. 0... .. .. .. ..
805. . .. .. .. .. .. .
8D5. O. .... .. .. ..
805.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
805.4 ... .. .. .. ..
805.6 . .. .. .. .. ..


















































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE uSEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TExT.
100
TABLE 3. NUMBER Of AL L- LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRLIH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HUSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CUOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: LN41TE0 STATES, 1988—CON.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST tSIOUEST SOUTH HE ST














































































































































































































































































































































































































TAtILE 3. NUM8ER OF ALL-L XSTED DIAGNOSES FIIR INPATIENTS DiSCHARGiiO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, W ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT I ENT, AND bEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64
COOE
ANLI NORTH-
ToTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST MI OH6ST SUUTH UEST
820 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.02 . . . . . . . . . .
820. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
820. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.20 . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820.22 . . . . . . . . . .
azo. a . . . . . . . . . . .
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
821. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
821. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
821. Do . . . . . . . . . .
821.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
821 .20 . . . . . . . . . .
821.21 . . . . . . . . . .
821.23 . . . . . . . . . .
a22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a22. o . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. o . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.21 . . . . . . . . . .
823, 22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
a23. s . . . . . . . . . . .
823.80 . . . . . . . . . .
a23.82 . . . . . . . . . .
a23.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823. 92 . . . . . . . . . .
82+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824. +... . . . . . . . .
824.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a25. 21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
a26 . ...... .. .. ..
ail . .. .. .. .. .. ..
a3i. o. .. .. .. .. ..
a31. of .. .. .. .. ..
a31. 04 .. .. .. .. ..
a34 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
a34. o. .... .. .. ..
835 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a35. o . . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a36. o . . ..*.....*
a36. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
036.3 . . ...*.....
a36. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a39. o. . . . . . . . . . .
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































NUMBER OF ALL-L15TE0 OIAGNOSES m THOUSANOS




















































































































TA8LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE. SEX AND
AGE Of PATI ENT, ANO tiEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST !lIO’dEST SOUTH ME ST
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
842.10 . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
847.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
847. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
84 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a48 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
848. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
853.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
85+.06 . . . . . . . . . .
054.09 . . . . . . . . . .
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
.S61.2L . . . . . . . . . .
862 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
863. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
863. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
864. . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF 5.000-9.000 ARE TO SE uSk O wITH CAUTION: SEE “uSE OF TABLEs” lN TEXi.
TA8LE 3. NUMtl ER OF ALL-LISTED UIAGNOSES FUR lNPATIENr S OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, QY lCO-9-CM CLTOt, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITk D STATES. 1988--CON.







TOr AL f4ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH WEST
066 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
866. OF . . . . . . . . . .
867 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
867.0. . . . . . . . . . .
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
868.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
068.00 . . . . . . . . . .
870 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
870.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
872 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
872.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
872.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.20 . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
873.41 . . . . . . . . . .
073.42 . . . . . . . . . .
873. 43 . . . . . . . . . .
873.44 . . . . . . . . . .
873.49 . . . . . . . . . .
873.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.63 . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
074. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
875.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
878 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8ao. o . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881 . 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
881. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
aal. of . . . . . . . . . .
8al . 02 . . . . . . . . . .
a81. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
8al. 22 . . . . . . . . . .
adz . . . . . . . . . . . . .
882 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
882. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa3. o . . . . . . . . . . .
aa3.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a83. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
884 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa+. o . . . . . . . . . . .
886 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
886. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































5,000-9.000 ARE TO f3EUSEO UITH CAUTION: SEk ‘,USE OF TABLES1l IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER LIF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—coN.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64
COOE
A NO
TOr AL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MZOUEST SOUTH uEST
NUH13ER of ALL-LI sTEO OIAGNOSES IN rHOUSANOS
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89.?. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
902 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
904 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
907.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
909.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
911.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
913. . . . . . . . . . . . .
913.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
916 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
916.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
918 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
922. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
923.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
923.00 . . . . . . . . . .
923.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.00 . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924. LO . . . . . . . . . .
924. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
924. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
92 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92 B . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































5,000-9.000 ARE ru BE uSEO WITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TABLESI IN TExT.
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TAMLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L- LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARLEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CUOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO (GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-W 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOIAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1oMEST SOUTH uEST
934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935. L . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9+3. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945. 32 . . . . . . . . . .
9+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
949. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
948. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
950. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
958. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
9.53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
9.65. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
966. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
96 T. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .































































NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGtiOSES IN 7HOUSANOS
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ct4 CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE ToTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 4!IOHE,$T SOUTH HEST
NUHBER OF ALL-L XSTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
980 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
980.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99i . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994. . . . . . . . . . . . .
994. E. . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. of . . . . . . . . . .
996.02. . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. 39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996*5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. 59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.61 . . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T. I . . . . . . . . . . .
997.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
997.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.............
998. L . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3...........
998.5...........
99 B.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8...........
998.9...........
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
999.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.9 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNos Es FOR INp ATt ENTS OISCHARLED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOspl TALs. BY lco-9-cn COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.













YEARs YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH WEST
NuMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
V01-V82 . . . . . . .
VOW . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V07.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. o . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. oz . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO.lL . . . . . . . . . .
V10.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.21 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.41 . . . . . . . . . .
VL0.42 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.43 . . . . . . . . . .
VLO. 44 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.46 . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. s . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. 51 . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. 52 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.6L . . . . . . . . . .
VLO. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.79 . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.82 . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. 83 . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. a s . . . . . . . . . .
vko.87 . . . . . . . . . .
VLO. ELF. . . . . . . . . .
All . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VL1.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V11.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
VI Z . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12. O . . . . . . . . . . .
VL2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12. 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V13. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vi+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V14. O . . . . . . . . . . .
V15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V15. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.8L . . . . . . . . . .
VL5. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
V17 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LIS TED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, W ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANCi
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOsPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O’dEST SOUTH UEST
V23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V23. + . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.8 . . . . . . . . . .
Vz+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V25.09 . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
v25.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.42 . . . . . . . . . .
V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.1...........
V42 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V42. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V43.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
v43.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
wk . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V44. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V44. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V44.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V45. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V45. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v45.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.8L . . . . . . . . . .
V45.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vsl . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V54.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V54.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V56. O. . . . . . . . . . .
VAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V5T. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
V5T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
V57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58. L. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. NUHBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS 01 SCHAR6E0 FROM SHOR1-STAv Nonfederal HO SP1lALS. BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATI ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.





15 15-44 4 5-6+ ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410w EST SOUTH ldESl
NUMBER OF ALL-LI STEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
V61 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V61. O . . . . . . . . . . .
v61. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v61.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
V61. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .































V62 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V62. F3. . . . . . . . . . .




































vb4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64. L . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.2 . . . . . . . . . . .








V65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 *8 14 * +’5 *7 *8 * * 10 *
V65.3 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 =8 12 : * =6 37 * * 10 a
v66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 *9 16 c a * L6 * *7 =9 *5
V66. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 9 * *6 * * * *6 * * * *
V66.2 . . . . . . . . . . . *6 * * * * * % * * * 3
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 14 9 * * =7 *9 11 * *6 *
V67. O . . . . . . . . . . . 15 10 =6 * * * =5 *8 * * *
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 *6 +7 * *8 a * * *E *
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . . 11 *5 *5 * =7 * * * *7 *
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 32 36 17 19 16 15 20 22 11 15
V71. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . *5 * * s * * * * * * *
V71.4 . . . . . . . . . . . *8 * * * * * * * * * a
V71. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . 20 11 9 * * 10 *5 a *7 * *6
V71 . 8 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 14 16 15 *a * * 11 *9 * *6
110
TABL5 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRCIM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEoGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATkS, 1988
(t XCLUOES NE!480RN INFANTS. CGOE NUMBERS ARE FROH THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES. 9TH REV1S1ON. CLINICAL HO OXFICATIOti
(I CCI-9-C14); SEE APPENOIX 111 FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TExT)
TOTALS INCLUOE OATA FOR CATEGORIES NOT LISTEO IN TABLE; SEE WISE OF TAELESII IN





15-44 +5-64 ANO NLIRTH-
TIITAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOLArH uEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANDS
ALL COOES.......
01-05 . . . . . . . . .
01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02-3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
02. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.3i . . . . . . . . . . .
03.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.90 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0+.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04. 79 . . . . . . . . . . .
04. s . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
06-07 . . . . . . . . .
06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
06. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.89 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED Procedures F(JR INPATIENTS DISC HA RG&D FROM SHORT-STAY NO NFECIERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CH CCIOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND bEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.











MAL5 FEMALE VEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH wEST
08-16 . . . . . . . . .
08.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08. 70 . . . . . . . . ..-
08.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 64 . . . . . . . . . . .
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 1 . . . . . . . . . ..-
12.’5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
i2.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
13. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
L4. 32 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 52 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
L4. 59 . . . . . . . . . . .
14 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 73 . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 74 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-20 . . . . . . . . .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 29 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i9. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 19 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 01 . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 09 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
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NGTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO SE USt O WITH CAUTION: SEE IIUSE OF T.4.$LESC1 IN TExT.
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TABLE 4. NUM13ER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CU COOE , SEX AtiO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER CIF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISC HA RGEfi FROH SHORT-STAY tiONFEOERk L HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM CCWE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIUN OF HOSPITAL: UNIIk O STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE +IEAONOTE AT OE(. INN1N6 OF rABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
b5
UNOER YEARS
lCO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 Atwl NORTH-
COOE TUTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH uEST
OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
29 . . ...... .. .. ..
29.1 .... .. .. .. ..
29.11 . .. .. .. .. ..
29. 12 .. . .. .. .. ..
29.4 ...... .. .. ..
30-34 . .. .. .. ..
30 ...... .. .. .. ..
30.0 ........ .. ..
30. 09 . .. .. .. .. ..
31 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
31. 1 ...... .. .. ..
31 .2 ...... .. .. ..
31.29 ... .. .. .. ..
31.4 .... .. .. .. ..
31.42 . ... ... .. ..
31.43 .... ... .. ..
31. 7 .... .. .. .. ..
32 . . .. .... .. .. ..
32.2 .... .. .. .. ..
32.29 . ... ... .. ..
32. 3.. .. .. .. .. ..
32.4 .... .. .. .. ..
32. 5.... . ... .. ..
33 . ... .. .. .. .. ..
33.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
33.22 . .. .... .. ..
33.23 ... .... .. ..
33.24 . .. .... .. ..
33. 26 . .. .... .. ..
33.2 T. .... .. .. ..
33.28 . .. .... .. ..
34 . ..... .. .. .. ..
34.0 .... .. .. .. ..
34.02 . .. .. .. .. ..
3+.04 ... .. .. .. ..
34.09 . .. .. .. .. ..
34.2 .... .. .. .. ..
34.22 . .... .. .. ..
34.24 ... .... .. ..
34. 5.. .... .. .. ..
34.51 ... .. .. .. ..
34.6 ... . .. .. .. ..
34.9 .. .. .. .. .. ..
34. 91 . .. .. .. .. ..
34. 92 ... .. .. .. ..
35-39 . .. .. .. ..
35 . ... .. .... .. ..
35. 1 ...... .. .. ..
35.2 .... .. .. .. ..
35.22 ... .. .. .. ..
35.24 ... .... .. ..
35.7 . ... .. .. .. ..
35.9 .... .. .. .. ..
36 .. .... .. .. .. ..
3.5.0.. .. . ... .. ..
36.00 ... .... .. ..
36.01 . ...... .. ..
36.02 . .... .. .. ..
36.03 . .. .... .. ..


















































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABI. E 4. NUMBER OF AL L-LIS TED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFtOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE , SEX AUCJ
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.







TOTAL HALE FEHALE Y&ts YEARS YEARS OVER EAST FMOn EST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
36. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
36.10 . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
36.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF 7A8LES= IN TEXT.
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rAMLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARMO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFkOERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
A6E OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, L988--co N.





15 15-44 45-64 A NO NORTH-
COOE TUTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS 0 VER EAST P!IOHEST SOUTH WEST
39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 31 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 57 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.58 . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 59 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 63 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39. 93 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.9a . . . . . . . . . . .
40-41 . . . . . . . . .
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+0. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. +1 . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
41. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42-5+ . . . . . . . . .
42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42. 91 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
+3.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. tAUt4bER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIIJNOF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HeAoNoTE AT 8EGINNING OF TAJ3LE)






TOTAL hALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST !! IOi4EST SOUTH i4EST
44.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
44. of . . . . . . . . . . .
44.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
44. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
4’4.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4+.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
45. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
45. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.2. . . . . . . . . . . .
45.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.2% . . . . . . . . . .
45.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+5.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.10 . . . . . . . . . . .
46. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.20 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.75 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER OF 4LL-LISTED PROCEL7URES FOR lNPAllkNTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NOt+FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lGO-9-Ctl COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNIIEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE Al dEGINNING OF TABLE)






TOTAL MALE FEMAL6 YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410uEST SOUTH kJEST
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
48. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
49. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
49. 12 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 12 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 32 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, By lCD-9-CM COOE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HGSPITAG UN ITEO STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT OCGiNNING OF TABLE)





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CUOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE
N!3RTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OUEST SOUTH wEST
NUHEIEROF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 0... . . . . . . . . .
53.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 10 . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 12. . . . . . . . . . .
53. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
S+.ll . . . . . . . . . . .
54.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
54. 19 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
55-59 . . . . . . . . .
55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
55. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.2 .. .. .... .. ..
56.3 .. .. .... .. ..
56.31 . .. .. .. .. ..
56. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56. 51 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTs OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PAT I ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




15-44 45-’54 A NO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH MEST
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57. 19 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T. zl . . . . . . . . . . .
5T.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57. +9 . . . . . . . . . . .
57. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57. 59 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
5?.9+ . . . . . . . . . . .
58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
58. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
.50-64 . . . . . . . . .
60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
60.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.4i . . . . . . . . . . .
62. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6+.’9 . . . . . . . . . . .
64.95 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9.000 ARE TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE
OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS


















































TABLE 6. NUM8ER OF AL L-LIS TED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCD-9-C#l COOE, SEX AN
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1988--CON.









FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH uEST




































AT. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
67.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6?.39 . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA6LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FoR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HUSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO sTATES. 1988--CON.









YEARS WIARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH MEST
NURSER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
76-84 . . . . . . . . .
76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7............
76.12...........
V6.7S . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6. 92 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
TT.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.3T . . . . . . . . . . .
77.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
To. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.5L . . . . . . . . . . .
7T.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.7’ . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.8 . . . . . ...*...
77.8i . . . . . . . . . . .
77.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77*9 L... *.......
78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
78. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.65...........
78.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.67 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES Of 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLESa IN TExT.
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TABLE 4. NUM8ER OF AL L- L15TE0 pROCEOLIk ES FOR INPArl ENTs 01 SCtiA17GE0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL I+OSp ITALS. BY lCO-9-CM COOE. .3EX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITED STATES, 1988—-CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!4EST SOUTH uEST
79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T9. OF . . . . . . . . . . .
79.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.3 L . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 32 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 39 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.6+ . . . . . . . . . . .
77.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 75 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BOO . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
BO. 16 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 50 . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 51 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. To . . . . . . . . . . .
80.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81 .. .. .... .. .. ..
81.0 .. ... ... .. ..
81.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
B1.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
81. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
B1. 11 . .. .. .. .. ..
81. 18 . .. .. .. .. ..
81.2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
B1.3 ..... ... .. ..
81.31 . .. .... .. ..
81.39 ..... .. .. ..
81.4 .. ... ... .. ..
81.41 ... .. .. .. ..
81.44 . .. .. .. .. ..
81.45 . .. .. .. .. ..
81. +6 . .... .. .. ..
81. +7 . . . .. .. .. ..
81.49 . .... .. .. ..
81. 5 .. .. .. .. .. ..
B1. 51 . .. .... .. ..






































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE 70 BE US60 HITH CAUTION: SEE
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DIsCHARGEIJ FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICIJ-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HO SpITAL: UN ITEO sTATEs, 1988--coN.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








TOTAL 14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST UIOIAEST SOUTH k’EST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
81.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
B1.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
8L.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
8L.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
81. 83 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
C3L.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
az. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
82.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
82.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a2.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
a2.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
82.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83. 12 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
B3.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.5. . . . . . . . . . . .
83.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Be . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
B4. Ok . . . . . . . . . . .
84.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
84. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
84.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85-a6 . . . . . . . . .
85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.23 . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































TA8LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9_CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1988—CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
85.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85. 41 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
85. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
a5.7 .. .. .... .. ..
B5.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
ah . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. of . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.11 . .... .. .. ..
a6.2 .... .. .. .. ..
a6.21 .. .. ... .. ..
a6.22 ... .. .. .. ..
a6.23 ... .. .. .. ..
a6.27 . .. .. .. .. ..
a6.2a . .. .. .. .. ..
a6.3 .. .. .. .. .. ..
86.4 .... .... .. ..
a6.5 .. .. .... .. ..
a6.59 . .. .. .. .. ..
86.6 .... .. .. .. ..
86.62 . .. .. .. .. ..
86.63 .. ... .. .. ..
86.69 ... .. .. .. ..
a6. -i.. .. .. .. .. ..
a6. ro . .. .. .. .. ..
a6.72 . .. .... .. ..
a6.74 ... .. .. .. ..
86.75 . .. .. .. .. ..
ab. a .. .. .. .. .. ..
86.82 . .. .... .. ..
a6. a 3 ... .. .. .. ..
ab. ah . .. .. .. .. .
a6.89 . .. .. .. .. ..
a 7-99 . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.2 .... .. .. .. ..
a7.21 . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.4 .... .. .. .. ..
a7.41 ... .. .. .. ..
a7. 5.. .. .. .. .. ..
a7. 53 . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.54 . .. .... .. ..
87.59 . .. .. .. ....
a7.6 .. .. .. .. .. ..
a7.6L . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.62 ... .. .. .. ..
a7.63 . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.6+ . .. .... .. ..
a7.65 . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.7 .. .. .. .. .. ..
a7.71 . .. .. .. .. ..
aT.72 . .. .... .. ..
a7.73 . .. .. .. .. ..
a7.74 . .. .... .. ..
a7.76 ... .. .. .. ..









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOrE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USED UITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TAtlLESw IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR lNPAT lENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HoSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1988—CON.









TCJTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O14EST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THdUSANOS
88. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
8&4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88. +0 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
88. +5 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
.98.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
88.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
08.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
88. 73 . . . . . . . . . . .
88. To . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.78 . . . . . . . . . . .
88.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
a8.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.9~ . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
89.1+ . . . . . . . . . . .
a 9.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6L . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6* . . . . . . . . . . .
a9. 65 . . . . . . . . . . .
a9.6a . . . . . . . . . . .
92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.0.? . . . . . . . . . . .
92.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.04 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-9,000 ARE TO BE USELI uITH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRGt4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOsp IT AL: UN IrEO sTATEs, 198a--co M.











YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI ON EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
92. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92. 1+ . . . . . . . . . . .
92. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
92. la . . . . . . . . . . .
92. 19 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.2+ . . . . . . . . . . .
92.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93. +6 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 51 . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 52 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 57.. . . . . . . . . .
93. 59 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0+ . . . . . . . . . . .
96.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
9a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
9a. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Statistical design of the National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Scope of the survey – The National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) covers discharges from noninstitutional
hospitals, exclusive of Federal, military, and Veterans
Administration hospitals, located in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia. Only short-stay hospitals (hospitals
with an average length of stay for all patients of less than
30 days) or those whose specialty is general (medical or
surgical) or children’s general are included in the survey.
These hospitals must also have six beds or more staffed for
patient use.
NHDS histo~– The National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (NCHS) has conducted the NHDS continuously
since 1965. The original sample was selected in 1964 from
a frame of short-stay hospitals listed in the National
Master Facility Inventory. That sample was updated peri-
odically with samples of hospitals that opened later. Sam-
ple hospitals were selected with probabilities ranging from
certainty for the largest hospitals to 1 in 40 for the smallest
hospitals. Within each sample hospital, a systematic ran-
dom sample of discharges was selected. The development
and design of the original NHDS has been published (9).
Until 1985, all data were collected by a system in
which sample selection and transcription of information
were done manually. Starting in 1985 some data were also
collected using a system in which NCHS purchased data
tapes containing discharge medical abstracts from com-
mercial abstracting services and selected the samples from
those tapes.
In 1988, the NCHS redesigned the NHDS to link it
with other surveys conducted by NCHS and to improve
efficiency through use of information and technologies
that were not available when the survey was first designed
in 1964. Details of the new design are outlined below.
The changes in the survey may affect trend data. That
is, some of the differences between NHDS estimates
based on the 1965–87 sample and estimates based on the
1988 sample may be due to survey redesign rather than to
real changes in hospital utilization.
1988 sampling design – The NHDS sampling frame
consists of hospitals that were listed in the April 1987
SMG Hospital Market Data Tape (10) and that began to
accept inpatients by August 1987. The NHDS sample
includes with certainty all hospitals with 1,000 beds or
more or 40,000 discharges or more annually. The remain-
ing sample of hospitals is based on a stratified three stage
design.
The first stage consists of 112 primary sampling units
(PSU’S) that comprise a probability subsample of PSU’S
used in the 1985–94 National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS). The PSU’S are counties, groups of counties,
county equivalents (such as parishes or independent cit-
ies), or towns and townships (for some PSU’S in New
England). The NHDS sample includes with certainty the
26 PSU’S with the largest populations. In addition, the
sample includes half of the next 26 largest PXJ’S, and
1 PSU from each of 73 PSU strata formed from the
remaining PSU’S for the NHIS sample design. Those 73
PSU strata were defined within four geographical regions
and were assigned metropolitan statistical area (MSA) or
non-MSA status by using 1980 Census of Population data
and a computer program that minimized the between-
PSU variances for NHLS stratification variables. (MSA is a
metropolitan statistical area defined by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget on the basis of the 1980 Cen-
sus.) From the 73 strata thus formed, the PSLJ’S were
selected with probability proportional to the projected
1985 population. A more detailed analysis of the NHIS
PSU sample design is presented in a Series 2 Vital and
Health Statistics report (14).
The second stage consists of noncertainty hospitals
selected from the sample PSU’S. To assure distribution of
the sample across PSU’S and to maximize the potential for
automated data collection, the noncertainty hospitals in
those PSU’S were stratified. The strata were defined by
region, PSU, and in the 12 largest PSU’S, by abstracting
status (whether or not the hospital subscribes to a com-
mercial abstracting service). Within the strata, the hospi-
tals were ordered by PSU, abstracting service status, and
the hospital specialty-size groups defined in table I.
Within each specialty-size group, hospitals were arrayed
by their annual numbers of discharges recorded in the
April 1987 SMG Hospital Market Data Tape. Hospitals
were then selected from each stratum’s orderedl array by
systematic random sampling with probability proportional
to their SMG recorded 1987 annual numbers of dis-
charges. The sampling rates were such that at least three
hospitals were selected from every PSU containing three
eligible hospitals or more. In PSU’S with fewer than three
hospitals, all hospitals in the PSU were selected. For 1988,
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Table L Definition of noncertainty hospital specialty-size groups used as secondary strata in the National Hospital Discharge Survey
1988 sample design
Hospital group Bed size Type of serv;ce
Group I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S-999 beds Selected specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-174 beds General (medical and surgical) and other specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175-349 beds General (medical and surgical) and other specialties
Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350–999 beds General (medical and surgicaf) and other specialties
1Includes psychiatry tuberculosis and other respiratory diseasq rehabilitation; chronic disease: mental retardation alcoholism end other chemical dependencfi and children’s psychiatry.
2W3ther aPeciajt]ea,, in~lude: ~bstetrlcS and gynecoIc,gfi eye, ear, nose, and throat orthopedic% other special~ children’s general; children’s tuberculosis and Other respiratory diseaaei
chi[dran’s eye, ear, nose, and throat children’s rehabilitation! children% orthopedics; children’s chronic diaeasq and children’s other speciaity.
Table IL Hospitals in the National Hospital Discharge Survey universe and sample, the number of in-scope and responding sample
hospitals, and response rates, by geographic region: United States, 1988
Total Sample
Hospital reg;on and size Universe sample in-scopel Respondent.# Response rate
Number Percent
All hospitals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,400 542 531 422 79
Region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 931 117 116 101 87
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,797 120 118 87 74
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . 2,458 219 215 174 81
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,214 86 82 60 73
1Excludes hospitals that for the whole year eithar were out of business or failed to meet the definition of a gsneral, a children’s general, or a short-stay hospital.
2HoSpitals for w~~h data were @ected by National Center for Health statistics for at least half of the number of sample dkcharges expected in half or more of the montis the hospitala Were in
scope.
the sample consisted of 542 hospitals. Of the 542 hospi-
tals, Ilwerefoundto be out of scope (ineligible) because
prior to 1988 they went out of business or otherwise failed
to meet the criteria for the NHDS universe. Of the 531
in-scope (eligible) hospitals, 422 hospitals responded
(NCHS collected data for at least half of the number of
sample discharges expected in half or more of the months
these hospitals were in scope). The number of hospitals in
the universe, the sample, and the responding sample are
shown by region in table IL
At the third stage, a sample of discharges from each
hospital was selected by a systematic random sampling
technique. For hospitals using the manual system of data
collection, the discharges were selected at the hospital
from daily listing sheets, computer files, or other lists in
which discharges were listed in some chronological order.
For most of these hospitals, the sample discharges were
selected on the basis of the terminal digit(s) of the
patient’s medical record number. In some cases, an admis-
sion number, billing number, or other number was used. If
no patient numbers useful for sampling purposes were
available in a hospital’s list of discharges, the sample was
selected by starting with a randomly selected discharge
and taking every kth discharge thereafter.
For hospitals whose data were collected via the auto-
mated system, the discharges were selected by NCHS from
discharge medical abstract files after sorting by the first
two digits of the ICD–9-CM code of the first-listed diag-
nosis, patient age group at time of admission (under 1
year, 1–14 years, 15-44 years, 45–64 years, 65–74 years,
75–84 years, 85 years and over, and age unknown), sex,
and date of discharge. These samples were selected by
starting with a randomly selected discharge and taking
every kth discharge thereafter.
The third-stage sampling rate was determined by the
hospital’s sampling stratum and the system (manual or
automated) used to collect data from the hospital. One
percent and 5 percent of discharges in the certainty hos-
pitals were selected under the manual and automated
systems, respectively. Except for certainty hospitals, the
target sample size was 250 discharges each from all man-
ual system hospitals and from the automated system
hospitals that had fewer than 4,000 discharges amually
according to the 1987 sampling frame data. Samples of
2,000 were targeted for each of the remaining noncer-
tainty automated system hospitals. The final sample for
1988 included about 250,000 discharge medical record
abstracts.
Data collection and processing
Data collection– Two data collection procedures were
used for the survey. One was a manual system of sample
selection and data abstraction. The other was an auto-
mated method, used with approximately 37 percent of the
respondent hospitals in 1988, that involved the purchase
of data tapes from abstracting service organizations.
In the manual system, the sample selection and the
transcription of information from the hospital records to
abstract forms were perfomned at the hospitals. The
completed forms, along with sample selection control
sheets, were then forwarded to NCHS for coding, editing,
and weighting. A few of these hospitals submitted their
data via computer printout or tape. Of the hospitals using
the manual system in 1988, about two-thirds had the work
performed by their own medicaI records staff. In the
remaining hospitals using the manual system, personnel of
the U.S. Bureau of the Census did this work on behalf of
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NCHS. For the automated system, NCHS purchased tapes
containing machine-readable medical record data from
abstracting service organizations and selected sample dis-
charges from these tapes.
Figure I shows the information collection form used in
1988. This form and the records on abstract service data
tapes contain items relating to personal characteristics of
the patient, including birth date, sex, race, ethnicity,
marital status, ZIP Code, (but not name and address), and
expected sources of payment; administrative information,
including admission and discharge dates, discharge status,
and medical record number; and medical information,
including diagnoses, surgical and nonsurgical operations
or procedures, and dates of surgery. These data items
conform with the Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set
(UHDDS) (15). The PSU, hospital name, medical record
number, and patient ZIP Code are confidential informa-
tion and are not available to the public.
Medical coding and edit– The medical information
recorded on the sample patient abstracts that was col-
lected by the manual system was coded by NCHS staff. A
maximum of seven diagnostic codes were assigned for
each sample abstract; in addition, if the medical informa-
tion included surgical or nonsurgical procedures, a maxi-
mum of four codes for these procedures were assigned.
The system currently used for coding the diagnoses and
procedures on the medical abstract forms, as well the data
that appear on the commercial abstracting services data
tapes, is the International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision, Clinical Modification, or ICD-9-CM (11). All of
the diagnostic codes and most of the procedure codes in
the ICD–9–CM are used with the exception of selected
procedure codes in Chapter 16 (see appendix II).
With two exceptions, the order of diagnoses and
procedures for sampled discharges is preserved to reflect
the order on the medical record face sheet or in the
abstracting service file. One exception is for women admit-
ted for delivery. In this case, a code of V27 from the
supplemental classification must be assigned and it must
be listed first. In the other exception, a decision was made
to reorder some acute myocardial infarction diagnoses
based on accepted medical coding practice. Whenever an
acute myocardial infarction is encountered with other
circulatory diagnoses and is other than the first entry, it
must be reordered to first position.
An ongoing quality control program is undertaken on
the coding and entering of data from abstracts to machine
readable form. Approximately 5 percent of the abstracts
are independently recoded by an NHDS coder, with
discrepancies resolved by the chief coder. The overall
error rate for records manually coded by NCHS for the
1988 data year was 2.8 percent for medical (ICD-9-CM)
coding and entering and 0.4 percent for demographic
coding and entering.
Following conversion of the data on the medical
abstract to computer tape and combining the data with the
automated data tapes, a final medical edit was performed
by computer inspection and by a manual review of
rejected abstracts. If the sex or age of the patient was
incompatible with the recorded medical information, pri-
ority was given to the medical information in the editing
decision.
Presentation of estimates
Grouping of diagnoses and procedures – In this report,
the diagnostic chapters, the broadest groupings of disease
and injuries shown, correspond to ICD–9–CM chapters
1–17 and the supplementary classification of factors influ-
encing health status and contact with health services. The
procedure groupings used in this report are the groups
numbered 1–16 in the ICD–9–CM section entitled “Pro-
cedure classification.”
Patient characteristics not stated– Age or sex of the
patient were not stated for about 2 percent of the sample
discharges for 1988. These data were imputed by assigning
the patient an age or sex consistent with the age or sex of
other sampled patients with the same diagnostic code.
Data on race were not available for 9 percent of the
discharges, and missing values were not imputed. During
1988, 0.08 percent of the sampled records lacked an
admission or discharge date. For these cases a length of
stay was imputed based on age unless the discharge was a
newborn or a female with delivery, in which case a length
of stay was assigned similar to the length of stay of
sampled cases in these categories,
In addition to the edits performed by NCHS, data
obtained through the automated system may have been
edited by an abstract service and had data imputed. The
extent of this imputation, if any, is unknown.
Rounded nwnbers – Estimates in this report have been
rounded. Therefore, detailed figures may not add to
totals. Rates and percents were calculated using un-
rounded figures and may not agree with computations
made from the rounded data.
Population estimates– The population estimates used
in computing rates are from published and unpublished
estimates for the U.S. civilian population, including insti-
tutionalized persons, on July 1 of the data year provided
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The estimates by age,
sex, and geographic region are presented in table III and
are consistent with the population estimates published in
Current Population Repotis, Series P-25. Rates computed
using these population estimates will be overestimates to
the extent that military personnel and non-U.S. citizens
use NHDS-eligible hospitals and will be underestimates to
the extent that civilians (for example, military dependents
or retirees) use hospitals that are not in the NHDS
universe, that is, hospitals that are institutional, Federal,
military, veteran, or long-stay hospitals that are not gen-
eral, maternaI, or children’s general hospitals.
Published and jlagged estimates – Estimates are not
presented unless a reasonable assumption regarding the
probability distribution of the sampling error is possible
on the basis of the Central Limit Theorem. The Central
Limit Theorem states that, given a sufficiently large sam-
ple size, the sample estimate approximates the population
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OMB No. 0937-0004: Approval Expires November 30, 1990
CONFIDENTIAL - All information which would permit identification of an individual or of an establishment will be held confidential, will IM LSSOC! WI~
by parsons engaged in and for the purposen of the survey, and will not be didoeed or released tO other parsons or used for arw other DurDose.
FORM H DS-1 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AF40 HUMAN SERVICES
(12.s-89) U.S. PUSLICHEMTH SERVICE
NATIONALCENTERFORHWLTH STATISTICS
MEDICAL ABSTRACT – NATIONAL HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY
A. PATIENT IDENTIFICATION Month Day Yeer
l. Hospital number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4. Date of admission , . . m-m-m
2. HDS number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. Date of discharge . . .m-m-m
3. Medical record number 8. Residence ZIP code . .
B. PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS Units 1 •l Years
Month Day Year 8. Age (Complete only if date of
M- EU— CEEEI
birth not given) . . . . . . . . . . . . . On{ 2 q Months
7. Date of birlh 3 q Days
9. Sex (Mark (X) one) ; 1q Male 2 Q Female 3 q Not stated
10. Race \ 1 q Whita 3 q American lndian/Eskimo/Aleut 5 •l Other (Specify)
I 20 Black 4 q Asian/Pacific Islander 6 q Not statad
I
11. Ethnicity (Mark {X) one) I 1 q Hispanic origin 2 n Non-Hispanic 3 q Not stated
12. Maritel status (Mark (X} one) I 1 q Married 3n WidowedI
2 •l Sinole 4 a Divorced
5 q Separated
8 q Not stated







1.Worker’s compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . •1
2. Medicare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •1
3. Medicaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •1
4. Title V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. Other government payments . . . . . . . 1
q
6. Blue Cross . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c1
7. Other private orcommercial insurance . . .
8. Self pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :










•1(10. Other (Specify) •1
Q Noso.rccof psymsmt lndicat.d
C. FINAL DIAGNOSES (including E- code diagnoses)
I 4. Status/Disposition of patient
(Mark (Xl appropriate box(esll
Status Disposition
1 q Alive + o. q Routine discharge/
discharged home
b. q Left agsinst medical advice
c. c1rl;3:!y.m;m&&it;a,
d. q Discharged, transferred to
Iong-tarm cara inmitmion
. . q Other dispositionh-mt stated
2 q Died
3 q Status not stated






D See revarse side for additional diagnoses








q NONE q See reverse side for additional procedures
:omplated by Date
Figure I. Medical abstract for the National Hospital Discharge Survey, 1988
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Table Ill. Civilian population, by sex, age, and geographic region:
United States, July 1, 1988
[Population estimates consistent with Series P-25, Current Population Reports,
U.S. Bureau of the Census]
Sex, age, and geographic region Population
Total ., ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,, ,, ...,.,.. 244,125
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118,223
Female, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125,902
Age
Under 15years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,111
15-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114,694
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45,953
65yearsand over .,,...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,367
Geographic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,478
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59,739
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83,791
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,118
estimate, and upon repeated sampling, its distribution
wouId be approximately normai
Based inconsideration of the complex sample design
of the NHDS, the following guidelines are used forpre-
senting the NHDS estimates:
. Iftherelative standard error of anestimate is larger
than30 percent, the estimate is not shown. Onlyan
asterisk(*) appears in the tables.
l If the sample size is less than 60, the value of the
estimate should not be assumed to be reliable. The
estimate is preceded by an asterisk (*) in the tables,
Estimation procedures
Statistics from NHDS are derived by a multistage
estimation procedure that produces essentially unbiased
national estimates andhasthree basic components: (l) in-
flation by reciprocals of the probabilities of sample selec-
tion, (2) adjustment for nonresponse, and (3) population
weighting ratio adjustments. The second and third compo-
nents were made separately by admission types– that is,
for discharges of newborn infants (whose hospital stay
began with their own births) and for discharges to other
than newborn infants,
InjWion by reciprocals of probabilities of selec-
tion– There is one probability for each stage of sampling:
(a) the probability of selecting the PSU, (b) the probabil-
ity of selecting the hospital, and (c) the probability of
selecting the discharge within the hospital. The last prob-
ability varies monthly and is calculated to be the sample
size from the hospital for the month divided by the total
number of discharges occurring at the hospital that month.
The overall probability of selection is the product of the
probabilities at each stage, The inverse of the overall
selection probability is the basic inflation weight.
Adjustment for nonresponse– NHDS data were ad-
justedto account fortwo types of nonresponse. The first
type of nonresponse occurred when an in-scope (NHDS
eligible) sample hospital did not respond for more than
half of the months during which it was in scope, thus
making it a nonrespondent hospital. In this case, the
weights of discharges from hospitals similar to the nonre-
spondent hospitals were inflated to account for discharges
represented by the nonrespondent hospitals. For this
purpose, hospitals were judged to be similar if they were
in the same region, hospital specialty-size group, and if
possible, the same sampling stratum (that is, the same
abstracting status group if the nonrespondent hospital was
in the 12 largest PSU’S and in the same PSU, otherwise).
The adjustments for this nonresponse were made sepa-
rately for admission types —that is, for discharges of new-
born infants and for all other discharges. The adjustment
consisted of a ratio for which the numerator was the
weighted number of discharges of the admission type in all
sirnilar sample hospitals (regardless of response status)
and the denominator was the weighted total of discharges
of that admission type from the hospitals similar to the
nonrespondent hospitals, Data on the number of dis-
charges for each admission type for each hospital came
from either the hospitals or the April 1989 SMC+Hospital
Market Data Tape (10).
The second type of nonresponse occurred when
NCHS failed to collect all the discharge abstracts expected
(the number expected is the product of the hospital’s total
discharges each month and the discharge sampling rate
assigned to the hospital), In each month when the hospital
was respondent (at least half the expected abstracts were
collected), the weights of abstracts collected for the month
were inflated to account for the missing abstracts. For a
hospital’s month(s) of nonresponse, the weights of dis-
charges in the hospital’s respondent months were inflated
by ratios that varied with discharge groups defined by the
ICD-9-CM diagnostic classes of those discharges’ first-
listed diagnoses. The adjustment ratio for each[ partially
respondent hospital and each discharge group was calcu-
lated using only data from sample hospitals that were both
NHDS eligible and respondent for all 12 months of the
data year. The ratio had as its numerator the weighted
sum of discharges in that discharge group for all months in
which the partially respondent hospital was in scope and
had as its denominator the weighted sum of discharges in
that discharge group that occurred in the months when
the partially respondent hospital did respond to the
NHDS.
Population weighting ratio adjustment – Adjustments
were made within each of 16 noncertainty hospital groups
defined by region and hospital specialty-size classes to
adjust for oversampling or undersampling of clischarges
reported in the sampling frame for the data year. For
discharges other than newborn infants, the adjustment is a
multiplicative factor that had as its numerator the number
of admissions reported for the year at sampling frame
hospitals within each region-specialty-size group and as its
denominator the estimated number of those admissions
for that same hospital group. The adjustment for
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discharges of newborn infants was similar, but numbers of
births were used in place of admissions. The ratio numer-
ators were based on the figures obtained from the SMG
Hospital Market Data Tape (10) and the ratio denomina-
tors were obtained through a simple inflation of the SMG
figures for the NHDS sample hospitals.
error, as calculated for the NHDS, also reflects part of the
variation that arises in the measurement process, but does
not include estimates of any systematic bias. The chances
are about 68 in 100 that an estimate from the sample
would differ from a complete census by less than the
standard error. The chances are about 95 in 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard error,
and about 99 in 100 that it would be less than 2.5 times as
large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is obtained
by dividing the standard error by the estimate. The result-
ing value is multiplied by 100, which expresses the relative
standard error as a percent of the estimate.
Estimates of sampling variability were calculated with
SESUDAAN software, which computes standard errors by
using a first-order Taylor approximation of the deviation
of estimates from their exTected values. A description of
the software and the approach it uses was published (16).
Relative standard errors for aggregate estimates– The
constants for relative standard error curves for the Na-
tional Hospital Discharge Survey aggregate statistics by
statistic type are presented in table IV. The relative
standard error [RSE (X)] of an estimate X may be esti-
mated from the formula:
Reliability of estimates
Nonsampling ewors – As from any survey, results are
subject to nonsampling errors, which include errors that
are due to sampling frame errors, hospital nonresponse,
missing abstracts, and recording processing errors. The
magnitude of the nonsampling errors cannot be deter-
mined. However, errors resulting from the exclusion of
in-scope hospitals from the sampling frame are believed to
be small because the hospitals excluded are hospitals that
opened after the frame was constructed and, hence, they
tend to have few discharges relative to hospitals that are in
the frame. Other nonsampling errors are kept to a mini-
mum by methods built into the survey procedures, such as
training the data collectors in sampling and data abstrac-
tion, quality checks of sampling and abstracting, manual
and computer editing, and verification of keypunching and
coding. Some nonsampling errors are discussed under
“Presentation of estimates.”
Sampling errors– Because the statistics presented in
this report are based on a sample, they may differ from
the figures that would be obtained if a complete census
had been taken using the same forms, definitions, instruc-
tions, and procedures. However, the probability design of
NHDS permits the calculation of sampling errors. The
standard error is primarily a measure of sampling variabil-
ity that occurs by chance because only a sample rather
than the entire population is surveyed. The standard
RSE(X) = ~a + b/x
where X, a, and b are as defined in table IV.
Relative standard ewors for estimates of percents– The
relative standard errors for a percent 100 *p (O <p <1)
may be calculated directly using the formula:
RSE(p) = 100 @*(l ‘p)/@ –w
where 100 *p is the percent of interest, X is the base of
the percent, and b is the parameter b in the formula for
Table IV. Estimated parameters for relative standard error equations for National Hospital Discharge Survey statistics, by characteristics:
United States, 1988
Number of discharges,
tkat-lkted diagnoses, or Number of Number of
all-listed diagnoses days of care procedures
Characteristic a b a b a b
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00358 173.173 0.00446 1,222.400 0.00415 464.814
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .














Under 15years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























NOTE The relative standard error (WE) for any estimate (~ csn be determined from the equation RSE(X) = v~
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approximating the RSE(X), The values for b are given in
table IV.
The approximation is valid if the relative standard
error of the denominator is less than 0.05 or the relative
standard errors of the numerator and denominator are
both less than 0,10 (17,18),
RSE for average length of stay and other averages, ratios,
or rates where the numerator is not a subclass of the
denominator– If the denominator of the rate is a number
produced by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the total
U.S. population or one or more of the age-sex-race groups
of the total population, then the approximate relative
standard error of the rate is equivalent to the relative
standard error of the numerator that can be obtained from
table IV.
If the numerator X and denominator Y are both
estimated from the NHDS, then the relative standard
error of the ratio X/Y is approximated by
RsE(x~= ~[RSE(X)12+[RsE(Y)]z
This approximation is valid if the relative stana[ard error
of the denominator is less than 0,05 or the relative
standard errors of the numerator and denominator are
both less than 0,10 (18,19).
Estimates of differences between two statistics – The rel-
ative standard errors shown in this appendix. are not
directly applicable to differences between two sample
estimates. The standard error of a difference is approxi-
mately the square root of the sum of squares of each
standard error considered separately. This formula repre-
sents the standard error quite accurately for the difference
between separate and uncorrelated characteristics, al-




Definitions of certain terms
used in this report
Terms relating to hospitalization
Hospitals–Allhospitak with an average length of stay
for all patients of less than 30 days or hospitals whose
specialty is general (medical or surgical) or children’s
general are eligible for inclusion in the National Hospital
Discharge Survey except Federal hospitals and hospital
units of institutions, and hospitals with less than six beds
staffed for patients’ use.
Patient– A person who is formally admitted to the
inpatient service of a short-stay hospital for observation,
care, diagnosis, or treatment. The terms “patient” and
“inpatient” are used synonymously.
Newborn infant– A patient admitted by birth to a
hospital.
Dischaige– The formal release of a patient by a hos-
pital; that is, the termination of a period of hospitalization
by death or by disposition to place of residence, nursing
home, or another hospital. The terms “discharges” and
“patients discharged” are used synonymously.
Dischaige rate – The ratio of the number of hospital
discharges during a year to the number of persons in the
civilian population on July 1 of that year.
Days of care– The number of patient days accumu-
lated at time of discharge by a patient. A stay of less than
1 day (patient admission and discharge on the same day) is
counted as 1 day in the summation of total days of care.
For patients admitted and discharged on different days,
the number of days of care is computed by counting all
days from (and including) the date of admission to (but
not including) the date of discharge.
Rate of days of care – The ratio of the number of days
of care accumulated during a year to the number of
persons in the civilian population on July 1 of that year.
Average length of stay – The number of days of care
accumulated by patients discharged during the year di-
vided by the number of these patients.
Terms relating to diagnoses
Diagnosis– A disease or injury (or factor that inffu-
ences health status and contact with health services that is
not itself a current illness or injury) on the medical record
of a patient. (See “Medical coding and edit” in the “Data
collection and processing” section of appendix I for fur-
ther detail.)
Principal diagnosis– The condition established after
study to be chiefly responsible for occasioning the admis-
sion of the patient to the hospital for care.
First-listed diagnosis– The coded diagnosis identified
as the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet
or discharge summary of the medical record if the princi-
pal diagnosis cannot be identified. The number of first-
Iisted diagnoses is equivalent to the number of discharges.
A1l-hked diagnoses– The number of diagnoses on the
face sheet of the medical record. In the
mum of seven diagnoses are coded.
Terms relating to procedures
NHDS a maxi-
Procedure – A surgical or nonsurgical operation, diag-
nostic procedure, or special treatment reported on the
medical record of a patient. (See “Medical coding and
edit” in the “Data collection and processing” section of
appendix I for further details.) The foUowing ICD–9–CM
procedure codes are not used in the NHDS:
08.19,16.21,18.01,18.11,18.19,21.21,21.29,22.19,24.19,
25.09, 25.91, 26.19, 27.29, 27.91, 29.19, 31.48–31.49, 37.29,
41.38-41.39, 42.29, 44.19, 45.19, 45.28-45.29, 48.23, 48.29,
49.21, 49.29, 49.41,58.29, 61.19, 64,19, 64.91, 64.94, 69.92,
70.21,73.91-73.92,75.35, 85.19,86.19,86.92, 87.09-87.12,
87.16-87.17, 87.22-87.29, 87.36-87.37, 87.39, 87.43-87.49,
87.69,87.79, 87.85-87.89, 87.92, 87.95-87.99,88.09,88.16-
88.31, 88.33, 88.35, 88.37, 88.39, 89.01-89.13, 89.15-89.16,
89.26-89.31, 89.33-89.39, 89.45-89.53, 89.55-89.59, 89.667
89.7, 90.01-91.99, 93.01-93.25, 93.27-93.28, 93.31-93.39,
93.42-93.44, 93.61-93.91, 93.94, 93.96, 93.99-94.23, 94.25,
94.29-95.03, 95.05-95.11, 95.14-95.15, 95.31-95.49, 96.09-
96.19, 96.26-96.28, 96.34-97.04, 97.14-97.69, 97.72-97.89,
99.02–99.24, 99.26-99.59, 99.71-99.79, 99.82–99.99.
All-listed procedures– The number of procedures on
the face sheet of the medical record. In the NHDS a
maximum of four procedures are coded.
Rate ofprocedures– The ratio of the number of proce-
dures during a year to the number of persons in the




Population – The U.S. resident population excluding South
members of the Armed Forces.
Age – Patient’s age at birthday prior to admission to
the hospital.
Geographic region– Hospitals are classified by location
in one of the four geographic regions of the United States




Northeast Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania





States included – Con.
Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,






Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington,




[CD-9-CM codes for the
1988 National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Coding of the diagnostic and procedure data in the
National Hospital Discharge Survey is based on the inter-
national Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical
Modification, or ICD–9–CM (11). This appendix presents a
list of all diagnostic and procedure codes for which data
were received by the National Hospital Discharge Survey
(NHDS) for 1988. Part A shows the classification of
diseases and injuries and supplementary classifications
and is to be used with tables 1–3. Part B includes the
codes for surgical, nonsurgical, and diagnostic procedures
and is to be used with table 4. It is important to consult
the appropriate volume of ICD–9-CM for more detailed
information about the coding scheme, such as the specific
terms included in or excluded from a particular code.
The following abbreviations are used in the list of
codes: N.E.C. (not ekewhere classified) and N.O.S. (not
otherwise specified). Codes added to the ICD–9-CM on
October 1, 1988, are preceded by a slash (/) and codes
changed at that time are referenced with a slash between
the old and new ICD-9-CM descriptions.
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INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
CHOLERA
CHOLERA DUE TO VIBRIO CHOLERAE
CHOLERA , uNSPECIFIED





LoCALIZ EO SALMONELLA INFECT IONS
SALMONELLA OS TEOHYELI TIS
OTHER LOCALIZEO SALMONELLA INFECTIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO SALMONELLA INFECTIONS






OTHER SPECIFIEO SHIGELLA INFECTIONS
SHIGELLOSIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER FOOO POISONING (BAcTERIAL)
STAPHYLOCOCCAL FOUO POISONING
BI.ITULISM
FOOO POISONING OUE TO OTHER CLOSTRIOIA
OTHER BACTERIAL FOOO POISONING
FoOO POISONING, UNSPECIFIED
AN EBIASIS
ACUTE AMEBIC OYSENTERY WITHOUT MENTIoN OF ABSCESS
ANEBIC LIVER ABSCESS
ANEBIC LUNG ABSCESS
AtlEi31CINFECTION OF OTHER SITES
ANEBIASIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER PROTOZOAL INTESTINAL OISEASES
GIAROIASIS
COCCIOIOSIS
OTHER SPEC IFIEO PROTOZOAL INTESTINAL OISEASES
INTESTINAL INFECTIONS OUE TO OTHER ORGANISMS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO ESCHERICHIA COLI (E. C13LI)
InteStinal INFECTION OUE TO PROTEUs (t41RABILIs) (t40RGANII)
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO PSELJOOHONAS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
BACTERIAL ENTERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ENTERITIS oUE TO SPECIFIEO VIRUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER ORGANISM, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSI FIEO
ILL–oEFINED INTEsTINAL INFECTIONS
INFECTIOUS COLITIS, ENTERITIS, ANO GASTROENTERITIS
COLITIS, ENTERITIS, ANO GAS TROENTERITIS OF PRESUMEO
INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
INFECTIOUS OIARRHEA
OIARRHEA OF PRESUMEO INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
PRIMARy TUBERCULOUS INFEc TlON
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS COMPLEX
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS COMPLEX, UNSPECIFIED EXAt41NATION
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS COMPLEX, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN SPUTIJM)
BY MICROSCOPY
TuBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIMARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIMARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS.
uNSP ECIFI EO EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS,
BACTERIOLOGICAL UR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION NOT 00NE
OTHER PRIMARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSISS
OTHER PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
PR IHARY TUBE RCULOUS 1NFEC TIoN, uNSPEC IFIEO TYPE
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED TYPEs
uNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION, uNSPECIFIED TYPEs








































TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOWN (AT PRESENT)
TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, TUF5ERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) ay MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS UF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, TUEIERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO BY oTHER HETHOOS( INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG wITH CAVITATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG wITH CAVITATION, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG WITH CAVITATION, TUB ERCLE BACILLI FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
Tu6ERCuL0s Is OF LUNG WITH CAVITATION, TUB ERCLE aAc ILL I NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO ay aAcTERIAL
CULTURE
TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG wITH CAVITATION, TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUE!ERCULOSIS
CONF IRMEO HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG uKTH CAVITATION, TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUND BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, EIUT
TUE!ERCULOSIS CONFIRNEO BY oTHER HE THOOS (INOCULATION OF
ANIMALS)
TuBERCULOSIS OF BRuNCHUS
TUBERCULOSIS OF BRONCHUS. TUB ERCLE BACILL I NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION*
HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG,
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG,
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG,
BACT ERIoLOGICAL EXAMINAT ION,
hISTOLOGICALLY
TuBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG,
BUT TUBERCU~OSIS CONFIRt4E0
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCLE 13ACILLI FOUNO (IN
TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BUT TuBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO
TUE!ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BuT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRMEO BY OTHER METHOOS (INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
TuBERCULOUS BRONCHI ECTASIS
TUBER CULOUS BRONCHI ECTASIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY F0Rt4)
TUBERCULOUS PNEuMONIA (ANY FORM), UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FORM), TuBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TuBERCULOUS PNEuMoNIA (ANY FORM), TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FUUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONF IRMEO BY OTHER METHOOS (INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
oTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, uNSPECIFIED
EXAMINATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUi3ERCULOSIS, TUbERCLE BACILLI
FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
OTHER SPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TuBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO BY OTHER METHOOS (INOCULATION OF
ANIMALS)
UNSPECI FIEo PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
UNSPECIFIED PuLMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, uNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
UNSPECIFIED PuLf40NARY TUBERCULOSIS. aAc TER[oLoGIcAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOWN (AT PRESENT)
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS , TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUB ERCLE aAc ILLI NOT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUND BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
uNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TuBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIR14E0
HISTOLOGICALLY
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT
























































TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINA-
TION RESULTS UNKNOWN (AT PRESENT)
TuBEKCULOUS PLEURISY, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY
HICROSCUPY
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY
r41CROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TuBERCULOSIS CONFIRMED
HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS PLEURISY, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRNED BY OTHER METHODS (INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
TUBERCULCISISOF HENINGES AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
TUBERCULOUS MENINGITIS
TUBERCULOUS MENINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAfiINATION
TuBERCULOUS MENINGITIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY
MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOMA OF HENINGES
TUBERCULOMA OF MENINGES, uNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCLILOMA OF BRAIN
TUBERCULOMA OF BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES, PERITONEUFl,AND MESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS
TUBEKCULOUS PERITONITIS UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO MEsENTERIC GLANDS
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES AND MESENTERIC GLANOS, UNSPECIFIED
ExAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES AND MESENTERIC GLANOS,
TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY,
BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JoINTS
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIWIEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS OF HIP
TUBERCULOSIS OF HIP, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF HIP, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUM)
BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUND BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUB&RCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED BONE
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIDNEY, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF URETER
TUBERCULOSIS OF URETER, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS
TuBERCULOSIS OF OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS,
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF OTHER ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE,
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE,
TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY,
BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NODES, TuBERCLE BACILLI FoUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL ExAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRMED HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS OF ADRENAL GLANOS
TUBERCULOSIS OF AORENAL GLANDS, UNSPECIFIECJ EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED EXAHINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NoT






































































OTHER SPECIFIEO HILIARY TUBERCULOSIS
oTHER SPECIFIEO NILIARY TUBERCuL0515, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS
UNSPECIFIED MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, UNSPECIFIEO EXAMINATION
UNSPECIFIED MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY tiICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTUKE
UNSPECIFIED MILIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUEIERCLEBACILLI NOT FUUNO BY







OTHER ZODNOTIC BACTERIAL OISEASES
LISTERIOSIS
PASTEURELLOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ZOONOTIC BACTERIAL OISEASES
LEPROSY
LEPROMATOUS LEPROSY (TYPE L)
LEPROSY, UNSPECIFIED
OISEASES DUE TO OTHER MYCOBACTERIA
PULMONARY OISEASES OUE TO OTHER MYCOBACTERIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MYCOBACTERIAL DISEASES








WHDOPING COUGH OUE TO BOROETELLA PERTuSSIS (B. PERTUSSIS)
WHOOPING CDUGH OUE TO BOROETELLA PARAPERTUSSIS
(B. PARAPERTUSSIS)
WHOOPING COUGH OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO LIRGANISM
WHOOPING COUGH, UNSPECIFIEO ORGANISH

















SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ANAEROBES
SEPTICEMIA DUE TO OTHER GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISMS
SEPTICEMIA DUE TO GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISM, UNSPECIFIED
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO HEMDPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ESCHERICHIA COLI (E. COLI)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO PSEUODiONAS
SEPTICEMIA DUE TU SERRATIA








ACTINOMYCOTIC INFECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES



























































OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES
OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL DISEASES
6ACTERIAL INFECTION IN CON OITIONS CLASS IFIEO ELSEHHERE ANO OF
uNSPECIFIED SITE
STREPTOCOCCUS INFECTION IN CONOITIONS CLASS IFIEO ELSEHHERE ANO
OF UFJSPECIFIEO SITE
STAPHYLOCOCCUS INFEcTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PNEUMOCOCCUS INFECTION IN CL)NOITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSE’I.JHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
FRIEOLANOER’ S BACILLUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEUHERE ANO OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
ESCHERI CHIA COLI (E. COLI) INFECTION IN CONDITIONS Classified
ELSEHHERE ANO OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
HEi+OPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLuENZA) INFECTION IN cONDITIONS
CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
pRoTEUs (M IRABILIS) (MORG.ANII) INFECTION IN Conditions
. . .
CI-ASSIFIEO ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PSEUOOHONAS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEI.IHERE
ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN CONDITIONS
CLASSI FIEO ELSEWHERE AND OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
BACTERIAL INFECTION, UPJSPECIFIEO, IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HUHAN T-CELL LYHPHOTROPIC VIRUS-I ll/LYMPHAOEN OPATHY-ASSOC IATED
VIRUS (H TLV-111/LAV) INFECTIoN HITH spEc IFIEo coNol TIoNs
!JJITH SPECIFIEO INFECTIONS
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIONS
J41TH SPECIFIEO 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASMS
ACQUIREO 1MMUN0DEFICIENC% SYNOROME HITH OR WITHOUT
OTHER CONDITIONS
HUMAN T-C ELL LYHPHOTROPIC V IRUS–I I I/LYMPHAOENOPATHY-A SSOC IATEO
vIRUS (H TLV-111/LAV) INFEcT[oN cAus ING oTHER spEc[FIEo coNoIT1
CAUSING LYMPHAOENOPATHY
CAUSING SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CAUSING OTHER OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IMMUNE MECHANISM
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS
AC QUIREO 1MMUN00EFICIENC% SYNORONE-RELATED COf4PLEX iJITH OR
WITHOUT OTHER CONDITIONS
OTHER HUH AN T-CELL LYMPHOTROP IC VI RUS-I 11/LYMPHAOENOPATHy
ASSOCIATE VIRUS INFECTION
CAUSING SPECIFIEO ACUTE INFECTIONS
HTLV-111/LAv NOT OTHERkJIs E SpECIFIEO (!41TH OR WI THOuT OTHER
CONOTIONS NOT CLASSIFIABLE TO 042$043 s044-0)
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
ACUTE PARALYTIC PIILIOMYELITIS SPECIFIEO AS BULBAR
ACUTE PARALYTIC POLIOMYELITIS SPECIFIEO AS BULBAR*
POLIOVIRUS TYPE I
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS MITH OTHER PARALYSIS
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS WITH oTHER paralysis uNspEc IFIEo Typ E
OF POLIOVIRUS





MENINGITIS OUE TO ENTEROVIRUS
MENINGITIS OUE TO ECHO VIRUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL MENINGITIS
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL MENINGITIS
OTHER ENTEROVIRUS OISEASES i3F CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
OTHER NON-ARTHROPOO-BORNE VIRAL DISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SV*T!=M
-------
NoN&AF!TH!loPOO-BORNE MENINGITIS OUE TO AOENOVIRUS
















































































VARICELLA (HEMORRHAGIC) PNEUMON IT IS
ctiICKENPOX HITH OTHER SPECI FIEO COMPLICATIONS
CHICKENPOX !.IITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
VARICELLA HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
HERPES ZOSTER
HERPES ZOSTER J41TH MENINGITIS
HERPES ZOSTER !dITH OTHER NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS




HERPES ZUSTER wITH OTHER NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH OPHTHANIC C 014PLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER DERMATITIS OF EYELIO
HERPES zOSTER KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS
HERPES ZOSTER IRIOOCYCLITIS
HERPES ZOSTER WITH UTHER OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
oTITIS EXTERNA OUE TO HERPES ZOSTER
HERPES ZOSTER MITH OTHER SPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH UNSPECIFIED Complication. . ..-—






HERPETIC ULCERATION OF VULVA




HERPES SIMPLEX WITH OPHTHALMIC CO14PLICATIONS
oENORITIC KERATITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX oISCIFORH KERATITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX wITH OTHER OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPETIC SEPTICEMIA
HERPES SIMPLEX WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX MENINGITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX oTITIS ExTERNA
HERPES SIMPLEX WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
HERPES SIMPLEX WITHOUT MENTION OF CO!4PLICAT ION
MEASLES
P13STMEASLES PNEUMONIA
NEASLES WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
MEASLES KERATOCONJUNCT IVITIS
MEASLES 141THOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
RUBELLA
RUBELLA JJITHOUT P’lENTION OF COMPLICATION
OTHER VIRAL EXANTHEMATA
ERYTHE14A INFECT IOSLNI (FIFTH OISEASE)
OTHER SPECIF IEO VIRAL EXANTHEMATA




ARTHROP 00-BORNE HEMoRRHAGIC FEVER, UNSPECIF IEO
OTHER ARTHROPaO-BORNE VIRAL OISEASES
TICK-BORNE FEVER
VIRAL HEPATITIS
VIRAL HEPATITIs A HITH HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS A WITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS E WITH HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS B WITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC COMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS WITH HEPATIC COflA
oTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF HE PATIC
COMA
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS HITH HEPATIC COMA
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL HEPATITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC
COMA
!4UMPS
MUNPS JJITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION



































































SPECIFIC OISEASES OUE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS
HERPANGINA
EPIoEMIC PLEUROOYNIA
HANO, FOOT, ANO MOUTH OISEASE
INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS




uNSPEC1FIEO OISEASES OF CONJUNCTIVAL OUE TO VIRUSES ANO
CHLAMYDIAE






OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES DUE TO VIRUSES ANO CHLAMYDIAE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES AND CHLAMYOIAE
VIRAL INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE AND IIF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
AOENOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE AND
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ECHU VIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFI ECJELSEHHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COXSACKIE VIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
RHINOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS Cl_ASSIFIED ELSEHHERE ANO OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL INFECTIONS IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE AND OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
uNSPECIFIED VIRAL INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE









FALCIPARWI MALARIA (HALIGNANT TERTIAN)
VIVAX MALARIA (BENIGN TERTIAN)
MIXEO MALARIA
MALARIAs UNSPECIFIED






OTHER SPECIFIED ARTHRoPOO-BORNE DISEASES
CONGENITAL SYPHILIS
EARLY CONGENITAL SYPHILIS, UNSPECIFIED
JUVENILE NEUROSYPHILIS




SECONDARY SYPHILIS OF SKIN OR HUCOUS HE14bRANES
UNSPECIFIEI)SECONDARY SYPHILIS
EARLY SYPHILIS, LATENT
EARLY SYPilILISSLATENT, UNSPECI FIEO
CAROIOVASCULAR SYPHILIS
SYPHILITIC ENDOCAROITIS





















































































GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF LOHER GENITOURINARY TRAcT
GLINoCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT




GONOCOCCAL SALPING171S , SPECIFIED AS ACUTE
OTHER GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY
TRACT
GONUCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF LOHER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONDCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL CERVICITIS, CHRONIC
GoNococcAL sALpINGIT15 (CHRONIC)
OTHER CHRONIC GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF UPPER GENITOURINARY
TRACT
GONOCIICCAL INFECTION OF EYE
GONOCOCCAL CONJUNCTIVITIS (NEONATORUM)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF JOINT
GONOCOCCAL ARTHRITIS
GONOCOCCAL SYNOVITIS ANo TENOSYNOVITIS
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF PHARYNX
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF ANuS AND RECTUH
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
GONOCOCCAL MENINGITIS
GONOCOCCAL PERITONITIS










OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF SCALP ANO BEARO
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF NAIL
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF HANO
OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF GROIN ANO PERIANAL AREA
OERMATOPHYTOSIS DF FOOT
DERHAToPHYToSIS OF THE BODY
DERMATCIPHYTOSISOF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
DERHATOPHYTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE







CANOIOIASIS OF VULVA ANO VAGINA
CANDIDIASIS OF OTHER UROGENITAL SITES
CANOIDIASIS OF SKIN AND NAILS
CANOIDIASIS OF LUNG
DISSEMINATED CANDIOIASIS
CANDIDIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CANDIOAL ENOOCAROITIS
OTHER CANOIDIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES




OTHER FORMS OF PROGRESSIVE COCCIOIOIOOMYCOS IS
COCCIOIOIDOMYCOSIS , UNSPECIFIED
HISTOPLASMOSIS












































































HISTOPLAS14A CAPS ULATUM PNEUMONIA
INFECTION BY HISTOPLASMA CAPS ULATUM, HITH MENTION OF uTHER
MANIFESTATION
HIS TOPLASMOSIS, UNSPECIFIED










ZYGOMYCOSIS (PHYCOMYCOSI S OR Mu CORMYCOSIS)
















ANCYLOSTOMIASIS ANO NECATORIASIS, UNSPECIFIED










HENINGOENC EPHALITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS
CONJUNCTIVITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS
CHORIORETINITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS
HEPATITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS








OTHER UROGENITAL TRICHOMDNIAS IS
TRICHOMONIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
TRICHOHONIASIS, uNSPECIFIED
PEOICULOSIS AND PHTHIRUS INFESTAT ION
PEOICULUS CAPITIS (HEAO LOOSE)
PEOICULUS CORPORIS (BOOY LOUSE)





LITHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
BEHCET” S SYNOROME
SPECIFIC Infections BY FREE-LIVING AI.IEBAE
PNEUMOCYSTOSIS
oTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC 01SEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF TuBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF RESPIRATORY OR UNSPEC IFIEO TUBERCULOSIS
.1 LATE EFFECTS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TUBERCULOSIS
.2 LATE EFFECTS OF GENITOURINARY TUBERCULOSIS
.3 LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
.4 LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO oRGANS
138 LATE EFFEc Ts OF ACUTE POLIOMYELITIs
139 LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
.0 LATE EFFECTS OF VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS































































NALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF LIP
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LIP, VERHILION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOHER LIP, VERH ILION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LIP, INNER ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LONER LIP, INNER ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ToNGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BASE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 00RSAL SURFACE OF ToNGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TIP ANO LATERAL BORDER OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VENTRAL SURFACE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIoR TI.JO-THIROS OF TONGUE, PART
UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LINGUAL TONSIL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF DTHER SITES OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF TONGUE, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEDPLASH OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF PAROTIO GLANO
HALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF SUBHANO18ULAR GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GUM
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER GUH
HAL IGNANT NEoPLASH OF LOHER GUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GUM, uNSPECIFI EO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FLoOR OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIoR PORTION OF FLOOR OF HOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LATERAL PORTION OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER SITES OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FLOOR OF HOUTH, PART UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NE OPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CHEEK HUCOSA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF vESTIBULE OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HARD PALATE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SOFT PALATE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PALATE, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETROMOLAR AREA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER SPECIFIED PARTS OF HOUTH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF OROPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TONSIL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONSILLAR FOSSA
MALIGNANT NEOpLASM OF TONSILLAR PILLARS (ANTERIoR) (POSTERIOR)
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANTERIoR ASPECT OF EPIGLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OROPHARYNX, UNSPECIFI EO
MALIGNANT NE OPLASfl OF NASOPHA RYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF POSTERIOR WALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANTERIOR HALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF MSOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASOPHARYNX, UNSPECIF IEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYRIFORH SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ARYEP IGLOTTIC FOLO~ HYPOPHARYNGEAL
ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OrHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES HI THIN
THE LIP, ORAL CAVITY, AND PHARYNX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PHARYNx, UNSPEC IFIEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER sITES HITHIN THE LIP AND
ORAii CAVI ~i
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ESOPHAGUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THORACIC ESOPHAGUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER THIRD OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MIOIILE THIRD OF ESOPHAGUS



































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER SPECIFIEO P#IRT OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF CAROIA
NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYLORUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYLORIC ANTRUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FUNOUS OF STOflACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BOOY OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LESSER CURVATURE OF STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GREATER CURVATURE OF STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED
NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOHACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SMALL INTEsTINE, INCLUDING OUOOENUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OUOOENUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF JEJUNUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILEU14
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MECKEL* S OIVERTICULLWI
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SMALL INTESTINE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SMALL INTESTINE. UNSP ECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEPATIC FLEXURE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRANSVERSE COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF DESCENDING COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SIGMOIO COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASI.I OF CECOH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF APPENOIX
MALIGNANT NEOpLAsfI OF ASCENOING COLON
t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPLENIC FLEXURE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARGE INTESTINE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RECTUM, RECTOSIGMOID JUNCTION, AND ANUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTOSIGMOIO JUNCTION
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANAL CANAL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANUS, UNSPECI FIEO
M4.LIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF RECTUH, RECTIISIGMOIO
JUNCTION, AND ANUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIVER ANO INTRAHEPATIC 81LE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, PRIMARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, NOT SPECIFIEO AS PRIHARY
OR SECONOARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GALLBLAOOER ANO EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GALLBLADDER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EXTRAHEPATIC 81LE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AMPULLA OF VATER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF GALLBLAOOER ANO
EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BILIARY TRACT, PART UNSPECIFI EO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEAD OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BOOY OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF TAIL OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREATIC OUCT
MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS? PART uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETROPERITONEUM ANO PERITONEUM
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPECI FIEO PARTS OF PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PERITONEUM, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES HI THIN THE
01 GESTIVE ORGANS ANo PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTESTINAL TRACT, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM ANO
INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILL–DEFINEO SITES HITHIN THE DIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES, f410DLE EAR, ANO
ACCESSOkY SINUSES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AUOITORY TUBE, flIDDLE EAR, ANO HASTOID
AIR CELLS






























































HALIGNANT NE OPLASN OF ETHMOIOAL SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 13THER ACCESSORY SINUSES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ACCESSORY SINUS, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLOTTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SUPRAGLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUBGLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNGEAL CARTILAGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARYNX
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARYNX* UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEI.IPLASH OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, ANO LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASII OF TRACHEA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MAIN BRONCHUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER LOBE* BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HI 00LE LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOWER LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF qTHER PARTS OF BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 8RONCHUS AND LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PARIETAL PLEURA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PLEURA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PLEURA, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYMUS, HEART, AND MEOI AS TINUM
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF THYMUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEART
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR HEOIASTINUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF POSTER1OR MEOIASTINUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF overlapping PARTS OF ME OIASTINUH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF $IEOIASTINUM, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BONE ANO ARTICULAR CARTILAGE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE, EXCEPT MANOIBLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MANOI BLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, EXCLUOING SACRUH
ANO COCCYX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RIBS, STERNUH, ANO CLAVICLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCAPULA ANO LONG BONES OF UPPER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SHORT BONES OF UPPER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PELVIC 80NES, SACRUM, ANO COCCYX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LONG BONES OF LOWER LIHB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SHORT BONES OF LOWER LIHB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BONE ANO ARTICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
UNSPEC IFIELI
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SCIFT TISSUE OF
HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE APJO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOHER LIMB, INCLUDING HIP
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
THORAX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
ABDOMEN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
TRUNK, UN SPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CONNECTIVE
ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE,
SITE uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NELANoHA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF EYELIO, INCLUOING CANTHUS
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUDITORY
CANAL
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS
OF FACE
MALI GNANT MELANOHA OF SKIN OF SCALP ANO NECK
HALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUH
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULDER
NALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF LOHER LIHB, INCLUDING HIP
MALIGNANT MELANoMA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
MELANOMA OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED





































































OTHER t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
oTHER !4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM UF SKIN OF EYELID? INCLUOING CANTHUS
OTHER MALIGNANT NEuPLASM (IF SKIN OF EAR ANCI EXTERNAL
AUO ITORY CANAL
OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PARTS OF FACE
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
LITHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUll
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, IdCLUOING
SHOULOER
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LOHER LIM8, INCLUOING HIP
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECXFIEO SITES OF SKIN
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NIPPLE AtlD AREOLA OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CENTRAL PORTION OF FEt4ALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uPPER–INNER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LO14ER-INNER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
tlALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER-OUTER QUAORANT OF FEMALE 8REAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LO!4ER-OUTER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AX ILLARY TAIL OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BREAST (FEMALE), UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF MALE BREAS1
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES OF HALE
BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UTERUS, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERI
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ENDOCERVIX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EXOCERVIX
MALIGNANT iNEOPLAS$l OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF CERVIX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVIX UTERI, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLACENTA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BOOY OF uTERUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CORPUS UTERI, EXCEPT ISTHMUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF BOOY OF uTERuS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY ANO OTHER UTERINE AONEXA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
HALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF BROAO LIGAMENT OF UTERUS
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF PARAHETRI UM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF uTERINE AONEXA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VAGINA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LABIA MAJORA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CLITORIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VULVA, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF FEMALE
GENITAL uRGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNOESCENOEO TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOP~ASM OF OTHER AND uNsPECIFIED TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS ANO OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLANS PENIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS s PART UNSPECIFI EO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EPIOIOYMIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCROTUM
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HALE GENITAL
ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRIGONE OF URINARY BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF DOME OF URINARY BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LATERAL HALL OF URINARY BLAOOER
i.iALi GNANi NEOPLASM OF ANT ERiOR UALii OF URINARY 6LAODER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PoSTERIOR MALL OF URINARY BLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BLAOOER NECK
MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF URETERIC ORIFICE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URACHUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER sPECIFIED SITES OF BLAOOER





























































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIONEY ANO OTHER ANO uNSP5CIFIE0 URINARY
ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIDNEY, EXCEPT PbLVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RENAL PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEoPLASFl OF URETER
MALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF URETHRA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uRINARY ORGAN, SITE uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYEBALL. EXCEPT CONJUNCTIVAL, CORNEA*
RETINA, ANO CHOROIO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
MALIGNANT NEDPLASM OF CONJUNCTI VA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETINA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF CHOROIO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
MALIGNANT NE CIPLASM OF CEREBRUM, EXCEPT LOBES ANO VENTRICLES
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF FRONTAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TEMPORAL LOBE
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF PAR IETAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OCCIPITAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF vENTRICLES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CEREBELLUM NCIS
MALIGNAltT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN STEM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF BRAIN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CRANIAL NERVES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CEREBRAL MENINGES
MALIGNANT NEDPLASM OF SPINAL CORO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NERVOUS SYSTEH, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYROIO GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENDOCRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF ADRENAL GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PARATHYROID GLANO
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF PITUITARY GLANO AND C RAN IOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PINEAL GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EN OCKRINE GLANO, SITE UN SPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANo ILL-D EFINEO SITES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS}l OF THORAX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ABoOMEN
MALI GNANT NEOPLASM OF PELvIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LONER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY AND uNSPEC IFIEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYHPH NOOES
SECONDARY AND UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NOOES
!3F HEAD, FACE, ANO NECK
SECONOARY AND ONSPECIFIEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTRATHORACIC
LYMPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIEO NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF
INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYMPH NOOES
SECONOARY AND UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NOOES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYt4PH NOOES
OF INGuINAL REGION ANO LO!JIER LIMB
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTRAPELVIC
LYMPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NODES OF
MUI-TIPLE SITES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NODES,
SITE LJNSPECIFIEO
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO OIGESTIVE
SYS7EW
SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LUNG
SECJNDARY MALIGNANT NEoPLAsf4 OF MEOIAsTINuM
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER RESPIRATORY ORGANS





























































SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARGE INTEsTINE ANO RECTUM
SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUII ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, SPECIFIEO AS SECONOARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO SPLEEN
SEC13NOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFI EO SITES
SECiJNOARY MALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF KIoNEY
SECONOARY )4ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS
SECONLIARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
5ECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 8RAIN ANO SPINAL coRo
SECDNi)ARY 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 80NE ANO 80NE MARROH
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF OVARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AORENAL GLANO
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 8REAST
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF GENITAL ORGANS
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH HITHOUT SPECIFICATION OF SITE
OISSEPIINATEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASil OF UNSPECIFI EO SITE
LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
RETICULOSARCOHA
RET ICULOSARCOHA, UNS;ECIFIEO SITE
RETICULOSARCOf4A INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRA-A800HINAL LYHPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LINE
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION AND
LOIJER LIH8
RETICULOSARCOPIA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOIIA INVOLVING SPLEEN
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
LYMPHOSARCOMA
LYHPHOSARCOI+A, UN3PECIFIE0 SITE
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
LYHPtiOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NODES
LYMPHOSARCONA INVDLVING INTRA-A800MINAL LYMPH NOOES
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYflPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO
LOHER LIH8
LYHPilOSARCOMA INVOLVING I NTRAPELVIC LYHPH NOOES
LYHPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING SPLEEN
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
EUARKITTIS TUHOR DR LYHPHOHA
BURKITT* S TUMOR OR LYMPHOHA, uNSPECIFIED SITE
8URKITTCS TuMOR OR LYHPH311A INVOLVING LYti PH NoOES OF HEAO.
FACE * ANO NECK
BURKITT* S TUHOR OR LYMPHOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
8URKITT* S TuHoR OR LYHPHLIMA INVOLVING INTRA-A8DOMINAL LYMPH
NOOES
BURKITT* S TUHOR OR LYHPHOMA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF AXILLA
ANO UPPER LIH8
8URKITT@ S TuMOR OR LYHPHoHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE
SITES
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICULOSARCOHA
OTHER NAt4E0 VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA$
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPH OSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYFIPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOMA
INVOLVING INTRATHDRACIC LYHPH NOOES
OTHER NAMEo VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICULOSARCO14A
INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH NODES
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYflPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOKIA
INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIHB
OTHER NAHEo VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING LYMPH NODES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LOWER LIHB
OTHER NA14E0 VARIANTS tlF LYIIPHOSARCOHA ANO RETICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOMA
INVOLVING LYMPH NODES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE



















































HOOGKIN*S oISEASE, Lymphocyte C-HI ST ILICYTIC PREOOHINANCE,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
HCIOGKIN*S OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC–HISTI OCYTIC PREDOMINANCE,
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIN* S DISEASE, LYMPHoCYTIC-HIST IOCYTIC PREOOHINANCE ,
INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN *S OISEASE, NODULAR SCLEROSIS
HODGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SC LERDSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HDOGKIN~S OISEASE, NooULAR SCLEROSIS,
INVOLVING LYMPH NoOES OF HEAD, FACE, ANo NECK
HOOGK IN* S DISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
HODGKIN* S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABDoMINAL LYMPH NODES
HDDGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING
LYHPH NODES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIM8
HOOGKIN~S OISEASE, NoOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING LYHPH
NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LOHER LIME
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING SPLEEN
HOOGKIN* S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INVOLVING LYHPH
NODES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN lS OISEASE, HIXEO-CELLULARITY
HOOGKIN*S oISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKINS S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVDLVING LYHPH
NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND NECK
HOOGKINSS OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING
INTRATHORAC IC LYMPH NODES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING
INTRA-A800HINAL LYMPH NIIOES
HilOGKIN*S OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING LYFIPH NOOES
OF AXILLA AND UPPER LIH8
HODGKIN*S OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LOIAER LIMB
HODGKIN*S OISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF MULTIPLE SITES
HODGKIN * S 01 SEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC OEPLETION
HOOGKIN*S DISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC DEPLETION, INVOLVING LYHPH
NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND NECK
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INvOLVING LYMPH
NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HOOGKIN~S oISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HODGKIN-S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HODGKINSS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE. INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC
LYMPH NOO ES
HOOGKIN~S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING
INTRA-A8DOMINAL LYHPH NODES
HOOGKIN~S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF AXILLA AND UPPER LIM8
HOOGKINOS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES
OF INGuINAL REGION ANO LOUER LIMB
HOOGKINCS DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC
LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKINOS DISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE, INVOLVIIJG SPLEEN
HOOGKIN-S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES
OF MULTIPLE SITES
ITHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYMPHOID ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE
NOOULAR LYMPHOMA
NODUiiAR LYHPHOMA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
NOOULAR LYHPHOMA INVDLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND NECK
NOOULAR LYMPHOMA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
NooULAR LYMPHOMA INVOLVING INTRA-ABDuMINAL LYHPH NODES
NODULAR LYMPHOMA INVDLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
NODULAR LYMPHDMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL
REGION AND LOHER LIMB
NOOULAR LYMPHDHA INvOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYHPH NODES
NOOULAR LYMPHDHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE S1 TES
WYCOSIS FUNGOIOES
“ MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING LYMPH NDOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND NECK
MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES INVOLVING INTRA-ABooMINAL LYHPH NCIOES
































































MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING LYMPH
LOWER LIMB
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INV13LV1NG LYMPH
!.IALIGcJANT HISTIOCYTOSIS
MALIGNANT HIS TIOCYTOSIS INVOLVING
f4ALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS INvOLVING
REGION ANO LOWER LIMB
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS INVOLVING
NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION ANO
NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
INTRATHCIRACIC LYMPH NOOES
LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL
INTRAPELVIC LYt4PH NOOES
LEUKEMIC RET ICULCIENOOTHELIOSIS
LEUKEMIC RET ICULOENOOTHEL IOSIS* uNSPECIFIED SITE
LEUKEi+IC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOSIS INVOLVING SPLEEN
LEUKEtiIC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOSIS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF
NULTIPLE SITES
LETTERER-SIWE OISEASE
LETTERER-SIWE OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LETTERER-SIHE OISEASE INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO. FACE, ANO
NECK
LETTERER-SIUE OISEASE INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MuLTIPLE SITES
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS
LITHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS, Ut4SPECIFIE0 SITE
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING LYliPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE,
ANO NECK
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
oTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING INTPA-ABOOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHONAS INVOLVING LY1’lPH NOOES OF AX ILLA ANO
uPPER LIMB
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING LYt4PH NOOES OF INGUINAL
REGION ANO LOWER LINB
oTHER t4ALIGNANT LYMPHOHAS INVOLVING IN TRAPELVIC LY!IPH N130ES
oTHER MALIGNANT LYHPHOMAS INVOLVING SPLEEN
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING LYFiPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE
SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYt4PHOID
ANO HISTIOCYTIC TISSUE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYMPHOIO
ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
oTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYMPHOIO ANO
HISTIOCYTIC TISSUE INvOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND
NECK


















ACUTE ERYTHRE$IIA ANO ERYTHROLEUKEMIA
MEGAKARYOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO LEUKEMIA
LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, ACUTE
LEUKENIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, CHRONIC
LEuKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE* SUBACUTE
ilTHER LEUKEMIA OF uNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
uNSPECIFIED LEUKEMIA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIP
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
BENI.GN NEOPLASM OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF OROPHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF NASOPHARYNX





























































13EN16N NE OPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF STO}IACH
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF oUOOENUM, JEJUNUM, ANO ILEUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF COLON
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF RECTUM ANO ANAL CANAL
BENIGN NEJPLASM OF LIVER ANO BILIARY PASSAGES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PANCREAS, EXCEPT ISLETS OF LANG ERHANS
BENIGN t~EOPLASH OF ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
BENIGN NEOPLASti OF RETROPERITONEUM ANo PERITONEUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITE IN THE
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM DF rESPIRATORY ANO lNTRATHoRACIC ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES, MIOOLE EAR, ANCl ACCESSORY
SINUSES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF MEOIASTINUM
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF THYMUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF HEART
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS,
SITE uNSPECIFIED














LIPLSMA OF SKIN ANO
BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE
LOWER JAw BONE
VERTEBRAL CO LUNN, EXCLUOING SACRUM ANO
RIBS, STERNUM, ANO CLAVICLE
SCAPULA ANO LONG BONES OF UPPER LIt4B
SHORT BONES OF UPPER LIMB
PELVIC BoNES, SACRUM, ANO COCCYX
LONG BONES OF Lil HER LIMJ
SHORT BONES OF LOWER LIMB
BONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF FACE
LIPOMA OF OTHER SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
LIPOHA OF INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
LIPOMA OF INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
LIPOt.lA OF SPERMATIC CORO
LIPOMA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LIPOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER 6ENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
HEAD, FACE, AND NECK
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
oTHER bENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANo OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOWER LIHEJ, INCLUDING HIP
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM DF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
THORAX
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
ABDoHEN
oTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF COnneCtiVe AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE UF
TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE,
SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF EYELIO, INCLUOING CANTHUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EM? ANO ExTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FACE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SC ROTL.N4
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF LOWER LDiBr INCLUOING HIP








































































8EN1GN NEOPLASM OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
bENIGN NEOPLASM OF BREAST
UTERINE LEIIJNYOMA
SUclMUCCNJS LEIOMYOHA OF UTERUS
INTRAMURAL LEIOMYOMA OF UTERUS
SUEK3ERGUS LEIOMYOHA OF UTERUS
LEIOMYL4MA OF UTERUS? Ut4SPECIFIED
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM DF CERVIX UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CORPUS UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIED PARTS OF UTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UTERUS, PART UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASt4 OF WARY
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF FALLDPIAN TUBE ANO UTERINE LIGAHENTS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF VAGINA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF VULVA
BENIGN NEoPLASM IIF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES DF FEMALE GENITAL
DRGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN. SITE uNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PENIS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE
BENIGN NEOPLASt4 OF SCROTUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF KIONEY ANO OTHER URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF KIDNEY, EXCEPT PELVIS
DENIGN NEOPLASM OF BLAODER
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF URETHRA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF EYE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF LACRIMAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONJUNCTIVAL
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CORNEA
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIED PARTS OF EYE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRAIN ANO OTHER PARTS OF NERVDUS SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CRANIAL NERVES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SPINAL CORO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SPINAL HENINGES
BENIGN NEOPLAS14 OF THYROIO GLANOS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF AORENAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PARATHYROID GLAND
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PITUITARY GLANO ANO CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PINEAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CAROTIO BDOY
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF AOP.TIC BOOY ANO OTHER PARAGANGLIA
HEMANGIoHA ANO LYHPHANGIOMA, ANY SITE
HEMANGIOMA, ANY SITE
HEMANGIOMA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HEt4ANGIO14A OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
HEi4ANGIOMA OF INTRACRANIAL STRUCTURES
HE MANGI014A OF RETINA
HEMANGIOHA OF INTRA-ABDOMINAL STRUCTURES
HEMANGIOMA OF OTHER SITES
LYMPHANG1OI4A, ANY SITE
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED sITEs
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NDOES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF DIGESTIVE OkGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF LIP, ORAL
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF ESOPHAGUS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF STOMACH
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF COLON
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF RECTUM
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF LIVER ANO
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF RESPIRATORY




























































CARCINaHA IN SITU OF BRONCHUS AND LUNG
CARCINOMA ItJSITU OF SKIN
CARC1NW4A IN SITU OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS (JF
FACE
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUH
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF UPPER dMB, INCLUOING SHOULDER
CARCINDHA IN SITU OF SKIN DF LOHER LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN, sITE UNSPECIFIED
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF BREAST ANO GENITOURINARY SYSTEH
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF BREAST
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF CERVIX UTERI
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF UTERUS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF PRDSTATE
CARCINOHA IN SITU OF BLADOER
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED URINARY ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED SITES
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF EYE
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF DIGESTIVE AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF MAJDR SALIVARY GLANOS
NEDPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, AND PHARYNx
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF STOHACH. INTESTINES. ANO
RECTUH
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF LIVER AND BILIARY PASSAGES
NEDPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF RETROPERITONEUH AND
PERITONEUM
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF uTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
OIGESTIVE ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF LARYNX
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, ANO LUNG
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PLEURA, THYHUS, AND
MEDIASTINUH
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
RESPIRATORY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NEDPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF UTERUS
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PLACENTA
NEOPLASt4 OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OVARY
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIDR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF TESTIS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PROSTATE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BLADDER
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF DTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGANS
NEDPLASH OF UNCERTAIN 8EHAVIOR OF KIONEY ANO URETER
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN 8EHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF ENOOCRINE GLANDS ANO NERVOUS
SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PITUITARY GLAND ANO
CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
NEOPLASM DF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF AORENAL GLAND
NECIPLASt4 OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PARAGANGLIA
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED
ENOOCRINE GLANDS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR DF BRAIN AND SPINAL CORO
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF MENINGES
NEUROFI BROMATOSIS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SITES
AND TISSUES
NEOPLASM OF uNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BONE AND ARTICULAR CARTILAGE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR DF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT
TISSUE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF SKIN
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BREAST
POLYCYTHEHIA VERA
NEDPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF PLASMA CELLS

































































NEOPLAS#l OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER SPi=CIFIEO SITES
NEOPLASM OF uNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR* sITE unspecified
NE13PLASMS OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE
NEoPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF uNSPECIFIED NATURE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
14EOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BONE, SOFT TISSUE, AND SKIN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATuRE OF BREAST
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BLAOOER
NEOPLASM 13FUNSPECIFIEO NATURE OF OTHER GENIToURINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE OF BRAIN
NEoPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO
oTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
NEopLAs M oF uNSPECIFIED NATURE, SITE uNSPECIFIED
ENOOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL ANO METABOLIC OISEASES, ANO IMMUNITY
OISOROERS
SIMPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED GOITER





UNSPECIFIED NONTOXIC NOOULAR GOITER
THYROTOXICOSIS HITH OR HITHOUT GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER
ToxIC OIFFUSE GOITER wITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR
STORM
TOXIC OIFFUSE GoITER UITH MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
TOXIC UN INOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC UNINOOULAR GOITER ldITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS
OR STORM
ToXIC HULTINOOUI-AR GOITER
TOXIC MULTINODULAR GOITER MITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC
CRISIS OR STORM
ToxIC NOiYJLAR GOITER, UNSPECIFIED TypE
ToXIC NOOULAR GOITERS UNSPECIFIED TypE* HITHouT HENTIUN oF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTCIXICOSIS FROM ECTOPIC THYROIO NOOULE
THYRoTOXICOSIS FROM ECTOPIC THYROID NOOULE UITHOUT MENTION OF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN kiITHOUT MENTION LIF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTOXICOSIS WITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE
THYROTOXICOSIS liITHLIUTMENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE*
ANO HITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYROTOXICOSIS WITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSES














OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC THYROIOITIS
THYROIOITIS, uNsPECIFIED
OTrlER OISOROERS OF THYROIO
DYSHORMONOGENIC GOITER
CYST OF THYROIO
HEMORRHAGE ANO INFARCTION OF THYROIO
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF THYROIO
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF THYROIO
DIABETES MELLITUS
oIABETES MELLITUS wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION




































































JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
01A6ETES WITH KETOACIDOSIS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MEL LITUS wITH KETOACIOOSIS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH KETu ACIOOSIS
OIABETES WITH HYPEROSMOLAR COMA
AOULT-ONSET TYPE 01A8ETES MELLITUS wITH HYPER13SMOLAR COMA
JuVENILE TYPE DIABETES ME LLITUS WITH HYPE ROSMOLAR CONA
OIABETES WITH OTHER COMA
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH OTHER COMA
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS HITH OTHER C,IUA--, ,,.
OIABETES WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
ADuLT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MEL LITUS WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
DIABETES WITH OPHTAALNIC MANIFESTATIONS
ADULT–ONSET TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS WITH OPHTHALMIC
MANI GESTATIONS
JuVENILE TYPE DIABETES MELLITUS WITH OPHTHALMIC MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES wITH NEUROLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH NEUROLOGICAL
MANI FESTATICINS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS wITH NEUROLOGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY OISOROERS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
OISJROERS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS wITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
oISIIROERS
DIABETES wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
AoULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITuS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE 01A8ETEs MELLITuS iJITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
NAN1 GESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
AOULT-ONSET TYPE DIABETES 14ELLITUS WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICAT
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITuS WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION





ABNORMALITY OF SECRETION OF GASTRIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PANCREATIC INTERNAL sECRETION
OISOROERS OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
HYPERPARATHYROIDISM
HYPOPARATHYROIOISM
OTHER sPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF PARATHYROID GLANO
UNSPECIFIEO DISOROER OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
OISORDERS OF THE PITuITARY GLANO ANO ITS HYPOTHALAMIC CONTROL
ACROMEGALY ANO GIGANTISM
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED ANTERIOR PITUITARY HYPERFUNCTION
PANHYPOPITUITARISM
PITUITARY DWARFISM
OTHER ANTERIOR PITUITARY OISOROERS
OIABETES INS IPIDUS
OTHER OISORDERS OF NEuROHYPOPHYSIS
IATROGENIC PITUITARY OISOROERS
OTHER DISOROERS OF THE PITUITARY ANO OTHER SYNOROMES OF
OIENCEPHALOHYPOPHYSEAL ORIGIN
DISEASES OF THYMUS GLANO
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THYMUS GLANO
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THYMUS GLAND







CTHER S?ECI!=XEO OISOROERS OF AORENAL GLANOS


















































































POLYGLANDULAR DYSFUNCTION ANO RELATEO OISOROERS
OTHER COMBINATIONS OF ENDOCRINE DYSFUNCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO POLYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION
POLYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ENOLICRINEOISOROERS
OELAY IN SEXUAL OEVELUPtlENT ANO PUBERTY, NOT ELSE14HERE
CLASSIFIED
PRECOCIOUS SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT AND PUBERTY, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
CARCINa ID SYNDROHE






OTHER SEVERE PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITICIN
MALNUTRITION OF MODERATE OEGREE
MALNUTRITION OF HILo OEGREE
OTHER PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNUTRITION
UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNUTRITION
THIAMINE ANO NIACIN DEFICIENCY STATES
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED MANIFESTATIONS OF THIAMINE DEFICIENCY
PELLAGRA
DEFICIENCY OF B-COMPLEX COMPONENTS
OTHER B-COMPLEX DEFICIENCIES





UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN O DEFICIENCY
(ITHERNUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES
O,EFICIENCYOF VITAHIN K
DEFICIENCY OF OTHER VITAHINS
UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN DEFICIENCY
MINERAL DEFICIENCY, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
OISORCIERS OF AMINO-ACID TRANSPORT AND 14ETABOLISH
DISTURBANCES OF AHINO-ACIO TRANSPORT
PHENYLKETONURIA (PKU)
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF AROHATIC AHINO-ACID HETABOLIS14
DISTURBANCES OF SULPHUR-BEARING AHINO-ACIO HETABOLISH
OISORDERS OF UREA CYCLE METABOLISM
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF STRAIGHT-CHAIN AMINO-ACIO HETABOLISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF AMINO-ACID METABOLISM
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF AHINO-ACIO HETABoLISH




INTESTINAL CJISACCHARIOASE DEFICIENCIES AND OISACCHARIOE
MALABSORPTION
RENAL GLYCOSURIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF CARBOHYDRATE TRANSPORT ANO
HETABOLISH
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF CARBOHYDRATE TRANSPORT AND HETABOLISH



















































































OTHER CIISOROERSOF LIPOIO METABOLISM
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LIPOIO METABOLISM





DTHER DISOROERS OF PLASHA PROTEIN HETABDLISH








GOUTY TOPHI OF OTHER SITES, EXCEPT EAR
GOUT WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
GOUT, UNSPECIFIED
OISOROERS OF MINERAL METABOLISM
OISIIROERSOF IRON HETABOLISH
OISORDERS OF COPPER METABOLISM
DISORDERS OF HAGNESIUH METABOLISH
OISORDERS DF PHOSPHORUS HETABOLISH
DISOROERS OF CALCIUH METABOLISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF HINERAL t4ETABDLISH
UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF MINERAL METABOLISH










ELECTROLYTE ANO FLUIO OISOROERS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED OISDRDERS OF HETABOLISH
CYSTIC FIBROSIS
CYSTIC FIBRDSIS HITHOUT HENTION DF HECONIUH ILEUS
CYSTIC FIBROSIS HITH HECDNIUH ILEUS
OISORDERS OF PORPHYRIN HETABOLISH
OTHER LIISORDERSOF FURINE ANO PYRIHIOINE HETABOLISH
AHYLOIOOSIS
DISOROERS DF BILIRUBIN EXCRETION
HUCOPOLYSACCHARIDOSIS
OTHER DEFICIENCIES OF CIRCULATING ENZYMES
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF METABOLISH
UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF HETABOLISH




OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IHHUNE MECHANISM




OTHER SELECTIVE IMHUNOGLOBULIN DEFICIENCIES
CONGENITAL HYPOGAHHAGLOBULINEMIA
COHHOtJVARIABLE IHHUNOOEFICIENCY
OTHER DEFICIENCY OF HUMORAL IHHUNITY
DEFICIENCY OF CELL-HEDIATEO IHHUNITY
INFIUNDDEFICIENCYWITH PREDOMINANT T-CELL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
OIGEDRGE*S SYNOROHE
OTHER DEFICIENCY OF CELL-HEDIATED IHHUNITY
COMBINEO IMMUNITY DEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED IHMUNITY DEFICIENCY
AUTOINNUNE DISEASE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS INVOLVING THE IHHUNE HECHANISH
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF IMMUNE HECHANISH












































































IRoN DEFICIENCY ANEMIA SECONOARY TO BLOOO LilSS (CHRONIC)
IRON DEFICIENCY ANE141A SECONOARY TO INADEQUATE OIETARY
IRON INTAKE
OTHER SPECIFIEO IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
PERNICIOUS ANEMIA
OTHER VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCY ANEMIA
FOLATE-OEFICIENCY ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MEGALOBLASTIC ANEMIAS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PROTEIN-DEFICIENCY ANEMIA





ANEliIAS OUE TO OISUROERS OF GLUTATH1ONE METABOLISM





HE!-S OISEASE WITHOUT t4ENTION OF CRISIS




OTHER SPECIFIEO HEREDITARY HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS




HEMOGLOBINURIA OUE TO HEMOLYSIS FROM EXTERNAL CAUSES
ACQOIREO HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
APLASTIC ANEMIA
CONSTITUTIONAL APLASTIC ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO APLASTIC ANEMIAS
APLASTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED






CONGENITAL FACTOR VIII OISOROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR IX OISOROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR XI DEFICIENCY
CONGENITAL DEFICIENCY OF OTHER CLOTTING FACTORS
VON WILLEBRANO” S OISEASE
HEMORRHAGIC OISOROER OUE TO CIRCULATING ANTICOAGULANTS
OEFIBRINATION SYNOROHE
ACOUIREO COAGULATION FACTOR DEFICIENCY
.——
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED COAGULATION OEFECTS
PURPORA ANO OTHER HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
ALLERGIC PURPURA
QUALITATIVE PLATELET OEFECTS




OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
ONSPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
OISEASES OF klHITE BLOOO CELLS
AGRANOLOCYTOSIS
Functional OISOROERS OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR NEUTROPHILS
GENETIC ANoMALIES OF LEUKOCYTES
EOSINOPHILIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASE OF WHITE BLOOO CELLS
uNSPECIFIED DISEASE OF HHITE BLOOO CELLS













































































OTHER O[i.i~;ES OF SPLEEN
OISEASE OF SPLEEN, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC CONGESTIVE SPLENOMEGALY
OTHER DISEASES OF SPLEEN
FAMILIAL POLYCYTHEMIA
ME TIiEMOGLOBINEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANS











JILE OEHENTIA WITH DELUSIONAL OR OPPRESSIVE FE :ATUREs
SENILE OEMENTIA HITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES





IILE OEM ENTIA WITH OELIRIUM
JEMENTIA
: OEMENTIA, UNCOMPLICATED
aRTERIOSCLEROTIC OEM ENTIA HITH OELIRIUM
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEMENTIA WITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
















PARANOIO ANO/OR HALLUCINATORY STATES INOUCEO BY













OTHER SPECIFIED ORUb-INOUCEO MENTAL OISOROERS
ISPECIFIEO ORUG-INOUCEO MENTAL OISOROERoN:









(OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT ORGANIC MENTAL OISOROERS
ISPECIFIEO TRANSIENT ORGANIC MENTAL OISORDER
+IZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
SIMPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE WITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
DISORGANIZE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
OISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, uNSPECIFIED STATE
DISORGANIZED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
UIsORGANIzEO TYPE Schizophrenia, SUBCHRONIC STATE MI
EXACERBATION

































































CATATONIC TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, uNSPECIFIED STATE
CATATONIC TYPE sCHIZOPHRENIA; CHRONIC STATE


















SUBCHRONIC STATE WITH ACUTE




CHRONIC STATE WITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIA
LATENT Schizophrenia UNSPECIFIED STATE
LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIAS SUBCHRONIC STATE
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA
RESIUUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
RESIUIJALSCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE MITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA? CHRONIC STATE MITH ACUTE EXACERBATION
RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REHISSION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* UNSPECIFIED STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA. CHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* IN
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF Schizophrenia
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF Schizophrenia






CHRONIC STATE WITHOTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIAS
ACUTE EXACERBATION
UNSPECIFIED SCHIZOPHRENIA
UNSPECIFIED TYPE Schizophrenia UNSPECIFIED STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* SUBCHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
UWSPECIFIEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA? CHRONIC STATE HITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REHISSION
AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
MANIC OISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE
MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOES
MANIC AFFECTIVE DISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE*
HANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISUOE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BENAV1OR
NANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOEt
.SPECIFIEOAS HITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR






MANIC OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE
MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROEk, RECURRENT EPISOOE, UNSPECIFIED OEGRE
MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOEt HILO OEGREE
MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOoE* sEVERE OEGREE*
WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOEt SEVERE OEGREES
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MAJOR DEPRESSIVE OISORDER, SINGLE EpISOoE























































MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
ttILOoEGREE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
NOilERATEOEGREE
IIAJOROPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISODES
SEVERE OEGREE, wITHDUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
NAJoR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
NAJoR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISOROERt SINGLE EPISODE,
IN FULL REMISSION
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE OISORDER, RECURRENT EPISODE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE,
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
MAJOR oPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISOROER, RECURRENT EPISODE,
MILo oEGREE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, RECURRENT EPISOOE,
IIODERATEOEGREE
HAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERS RECURRENT EPISOOE?
SEVERE DEGREE, WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MAJOP.OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISOROER, RECURRENT EPISODE,
SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE 01SORDER7 RECURRENT EPISOOtS
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE DISOROER, RECURRENT EPI.NIOE,
IN FuLL REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER, MANIC
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER, MANIC,
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER; MANIC;
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC,
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDERS liANICS
MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER~ MANIC?
AS tAITHPSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR







IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, IN FULL REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER. OEPRESSEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, UNSPECIFIED DEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSED, MILO OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERS OEPRESSED, MODERATE OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER~ DEPRESSEOt SEVERE DEGREEs
WITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER? OEPRESSEO$ SEVERE OEGREE,
SPECIFIED AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
tiIPOLARAFFECTIVE OISORDER, DEPRESSEO, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISOROER, flIXEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MIXEOt UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER, MIXEO, MOOERATE oEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISDROERt flIXEOtSEVERE OEGREEt
WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERt HIXEOt SEVERE OEGREE*
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIdR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER, MIXED, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERj UNSPECIFIED





OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
UNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSIS























































































OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REACTIVE PSYCHOSIS
UNSPECIFIEO PSYCHOSIS
PSYCHOSES UITH ORIGIN SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO
IAFANTILE AUTISM
INFANTILE AUTISM, CORRENT OR ACTIVE STATE
INFANTILE AOTISM, RESIOOAL STATE
aTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHCISES, CORRENT OR ACTIVE
STATE
UNSPECIFIED CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSIS













OISSCICIATIVE OISOROER OR REACTION, ONSPECIFIEO
FACTITIOUS ILLNESS WITH PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS
OTHER ANO ONSPECIFIEO FACTITIOUS ILLNESS
PHOBIC OISOROERS
PH081A. uNsPECIFIED
AGORAPHOBIA !41TH PANIC ATTACKS
AGORAPHOBIA WITHLIUT MENTION OF PANIC ATTACKS
SOCIAL PH081A













AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY OISDROER, ONSPECIFIEO
CHRONIC HYPOtlANIC PERSONALITY DISORDER
CHRONIC OPPRESSIVE PERSONALITY DISOROER
CYCLDTHYflIC DISOROER
SCHIZOID PERSONALITY OISORDER





HISTRIONIC PERSONALITY OISOROER, ONSPECIFIEO
CHRONIC FACTITIOUS ILLNESS HITH PHYSICAL SYMPTOHS












































































TRANS-SEXUALISM WITH UNSPECIFIED SEXOAL
TRANS-SEXOALISM MITH HOMOSEXUAL HISTORY
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION HITH INH181TE0
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION !dITH INHIBITEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL OISORDERS








ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, uNSPECIFIED
ORINKING 8EHAVIOR
ACOTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM? CONTIttuous
ORINKING 8EHAVIOR
ACOTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, EPISOOIC
ORINKING 8EHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, IN REMISSION
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED
oRINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE, CONTINUOUS
DRINKING 8EHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC
oRINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER AND ONSPECIFIEO ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, IN REIIISSI13N
DRUG DEPENDENCE
OPIDIO TYPE DEPENDENCE
oPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
oPIOIO TYPE DEPENDENCE, CONTINOOOS uSE
OP1OID TYPE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC OSE
OPIOIO TYPE oEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE ““”
8ARB1TORATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, ONSPECIFIEO OSE
8ARBITORATE AND SIt!ILARLV ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC OSE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, ONSPECIFIED USE
COCAINE DEPENDENCE; CONTINOOOS OSE
COCAINE UEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
COCAINE DEPENDENCE, IN REMISSION
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE
CANNABIS DEPENDENCE, UNSPECIFIED OSE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, CONTINOOOS USE
CANNABIS DEPENDENCE! EPISODIC USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCES IN REMISSION
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIHOLANT OEPENOENCE
At4PHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIMULANT OEPENoENCES
ONSPECIFIEO USE
AHPHETAHINE AND OTHER PSYCHOS TIMULANT OEPENOENCES
CONTINOOOS USE
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOS TIMOLANT OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
HALLUCINOGEN DEPENDENCE
HALLUCINOGEN DEPENDENCE, ONSPECIFIEO OSE
HALLUCINOGEN DEPENDENCE, CONTINUOUS OSE
HALLUCINOGEN OEPENOENCE~ EPISOOIC USE
OTHER SPECIFIED OROG DEPENDENCE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG DEPENDENCE, oNSPECIFIEO USE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS OSE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OROG OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC OSE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OROG OEPENOENCE, IN i7ENiSSiON
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE OROG HITH ANY OTHER OROG
“6E;EN0EN&
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE OROG HITH ANY OTHER OROG
OEPENOENCE. UNSPECIFIED USE






























































COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TypE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER DRUG
DEPENDENCE, EPISOOIC USE
COMBINATIONS DF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER ORUG
OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
COMBINATIONS OF DRUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUDING OPIOIO TYPE ORUG
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUDINb OPIDIO
TYPE ORUG, UNSPECIFIED USE
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO
TYPE ORUGS CONTINUOUS USE
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG DEPENDENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO
TYPE ORUGS EPISOOIC uSE
COMBINATIONS DF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUDING DPIOIO
TYPE DRUG, IN REHISSION
UNSPECIFIEO DRUG DEPENDENCE
UNSPECIFIED DRUG OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
UNSPECIFIED DRUG DEPENDENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE, EPISOOIC USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE; IN REMISSION
NONOEPENOENT ABUSE OF ORUGS
ALCOHOL ABUSE
ALCOHOL ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, CONTINUOUS ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, EPISOOIC ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSEj IN REMISSION
TOBACCD USE oISOROER
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED USE
TOBACCO USE OISOROER; CONTINUOUS USE
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, IN REMISSION
CANNABIS ABUSE
CANNABIS ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
CANNABIS ABUSE* CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS ABUSE, EPISODIC USE
CANNABIS ABUSE, IN REMISSION
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE. CONTINUOUS USE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE; EPISOOIC USE
HALLUCINOGEN A8USE, IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC ABUSE
bARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEDATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
bARBITURATE AND-SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE ilR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
BARBITURATE AND SIHILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, IN REMISSION
OPIOIO ABUSE
OPIOIO ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OPIOID ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
OPIOIO ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
OPIOIO ABUSE, IN REHISSION
COCAINE ABUSE
COCAINE ABuSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
COCAINE ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
COCAINE ABUSE* EPISOOIC USE
COCAINE ABUSE; IN REMIsSION
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOHIliETIC A8USE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIIIETIC ABUSE,
UNSPECIFIED USE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SY14PATHOHI14ETICABUSE,
CONTINUOUS USE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIMETIC ABUSE*
EPISOOIC USE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIMETIC ABUSE*
IN REMISSION
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSES UNSPECIFIED USE
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE* CONTINUOUS USE
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
OTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE
OTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OTHER, MIXEO, OR uNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE




































































oTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED DRUG ABUSE, IN REMISSION
PHYSIOLOGICAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FRDM MENTAL FACTORS
MUSCULOSKELETAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FRDM MENTAL FACTORS
RESPIRATORY MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
CARDIOVASCULAR HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
GASTROINTESTINAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
GENITOURINARY MALFUNCTION ARISING FROFlMENTAL FACTORS
PSYCHOGENIC GENITOURINARY HALFUNCTIDN. uNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOGENIC OYSURIA
DISOROER OF ORGANS OF SPECIAL SENSE ARISING FROM MENTAI_
FACTORS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MALFUNCTION
UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOPHYSIOLDGICAL MALFUNCTION





CHRONIC MOTOR TIC DISORDER
GILLES DE LA TOURETTE*S OISORDER
STEREOTYPE REPETITIVE HOVEMENTS
SPECIFIC OISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN
NONORGANIC SLEEP OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
PERSISTENT OISORDER OF INITIATING OR MAINTAINING SLEEP
SOMNAMBULISM OR NIGHT TERRORS
OTHER DYSFUNCTIONS OF SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL FRDM SLEEP
OTHER SPECIFIC DISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN









PSYCHOGENIC PAINs SITE UNSPECIFIED
TENSION HEADACHE
OTHER PSYCHALGIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SPECIAL SYMPTOMS OR SYNOROMES, NOT
ELSE!-lHERECLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS
OTHER ACUTE REACTIONS TO STRESS
MIXEO DISOROERS AS REACTION TO STRESS
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
ADJUSTMENT REACTION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH BRIEF OPPRESSIVE REACTION
AOJUSTHENT REACTION WITH PROLONGEO DEPRESSIVE REACTION
AOJUSTHENT REACTION WITH PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF
OTHER EMOTIONS
SEPARATION ANXIETY OISOROER
EMANCIPATION OISOROER OF ADOLESCENCE ANO EARLY AOULT LIFE
SPECIFIC ACADEMIC OR WORK INHIBITION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH ANXIOUS MOOD
ADJUSTMENT REACTION !41THMIXEO EMOTIONAL FEATURES
OTHER ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS WITH PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE
OF OTHER ENOTIONS
AOJUSTHENT REACTION WITH PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF CONDUCT
AOJUSTNENT REACTION WITH MIXEO DISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS ANO
CONDUCT
DTHER SPECIFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
PROLONGEO POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS OISOROER
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH PHYSICAL SYMPTD14S
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH WITHDRAWAL
OTHER SPECIFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
UNSPECIFIED ADJUSTMENT REACTION









































































U~JSPECIFIEO NON PSYCHOTIC MENTAL OISOROER FOLLOWING
ORGANIC BRAIN OAMAGE
OPPRESSIVE OISOROER, NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASSIFIED
DISTURBANCE UF CONDUCT, NOT ELSE14HERE CLASSIFIED
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNDER SOCIAL IZEO CONOUCT OISOROERJ AGGRESSIVE TYPE$
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
ONOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT DISOROERS AGGRESSIVE TYPE*
MILD OEGKEE
uNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER* AGGRESSIVE TYPE,
SEVERE OEGREE
uNDERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE
uNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER~ UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE,
uNSPECIFIED OEGREE
UNDERSaCIALIZEO CONDUCT OISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE*
SEVERE OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT DISOROER
SOCIALIZE CONDUCT OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED DEGREE
SOCIALIZE CDNOUCT DISDRDER, HILO OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT DISORDER, SEVERE OEGREE
OISOROERS OF IMPULSE CON TRDL, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED





OTHER OISOROERS OF IMPULSE CONTROL
MIXEO 01 STUR8ANCE OF CONOUCT ANO E140TIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISTURBANCES OF CONOUCT, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSI FIEO
UNSPECIFIED DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
DISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
OVERANXIOUS OISOROER SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
MISERY ANO UNHAPPItJESS OISOROER SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO
ADOLESCENCE
RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
OTHER OR MIXED EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCES OF CHILOHOOO OR
ADoLESCENCE
OPPOSITIONAL OISOROER OF ChILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
IoENTITY OISOROER OF CtiILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
ACAOEMIC UNOERACHIEVEMENT OISOROER OF CHILOHOLIO OR ADOLESCENCE
UNSPECIFIED EMOTIONAL 01STUR8ANCE OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
HYPERKINETIC SYNOROME OF CHILDHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILDHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT DISOROER OF CHILOHOOO HITHOUT MENTION OF
HYPERACTIVITY
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO MITH HYPERACTIVITY
OTHER SPECIFIED MANIFESTATIONS OF HYPERKINETIC SYNOROME OF
CHILOHOOO
UFiSPECIFIEO HYPERKINETIC SYNOROME OF CHILOHOOO
SPECIFIC OELAYS IN DEvELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTAL READING OISOROER
DEVELOPMENTAL REAOING OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
DEVELOPMENTAL OYSLEXIA
OEVELOPMENTAL ARITHMETICAL OISOROER
OTHER SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
DEVELOPMENTAL SPEECH OR LANGUAGE DISOROER
OEVELOPMENTAL LANGUAGE DISOROER
OTHER DEvELOPMENTAL SPEECH OISOROER
OEVELOPMENTAL COORDINATION DISORDER
MIXEO DEVELOPMENT oISOROER
oTHER SPECIFIED DELAYS IN OEVELOPNENT
UNSPECIFIED OELAY IN DEVELOPMENT
PSYCHIC FACTORS ASS13CIATE0 wITH OISEASES
MILD MENTAL RETARDATION



















































































MENINGITIS IN OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
MENINGITIS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
MENINGITIS OUE TO UNSPECIFIED BACTERIUM
MENINGITIS C)(JETO OTHER (3RGANISMS
CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS
MEtJIfJGITISIN DTHER FuNGAL OISEASES
Meningitis OUE To L3THER N0N6ACTERIAL ORGANISMS CLA5SIFIE0
ELSEWHERE





ENCEPHALITIS, MYELITIS, ANO ENCEPHALOHYELITIS
PoSTINFECTICNJS ENCEPHALITIS
oTHER CAUSES OF ENCEPHALITIS
dNSPECIFIEO CAUSE OF ENCEPHALITIS
INTRACRANIAL ANO INTRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS
lNTRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL AND INTRASPINAL ABSCESS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLE81TIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENOUS SINUSES
LATE EFFECTS OF INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS OR PYOGENIC 1NFECT113N
CEREBRAL DEGENERATIONS USUALLY MANIFEST IN CHILOHOOO
LEUKOOYSTROPHY
CEREBRAL LIPIOOSES
OTHER SPECIFIED CEREBRAL DEGENERATIONS IN CHILOHOOO




SENILE DEGENERATION OF BRAIN
COt4MUNICATING HYOROCEPHALUS
OBSTRUCTIVE HYDROCEPHALUS








OTHER EXTRAPYRAHIOAL OISEASE ANO ABNORMAL MOVENENT OISOROERS
aTHER OEGENERATIVE OISEASES OF THE BASAL GANGLIA






FRAGMENTS OF TORSION OYSTDNIA
8LEPHAROSPASM
OROFACIAL OYSKINESIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTRAPYRAMIDAL OISEASES ANO
ABNORMAL MOVEMENT OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED EXTRAPYRAMIOAL OISEASE ANO ABNORMAL
MOVEMENT OISOROER
STIFF-MAN SYNOROME






CEREBELLA ATAXIA IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE’4HERE
OTHER SPINOCEREBELLAR DISEASES
SPINOCERE!3ELLAR 01 SEASE9 UNSPECIFIED
ANTER1OR HORN CELL 01S5ASE
WERONIG–HOFFMANN OISEASE
SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY















































































CITHER MLITOR NEURON OISEASES
OTHER ANTERIOR HORN CELL OISEASES
ANTERIOR HORN CELL OIsEAsES Unspecified
OTHER OISEASES OF SPINAL CORO
SYRINGOHYELIA ANO SYRINGOBULBIA
VASCULAR MYELOPATHIES
HYELOPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEMHliRE
OTHER HYELOPATHY
UNSPECIFIEO oISEASE OF SPINAL CORO
OIsOROERs OF THE AUTONOMIC NERv0L15 SYSTEH
IOIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
PERIPHERAL AUTONONIC NEUROPATHY IN OISORDERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
UNSPECIFIEO OISORDER OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
MuLTIPLE SCLEROSIS
UTHER OENYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NEOROMYELITIS oPTICA
SCHILOERCS OISEASE
OTHER OEHYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM












OTHER SPECIFIEO INFANTILE CEREbRAL PALSY




OIPLEGIA OF UPPER LIMBS
MONOPLEGIA OF LOWER LIMB
HONOPLEGIA OF UPPER LIHB
UNSPECIFIED HUNOPLEGIA
CAUOA EQUINA SYNOROHE
CAUOA EuUINA SYNOROPIE HITHOUT HENTION OF NEURUGENIC BLAOOER
CAUOA ECIUINA SYNOROt!E WITH NEUROGENIC BLAOOER





PETIT HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
GRANO HAL iTATus; EPILEPTiC
PARTIAL EPILEPSY* MITH IMPAIRMENT OF CONSCIOOStJESS










OTHER FORMS OF MIGRAINE
MIGRAINEJ UNSPECIFIED
cATAPLExY AND NarCOlepSy
















































































OTHER CONDITIONS OF 8RAIN
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION OF 8RAIN
LITHER A){D uNSPECIFIED DISOROERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
REACT13N TO SPINAL OR LU148AR PUNCTURE
OISOROERS UF MENINGES, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
CEREBR~SPINAL FLUIO RHINORRHEA
ToXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISUROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH




OTHER SPECIFIEO TRIGENINAL NERVE OISOROERS




OTHER FACIAL NERVE OISOROERS
FACIAL NERVE OISOROER, UtL$PECIFIEO
OISORDERS OF OTHER CRANIAL NERVES
GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL NEURALGIA
OTWR OISaROERS OF GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL (9TH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF PNEUHOGASTRIC (1oTH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF ACCESSORY (11TH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF HYPOGLOSSAL (12TH) NERVE
MULTIPLE CRANIAL NERVE PALSIES
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF CRANIAL NERVES
NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROERS
BRACHIAL PLEXUS LESIONS
LUM80SACRAL PLEXUS LESIONS
CERVICAL ROCJT LESIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
THORACIC ROOT LESIONS, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
LUHBOSACRAL RDOT LESIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PHANTOH LIMB (SYNOROHE)
OTHER NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS DISOROER
HONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIH8 ANO 140NONEURITIS flUiiTIPLEX
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNOROME
OTHER LESION OF HEOIAN NERVE
LESION OF ULNAR NERVE
LESION OF RAOIAL NERVE
CAUSALGIA
MONONEURITIS MULTIPLEX
OTHER H13NONEURITIS OF UPPER LIH8
HONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIHB. UNSPECIFIED
HONONEURITIS OF LOHER LIt48 -
LESION OF SCIATIC NERVE
MERALGIA PARESTHETICA
OTHER LESION OF FEMORAL NERVE
LESION OF LATERAL POPLITEAL NERVE
TARSAL TUNNEL SYNOROME
LESION OF PLANTAR NERVE
OTHER MONONEURITIS OF LOHER LIHB
MONONEURITIS OF LOHER LIMB, UNSPECIFIED
HONONEURITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE





OTHER SPECIFIEO IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
UNSPECIFIECI IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
INFLAHHAToRY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHY
ACUTE INFECTIVE POLYNEURITIS
POLYNEUROPATHY IN COLLAGEN vASCULAR DISEASE
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OIABETES
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
ALcoHOLIC POLYNEUROPATHY
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO DRUGS
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO OTHER TOXIC AGENTS
OTHER INFLAHHATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES












































































NYASTiiENIC SYNORONES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO iiYONEURAL OISOROERS
MYONEURAL OISOROERS, uNSPECIFIED
NUSCLJLAR DYSTROPHIES ANO OTHER MYOPATHIES
CONGEIIITAL HEREDITARY MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY
HEREDITARY PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY
MYJTONIC OISOROERS
FAMILIAL PER IOOIC PARALYSIS
T!3XICMYOPATHY
MYOPATHY IN ENOOCRINE DISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HtiERE













OEGENEKATIVE OISOROERS OF GLOBE
PROGRESSIVE HIGH (DEGENERATIvE) MYOPIA
HYPOTONY LIF EYE
HypoTONY ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER ocuLAR oIsaRoERs
FLAT ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
DEGENERATE CONDITIONS OF GLOBE




OTIiER OISOROERS OF GLOBE
OTHER OISOROERS OF GLOBE
RETINAL DETACHMENTS ANO DEFECTS
RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH RETINAL OEFECT
RETINAL DETACHMENT !41TH RETINAL OEFECT, uNSPECIFIED
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, HITH SINGLE OEFECT
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, 141TH HuLTIPLE DEFECTS
RECENT RETINAL OETAcHMENT, PARTIAL. WITH GIANT TEAR
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, HITH RETINAL OIALYSIS
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, ToTAL OR SUBTOTAL
OLO RETINAL OETACHHENT, PARTIAL
OLO RETINAL OETACHHENT, ToTAL OR SUBTOTAL





RETINAL OEFECTS HITHOUT DETACHMENT
RETINAL DEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
ROUNO HOLE OF RETINA WITHOUT DETACHMENT
HORSESHOE TEAR OF RETINA HITHOUT DETACHMENT
OTHER FORMS OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
TRACTION DETACHMENT OF RETINA














OTHER NONOIABETIC PROLIFERATIVE RET INOPATHY
RETINAL VASCULAR OCCLUSION








































































CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION
RETINAL ARTERIAL BRANCH OCCLUSION
PARTIAL RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
TRANSIENT RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION
VENOUS TRIBuTARY (BRANCH) OCCLUSION OF RETINA
DEGENERATION OF MACULA ANO POST ER1OR POLE OF RETINA
MACULAR DEGENERATION (SENILE) OF RETINA, UNSPECIFIED
NONEXUOATIVE SENILE MACULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
CYSTOIO MACULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
MACULAR CYST, HOLE, OR PSEUOOHOLE OF RETINA
TOXIC MACULDPATHY OF RETINA
*MACULAR PUCKERING OF RETINA
PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATIONS
PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATION, UNSPECIFIED
PAVING STONE DEGENERATION OF RETINA
LATTICE DEGENERATION OF RETINA
HEREDITARY RETINAL DYSTROPHIES
RETINAL OYSTROPHY IN SYSTEMIC OR CEREBRORETINAL LIP IOOSES
PIGMENTARY RETINAL OYSTROPHY
OTHER DYSTROPHIES PRIMARILY INVOLVING THE SENSORY RETINA
DYSTROPHIES PRIMARILY INVOLVING THE RETINAL PIGMENT EPITHELIUll
OTHER RETINAL OISOROERS
RETINAL HEMORRHAGE




CIIORIORETINAL INFLAMMATIONS, SCARS, ANo OTHER OISOROERS OF
CHOROIO
FOCAL CHORIORETINITIS ANO FOCAL RET INOCHOROIOITIS
FOCAL CHORO1OITIS ANO CHORIDRETINITIS OF OTHER POSTERIOR POLt
DISSEMINATED CHORIORETINITIS AND OISSEHINATEO RET INO-
CHOROIOITIS
OISStMINATEO CHORIORETINITIS, UNSPECIFIED
DISSEMINATED CHOROIOITIS AND CHORIORETINITIS, GENERALIZE












OTHER DISOROERS OF CHOROIO
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER DF CHOROIO
DISOROERS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
ACUTE AND SU8ACUTE IRIOOCYCLITIS
ACUTE AND SUBACUTE IRIDOCYCLITIS, UNSPECIFIED
RECURRENT IRIOOCYCLITIS




VASCULAR DISOROERS OF IRIS AND CILIARY BODY
HYPHEMA OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BODY
RUBEOSIS IRIOIS
DEGENERATIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BODY
ESSE/iTIAL OR PROGRESSIVE IRIS ATROPHY
CYSTS OF IRIS, CILIARY BDOY, ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
IMPLANTATION CYSTS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
ADHESIONS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF IRI.s ANO CILIARy BODY
ADHESIONS OF IRIS, UNSPECIFIED
POSTERIOR SYN5C,HIAE OF IRIS
ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE OF IRIS
GONIOSYNECHIAE
ADHES1ONS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF PUPILLARY MEMBRANES
PUP ILLARY ABNORMALITIES
RECESSION OF CHAMBER ANGLE OF EYE













































































BORDERLINE GLAUCOMA (GLAucoMA SUSPECT)
PREGLAUCOHA* UNSPECIFIED













GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH OISOROERS OF THE LENS
PHACOLYTIC GLAUCOHA
PsEUOOEXFOLIATION GLAUCOMA
GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER LENS OISOROERS
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER OCULAR OISOROERS
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH UNSPECIFIED OCULAR DISOROER
GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE WITH PUPILLARY BLOCK
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH VASCULAK OISOROERS
GLAUCOHA ASSOCIATE WITH OCULAR TRAUMA
ilTHERSPECIFIEO FORHS OF GLAUCOMA




INFANTILE, JUVENILE, ANO PRESENILE CATARACT
NONSENILE CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED




POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR SENILE CATARACT
CORTICAL SENILE CATARACT
SENILE NUCLEAR SCLEROSIS
TOTAL OR MATURE CATARACT
HYPERMATURE CATARACT




CATARACT SECONOARY TO OCULAR OISOROERS
CATARACTA COHPLICATA* UNSPECIFIED
cATARAcT 5ECONOARY TO GLAUC0t4AT0US FLECKS (5uBcAP5uLAR)
CATARACT ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER OISOROERS
OIABETIC CATARACT
CATARACT ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER SYNOROHES
TOXIC CATARACT





























































































VISUAL FIELO OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
SCOTOHA INVOLVING CENTRAL AREA
oTHER LOCALIZEO VISUAL FIELD OEFECT
GENERALIZE VISUAL FIELO CONTRACTION OR CONSTRICTION
HOMONYMOUS BILATERAL FIELO OEFECTS
HETERONYMOUS BII-ATERAL FIELO OEFECTS
OTHER SPECIFIEO VISUAL DISTURBANCES
UNSPECIFIEO VISUAL DISTURBANCE
9LINONESS ANo LOW VISION
PROFOUNO VISION IHPAIRHENT, BOTH EYES
BLINONESS OF BOTH EYES* IHPAIRHENT LEVEL NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIRJIENT
8ETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT:
LESSER EYE: NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION I14PAIRHENT
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT;
LESSER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT
BETTER EYE: PROFOUNO VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL vISION IIIPAIRHENT
bETTER EYE: PROFOUNO VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: PROFOUNO VISION IMPAIRMENT
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IHPAIRHENT, BETTER EYE; PROFOUNO
VISION INPAIRHENT OF LESSER EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE: LOW VISION OTHER EYE
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IHPAIRHENT, BOTH EYES
LOW VISIONt BOTH EYES, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE: HOOERATE VISION IMPAIRMENT+
LESSER EYE: MOOERATE VISION IMPAIRMENT
UNQUALIFIED VISUAL LOSS* BOTH EYES
LEGAL BLINONESS, AS OEFINEO IN U.S.A.
PROFOUNO VISION IHPAIRHENT, ONE EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: NOT SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT; OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: NEAR-NORMAL
VISION
MOOERATE”-OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT, ONE EYE
LOW VISION, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO





ONE EYki-i400ERATEVISION IilPAIRHENT;OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO







SUPERFICIAL KERATITIS WITHOUT CONJUNCTIVITIS
FILAMENTARY KERATITIS
CERTAIN TYPES OF KERATOCONJUNCTIVI TIS
KERATOCONJUNCTIVITIS SICCA$ NOT SPECIFIEO AS
EXPOSURE KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS
NEUROTROPHIC KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS
LITHERANO UNSPECIFIED KERATOCONJUNCT IVITIS
KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER KERATOCONJUNCTIV ITIS














































































OTHER FORMS OF KERATITIS
UN SPECIFIEfi KERATITIS
CORNEAL OPACITY ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF CORNEA
C.ORI{EAL SCARS ANO OPACITIES
CORNEAL OPACITY, UNSPECIFIED
PERIPHERAL OPACITY OF CORNEA
CENTRAL OPACITY OF CORNEA
CaRNEAL EOEMA
CCIRNEAL EOEMA, UNSPECIFIED
SE CON L)ARY CORNEAL EDEMA
BULLOUS KERATOPATHY
CORNEAL OEGENERATi CINS
C13RNEAL DEGENERATION, UNSPEC1 FIEO
SENILE CORNEAL CHANGES
RECURRENT EROSION OF CORNEA
BANO-SHAPEO KERATOPATHY
HEREDITARY CORNEAL DYSTROPHIES
HEREDITARY CORNEAL OYSTROPHY, UNSPECIFIED
ENOOTHELIAL CORNEAL OYSTROPHY
OTHER POSTERIOR CORNEAL DYSTROPHIES
KERATOCONUS




























CONJUNCTIVAL VASCULAR OISORDERS ANO CYSTS
CONJUNCTIVAL HEMORRHAGE
CONJUNCTIVAL EDEMA
VASCULAR ABNORMALITIES OF CONJUNCTIVAL
CONJUNCTIVAL CYSTS
OTHER DISOROERS OF CONJUNCTIVAL









OTHER INFECTIVE DERMATITIS OF EYELIO
OTHER INFLAHMATIONS OF EYELIOS
OTHER DIS OROERS DF EYELIDS




















































































LAGOPHTHALMOS , uNSPECI FIEO
PTOSIS OF EYELID
PTOSIS OF EYELID, UNSPECIFIED
MECHANICAL PTOSIS
BLEPHAROCHALASIS
OTHER OISOROERS AFFECTING EYELIO FUNCTION
LID RETRACTION OR LAG
BLEPHARDPHIMDSIS
DEGENERATIVE OISOROERS OF EYELIO ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
XANTHELASMA OF EYELID
HYPOPIGMENTATION OF EYELIO
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIO
HEMORRHAGE OF EYELIO
EDEMA OF EYELID
OTHER DISOROERS OF EYELID
UNSPECIFIELI OISOROER OF EYELID
DISOROERS OF LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OTHER OISOROERS OF LACRIMAL GLANO
OTHER LACRIMAL CYSTS ANO CYSTIC DEGENERATION
TEAR FILM INSUFFICIENCY, uNSPECIFIED
EPIPHORA
EPIPHORA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO CAUSE
EPIPHORA OUE TO EXCESS LACRIUATION
EPIPHORA OUE TO INSUFFICIENT ORAINAGE
ACUTE AND UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
OACRYOCYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE CANAL ICULITIS, LACRIMAL
ACUTE OACRYOCYSTITI S
CHRONIC INFLAt4MATION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
CHRONIC OACRYOCYSTITIS
STENOSIS ANO INSUFFICIENCY OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
STENOSIS OF LACRIMAL CANALICULI
STENd SIS OF LACRIMAL SAC
OBSTRUCTION OF NASOLACRIHAL OUCT, NEONATAL
STENOSIS OF NASOLACRIMAL DUCT, ACQUIRED
OACRYOLITH
OISOROERS OF THE ORBIT
ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF ORBIT
ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF ORBIT, UNSPECIFIED
ORBITAL CELLULITIS






EXOPHTHALMOS , UNSPECIFI EO
DRBITAL HEMORRHAGE
ORBITAL EDEMA OR CONGESTION
OEFORMI TY OF ORBIT
ORBITAL DEFORMITIES ASSOCIATED klITH CRANIOFACIAL 0EFOIU41T1ES
OEFORMITY OF ORBIT OUE TO TRAUMA OR SURGERY
ENOPHTHALMOS




UNSPECIFIECI DISOROER OF DRBIT
OISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE ANO VISUAL PATHWAYS
PAPILLEOEMA
PAP ILLEOEMA, UNSPECIFIEO
PAP ILLEDEMA ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
PAP ILLEDEMA ASSOCIATE MITH RETINAL OISOROER
OPTIC ATR13PHY
OPTIC ATROPHY, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER i)ISJRDERS OF OPTIC OISC
ORUSEN OF OPTIC DISC
.3 OPTIC NEuRITIS















































































OTHER DISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE
ISCHEMIC OPTIC NEUROPATHY
OTHER OISLIROERSOF OPTIC NERVE
OISOROERS UF OPTIC CHIASM
OISOROERS OF OPTIC CHIAS!lASSOCIATE WITH oTHER NEOPLASMS
OISOROERS OF VISUAL CORTEX
CORTICAL BLINONESS





ALTERNATING ESOTROPIA HITH V PATTERN
EXOTROP IA
EXOTROPIAt UNSPECIFIED
MONOCULAR EXOTROPIA HITH A PATTERN
ALTERNATING EXOTROPIA
ALTERNATING EXOTROPIA MITH A PATTERN
INTERMITTENT HETEROTROPIA
INTERMITTENT HETEROTROPIA, uNSPECIFIED





THIRO OR 0CULO140TORNERVE PALSY* PARTIAL
THIRD OR OCULOMOTOR NERVE PALSY, TOTAL
FOURTH OR TROCHLEAR NERVE PALSY




oTHER OISOROERS OF BINOCULAR EYE MOVEMENTS
PALSY OF CONJUGATE GAZE
INTERNUCLEAR OPHTHALMOPLEGIA
OTHER OISSOCIATEO DEVIATION OF EYE MOVEMENTS
UNSPEC1FIEO OISOROER OF EYE MOVEMENTS
OTHER OISORDERS OF EYE
SCLERITIS ANO EPISCLERITIS
sCLERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
SCLERITIS HITH CORNEAL INVOLVEMENT
OTHER SCLERITIS
oISOROERS UF vITREOUS BODY----- ..—
VITREOUS DEGENERATION
CRYSTALLINE OEPOSITS IN VITREOUS
VITREOUS HEMORRHAGE
oTHER VITREOUS OPACITIES
vITREOUS MEMBRANES ANO STRANDS
VITKEOUS PROLAPSE
OTHER OISOROERS OF vITREOUS
APHAKIA AND OTHER DISORDERS OF LENS
APHAKIA
SUBLUXATION OF LENS
POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF LENS
ANOHALIES OF PUPILLARY FUNCTION
ANISOCORIA
MIOSIS (PERSISTENT), NOT OUE TO MIoTICS
MYORIASIS (PERSISTENT)* NOT OUE To MyoRIATIcs
ToNIC PUPILLARY REACTION




OTHER IRREGULARITIES OF EYE 140VEMENTS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF EYE ANO AoNEXA
dNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF EYE AND AONEXA
PAIN IN OR AROUND EYE
SMELLING OR MASS OF EYE
REDNESS OR OISCHARGE OF EYE







































































01SOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA
PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA* Unspecified
ACUTE PERICHONDRITIS OF PINNA
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERNA
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERNAS UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE INFECTION OF PINNA
OTHER ACUTE INFECTIONS OF EXTERNAL EAR
HALIGNANT OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER OTITIS EXTERNA
CHOLESTEATOMA OF EXTERNAL EAR
oTHER ACUTE OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER CHRONIC OTITIS EXTERNA
NONINFECTIOUS OISORDERS OF PINNA
HEMATO14AOF AURICLE OR PINNA
ACQUIREO OEFORfiITIESOF AURICLE OR PINNA
IMPACTEO CERUMEN
ACQUIREO STENOSIS 13FEXTERNAL EAR CANAL
ACQUIREIISTENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANALS UNSPECIFIED
AS TO CAUSE
ACQUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL SECONOARY TO TRAUHA
ACQUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL SECONOARY TO SURGERY
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
EXOSTOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL
oTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA ANO EUSTACHIAN TUBE OISOROERS
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE ilTITISHEOIA, UNSPEC IFIEO
ACUTE SEROUS OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE MUCOIO OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE SANGUINEOUSOTITIS HEOIA
ACUTE ALLERGIC SEROUS OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC SERiIUSOTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS OTITIS MEOIAt SIMPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CHRONIC SEROUS OTITIS MEDIA
CHRONIC MUCOIO OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC MUCOID OTITIS MEOIA, SIMpLE oR uN$pEcIFIEo
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS 14EOIA*NOT SPECIFIED As AcuTE oR cHRoNIc
EUSTACHIAN SALPINGITIS
EUSTACHIAN SALPINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OBSTRUCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
OBSTRUCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE, UNSPECIFI EO
OTHER OISOROERS OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
DYSFUNCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
SUPPURATIVE ANO UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA HITHOUT SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF
EARORUM
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEDIA HITH SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE
EARDRUM
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
CHRONIC ATTICOANTRAL SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEDIA
UNSPECIFIED SUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEDIA
UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEOIA
MASTOIOITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
ACUTE HASTOIDITIS
ACUTE MASTOIOITIS HITHOUT COMPLICATIONS





PUSTMASTOIOECTOMY COMPLICATIONS uNspEcIFI Eo
RECURRENT CHOLESTEATO!IA OF POST14ASTOIOECTOMYCAVITY
GRANULATIONS OF POSTMASTOIOECTOMY CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED MASTOIOITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
ACUTE MYRINGITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF OTITIS MEOIA
ACUTE HYRINGITIs, uNSPECIFIED
BULLOUS MYRINGITIS













































































PERFORATION OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
PERFORATION OF TYMPANIc MEMBRANE, UNSPECIFIED
CENTRAL PERFORATION OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
ATTIC PERFORATION OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
TUTAL PERFORATION OF TYMPANIC MENBRANE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
ATROPHIC FLACCIO TYt4PANIC MEMBRANE
ATROPHIC NON FLACCIO TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
UNSPECIFIEO OISORDER OF TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
OTHER OISOROERS OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
TYMPANOSCLEROSIS
TYMPANOSCLERIISIS, LINSPECIFIEO AS TO INVOLVEMENT
TYMPANOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING TYMPANIC MEMBRANE ONLY
AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR DISEASE
AOHESIVE MIDDLE EAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO INVOLVEMENT
ADHESIONS OF oRUM HEAO TO STAPES
AoHES IDNS OF ORUM HEAO TO PROMONTORIUM
OTHER MIOOLE EAR AOHESIONS ANO COMBINATIONS
OTHER ACtXJIREO ABNORMALITY OF EAR OSSICLES
IMPAIREO MOBILITY OF MALLEUS
IMPAIRED Pf081LITY OF OTHER EAR OSSICLES
OISCUNTINUITY OR DISLOCATION OF EAR OSSICLES
PARTIAL LOSS OR NECROSIS OF EAR OSSICLES
CHOLESTEATOMA OF t{IOOLE EAR ANO MASTOID
CHOLESTEATOMA, UNSPECIFIED
CHOLESTEATOMA OF ATTIC
CHOLESTEATOMA OF HIOOLE EAR
CHOLESTEATOMA OF MIDOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
OIFFUSE CHCILESTEATOSIS LJFMIOOLE EAR AND MASTOIO
OTHER DISOROERS OF f4100LE EAR AND MASTOID
CHOLESTERIN GRANULOMA OF MIDDLE EAR
RETAINEO FOREIGN BOOY OF MIOOLE EAR
OTHER OISOROERS OF HIODLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF MIDOLE EAR ANO HASTOIO
VERTIGINLIUS SYNOROMES ANO OTHER DISOROERS OF VEST IBULAR SYSTEM
MENIEREOS OISEASE
MENIEREt S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ACTIVE MENIERE*S DISEASE* COCHLEOVESTIBULAR
INACTIVE MENIERE*S OISEASE
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PERIPHERAL VERTIGO
PERIPHERAL VERTIGO, ONSPECIFIEO
BENIGN PAROXYSMAL POSITIONAL VERTIGO
VESTIBULAR NEURONITIS
OTHER PERIPHERAL VERTIGD










LABYRINTHINE FISTULA OF COMBINED SITES
LABYRINTHINE OYSFUNCTION
LABYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFI EO
OTHER FORHS ANO COMBINATIONS OF LABYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION
OTHER DISOROERS OF LABYRINTH
UNSPECIFIED VERTIGINOUS SYNOROHES ANO LABYR INTHINE OISORDERS
OTOSCLEROSIS
OTOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING OVAL HINOOH, NONOBLITERATIVE




OTHER DISOROERS OF EAR
DEGENERATIVE AND VASCULAR DISORDERS OF EAR
PRESBYACUSIS
TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC DEAFNESS
NOISE EFFECTS ON INNER EAR
NOISE EFFECTS ON INNER EAR, UNSPECI FIEO
NOISE-INOUCEO HEARING LOSS













































































OTHER ABNORFIAL AUDITORY PERCEPT ION
ABNORMAL AUOITORY PERCEPTION, UNSPECIFIED
HYPERACUSIS








OTHER DISOROERS OF EAR
UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF EAR
HEARING LOSS
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS
CilNOUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, UNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS , TYMPANIC MEMt3RANE
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, MIDDLE EAR
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS. INNER EAR
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS OF COMBINEO TYPES
SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS




SENSDRINEURAL HEARING LOSS OF CO#iBINEO TYPES
MIXEO CONDUCTIVE AND SENSOR INEURAL HEARING LOSS
OEAF MUTISM, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIABLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF HEARING LOSS
UNSPECIFIED HEARING LOSS
OISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
RHEUMATIC FEVER klITHOUT MENTION OF HEART INVOLVEMENT
RHEUMATIC FEVER NITH HEART INVOLVEMENT
ACUTE RHEUMATIC PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE RHEUMATIC .ENDOCAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE
ACUTE RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
RHEUPiATIC CHOREA
RHEUHATIC CHOREA WITH HEART INVOLVEMENT
RHEUMATIC CHOREA !41THOUT MENTION OF HEART INVOLVE$lENT
CHRONIC RHEUMATIC PERICAROITIS
DISEASES OF MITRAL VALVE
MITRAL STENOSIS
RHEUMATIC MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY
HITRAL STENOSIS UITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED MITRAL VALVE DISEASES
OISEASES OF AORTIC VALVE
RHEUHATIC AORTIC STENOSIS
RHEUHATIC AORTIC INSUFFICIENCY
RHEUMATIC AORTIC STENOSIS WITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED RHEUMATIC AORTIC OISEASES
DISEASES OF MITRAL AND AORTIC VALVES
MITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
MITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC vALVE INSUFFICIENCY
MITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
MITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY AND AORTIC VALVE INSUFFICIENCY
MULTIPLE INVOLVEMENT OF MITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVES
MITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVE OISEASES, UNSPECIFI EO
OISEASES OF LtTHER ENDOCARDIAL STRUCTURES
OISEASES OF TRICUSPID VALVE
RHEUMATIC OISEASES OF ENDOCAROI UM, VALVE UN SPECIFI EO
OTHER RHEuMATIC HEART OISEASE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED RHEUHATIC HEART OISEASES
RHEuNATIC HEART DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
RHEUMATIC HEART FAILURE (CONGESTIVE)












































































MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITHOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
uENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART 01SEASE WITHOUT CONGESTIVE HEART
. .
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITHOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
uNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE RENAL oISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
UNSPEC1FIEO HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART AND RENAL OISEASE




oTHER MALIGNANT SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENS ION
UNSPECIFIEO SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
UNSPECIFIED RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER UNSPECIFIED SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL Infarction.. ----
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF ANTEROIATERAL HALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER ANTERIOR MALL
ACUTE IIYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROLATERAL HALL
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROPOSTERIOR HALL
ACUTE IIYOCAROIAL INFARCTION DF OTHER INFERIOR HALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER LATERAL HALL
TRUE POSTERIOR HALL INFARCTION
SUBENODCAROIAL INFARCTION
ACUTE HYOCARDIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
oTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE FORHS OF ISCHEHIC HEART OISEASE
POSTMYOCARDIAL INFARCTION SYNOROHE
INTERHEOIATE CORONARY SYNOROME





OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED ANGINA PECTORIS
OTHER FORHS OF CHRONIC ISCHE141CHEART OISEASE
CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ANEURYSM OF HEART
ANEURYSM OF HEART (WALL)
ANEURYSH OF CORONARY VESSELS
oTHER ANEURYSH OF HEART
IJTHERSPECIFIED FDRHS OF CHRONIC ISCHE!lICHEART DISEASE
CHRONIC ISCHEHIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PULMONARY HEART OISEASE
ACUTE COR PuLHONALE
PUtiONARY EHBOLISM AND INFARCTION
CHRONIC PULMONARY HEART OISEASE
PRIMARY PULHONARY HYPERTENSION
KYPHOSCOLIOTIC HEART OISEASE
oTHER CHRONIC PULHONARY HEART DISEASES
CHRONIC PULHONARY HEART DISEASE* UNSPEC IFIEo
OTHER OISEASES OF PULMONARY CIRCULATION
ARTERIaVENOUS FISTULA OF PULMONARY VESSELS
ANEURYSM OF PULMONARY ARTERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF PULMONARY CIRCULATION
ACUTE PERICAROITIS














































































ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE ENOOCAROITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE BACTERIAL ENOOCAROITIS













OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF PERICAROIUH
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PERICAROIUH
OTHER OISEASES OF ENOOCAROIUH
MITRAL VALVE OISOROERS
AORTIC VALVE OISOROERS
TRICUSPID VALVE OISOROERSS SPECIFIEO AS NONRHEUMATIC
PULNONARY VALVE OISOROERS
ENOOCAROITIS~ VALVE UNSPECIFIED
ENOOCAROITISt VALVE UNSPECIFIED? uNSPECIFIED CAUSE
ENDOCAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE








NuTRITIONAL ANO HETABOLIC CARDIOHYOPATHY




ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCKS OTHER ANO UNSPECIFI EO
ATRICIVENTRICULAR BLOCKS UNSPECIFIED
FIRST OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
H081TZ (TYPE) II ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
OTHER SECONO OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH HEHIBLOCK
OTHER LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK
BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK, OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED
BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK, UNSPECIFIED
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK ANO L;FT POSTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK
RIGHT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK AND LEFT ANTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK




OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDUCTION oISOROERS
LOHN-GANUNG-LEVINE SYNDROME






ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ANO FLUTTER
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
ATRIAL FLUTTER

















































































OTHER SPECIFIEO CAROIAC DYSRHYTHMIAS
SINOATRIAL NOOE OYSFUNCTION






ILL-OEFINED DESCRIPTIONS ANO COMPLICATIONS OF HEART OISEASE
MYOCARi)ITIS, uNSPECIFIED
MYOCAROIAL 0EGENERA710N
CARDIOVASCULAR DIsEAs E, unspecified
CARD ICIMEGALY
FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES FOLLDWING CAROIAC SURGERY
RUPTURE OF CHOROAE TENOINEAE
RUPTURE OF PAPILLARY MUSCLE
DTHER ILL–DEFINEO HEART OISEASES
OTHER OISOROERS OF PAPILLARY MUSCLE
HYPERKINETIC HEART OISEASE




OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
NONTRAUHATIC EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
SUBOURAL HEMoRRHAGE
UNSP EC1FIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OCCLUSIDN ANO STENOSIS OF PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF 8ASILAR ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF CAROTIO ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF VERTEBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS DF MULTIPLE AND BILATERAL
PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES
OCCLUSION AND STENOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
DCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION OF CERE8RAL ARTERIES
CEREBRAL THROMBOSIS
CEREBRAL EMBOLISH




SUBCLAV IAN STEAL SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEMIAS
UNSPECI FIEO TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEHIA
ACUTE, BUT ILL-DEFINEO, CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
DTHER ANO ILL-DEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
CEREBRAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS




HOYAMOY A 01S EASE
NIJNPYoGENIC THROMBOSIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENDUS SINUS
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
LATE EFFECTS OF CEREBROVASCULAR DISEASE
ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ATHEROSCLERDSIS OF AORTA
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF RENAL ARTERY
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXTREMITIES
ATHEROSCLEROSIS DF OTHER SPECIFIED ARTERIES
GENERALIZE ANO UNSPECIFI EO ATHEROSCLEROSIS
AORTIC ANEURYSM
DISSECTING ANEURySM (ANY PART)
THf3RACICANEURYSM, RUPTUREO
THORACIC ANEURYSM WITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE
ABDOMINAL ANEURYSM, RUPTUREO
ABOOMINAL ANEURYSM MITHOUT MENTIoN OF RUPTURE








































































ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF UPPER EXTREMITY
ANEURYSM OF RENAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ILIAC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF LOHER EXTREMITY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF NECK
ANEURYSM OF SPLENIC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER VISCERAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTtiER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR 01S EASE
RAYNAuD ‘S SYNOROME
THRDMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS (BUERGER~S OISEASE)
OTHER SPECIFIED PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASES
PERIPHERAL ANGIOPATHY IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS
EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF ABDOMINAL AORTA
EMBOLISM AND THROMBOSIS OF THoRACIC AORTA
HIBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE ExTREMITIES
ARTERIAL EMBoLISM ANO THROMBOSIS DF UPPER EXTREMITY
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF LOHER ExTREMITY
EMBDLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF DTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
EMBOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF ILIAC ARTERY
EHBOLISM ANO THROf480SIS OF OTHER ARTERY
EHBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED ARTERY
PDLYARTERITIS NODOSA AND ALLIEO CONDITIONS
POLYART ERITIS NODOSA
ACUTE FEBRILE MUCOCUTANEOUS LYMPH NOOE SYNDROHE (liCLS)
HYPERSENSITIVITY ANGIITIS




OTHER DISOROERS OF ARTERIES ANO ARTERIOLES
ARTERIOVENDUS FISTULA, AC QUIREO
STRICTURE OF ARTERY
RUPTURE OF ARTERY
HYPERPLASIA OF RENAL ARTERY
CELIAC ARTERY COMPRESSION SYNOROME
ARTERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ARTERIES ANO ARTERIOLES




OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CAPILLARY OISEASES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS
PHLEBITIS AND THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF SUPERFICIAL VESSELS
OF LDkJER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF DEEP vESSELS OF LOHER
EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THRoMBOPHLEBITIS OF FEHORAL VEIN (OEEP)
PHLEBITIs ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER OEEP VESSELS OF
LOHER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES,
UNSPECIFIED
PtiLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF ILIAC VEIN
PHLEBITIS AND THROHBOPHLEBITIS DF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF unspecified SITE
PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS
OTHER VENOUS EMBOLISM AND THROHBDSIS
BUDO-CHIARI SYNOR(IME
THRoMBDPHLEBITIS HIGRANs
EMBoLIsM AND THROIIBOSIS OF VENA CAVA
ENBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS DF RENAL VEIN
EMBOLISR ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO VEINS
EMBoLISM ANO THROMBOSIS DF UNSPECIFIED SITE
VARICDSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES !JITH ULCER
VARICOSE VEINS OF LO14ER EXTREMITIES ldITH INFLAMMATION










































VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER ExTREMITIES HITHouT MENTION OF ULCER
OR INFLAMMATION
rlEMORRHOIOS
INTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS HITHWT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
INTERNAL THROMBOSEO HEMORRHOIDS
INTERNAL HEHORRHOIOS WITH OTHER COMPLICATION
ExTERNAL HEMORRHOIOS HITHouT HENTION UF CO14PLICATION
EXTERNAL THROMaOSEO HEHORRHOIOS
EXTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS l#ITHOTHER COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED HEHORRHOIOS HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIEO THROHBCISEOHEHORRHOIOS
UNSPECIFIED HEHORRHOIOS 141THOTHER COMPLICATION
RESIOUAL HEMORRHOIOAL SKIN TAGS
VARICOSE VEINS OF OTHER SITES
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES WITH BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES !41THOUTHENTION OF EILEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIJHERE~
HITH BLEEOING





VARICES OF OTHER SITES













DTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
vENous (PERIPHERAL) Insufficiency, UNSPECIFIEO
cITHERSPECIFI EO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OISOROER








































ACUTE LARYNGITIS ANO TRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE TRACHEITIS HITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS HITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS !dITHOBSTRUCTION
CROUP
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF MULTIPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
SITES
ACUTE LARYNGOPHARYNGITIS
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF OTHER MULTIPLE SITES
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS DF UNSPECIFIED SITE














































































PDLYP OF NASAL CAVITY
PoLYPOIO SINUS DEGENERATION
OTHER POLYP OF SINUS
UNSPECIFIED NASAL PDLYP











CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO ADENOIDS
CHRONIC ToNSILLITIS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS 141THADENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS ALONE
HYPERTROPHY OF ADENOIOS ALONE
AOENOIO VEGETATIONS
OTHER CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO ADENOIOS
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
PERITONSILLAR A8SCESS




ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO POLLEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO OTHER ALLERGEN
ALLERGIC RHINITISS CAUSE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER DIS EASES OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
HYPERTROPHY OF NASAL TURBINATES
OTHER OISEASES OF NASAL CAVITY ANO SINUSES
OTHER DISEASES OF PHARYNXS NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PHARYNX
CELLULITIS OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARAPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
RETROPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
EOEMA OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
CYST OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
OTHER DISEASES OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARALYSIS OF VOCAL CORDS OR LARYNX
UNSPECIFIED PARALYSIS OF VDCAL CORDS
PAliTI AL UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL CORDS
COMPLETE UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
PARTIAL BILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL CORDS
COMPLETE BILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
POLYP CIFVOCAL CORO OR LARYNX
OTHER DISEASES OF VOCAL CORDS
EDEMA CIFLARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX. NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF LARYNX
CELLULITIS ANO PERICHDNDRITIS OF LARYNX
STENOSIS DF LARYNX
LARYNGEAL SPASU
OTHER IIISEASES OF LARYNX
UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTIONS
SITE UNSPECIFIEII
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
VIRAL PNEUMONIA
PNEUMONIA OUE TO RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS
PNEU!IO!IIAOUE TO PARAINFLUENZA VIRUS




PNEUMONIA DUE TO KLEBSIELLA PNEU140NIAE
PNEUMONIA WE TO PSEUDOMONAS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA)









































































pN=UMoNIA OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, UNSPECIFIED
PNEUMONIA OUE TO OTHER SPEC IFIEO ORGANISM
PNEUMONIA IN INFECTIOUS OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
PNEUML3NIA IN CYTOMEGALIC INCLUSION OISEASE
PNEUMONIA IN wHOOPING COUGH
PNEUMONIA IN ASPERG ILLOSIS
PNEUMONIA IN OTHER SYSTEMIC HYCOSES





INFLUENZA HITH OTHER RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS
INFLUENZA WITH OTHER MAN IFESTAT IONS












EXTRINSIC ASTHMA HITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS AS THHATICUS
EXTRINSIC ASTHMA WITH STATUS ASTHHATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHMA
INTRINSIC ASTHMA wITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS AS THMATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHHA HITH STATUS ASTHMATICUS
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, HITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS ASTHMATICUS







OTHER SPECIFIEO ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS ANO PNEUMONITIS
UNSPECIFIED ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS AND PNEUMONITIS
CHRONIC AIRHAY OBSTRUCTIONS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
COAL WORKERSC PNEUHOCONIOS IS
ASBESTOSIS
PNEUMOCONIOSIS OUE TO OTHER SILICA OR SILICATES
PNEUMOCONIOSIS OUE TO OTHER INORGANIC OUST
PNEUNOCONIOSISS UNSPECIFIED
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO CHEMICAL FUMES ANO VAPORS
BRONCHITIS ANO PNEUMONITIS OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
ACUTE PULMONARY EOEMA OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
uPPER RESPIRATORY INFLAMMATION OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
oTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE RESPIRATORY CONOIT IONS OUE TO
FUMES ANO VAPORS
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO FUHES ANO VAPORS
uNSPECIFIEO RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO FUHES ANO VAPORS
PNEuMuNITIs OUE TO SULIDS ANO LIQUIDS
PNEUMONITIS DUE TO INHALATION OF FOOO CIR VOMITUS
PNEUHONITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF OILS AND ESSENCES
PNEUMONITIS DUE TO OTHER SOLIDS AND LIQUIOS
RESPIRAT13RY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFI EO EXTERNAL
AGENTS
ACUTE PULMONARY MANIFESTATIONS OUE TO RAOIATION
CHRONIC ANO OTHER PULMONARY MAN INFESTATIONS OUE TO RADIATION
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO EXTERNAL AGENTS
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL AGENT
EMPYEMA
EFIPYEMA WITH FISTULA
EM?f EMA WITHOUT MENTION OF FISTULA
PLEURISY
PLEURISY WITHOUT MENTION OF EFFUSION OR CURRENT TUBERCULOSIS










































































OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF PLEuRAL EFFuSION, EXCEPT TUBERCULOUS




ABSCESS OF LUNG ANO HEOIASTINUM
ABSCESS OF LUNG
PULMONARY CONGESTION ANO HYPOSTAS IS
POS TINFLAMHATORY PULMONARY FIBROSIS





OTHER SPECIFIEO ALVEOLAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEUHONOPATHIES
LUNG INVOLVEMENT IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
LUNG ItJVOLVEMENT IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
LUNG INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE





ACUTE EOEHA OF LUNG. uNSPECIFIED
PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FoLLOWI NG TRAUHA ANO SURGERY
JTHER OISEASES OF LUNG
RESPIRATORY FAILURE
OTHER PULHONARY INSUFFICIENCY, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF LUNG, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
TRACHEOTOMY COMPLICATION
OTHER OISEASES OF TRACHEA ANO BRW4CHUS, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSI FIEO
MEOIASTINITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF MEOIASTINUM, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
CIISOROERS OF DIAPHRAGH
OTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY sYSTEM, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEfl
DISEASES OF THE OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
OISOROERS OF TOOTH DEVELOPMENT ANO ERUPTION
SUP ERNUflERARY TEETH
DISTURBANCES IN TOOTH ERUPTION
TEETHING SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF TOOTH OEVELOPHENT ANO ERuPTION
OISEASES OF HARO TISSUES CIFTEETH
DENTAL CARIES
EXCESSIVE DENTAL ATTRITIDN
OISEASES OF PULP ANO PERIAPICAL TISSUES
PuLPITI S
NECROSIS OF THE PULP
ACUTE APICAL PERIODONTITIS OF PULPAL ORIGIN
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS
CHRONIC APICAL PERIOOONTITIS
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS HITH SINUS
RAOICULAR CYST
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF PULP ANO PER IAPICAL TISSUES








OTHER SPECIFIEO PERIODONTAL OISEASES
UNSPECIFIEO GINGIVAL ANO PERIODONTAL DISEASE
OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES, INCLUOING MALOCCLUSION
MAJOR ANOHALIES OF JAW SIZE
ANOMALIES OF RELATIONSHIP OF JAW TO CRANIAL BASE
ANoMALI ES OF OENTAL ARCH RELATIONSHIP









OTHER SPECIFIED OENTOFACIAL ANoHALIES
UNSPECI FIEO OENTOFACIAL ANOHALI ES
OTHER DISEASES AND CONDITIONS OF THE TEETH ANo SUPPORTING
.21
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER MITH HEIIDRRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*
HITtl OBSTRUCTION






LOSS OF TEETH OUE TO ACCIDENT, EXTRACTION, OR LOCAL
PERIODONTAL DISEASE
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITHOUT HENTION OF HEHURRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION* HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE





ATROPHY OF EOENTULOUS ALVEOLAR RIOGE
RETAINEO OENTAL ROOT
oTHER SPECIFIED DISDROERS OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
.4
.40STRUCTURES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING UITHOUT t+ENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
































































OISEASES OF THE JAMS
OEVELOPFIENTAL OOONTDGENIC CYSTS CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER HITH PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER HITH PERFORATION*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER HITH PERFORATIONS
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE
FISSURAL CYSTS OF JAH
OTHER CYSTS OF JAHS
CENTRAL GIANT CELL (REPARATIVE) GRANULOHA
INFLAHHATORY CONDITIONS OF JAM
ALVEOLITIS OF JAU




CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER lJITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, l#ITHDUT MENTION OF DESTRUCTION
ExOSTOSIS OF JAd
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAMS




CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER liITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, HITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRLINIC GASTRIC IJLCER HITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
DISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
ATROPHY OF SALIVARY GLAND





CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER !41THOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, MI THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCT IONABSCESS OF SALIVARY GLAND
FISTULA OF SALIVARY GLANO
SIALOLITHIASIS
MUCOCELE OF SALIVARY GLANO
DISTURBANCE OF SALIVARY SECRETION
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THE SALIVARY GLANUS
DISEASES OF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES* EXCLUOING LESIONS
FOR GINGIVA ANO TONGUE
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION* HITH OBSTRUCTION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFI EO AS ACUTE OR CHRLINIC , HITHOUT














GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, !41THOUT MENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, MI THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
SPECIFIC GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS-ACUTE OR CHRONICS HITHOUT MENTION
OF ii EHORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, HITH OBSTRUCTION
UOOENAL ULCER
ACUTE UUOOENAL ULCER HITH HEHORIMAGE
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER liITH HEMORRHAGE, HITHOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE, HITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION
ACUTE OUODENAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION, HI THOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE DUODENAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION* MI TH OBSTRUCT ION
ACUTE DUODENAL ULCER blITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
STOt4ATITIS
ORAL APHTHAE
CELLULITIS AND ABSCESS OF ORAL SOFT TISSUES
CYSTS OF ORAL SOFT TISSUES
OISEASES OF LIPS
LEUKOPLAKIA OF ORAL ?4UCOSAS INCLUDING TONGUE
13THER DISTURBANCES OF ORAL EPITHELIUMS INCLUOING TONGUE
ORAL SUBHUCOSAL FIBROSIS, INCLUDING OF TONGUE
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES
DISEASES ANO OTHER CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE
GLOSSITIS
GEOGRAPHIC TONGUE
HYPERTROPHY OF TONGUE PAPILLAE
ATROPHY OF TONGUE PAPILLAE
OTHER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE
UNSPECIFIEO CONDITION OF THE TLINGUE
OISEASES OF ESDPHAGUS
ACHALAS IA ANO CAROIOSPASM
ESOPHAGITIS
ULCER OF ESOPHAGUS
STRICTURE AND STENOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
PERFORATION OF ESOPHAGUS
DYSKINESIA OF ESOPHAGUS
DIV6RTICULUH OF ESOPHAGUS, ACQUIRED
GASTROESOPHAGEAL LACERATION-HEHORRHAGE SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF ESOPHAGUS
UNSPECI FIEO OISOROER OF ESOPHAGUS
ACUTE OUODENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
HITH OBSTRUCTION




ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER wITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITHOUT t4ENTION OF OBSTRUCT ION
ACUTE OULIDENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUIIDENAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUODENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED DUODENAL uLCER WITH HEMORRHAGE*
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED DUODENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED DuODENAL ULCER wITH PERFORATION
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED DUODENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION,
WITH OBSTRUCTION









ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT HENTIOW OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEHORRHAGE~ WITH OBSTRUCTION





CHRCNIC OR UNSPECIFI EIJ OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE AND
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OULIDENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATIONS
klITHOUT f4ENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION











































CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER UITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, wITHOUT MENTION oF obstruction
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL ULCER. UIISPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC s IdITHOUT
MENTIJN Of HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
OUOOENAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT MENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL uLCER* UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED S ITE WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTIoN OF OtJSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE NITH PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH PERFORATION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE AND
PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF oBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, dITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC uLCER OF uNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
HEMORRHAGE, wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE FIITH
HEMORRHAGE, WITH OBSTRLK+TION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
WITH PERFORATION, WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC uLCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE MITH
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE $IITH
‘HEMORRHAGE AND PERFORATION, WITHOUT HENT ION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE uITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR Perforation H ITH OBSTRUCT ION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC * HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC, WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATIONS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC , HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATIONS
HITH OBSTRUCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE t
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION
ACUTE GAsTRDJEJUNAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION*
UITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE AND PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*
HITHCIUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION* WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
cHRdNIc OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGES
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION



























































CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER MITH perforations
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER wITHOUT MENTION UF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, NITHUUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION,
WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOU1







UNSPECIFIED GASTRITIS ANO GASTRODUOOENITIS
OUOOENITIS
OISORLJERS OF FUNCTION OF STOMACH
ACHLORHYORIA
ACUTE DILATATION OF STOMACH
PERSISTENT VOMITING
OYSPEPSIA ANO OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF FUNCTION OF STOMACH
UNSPECIFIEO FUNCTIi3NAL OISOROER OF STOMACH
OTHER OISORDERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUM
AC QUIREO HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
GASTRIC DIVERT ICULUM
OTHER OBSTRUCTION 13FOUOOENLWI
F ISTULA OF STOMACH OR OUOOENUM
GASTROPTOSIS
HOURGLASS STRICTURE OR STENOSIS 13FSTOMACH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF STOHACH ANO OUOOENUM
PYLOROSPASM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUM
UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUU
ACUTE APPENDICITIS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS WITH GENERALIZE PERITONITIS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS liITH PERITONEAL ABSCESS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS wITHOUT HENTIoN OF PERITONITIS
APPENOICITIS, UNQUALIFIED
OTHER APPENDICITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF APPENOIX
HyPERPLASIA OF APp ENOIx (LyHpHo Io)
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF APPENOIX
INGUINAL HERNIA
INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
RECORRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, i#ITH
GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
UNII-4TERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH OBSTRUCTION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFI EO INGUINAL HERNIA
WITH OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, !41TH OBSTRUCTION, WITHOUT MENTION
OF GANGRENE
RECURRENT BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH OBSTRUCTION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
INGUINAL HERNIA, WITHOUT tiENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, WITHOUT HENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR
GANG REN E
RECURRENT BILATERAL INGuINAL HERNIA, !41THOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY, WITH GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE

































































BILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIA HITH GANGRENE
UMBILICAL HER!jIA WITH GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA HITH GANGRENE
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA !AITHGANGRENE
INCISIONAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, hIITHGANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, !dITHGANGRENE
OTHER tlERNIAOF ABOOMINAL CAVITY, WITH OBSTRUCTION, BUT HITHOUT
MENTION OF GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA MITH oBSTRUCTION
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA !41TH
OBSTRUCTION
UMBILICAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
VENTRAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
INCISIONAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA HITH OBSTRUCTION
OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
HERflIAOF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES, tiITHOBSTRUCTION
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, HITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY UITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTION
OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA IiITHOUT
NENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
UMBILICAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTIoN OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
INCISIONAL HERNIA HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION UR GANGRENE
01APHRAGMATIC HERNIA HITHOUT flENTIONOF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION UR
GANGRFNF
REGIONAL ENTERITIS
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SMALL INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SMALL INTESTINE wITH LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IOIOPATHIC PROCTOCOLITIS
VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
ACUTE VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
CHRONIC VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTEsTINE
UNSPECIFIED VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
CITHERNONINFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS oUE TO RAOIATION
TOXIC GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NONINFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS
ANO COLITIS





IMPACTION OF INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED
GALLSTONE ILEUS
OTHER IMPACTION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
INTESTINAL OR PERITONEAL AOHESIONS WITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIEIJ INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
CJIVERTICULAOF INTESTINE
OIVERTICULA OF SMALL INTESTINE
OIVERTICULOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE


















































































VOMITING FOLLOHING GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY
OTHER POSTOPERATIVE FuNCTIONAL OISOROERS
ANAL SPASM
NEtiACOLON,OTHER THAN HIRSCHSPRUNG-S
OTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
UNSPECIFIED FuNCTIONAL OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ANAL FISSURE ANO FISTULA
ANAL FISSURE
ANAL FISTULA
ABSCESS OF ANAL ANO RECTAL REGIONS
PERITONITIS




OTHER OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
PERITONEAL AOHESIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
HEMOPERITONEUM (NONTRAUMATIC)
PERITONEAL EFFUSION (CHRONIC)
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
U;LSPECIFIEOOISOROER OF PERITONEUM
OTHER OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
ANAL ANO RECTAL POLYP
RECTAL PROLAPSE
STENOS1S OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
HEMORRHAGE OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ULCER OF ANuS ANo RECTUM
ANAL OR RECTAL PAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ABSCESS OF INTESTINE
COLOSTOMY ANO ENTEFiOSTOHYMALFUNCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
FISTULA OF INTESTINE, EXCLUOING RECTUM ANO ANUS
ULCERATION OF INTESTINE
PERFoRATION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE NECROSIS OF LIVER
CHRONIC LIVER oIsEASE ANO CIRRHOSIS
ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS
ALCOHOLIC CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER





CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER WITHOUT MENTION OF ALCOHOL
BILIARY CIRRHOSIS
OTHER CHRONIC NONALCOHOLIC LIVER OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE HITHOUT t4ENTIONOF ALCOHOL





OTHER SEQUELAE OF CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE
OTHER OISOROERS OF LIVER
CHRONIC PASSIVE CONGESTION OF LIVER
HEPATITIS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEMHERE
HEPATITIS IN OTHER INFECTIOUS OISEASES CLASSIFIED
HEPATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
HEPATIC INFARCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF LIVER






























































CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH ACUTE CHOLECYS TITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER WITH ACUTE CHoLECYSTITIS s
KJITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS ,
wITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER wITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS ,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS ,
wITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER wITHOUT MENTION LJF CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITHOUT NENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITHOUT ME NTIoN oF CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
cALcuLuS OF BILE oucT dITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
cALcu Lus OF BILE OUCT WITH ACUTE cHOLECYSTITIs*
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS*
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITISS
AITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITISS
WITH OBSTRUCTION








OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF GALLBLAOOER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF GALLBLAOOER
OTHER OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT
PosTCHOLECYSTECTOHY SYNOROME
CHOLANG IT I S
OBSTRUCTION OF BILE oUCT
PERFORATION OF BILE OUCT
FISTUIA OF BILE OUCT
SPASM OF SPHINCTER OF 0001
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT




CYST ANO PSEUOOCYST OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF PANCREAS









OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED POSTSURGICAL NONABSORPTIDN
PANCREATIC STEATORRHEA
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL MALABSORPTION
UNSPECIFIED INTESTINAL MALABSORPTION
OISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
ACUTE GLo MERuLONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF PROLI FERATIvE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
AcuTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS wITH LESION OF RAP IOL.Y PROGRESSIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS















































ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOL, IC.AL
LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE bLOMERULONEPHRITIS ‘rJITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOla ICAL
LESION ltJ K1ONEY
Nephritic SYNOROME
NE PHROTIC SYNOROME WITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPfiR ITIS
NE PHROTIC SYNDROME WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOUS
GLOMERUL13NEPHR ITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME WITH LESION OF NE MBRANOPROL IF ERATIVt
GLLIMERuLoNEPHRI TIS
IJEPHROTIC SYNOROME WITH LESION OF MINIMAL CHANGE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PA THOLOGi CAL
LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME IN oISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
NE PHROTIC SYNDROME WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME wITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN
KIDNEY
CHRONIC GLONERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOUS
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRIJNIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF ME!! BRANOPROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF RAP IOLY PROGRESSIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRUNIC GLONERULDNEPHRITIS HITH OTHER SPECI FIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS wITH UNSPECIFIED PATHoLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC
NEPHRITIS AND NEPHROPATHY, NDT SPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
WITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOUS GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
!41TH LESION OF MEMBRANOPROLIFERATLVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS AND NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
!41TH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHkONIC.
WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIED AS ACUTE
OR CHRONIC, IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
NEPHRITIS AND NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
IJITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE !41TH LESION OF TUBULAR NECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE WITH LESION OF RENAL CORTICAL NECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE UITH LESION OF RENAL ME OULLARY (PAPILLARY)
NECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIDNEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE, UNSPECIFIED
CHROIJI C RENAL FAI LURE
RENAL FAILURE, UNSPECIFIEO
RENAL SCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED
OISOROERS RESULTING FROfl IMPAIRED RENAL FuNCT ION
RENAL OSTEOOYSTROPHY
NEPHROGENIC OIABETES INS IPIOUS
OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS RESULTING FROM IMPAIRED RENAL
FUNCTI O:J
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER RESULTING FROM IMPAIREO RENAL
FUNCTION












































































CHRONIC PYELONEPHRITIS MITHOUT LESION OF RENAL HEOULLARY-.
NECROSIS




ACUTE PYELoNEPHRITIS HITH LESION DF
RENAL ANO PERINEPHRIC ABSCESS
PYELOURETERITIS CYSTICA






INFECTION OF KIONEY, UNSPECIFIED
HYDRONEPHROSIS
CALCULUS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
CALCULUS OF KIONEY
CALCULUS OF URETER
URINARY CALCULUS, uNSPECIFI EO
OTHER OISOROERS OF KIDNEY ANO URETER
NEPHROPTOSIS
HYPERTROPHY OF KIONEY
CYST OF KIONEY, ACOUIREO




OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF KIONEY
URETERAL FISTULA
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF KIONEY AND URETER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF KIONEY ANO URETER
CALCULUS OF LOHER URINARY TRACT
CALCULUS IN 01VERTICULLN4 OF BLAOOER
OTHER CALCULUS IN BLAOOER
CALCULUS IN URETHRA






OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES DF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS CYSTICA
IRRADIATIoN CYSTITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER DISOROERs OF BLAOOER
BLAOOER NECK OBSTRUCTION
INTESTINOVESICAL FISTULA
VESICAL FISTULA, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OIVERTICULUM OF BLADOER
AToNY OF BLAOOER
OTHER FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF BLAOOER
RUPTURE OF BLAOOER, NONTRAUMATIC
HEMORRHAGE INTO BLAOOER HALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BLADOER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BLADOER







URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO INFECTION
URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO UNSPECIFIED INFECTION









































































OTHER SPECIFIEO CAUSES OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
URETHRAL STRICTURE, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT








OTHER SPECIFIED OISC)ROERSOF URETHRA AND URINARY TRACT
UNSPEC1FIED OISOROER OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT
HYPERPLASIA OF PROSTATE





PROSTATITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO 1NFLAMMAT0R% DISEASES OF PROSTATE
PROSTATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER 01SOROERS OF PROSTATE
CALCULUS OF PROSTATE
CONGESTION OR HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
ATROPHY DF PROSTATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PROSTATE




OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF HYOROCELE
HYOROCELE, UNSPECIFIED
DRCHITIS ANO EPIDIOYMITIS
ORCHITIS, EPIoIOYMITIS, ANO EPIOIOYMO-ORCHI TIS, klITHABSCESS
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIOYMITIS, ANO EPIOIOYMO-ORCHITIS,
HITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
ORCHITIS AND EPIOIOYMITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ORCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYMITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIOYMITIS, ANO EPIOIOYMD-ORCHI TIS, liITHOUT
MENTIoN DF ABSCESS








OTHER INFLAM!ATORY OISOROERS OF PENIS
PRIAPISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PENIS
BALANITIS XEROTICA OBLITERANS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF PEN Is
EOEMA OF PENIS
IMPoTENCE OF ORGANIC ORIGIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PENIS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PENIS





OTHER INFLAMMATORY 01SOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
STRICTURE OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
EOEMA OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS












































































MAMMARY OUCT ECTAS IA
3THER SPECIFIEO BENIGN MAMMARY DYSPLASIA
BENIGN MAMNARY OYSPIASIA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF BREAST
1NFLAMMAT0R% 01 SEASE OF BREAST
HYPERTRIJPHY OF BREAST
FISSURE OF NIPPLE
FAT NECROSIS OF BREAST
ATROPIiY OF DREAST
GALACTURRHEA NOT ASSOCIATE UITH CH IL OBIRTH
SIGNS A?IO SYMPTOMS IN BREAST
l.iASTaOYNIA
LUMP OR MASS IN BREAST
OTHER SIGNS ANO SYMPTOMS IN BREAS1
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BREAST
UNSPEC1 FIEO BREAST OISOROER
INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN TUBE, PELVIC CELLULAR
TISSOE, ANO PERITONEUM
ACUTE SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS
CHRONIC SALPINGITIS ANO 00PHORITIS
SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS NOT SPELIFIEO AS ACUTE,
SUBACUTE, OR CHRONIC
ACUTE PARAMETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
CHRONIC OR ONSPECIFIEO PARAMETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
ACUTE OR uNSPECIFIED PELVIC PERITONITIS, FE f4ALE
PELVIC PERITONEAL AOHESIONS, FEMALE
OTHER CHRONIC PELVIC PERITONITIS, FEMALE
oTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAMMAToRY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC
ORGANS ANO TISSUES
u)LSPECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC ORGANS
‘ANO TISSUES
INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS* EXCEp T cERvIx
ACUTE INFLA141iATORY OISEASES OF OTERUS* Exc EpT cERv Ix
CHRONIC INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
uNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF OTERUS
INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF CERVIX* VAGINA* ANO vuLvA
CERVICITIS ANO ENOOCERVICITIS
vAGINITIS ANO VOLVOVAGINITIS
vAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS, uNSPECIFIED. . .
CYST OF- BARTHOLIN’S GLANO
ABSCESS OF BARTHOLIN’ S GLANO
OTHER ABSCESS OF VULVA
ULCERATION OF VOLVA
ULCERATION OF VULVAr UNSPECIFIED




ENOOMETRIOSI S OF OVARY
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF FALLoPIAN TUBE
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF PELVIC PERITONEUM
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF RECTOVAGINAL SEPTUM AND VAGINA
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF INTESTINE
ENOOMETRIOSI S IN SCAR OF SKIN
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF 13THER SPECIFIEO SITES
ENOOMETRIOSIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
GENITAL PROLAPSE
PRoLAPSE OF VAGINAL WALLS HITHOUT MENTION OF UTERINE PROLAPSE
UTERINE PROLAPSE wITHOUT MENTION OF VAGINAL WALL PROLAPSE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, INCOMPLETE
OTEROVAGINN- PRoLAPSE, COMPLETE
uTEROVAGINAL PROLAPSES UNSPECIFIED
PROLAPSE OF VAGINAL VAULT AFTER HYSTERECTOMY
vAGINAL ENTEROCELEI CONGENITAL oR ACQoIREo
OLD LACERATION OF MUSCLES OF PELVIC FLOOR
oTHER SPECIFIEO GENITAL PROLAPSE
UNSPECIFIED GENITAL PROLAPSE
FI STULA INVOLVING FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
URINARY-GENITAL TRACT FISTULAZ FEMALE
oIGESTIVE-GENITAL TRACT F IS TULA, FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT-SKIN FISTULA* FEMALE






































































NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN TUBE, ANo
8RCIA0 LIGAMENT
FOLLICdLAR CYST OF OVARY
CORPOS LUTEUM CYST OR HEMATOMA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OVARIAN CYST
ACQU IREO ATROPHY OF OVARY ANO FALLOP IAN TUBE
PROLAPSE OR HERNIA OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUBE
TORSION OF OVARY, OVARIAN PEOICLE, OR FALLOPIAN TUBE
BRIJAO LIGAMENT LACERATION SYNOROll E
OTHER NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
ToBE, AND BROAO LIGAMENT
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
TLKIE, ANO BROAD L I GAMENT
OISOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED
POLYP OF CORPUS UTERI
CHRONIC SUBINVOLOTION OF UTERUS





CHRONIC IFJVERSION OF UTERUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF uTERUS, NOT EL SE HHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF uTERUS
NoNINFLAMMAToRY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
EROSION AND ECTROPION OF CERVIX
DYSPLASIA OF CERVIX (UTERI)
LEoKOPLAKIA OF CERVIX (UTERI)
OLO LACERATION OF CERVIX
STRICTORE ANO STENOSIS OF CERVIX
INCOMPETENCE OF CERVIX
HYPE RTROPHIC ELONGATION OF CERVIX
MUCOOS POLYP OF CERVIX
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
NONINFLAMMATURY DISOROERS OF VAGINA
DYSPLASIA OF VAGINA
LEOKOPLAKIA OF VAGINA
STRICTURE OR ATRESIA OF VAGINA
TIGHT HYNENAL RING
OLO VAGINAL LACERATION
LEUKORRHEA, NOT SPECIFIEO AS INFECTIVE
VAGINAL HEMATOMA
POLYP OF VAGINA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VAGINA
ONSPEC1 FIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF VAGINA
NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OYSTROPHY OF VULVA
ATROPHY OF VULVA
CLD LACERATION OR SCARRING OF VULVA
HEMATOMA OF VULVA
POLYP OF LABIA ANO VULVA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA AND
PERINEUM
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISORDER OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM








OTHER SPECIFIEO SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATE HITH FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED SYMPTOM ASSOCIATE WITH FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
DISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER ABNORMAL BLEEDING FROM
FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
ABSENCE OF MENSTRUATION
SCANTY OR INFREQUENT MENSTRUATION






.8 OTHER D ISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION AND OTHER ABNORMAL BLEEOING
FRi3M FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
UNSPECI FIECI DISORDERS CIF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER ABNOR#lAL
BLEEDING FROM FEMALE GENITAL TRACT



























LEGALLy ItJoucEo A8ORTION (cOHPLETE. INCOMPLETE, OR UNSPECIFIED)
LEGALLY INDUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATED 8Y GENITAL TRACT ANO
PELVIC INFECTION
!-E GALLY INDUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE; COfl PLICATEO 8Y GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTIONPOSTMENOPAUSAL BLEEoING




LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, COt4PLICATE0 BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY OELAYELI OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INDuCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, COt4PLICATE0 BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INOUCEO A8(IRTION COMPLICATED BY 0At4AGE TO PELVIC ORGANS
OR TISSUES
POSTMENOPAUSAL ATROPHIC VAGINITIS
STATES ASSOCIATE HITH ARTIFICIAL MENoPAUSE
OTHER SPECIFIEO MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISORDERS
UNSPECIFIED MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTIIENOPAUSAL DISORDER
INFERTILITY, FEHALE
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, ASSOCIATE WITH ANOVULATION
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF PITUITARY-HYPOTHALAMIC ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEt4ALE, OF TUBAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF UTERINE ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF LITHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
.12
.2
.22 LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OAMAGE TO
PELVIC ORGANS OR TISSUES
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY flETAEIOLIC OISOROER
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY METABOLIC
OISCJROER
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF uNSPECIFIED ORIGIN
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
.4
.41OTHER SPECIFIED OISORDERS OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
.-l
.70
LEGALLY I?JDUCEO ABORTION 141TH OTHER SPECIFI EO COMPLICATIONS















COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERILN4
HYOATIOIFORM MOLE





LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS










SPONTANEOUS ABoRTION COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT AND PELVIC
INFECTION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION !41TH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION













LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, WITH UNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION 141THOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
LEGALLY lNDUCEO ABORTIONS UNSPECIFIED, MI THOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOtlPLETE, WITHOUT 14ENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTIUN




LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, 141THOUT t4ENTION OF
COflPLIcATION
ILLEGAL ABORTION
ILLEGAL ABORTION COMPLICATE BY RENAL FAILURE
ILLEGAL ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY RENAL FAILURE
U;L3PECIFI EO ABORTION (COMPLETE, INCOHpLETE$ OR unspecified)





SPONTANEOUS ABORTION CO14PLICATE0 BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
Hemorrhage
SPONTANEOUS ABoRTION, uNSPECIFIED, COHPLICATEO BY DELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HE140RRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOt4PLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
------- .
‘UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION* UNSPECIFIED, COHPLICATEO BY
GENITAL TRACT AND PELVIC INFECTION
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOt4PLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION













SPONTANEOUS ABORTION; COMPLETE, COMPLICATED BY OELAYED OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE




.1SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, CO14PLICATE0 BY DAMAGE TO
PELVIC uRGANS OR TISSUES
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY oAMAGE TO
PELVIC ORGANS OR TISSUES






UNSPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION* INCOMPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COMPLICATED BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOIIPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COMPLICATED BY EMBOLISM
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY EHBOLISH
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION HITH oTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS




UNSPECI FIEO ABORTION klITHOUT MENTIoN OF COti PLACATION
UIJSPECIFIEO TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, 141THOUT MENTION OF
CONpLIcATIONSPLINTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, MITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS







uNspEcrFIEo ABORTION, INCOt4PLETE,HITHOUT HENTION OF
CONPLICATIOi4








SPONTANEOUS ABORTION HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, HITH uNsPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, uNsPECIFIED, HITHOUT HENTION OF
FAILEO ATTEMPTED ABORTION WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR
PREGNANCIES
lo GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION FOLLOWING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIESCOMPLICATION
























































OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE FOLLONING ABORTION OR EC TOPIC
ANO MfJLAR PREGNANCIES
OAMAGE TO PELVIC ORGANS ANO TISSUES FOLLOHING ABORTION OR
ECTOPI C ANo 140LAR PREGNANCIES
RENAL FAILURE FOLLOMING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO t40LAR
PREGNANCIES
METABOLIC OISOROERS FOLLOWING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR
PREGNANCIES
SHOCK FOLLO!41NG ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
EMBOLISM FOLLOWING ABORTILIN OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS FOLLO!41NG ABORTION Oft
ECTOPIC AND MOLAR PREGNANCIES
HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
THREATENED ABoRTION
THREATENEO ABORTIONS Unspecified As To EpIsuoE oF cARE
THREATENEO ABORTIONS oELIvEREo
THREATENED ABORTION, ANTE PARTLN4
oTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFI EO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, AN TEPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
uNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANcy* ANTEpARTuM
AN TEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE, ABRUPTIO PLACENTAE, ANO PLACENTA PREVIA
PLACENTA PREVIA HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
PLACENTA PREVIA HITHOUT HE140RRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
PLACENTA PREVIA WITHOUT HE140RRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
PLACENTA PREVIA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, ANTEPARTUM
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIAS unspecified As To EpIsooE oF
CARE
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREV 1A* HITH oEL IvERy
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, ANTEPARTLU4
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA* unspecified A-$ To EpISooE oF
CARE
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, HITH OELIVERY
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, ANTEPARTUM
ANTEPARTUM HE140RRHAGE ASSOCIATED HITH COAGULATION OEFECTS
ANTEPARTuN HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE HITH COAGULATION DEFECTS*
HITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTU$l HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE WITH COAGULATION OEFECTS.
OTHER ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE
OTHER ANTEPARTLN4 HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
oTHER ANTEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, HITH nFL IvERy---. .—
oTHER ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE
UNSP ECI FIEO ANTEPARTUM HEH43RRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE* uNSpEc IFIEo AS To EpISooE oF
CARE
uNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, HITH OEL I VERY
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM HE140RRHAGE
HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE
PUERPERIUM
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION WITH OELIVERY
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION, WITH OELIVERY, HITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUM BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
POSTPARTUM BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTHS AND THE puERp ERIuf+
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, HITH DELIVERY
ilTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUM
oTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCYS
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
OTHER PRE–EXISTING HYPERTENSION, WITH OEL IVERY
oTrlER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, HITH OELIVERY, 141TH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
oTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSI ON, AN TEPARTUM
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION* postpartum






















































TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY, blITH OELIVERY
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY t WITH oELIVERYt
wITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTUM TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
POSTPARTUM TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAHPS IA
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIAs UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIAt HITH oELIvERy
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIAr WITH OELIVERYt
WITH MEi4TIoN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIA, ANTE PARTUM
NILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIA, POSTPARTUM
SEVERE PRE-ECLAHPSTA..-
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIA, HITH OELIVERy
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIAj WITH OELIVERY* liITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIA, ANT EPARTUM
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIA, POSTPARTUM
ECLAMPSIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH ANO THE PuERPERIUFl
ECLAMPSIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY CHILDBIRTH ANO THE PUERPERIUM*
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ECLAMPSIA, WITH OELIVERY




PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR EC LAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-EXISTING
HYP ERT ENS 10N
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR EC LAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, COt4PLICATING PREGNANCY, CHIL081RTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR ECLAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, HITH OELIVERY
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR ECLAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE–EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, ANTE PARTLV4
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR ECLAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERILOI
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
CARE
uNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION, HITH OELIVERY




EXCESSIVE VOMITING IN PREGNANCY
MILD HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARU14




MILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM, DELI VEREO
MILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM, ANT EPARTUM
HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM WITH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE
HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM HITH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARLN4 141TH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE, OELIVEREO
HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM wITH 14ETABOLIC DISTURBANCE, ANTE PARTUH
LATE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY
LATE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY* OELIVEREO
LATE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY
OTHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISCIOE OF CARF
.I.
O;HER VOMITING COMPLICATING Pregnancy DE LIvEREo
oTHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, AN TEPARTUM
uNSPECI FIEO VOMITING OF PREGNANCY
UN!SPECIFIEO VOMITING OF PREGNANCY* Unspecified As To EpIsoo E
DF CARE
UNSPECIFIED VOMITING OF PREGNANCYS oELIvEREo



















EARLY OR THREATENED LABOR
THREATENED PREMATuRE LAtJDR
THREATENED PREMATuRE LABOR, UNSPECIFIED AS TD EPISOOE OF CARE




SYPHILIS CO:4PLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
SYPHILIS DF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
THREATENED PREMATURE LABDR, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER THREATENED LABOR
oTHER THREATENED LABOR, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER THREATENED LABORS ANTEPARTUH









sYPHILIs OF MOTHER* COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, HITH DELIVERY
ANTEPARTUM SYPHILIS
GLINORRHEACDHPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERILM
GONORRHEA OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
GONORRHEA OF HOTHER, !JIITHOELIVERY
ANTEPARTuM GONDRRHEA
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR
THE PUERPERIUM
EARLY ONSET OF DELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISUOE OF CARE
EARLY DNSET OF OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, IIITHOR HITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY
PROLflNGEOPREGNAIJCY,UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
PROLI)NGEOPREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY; ANTEPARTUH-””
DTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIELI
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF l’10THER,CLIHPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS, OELIVEREO, HITH OR HITHOUT MENTION
UF ANTEPARTUM CONDITION






OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF HDTHER, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY,
MITH MENTION IIFPOSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ANTEPARTUM VENEREAL OISEASES





EOEHA DR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE WEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY* HITH OELIVERYS
WITH OR HITHOUT MENTIoN OF ANTEPARTUH C13HPLICATION
EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE WEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY HITH OELIVERY~






TUBERCULOSIS OF MOTHER, liITHOELIVERY
RUBELLA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
RUBELLA OF MOTHER, !41THOELIVERY
OTHER VIRAL DISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY , CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUH
I_lTHERVIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,






































ANTEPARTUM EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, HITHOUT IIENTION
OF HYPERTENSION
iANSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TD
EPISOOE OF CARE
uNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, HITH DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY,
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUIICOMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH RENAL OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED POSTPARTUM RENAL OISEASE
HABITUAL ABORTER, CURRENTLY PREGNANT
HABITUAL ABORTER, OELIVEREO, HITH OR HITHDUT MENTION
OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION
CARE
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER, IJITHOELIVERY









OTHER POSTPARTUM VIRAL OISEASES
13THERSPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILOB IRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHER*
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM,
HABITuAL ABORTER, ANTEPARTUM CONOITION OR CO14PLICATION
PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY
PERIPHERAL NEuRITIS IN PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTUM PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
ASYHPTOHATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY
ASYMPTOHATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
ASYHPTOHATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY, HITH DELIVERY, HITH
HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH ASYMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY?
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY, wITH OELIVERY,
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
POSTPARTUM INFECTIONS DF GENITOURINARY TRACT
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE





OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHER,
!dITHOELIVERY~ kIITHMENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
(JTHERSPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF 14DTHER,
ANTEPARTLNI








UNSPECIFIEO INFECTION OR INFESTATION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF HUTHER, wITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF HOTHER~
WITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTIoN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CURRENT CONOITIUNS IN THE fiOTHERCLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE,
BUT COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OIABETES MELLITUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
DIABETES MELLITUS OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODk OF
CARE
OIABETES MELLITus OF HOTHER, MITH OELIVERY
LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY
LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY. wITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTUM LIVER OISOROERi - -
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPLICATIDNS OF PREGNANCY,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.00
.01
.02oTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, IAITHOELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERYt
!41THMENTI13NOF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIDN










TtiYROIODYSFUNCTION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUH
THyROID dysfunction OF HOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
THYROIO DYSFUNCTION OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUH THYROIO OYSFUNCTIOtA
ANEMIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
ANEMIA DF MOTHER, COf4PLICATINGPREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
OTHER SPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM COMPLICATIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO POSTPARTUM COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY!
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY* HITH OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIEO ANTEPARTUM COMPLICATION
















































PuERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
AN EPIIA OF NuTHER, kJITH OELIVERY




ORiJG OEPENOENCE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY* CHILDBIRTHS
OR THE PUERPERIUN
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF MOTHER* COMPLICATING PREGNANCY? CHILOb IRTH$
OR THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OROG OEPENOENCE OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF MOTHER, liITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTIJM ORUG OEPENOENCE
PoSTPARTUM OROG OEPENOENCE
MENTAL OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PuERPERIUM
MENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCy$
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PO ERPERIOM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
MENTAL OISOROERS OF NO THER, WITH OELIVERY
MENTAL OISOROERS OF HOTHERS WITH OELIVERy* WITH MENTIoN oF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUM MENTAL OISORDERS OF MOTHER
PoSTPARTUM MENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHER
CONGENITAL CAR OIOVASCOLAR OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY$
CHILDBIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL CAROIOVASCOLAR OISOROERS OF I!OTHER, i41TH DELIVERY
OTHER CAROIOVASCOllAR OISEAS ES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM, ONSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CARE
OTHER CAROIOVASCOLAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, wITH OELIVERY
OTHER CAROIOVASCOLAR OISEASES OF MOTHER? MITH OELIVERy?
WITA MENTION OF POSTPARTOI’I COMPLICATION
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTOM
oTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, POSTPARTUM
BoNE AND JoINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS OF
MOTHER , COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIOM
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LONER LIMBS
OF HOTHER, HITH DELIVERY
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS
OF HOTHER, ANTEPARTOH
ABNORHAL GLOCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER! COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE POERPERIOH
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHER. COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE POERPERIUM, ONSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
ABNORMAL GLOCOiE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER* HITH oELIv ERy
ABNORMAL GLuCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER, WITH DELIVERY, WITH
MENTION OF POSTPARTOH COMPLICATION
ABNORMAL GLOCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER, ANT EPARTOH
ABNORMAL GLuCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER, POSTPARTUM
OTHER CORRENT CONDITIONS COflPLICATING PREGNANCY? CHILOB IRTHs OR
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF HO THER*
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH * OR THE PUERPERI UMS
ONSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER CORRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF HOTHERS
!41TH OELIVERY
UT HER CORRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEHHERE OF MOTHER*
WITH OELIVERY, WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CORRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER*
ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CORRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER*
PoSTPARTUM
OELI VERY IN A COMPLETELY NORMAL CASE
MOLTIPLE GESTATION
TwIN PREGNANCY
TwIN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
THIN PREGNANCY, DELIVEREO
T#IN PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTOH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
TRIPLET PREGNANCY































































TRIPLET PREGNANCY, ANT EPARTOM CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
QUAOROPLET PREGNANCY
QOAOROPLET PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
MALPOSITION AND MALPRESENTATION OF FETII*
uNSTABLE LIE OF FETUS
UNSTABLE LIE. OELIVEREO
-.
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CONVERTEO
TO CEPHALIC PRESENTATION
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION SOCCESSFOLLY CONVERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATIONS DELIVERED
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION successfully CONVERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION, AN TEPARTOH
BREECH PREsENTATION WITHOUT MENTION OF VERS ION
8REECH PRESENTATION WI THilUT MENTION OF VERSION, ONSPECIFIEO
AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
BREECH PREsENTATION WI THOOT MENTION OF VERSION, OELIVEREO
BREECH PRESENTATION HITHOOT HENTIDN OF VERSION, ANTEpARToM
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQOE PRESENTATION OF FETOS
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION! DELIv EREo
TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQOE PRESENTATION, ANT EPARTOM
FACE OR BROW PRESENTATION OF FETUS
FACE OR 8ROH PRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
FACE OR aROW PRESENTATION, AN TEPARTUM
HIGH FETAL HEAO AT TERM
HIGH HEAO AT TERM, OELIVEREO
MOLTIPLE GESTATION WITH MALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETUS OR
NoRE
MOLTIPLE GESTATION WITH MALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETOS
CIR MORE, DEL IVEREO
MOLTIPLE GESTATION WITH HALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETOS
OR MORE, ANTEPARTUM
PROLAPSEO ARM OF FETUS
PROLAPSED ARM OF FETUS, OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
oTHER SPECIFIEO MALPOSITION OR FIALPRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
uNSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION, OELIVERED
ONSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION, AN TEPARTLN4
DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
MAJOR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO, IN
PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
MAJOR A8NORHALITY OF BONY PELVIS* NOT FORTHER SPECIFI EOS
OELIVEREO
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS IN Pregnancy LABOR* AND oELI vERy
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS, OELTu~Q~n. . -----
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS, ANTEPARTUM
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELvIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVEREO
00TLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, DELI VEREO
FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION
‘FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION, UNSPECIFIED AS To EpIsooE oF cARE
FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION, ANTEPARTUM
UNUSOALLY LARGE FETUS CAOSING DISPROPORTION
uNOSOALLY LARGE FETOS CAOSING DISPROPORTION, DELI VEREO
ONOSOALLY LARGE FETOS CAOSING DISPROPORTION, AN TEPARTUM
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAOSING DISPROPnnTTnN. . . . . . .
HYOROCEPHALIC FETOS CAOSING DISPROPORTION, oELIv EREo
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAOSING OISPROPORTI ON
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAOSING DISPROPORTION, ONSPECIFIED AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAOSING DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAOSING DISPROPORTION, ANTEPARTUH
OISPROPORTIDN OF OTHER ORIGIN IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
DISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN s OELIVEREO
oNSPECIFIEO DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY* LABOR, AND DELIVERY
ONSPECIFIEO DISPROPORTION, OELIVERED
ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PO ERPERIOM
C13NGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF OTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHI LOB IRTH, OR TtiE PO ERPERIUM
“CONGENITti ABNORMALITIES OF OTERUS, WITH OELIVERY















































TUMURS OF i30DYOF uTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, IJR
THE PUERPERIUM
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, MITH DELIVERY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, OELIVERED , WITH flENTIoNOF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, ANTEPARTUM CONOITION DR COMPLICATION
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY COMPLICATING PREGNANCY ,
CHILDBIRTH, DR THE PUERPERIUM
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
UTERItJE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY, WITH OELIVERY
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY. ANTEPARTUH CONDITION nR
COMPLICATION
-.
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS
RETROVERTEO AND INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS, OELIVEREO
RETROVERTEO AND INCARCERATED GRAVIO UTERUS; ANTEPARTUM
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
OTHER ABNOR(4ALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO , UITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, ANTEPARTUM
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR
THE PUERPERIUM
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, wITH OELIVERY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, OELIVERED, wITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, ANTEPARTUM CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE DF CARE IN PREGNANCY
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNoRHALITY DF CERVIX, WITH
OELIVERY
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, ANTEPARTuM
CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORHAL ITY OF VAGINA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PuERPERIuH
CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNoRMALITY OF VAGINA, HITH OELIVERY
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORHAL ITY OF VULVA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA, MITH OELIVERY
CONGENITAL OR ACUUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA, ANTEPARTUM
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
UNSPECI FIEO ABNORMALITY OF oRGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERILMI
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS*
WITH DELI VERY
KNLIMN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING HANAGEMEwT LIF
MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM HALFORHATION IN FETUS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORflATION IN FETUS, WITH OELI VERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFOR14ATION IN FETUS, ANTEPARTU14
CHROMOSOMAL ABNoRMALITY IN FETUS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
CHRO140SOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGE14ENT OF
MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGE14ENT OF
MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
CHROM13SOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM











































AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAHILY POSSIBLY AFFECTING FETUS,
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM VIRAL OISEASE IN THE
MOTHER, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM VIRAL OISEASE IN THE MOTHER,
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, wITH DELIVERY
SUSPECTEO 0A14AGE TO FETUS FROM OTHER OISEASE IN THE
HOTHER , AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE TO FETUS FROH OTHER DISEASE IN THE MOTHER,
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTH ER, HITH OELIVERY
SUSPECTEO oAMAGE TO FETUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
M13THER
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT
OF HOTHER, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
SUSPECTED DAMAGE TO FETUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MDTHER, OELIVEREO
OTHER KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFEc TING f4ANAGEiiENT DF MOTHER
OTHER KNO!4N OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSE HHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CARE
OTHER KNO!4N OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
OTHER KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSEIAHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER. ANTEPARTUH
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, UNSPECIFI EO
UNSPECIFIED KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, AFFECTING
IIANAGEHENT OF HOTHER, uNsPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTuM CONOITIIJN OR COMPLICATION
OTHER FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER
FETAL-MATERNAL HEMORRHAGE AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
FETAL-MATERNAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH OEL IVERY
RHESUS ISOIMMUNIZATION AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
RHESUS I SOIMMUNIZATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
RHESUS I SOIMMUNIZATION, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHElt,
OELIVEREO
RHESUS I SOIMMUNIZATION* AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER*
ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
ISOIMNUNIZATION FROM OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
ISOIHMUNIZATION FROM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISODE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
IS OIHHUNIZATION FROM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHERS DEL IVEREO
FETAL OISTRESS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
FETAL OISTRESS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, UNSPECIFI EO AS
TO EPISLIOE OF CARE
FETAL OISTRESS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
FETAL DISTRESS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, ANTE PARTUM
INTRAUTERINE OEATH AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
INTRAUTERINE OEATH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
INTRAUTERINE oEATH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
INTRAUTERINE DEATH, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF MOTHER, AN TEPARTUM
POOR FETAL GROklTH AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
POOR FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
POOR FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF 140THER, OELIVEREO
POOR FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER. ANTE PARTUH
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROWTH AFFECTING HANAGE14ENT OF HOTHER
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT qF MOTHER.
OELI VEREO
EXCESSIVE FETAL GRDWTH~ AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HO THER,
ANTEPARTUM
OTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF t40THER
OTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER,
OELIVEREO
.73 OTHER PLACENTAL COt401TIONS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER*
.9
TO LABOR ANO DELIVERY, ANTEPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATED TOANTE PARTiJM
OTHER SPECIFIED FETAL AND PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT DF MOTHER
OTHER SPECIFIED FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, DELIVERED
LITHER SPECIFIED FETAL AND PLACENTAL PROBLEMS, AFFECTING
LABOR AND DELIVERY





LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVERED
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TD
LAB3R AND OELIVERY, ANTE PARTUM
OBSTRUCTED LABOR
OBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY MALPOSITION OF FETuS AT oNSET OF LABOR




MANAGEMENT DF MOTHER, ANT EPA RTU1’i
uNSPECIFIED FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEM AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF.9
PIOTHER
LWSPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEM, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT
OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
uNsPECIFIED FETAL AND PLACENTAL PROBLEM, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT
OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
PI.TLYHYORAMNIOS
POLYHYORAMNIOS, HITH OEL IVERY
POLYHYORAMNIOS, ANTEPARTUH COMPLICATION
OTHER PROBLEMS AsSOCIATE wITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY AND MEMBRANES
.01
!-IITH DELIVERY



















OBSTRUCTION BY BONY PELVIS DURING LABOR





OLLSTRUCTION BY BONY PELVIS OURING LABOR? wITH OELIVERY
OBSTRUCTION BY ABNORMAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABOR
oBSTRUCTION BY ABNORMAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABOR*0L160HYORAMNIOS
OLIGOHYORAMNIOS, OELIVEREO
0LIGi3HYLJRAMNIOS, AN TEPARTUM
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF NEMBRANES
PREMATURE RUPTURE DF MEMBRANES, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE
OF CARE
HITH OELIVERY
DEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT oCCIPITOPOSTERIOR




OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIOR
POSITION, wITH OELIVERY
oEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIORPREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, OELXVEREO
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, ANTEPARTUH
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED
POSITION, ANTEPARTUM
SHOULOER (GIROLE) OYSTOCIA DURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHOULOER (GIRDLE) OYSTOCIA, MITH OELIVERY
LOCKEO TWINS
LOCKED THINS, WITH OELIVERY








OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED RUPTURE OF
MEMBRANES, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE DF CARE




uNSPECIFIED FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, AN TEPARTUM
FAILED FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR, UNSPECIFIED
uNSPECIFIED FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUt4 EXTRACTOR, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER CAUSES OF OBSTRUCT ELI LABOR
oTHER CAUSES OF OBSTRUCTED LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
MEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
CIELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR uNSPECIFIED RUPTURE OF .63
.7MEMBRANES, ANTEPARTUM
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES








































INFECTION OF AHNIDTIC CAVITY
INFECTIDN DF AMNIOTIC CAVITY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
uNSPECIFIED OBSTRUCTED LABOR
UNSPECIFIEO OBSTRUCTED LABOR, WITH OELIVERY




INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITY, OELIVEREO
IIJFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITY, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE WITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEMBRANES
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE HITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEMBRANES*
OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATED WITH AMNIoTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES
uNSPECIFIEO PROBLEM ASSOCIATE WITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY AND
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA
PRIMARY uTERINE INERTIA* WITH OELIVERY
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA, ANTE PARTUM
SECONDARY UTERINE INERTIA
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA, WITH OELIVERY
SE CONOARY UTERINE INERTIA, AN TEPARTuM









OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CAREMEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATE WITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, WITH OELIVERY
oTHER AND UNSPECIFIEO UTERINE INERTIA, ANTEPARTUM
PRECIPITATE LABOR
PRECIPITATE LABOR, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
PRECIPITATE LABOR, WITH DELIVERY
PRECIPITATE LABOR , ANT EPARTUM
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATE, OR PROLONGEO uTERINE CONTRACTIONS
HYPERTONIC . INCOOROINATE, OR PROLONGEO UTERINE CONTRACTIONS*
WITH OELIVERY
}IYPERTONIC, INCDOROINATE, OR PROLDNGEO UT ERINE CONTRACTIONS *
ANTE PARTUM
UNSPEC1 FIEO ABNORMALITY OF LABOR
uNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
LONG LABOR
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, DELIVERED
PROLONGEO LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
IJSPECIFIEO TYPE PROLONGEO LABOR, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OTttER INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO LABOR AND
OELIVERY, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFI EO
FAILEO MECHANICAL INDUCTION OF LABOR
FAILEO MECHANICAL INOOCTION OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
FAILED MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR, ANT EPARTUM
FAILED NEDICAL OR UNSPECIFIED INOUCTION OF LABOR
FAILED MEDICAL OR UNSPECIFIED INDUCTION OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
FAILEO MEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIEO INOUCTIDN OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
uNSPECIFI EO TYPE MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABORS OELIVEREO
GENERALIZED INFECTION OURING LABOR
GENERALI ZEO INFECTION OURING LABOR, DELIVEREO
GRANO HULTIPARITY, WITH CURRENT PREGNANCY
GRAND MULTI PARITY , WITH CORRENT PREGNANCY, OEL IvEREO
GRAND MULTIPARITY, WITH CURRENT PREGNANCY , ANTEPARTUM
ELDERLY PRIM IGRAVIOA
ELDERLY PRIM IGRAVIOA, OELIVERED
ELOERLY PRIHIGRAVIOA, ANT EPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INOICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION
RELATEO TO LABOR ANO OELIVERY



















uNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLDNGEO LABOR, OELIVER EO
uNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLONGEO LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
.81 PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
PROLONGEO SECOND STAGE OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
TO LABOR ANO DELIVERY, OELIVERED









OELAYEO OELIVERY OF SECONO THIN, TRIPLET* ETc.
OELAYEO OELIVERY OF SECONO THIN, TRIPLET, ETC., OELIVEREO
UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OJJRING LABoR ANO OELIVERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED









UNSPECIFIED TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR, llITH OELIVERY
RUPTURE OF UTERUS OURING ANO AFTER LABOR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, HITH OELIVERY
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO HITH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYt OELIVEREO
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR AND OELIVERY* ANTEPARTUH
CORO AROUNO NECK, HITH COMPRESS ION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
CORO AROUNO NECK HITH COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
CORO AROUNO NECK, HITH COMPRESSION, COHPL ICATING LABoR ANO
OELIVERY, OELIVERED
CORO AROUNO NECK, HITH COMPRESSION, COIIPL ICATING LABOR AND
.2
.22
OBSTETRICAL INVERSION OF UTERUS
INVERSION OF UTERUS, DELIVEREO IJITH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION




























OBSTETRICAL LACERATION OF CERVIX
LACERATION OF CERVIXS HITH DELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION DURING ANO AFTER LABOR
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, UITH OELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, POSTPARTUH
OBSTETRICAL OAHAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAWENTS
OAHAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS AND LIGAIIENTS, HI TH OELIVERY
OBSTETRICAL PELVIC HEMATOMA
PELVIC HENAToMA, HITH OELIVERY
PELVIC HEHAToHA, OELIVEREO HI TH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OELIVERY, ANTEPARTUH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, WITH
COMPRESSION* COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
CITHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CDRO ENTANGLEMENT, HITH CO14PRESSIONS
COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEI’IENTs HITH COMPRESSIONS
COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYy ANTEPARTUH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, WITHOUT HENTION
OF COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OEL IVERY
OTHER ANO UIJSPECIFIEO CORO ENTANGLEHENT, HITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO DELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.3
-o.> OTHER SPECIFIED oBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA, ANTEPARTUH
.31 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO CORO ENTANGLEMENT, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR AND DELI VERY* DELIVERED
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO DELIVERYS OELIVEREO
VASA PREVIA COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
VASA PREVIA COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYS OELIVEREO
VASCULAR LESIONS OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR AND DELIVERY
VASCULAR LESIONS DF CORD COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERYS
OELIVEREO
OTHER UHBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS DURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR AND DELIVERY,
OELIVEREO
UNSPECI FIEO UHBILICAL CORO COMPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED UHBILICAL CORO COMPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY, DELIVEREO
TRAUHA TO PERINEUH AND VULVA DURING OELIVERY
FIRST-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OEL IVERY
FIRST-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UNSPECI FIEO AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
uNSPECIFIEO oBsTETRICAL TRAUHA




























THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, HITH OEL IVERY
THIRD-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IMMEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, HI TH OELIVERY
OTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONDARY POSTPARTUM HEHORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONDARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS





























DELAYED ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE. WITH OELIVERY
DELAYEO ANO SECONDARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
POSTPARTUM COAGULATION OEFECTS
POSTPARTUH COAGULATION DEFECTS, HITH DELIVERY
PUSTPARTUH COAGULATION OEFECTS
RETAINEO PLACENTA OR HEHBRANES, WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINEO PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINED PLACENTA HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE
OF CARE
RETAINEO PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, WITH DELIVERY, WITH
HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
RETAINED PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, POSTPARTUM CONOITION
OR COMPLICATION
FIRST-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION* WITH OELIVERY
FIRST-DEGREE PERINEAL LACERATIONS POSTPARTUM
SSCONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION* UNSPEC IFIEO AS TO EPISOOE
.02
.04
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATIONS WITH OELIVERY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
THIRD-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION* UNSPECI FIEO AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
.1
.lJ
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR MEHBRANES, WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINED PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR HEHBRANES, WITHOUT
HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
RETAINEO PURTIONS OF PLACENTA OR HEHBRANESr WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE*
OELIVEREO, WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIDN
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR HEHBRANES~ WITHOUT HEI’IORRHAGE$
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
COHPLI CATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF ANESTHETIC OR OTHER
SEOATIO)J IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PULHONARY CO14PLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION* MITH OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
FOURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION DURING OELIVERY





OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
FOURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, HITH OELIVERY
FOURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LAcERATION; POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION* WITH DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HENATOHA OURING OELIVERY
vULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEMATOHA~ WITH OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEMATOHAt POSTPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRAUHA TO PERINEUH ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
oTHER SPECIFIEO TRAUMA TO PER INEUH ANO VULVA, WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED TRAuHA TO PERINEuH ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY




PULMOIJARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
.02 PULHONARY COHPLICATIONS OF Anesthesia OR OTHER SEDATION IN




PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, ANTEPARTuH
CAROIAC COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATIDN IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY




.2 CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
.64
WITH MENTIOtl OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPL1CATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY , POSTPARTUM
CONDITION OK COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR AND OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, wITH OELIVERY,





SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR AND OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION





MAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED AS TII EPIsOOE OF CARE
MAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION, OELIVEREO, !JIITH MENTION OFLABOR AND DELIVERY
.81 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANCJ OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
MAJOR PIJERPERAL INFECTION, POSTPARTUM
vENLIUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS, WITH OELIVERYS 141TH OR WITHOUT f4ENTION
UF ANTE PARTL04 CONDITION
.04
671
.82 UTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR




.83 oTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
AND OELIVERY, ANTE PARTLO!
.9 UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEDATION IN
.02 VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS, dITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTuM VARICOSE VE INS OF LEGS
VARICOSE vEINS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM IN PREGNANCY ANO THE
PUERPERIUM




.91 UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA UR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR AND OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
.11
.92 uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABd R ANO OELIVERY, DELIVERED, UITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
669 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR AND DELIVERY, NOT EL SE!4HERE CLASSIFIED
!41THOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
SUPERFICIAL THROMSOPHLEBITIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
SUPERFICIAL THRONBOPHLEBITIS WITH DELIVERY, kiITH OR HITHOU1
.2
.21
MENTION OF ANTE PARTU#i CONOITION
SUPERFICIAL THROHBOPHLEBITIS HITH OELIVERY, HITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
.0 MATERNAL OISTRESS
.01 MATERNAL DISTRESS, WITH OELIVERY, WITH OR !dITHOUT flENTION
(JF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
.02 MATERNAL OISTRESS* HITH DELIVERY, !dITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
.1 oBSTETRIC SHOCK


















AN TEPARTuM SUPERFICIAL THROMBOPHLEB IT IS
POSTPARTUti SUPERFICIAL THROMBOPHLEBITIS
OEEP PHLEBOTHRO!IBOSIS, AN TEP4RTUM
OEEP PHLEBOTHROMBOSIS, AN TEPARTUM, UNSPEC IFIEO AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
DEEP PHLEBOTHROMBOSIS, AN TEPARTUM, WITH OELIVERY
.12 OBSTETRIC SHOCK, !41TH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROME
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROME, WITH OELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTuM CONOITION
NATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROME , HITH OELIVERY, !dITH HENTION OF
PoSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE, ANTEPARTUM
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROME, POSTPARTUM
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOHI NG LABOR AND OEL IVERY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOWING LABOR ANO DELI VERYS
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OEEP PHLEBOTHROHBOSIS, AN TEPARTUM
LJEEP PHLEBoTHROHBOSIS, POSTPARTUM
.2
.21 OEEP PHLEBOTHROMBOSIS, POSTPARTUM, WITH OELIVERY
OEEP PHLEBDTHROMBOS IS, POSTPARTUM
DTHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
LITHER PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS WITH OELIVERY, WITH OR WITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONDITION
OTHER AN TEPARTUM PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOSIS
OTHER POSTPARTUM PHLEBITIS ANO THROf4BOSIS
OTHER VEN(IUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS, !41TH OELIVERY, WITH OR WITHOUT






.4 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES
.40 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY AND PROCEOURESS
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.82 OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS, WITH DELIVERY, WITH MENTION UF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ANTEPARTUN VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
OTHER POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED VENOUS COMPLICATION IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED VENOUS COMPLICATION IN PREGNANCY AND THE





.41 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY AND PROCEDURES,
HITH DELIVERY? HITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTLN4 CONOITION
.42 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES s
HITH DELIVERY, HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
. w+ OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES $
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
.5 FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR DELIVERY WITHOUT HE NTION OF
INDICATION
.51 FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR OELIVERY !41THOUT HENTION OF
INDICATION. OELIVERED~ !41TH OR !41THOUT MENTION
.91 UNSPECIFIED VENOUS COMPLICATION, WITH DELIVERY, wITH OR WITHOUT
MENTICIN OF ANTEPARTUH CONOIT ION
.92 UNSPECIFIED vENOUS COMPLICATION, WITH OELIVERY, HITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATION
PYREXIA OF uNKNOWN ORIGIN OURING THE PUERPERIUM







.6 BREECH EXTRACTION, HITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION
.60 BREECH ExTRACTION, WITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.61 BREECH EXTRACTION, klITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATIONS
OELIVEREO, WITH OR HITHOUT MENTION OF AN TEpARTuH coNOITION
.7 CESAREAN OELIVERY, wITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION
.70 CESAREAN OELIVERY, HITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION, uNSPECIFIED





PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL PULMONARY EMBOLISM
AMNIOTIC FLUIO EMBOLISM
AMNIOTIC FLUIO EMBOLISM, wITH OELIVERY, WITH OR WITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
LJBSTETRICAL BLoOD-CLOT EMBOLISM
obstetrical BLooD-cLoT ENgoLKs$l, u)JspECIFIEo As To &pisooE oF
CARE
OBSTETRICAL BLOOO-CLOT EMBOLISM, ANTEPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL BLOOO–CLOT EMBOLISM, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRI CAL PULNONARY EMBOLISM
oTHER OBSTETRICAL PULMONARY EMBOLISM, WITH OELIVERY, WITH OR
wITHoUT hlENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CONOITION
.2
.20
.71 CESAREAN DELIVERY, HITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION*
OELIVEREO, HITH OR WITHOUT HENTION C!F .4N?EPAFiTL!&l CUNDITION
.8 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
.80 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY ,
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.81 OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERYS DELIVERED*
wITH OR WITHOUT MENTIoN OF ANTEPARTUH CONDITION































































OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULHONARY E14BOLISM, ANT EPARTLM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULMONARY Ef4BOLISM, POSTPARTUM
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUH, NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
CEREBROVASCULAR oISORi3ERS IN THE PUERPERIUM
ANTEPARTUM CERE8ROVASCULAR OISDROERS
POSTPARTUM CEREBROVASCULAR OISORDERS
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN HOUND
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN HOUND, HITH OELXVERY, MITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTLNI COMPLICATION
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN UOUNO, POSTPARTUM
DISRUPTION OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL HOUND
DISRUPTION OF PERINEAL IIOUNO, HITH 0ELIVERY9 WITH t4ENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COt4PLICATON
DISRUPTION OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL HOUNO, POSTPARTUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOIJNOS
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL WOUNOS,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOUNOS, MITH
DELIVERY, I.IITH MENTIoN OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL WOUNDS,
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUM
DTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUM, WITH OELIVERY, MITH
MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUH
INFECTIONS OF THE BREAST ANO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH
ABSCESS OF BREAST ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH
POSTPARTUM ABSCESS OF BREAST
NONPURULENT MASTITIS ASS OCIATELl wITH CHILDBIRTH
FJONPURULENT HASTITIS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, oELIVEREO,
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM CO14PLICATION
POSTPARTUM NONPURULENT MASTITIS
OTHER DISOROERS OF THE BREAST ASSOCIATE l#ITH CHILDBIRTH ANO
OISOROERS OF LACTATION
CRACKEO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE WITH CHIL081RTH
CRACKEO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTHS OELIVEREOS
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ENGoRGEMENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHIL08 IRTH
ENGORGEMENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATED HITH CHILDBIRTH* OELIVEREO,
HITH OR IJITHCKIT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
EN GORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVERED,
i41TH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
POSTPARTUM ENGORGEMENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATED HITH
CHILDBIRTH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATED UITH
CHILDBIRTH, ANTEPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
GALACTORRHEA
GALACTORRHEA, HITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
OTHER DISOROERS OF LACTATION
OTHER DISOROERS OF LACTATION, WITH OELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT
HENTION OF ANTEPARTL84 CONOITION
OISEASES OF THE SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FACE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF TRUNK
CAkBUNCLE AND FURUNCLE OF UPPER ARH ANO FOREARM
CARBUNCLE ANO FURLNICLE OF BUTTOCK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF LEG* EXCEPT FOOT
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FOOT
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CELLULITIS AND ABSCESS OF FINGER ANO TOE
CELLULITIS ANO AtlSCESS OF FINGER
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER
FELON
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF FINGER
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UNSPECIFIED OIGIT





































































CELLULI TIS ANO ABSCESS OF FACE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF NECK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TRUNK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UPPER ARM AND FOREARH
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF HANO, EXCEPT FINGERS AND THUMB
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF BUTTOCK
CELLULI TIS ANO ABSCESS OF LEG, EXCEPT FOOT
CELLULITIS AND A8SCESS OF FOOT, EXCEPT TOES
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




PILONIOAL CYST HITH ABSCESS
PILONIOAL CYST HITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
OTHER LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
PYOOERHA
PYOGENIC GRANULOMA OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIED LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS
TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED LOCAL INFECTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ERYTHEMATOSQUAHOUS OERHATOSIS
ATOPIC OERHATITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
OIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH
OTHER ATOPIC DERMATITIS ANO RELATEO CONOITI ONS
CONTACT DERMATITIS AND DTHER ECZEHA
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA DUE TO
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO




IN CONTACT HITH SKIN
CONTACT 0ER14ATITIS ANO LITHER ECZEHA OUE TO
PROOUCTS
CONTACT DERMATITIS AND DTHER ECZEMA OUE TO
CONTACT DERMATITIS AND OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO
SUNBURN
OTHER DERMATITIS OUE TO SUN
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO
AGENTS
DERMATITIS DUE TO COSHETICS
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO
OTHER CHEMICAL




CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER EC ZEHA, UNSPECIFIED CAUSE
0ERf4ATITI S OUE TO SUBSTANCES TAKEN INTERNALLY
DERMATITIS OUE TO DRUGS ANO t4EOICINES TAKEN INTERNALLY
OERHATITIS OUE TO FOOO TAKEN INTERNALLY
DERMATITIS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFI EO SUBSTANCES TAKEN INTERNALLY





BENIGN t4UCOUS MEMBRANE PEHPHIGOIO
BENIGN NUCOUS MEHBRANE PEHPHIGOIO HITHOUT HENTION OF OCULAR
INVOLVEMENT
BENIGN MUCOUS HEHBRANE PEMPHIGOIO HITH OCULAR INVOLVEMENT








OTHER SPECIFIED ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITIONS
RITTEROS OISEASE
OTHER SPEC IFIECJ ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIED ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITION
PSORIASIS ANO SIMILAR OISOROERS
PSORIATIC ARTHROPATHY


















































































PRURITUS ANO RELATEO CONOITI13NS
PRURITUS ANI
PRURITUS OF GENITAL ORGANS
LICHENIFICATION ANCJ LICHEN SIMPLEX CHRUNICUS
LIERMAT171S FAC71TIA (ARTEFACTA)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PRURITIC CONDITIONS
uNSPECIFIED PRURITIC OISOROER
cORNS ANO CALLOSITIES
llTHER HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN
CIRCUNSCR1 BEO SCLEROOERMA
KERATOOERHA, ACdUIREO
ACCIUIREO ACANTHOSI S NIGRICANS
STIIIAE ATROPHICAE
KELOIO SCAR
OTHER ABNORMAL GRANULATION 71SSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN




OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF NAIL
UNSPECIFIEO OISEASE OF NAIL






ABNORMALITIES OF THE HAIR
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF HAIR ANO HAIR FOLLICLES
OISOROERS OF SUEAT GLANOS
AtlAIDRi3SIS...—.
PRICKLY HEAT
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
flYSHIOROSIS
HIORAOENITIS
oTHER 5P ECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS




OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF SEBACEOUS GLANOS
CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN
oECUBITUS ULCER
ULCER OF I-OHER LIMBS* ExcEpT oEcuBITus uLcER
CHRONIC ULCER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




uRTICARIA OUE TO COLO ANO HEAT
OERHATOGRAPH [C URTICARIA
llTHER SPEC IFIEO URTICARIA
UNSPECIFIED URTICARIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OYSCHROMIA
SCAR CONDITIONS ANO FIBROSIS OF SKIN
DEGENERATIVE SKIN oISORDERS
FOREIGN BODY GRANULONA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIED OISORDERS OF SKIN
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
DISEASES OF TtlE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE






OTHER SPECIFIEO OIFFUSE OISEASES OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED DIFFUSE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OISEASE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATED WITH INFECTIONS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS



























































PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING FoREARM
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
PYoGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGIUN ANO THIGH
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INvOLVING LOHER LEG
PYOGENIC ARTHRIT15 INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE wITH REITER*S OISEASE ANO
NoNSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
ARTHROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED, ASSOCIATE HITH REITEROS
OISEASE ANO NONSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE !41TH oTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATE WITH
OTHER 6ACTERIAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MuLTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATE MITH OTHER
VIRAL DISEASES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC
oISEASES
ARTHROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED, ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER
INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVIPJG PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH ASSOCIATE h’ITH
OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES
CHONOROCALCINOSIS OUE TO OICALC ILN4PHOSPHA7E CRYSTALS
CHONOROCALCINOSISS OUE TO OICALCIUH PHOSPHATE CRYSTALSf
INVOLVING LIJHER LEG
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS
CHDNOROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS!
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
CHONOROCALCINOSISt OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRys TALs S
INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHONOROCALCINOSISS OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS*




CHONDROCALCINOSIS~ CAUSE UNSP ECIFI EO*
INVOLVING SHOULDER REGION
CHONOR13CALCINOS IS, CAUSE UNSPECIFI EO, INVOLVING HANO
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFI EO, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE uNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES
CHONDROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES
oTHER SPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHV...
UNSPECIFIED CRYS7AL ARTHROPATHY, SITE uNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
uNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING IHJLTIPLE SITES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE liITH OTHER OISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH HEHATOLOGICAL OISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH OERMATOLOGICAL OISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATED HITH RESPIRATORY oISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH NEuRoLoGICAL OISOROERS
OTHER GENERAL OISEASES MITH ART ICULAR INVOLVEMENT
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH oTHER CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE
ELSEkiHERE





















































OTHER RHEUflATOIO ARTHRITIs wITH VISCERAL OR SYSTEHIC
INVOLVEMENT
JUVENILE CHRONIC POLYARTHRITIS
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED PoLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUI.IATOIO
ARTHRITIs
ACUTE POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
PAUCIARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
MONOARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEuflATOIO ARTHRITIS
OTHER SPEC IFIEO INFLAMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
RH EUHATOIO LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAHFIAToRY PoLYARTHROPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED 1NFLAHHAT0R% POLYARTHROPATHY
OSTEOARTHROSIS ANO ALLIED OISOROERS
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZEO
OS TEDARTHROSIS, GENERALIZEO, INVDLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING HANO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING M.l LTIPLE SITES
OSTEOARTHROSIS , LOCALIZED, PRIHARY
ilSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO , PRIMARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIHARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING HAND
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO , PRIMARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZED, PRIHARY, INVOLVING LOIJER LEG
OSTEUARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO , PRIHARY, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALI ZEO, PRIHARY, INVOLVING OTHER sPECIFIEO
SITES
OSTEOARTHROS IS , LOCAL IZEO, SECONDARY
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONDARY, INVOLVING
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZED, SECUNOARY, INVOLVING
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALI ZEO , SECUNOARY, INVOLVING
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING
ANO THIGH
OSTECIARTHROSIS, LOCALI ZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING
DSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING
OSTECIARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONDARY, INVDLVING
SITES









OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALI ZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO kHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
oSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALI ZEO* NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO liHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UPPER ARH
OS TEJARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO , NOT SPECIFIEO bHiETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING FOREARH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LCICALIZEOt NOT SPECIFIEO WETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING HANO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZES NOT SPECIFIEO IIHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING LOWER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LIICALIZEO , NOT SPECIFIEO WHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY* INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CISTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO~ NOT SPECIFIEO MHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OSTEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR HITH HENTION OF HORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZECJ
OSTEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR HITH HENTION OF HORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIED AS GENERALIZED, ANO
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS INvOLVING OR HITH MENTION OF HULTIPLE SITES*
BUT NOT SPECIFI EO AS GENERALIZED
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZED OR L13CALIZE0,
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
CKSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO*
INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEilARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED IAHETHER GENERALIZED UR LUCALIZEO*
INVOLVING UPPER ARH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING FOREARH




































































OSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZED,
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZED OR
LOCALIZED, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCALIZEO, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
0STE2ARTHRDSIS, UNSPEC IFIEO WHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALI ZEO,
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHIES
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULDER REGION
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVDLVI NG U?P ER ARH
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARH
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HAND
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOilER LEG
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE AND FOOT
TRAuHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
TRAUHATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECI FIEO POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVDLVING
HULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECI FIEO MONOARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED MONDARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UnSpeCified HONOARTHRITIS INvOLvING F0REARf4
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIEO HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED HoNOARTHRITIS INvOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY, NO SITE SPECIFIEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
uTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPEC IFIEO SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION















INTERNAL DERANGEMENT OF KNEE
ULO BUCKET HANOLE TEAR OF HEOIAL HENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF ANTERIOR HORN OF HEoIAL HENISCUS
IKRANGEHENT OF POSTERIOR HORN OF HEOIAL MENISCUS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF HEOIAL HENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS, UNSPECIFIED
BUCKET HANOLE TEAR OF LATERAL HENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF ANTERIoR HORN OF LATERAL HENISCUS
UERANGEHENT OF POSTERIOR HORN OF LATERAL HENISCUS
OTHER OERANGEHENT OF LATERAL HENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF HENISCUS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
LCIOSE BOOY IN KNEE
CH0N0f10t4ALAc IA OF PATELLA
OTHER INTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
OLO O ISRUPTION OF LATERAL COLLA~ERAL LIGAHENT
OLO DISRUPTION OF HEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAHENT
OLO DISRUPTION OF ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAHENT
ilLO DISRUPTION OF PoSTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAHENT




































































OTHER INTERNAL DERANGEMENT OF KNEE
UIISPECIFIEO INTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
oTHER DERANGEMENT OF JOINT
ARTI CULAR CARTILAGE OISORDER
ART ICULAR CARTILAGE oISOROER INVOLVING
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING
AR TICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING





LOOSE 800Y IN JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
LOOSE BODY IN UPPER ARM JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN FOREARH JDINT
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANo THIGH
SITES
LOOSE BOOY IN ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
LOOSE BDOY IN JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF LOWER LEG
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINTS SITE unspecified
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF SHOULDER REGION
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF UPPER ARM JOINT
RECURRENT OISLDCATION OF FOREARM JO lNT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF HAND JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
RECURRENT OISLLICATION OF LOHER LEG JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ZOtiTRAcTuRE OF JOINT OF 5HOULOER REGION
CONTRACTURE OF UPPER ARM JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF FOREARM JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF HAND JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF PELvIC REGION ANO THIGH
CONTRACTURE OF LOHER LEG JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
CONTRACT(JRE OF JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
ANKYLOSI S OF UPPER ARM JOINT
ANKYLOSI S OF FOREARM JOINT
ANKYLOSI S OF HAND JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
ANKYLOSIS OF LOWER LEG JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
ANKYLOSI S OF JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED INTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF ACETABULUM
UNSPECIFIED INTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF ACETABULUM OF
PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT! NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED*
INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT! NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED*
INVOLVING UPPER ARM
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING FOREARM
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENTs NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIERS
INVOLVING HANO
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT, NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OiHER JOINT DERANGEMENTs NDT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED*
INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENTs NOT ELSEHHERE Classifier
INVOLVING ANKLE AND FOOT
OTHER JoINT OERANGEMENTJ NDT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED*
INvOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES





































































UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT OF SHOULDER REGION
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGIDN ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIEO OERANGEHEWT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF JOINT
EFFuSION OF JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
EFFUSILIN OF UPPER ARM JOINT
EFFUSION OF HANO JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIbH
EFFUSION OF i_OHER LEG JoINT
EFFUSION OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT

























INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
INVOLVING LO!4ER LEG
INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PAIN IN JOINT
PAIN IN JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING SHOULDER REGION
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING UPPER ARM
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING FOREARM
PAIN IN JoINT INVOLVING HANO
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PAIN IN JDINT INVOLVING LOHER LEG
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING DTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES











NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING HAND
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING PELVIC
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IF IEO* INVOLVING LOWER
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING OTHER
NOT ELSEWHERE CLASS IFIEO, INVOLVING
MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT
OTHER SYtiPTOflSREFERABLE TO JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SYMPTOHS REFERABLE TD JOINT OF SHOULDER REGION
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO FOREARM JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERA8LE TO HANO JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SYMPTO14S REFERABLE TO LOHER LEG JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERA8LE TO JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
OTHER SYNPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF HULT IPLE SITES
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING
DIFFICULTY IN HALKING INVOLVING JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OIFFI CULTY IN WALKING INVOLVING JoI$!? OF PELVIC REGION ANO
THIGH
01FFICULTY IN HALKING INVOLVING LOHER LEG JOINT
DIFFICULTY IN IJALKING INVOLVING JDINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
DIFFICULTY IN IJALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF JOINT







































































OTHER SPECIFIEO oISOROERS OF UPPER ARM JoINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF JoINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF LOHER LEG JoINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JtIINT
uNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
uNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF FoREARM JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HANO JOINT
UtJSPECIFIEO DISOROER OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LOHER LEG JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF ANKLE AND FOOT JOINT
UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF JOINT OF OTHER SPELIFIEO SITES
uNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF JOINT OF HULTIPLE SITES
ANKYI_DSINGSPONDYLITIS AND OTHER INFLAMMATORY SPONOYL(IPATHIES
ANKYLOSING SPONCIYLITIS
SPINAL ENTHESOPATHY
SACROILIITIS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER INFLAMHATORY sPONDYLOPATHIES
INFLAMMATORY SPONOYLOPATHIES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
UNSPEC1FIED INFLAMMATORY SPONDYLOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS ANO ALLIED OISOROERS
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS HITHOUT HYELDPATHY
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS UITH HYELOPATHY
THuRACIC SPONDYLOSIS UITHDUT 14YELOPATHY
LUMBOSACRAL SPONOYLOSIS WITHOUT HYELOPATHY
THORACIC OR LUMBAR SPONDYLOSIS WITH MYELOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS HITH MYELOPATHY* THORACIC REGION




SPONOYLOSI S OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
SPONDYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE HITHOUT HENTION OF MYELOPATHY
sPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE HITH HYELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC DISOROERS
OISPLACEHENT OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL DISC HITHOUT
UYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF THORACIC OR LUHBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
WITHOUT MYELOPATHY
DISPLACEMENT OF LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC HITHOUT MYELOPATHY
DISPLACEMENT OF THORACIC INTERVERTEBRAL OLSC HITHOUT HYELOPATHY
01SPLACEt4ENT OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISCS SITE UNSPECIFIED*
MITHOUT HYELOPATHY
SCHHORL”S NOOES
SCHMORL* S NOOES OF LUMBAR REGION
SCHHORL* S NOOES OF OTHER SPINAL REGION
DEGENERATION OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR LUHBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR THORACOLUHBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF LUMBAR IIRLUHBOSACRAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, SITE UNSPECIFIED
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC OISORDER HITH HYELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC DISOROER IAITHMYELOPATHY, UNSPECIFIED
REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC DISOROER ilITHflYELOPATHYS CERVICAL REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL DISC OISORDER HITH HYELOPATHY, THORACIC REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC DISOROER HITH MYELOPATHYt LUHBAR REGION
POSTLAMINECTIIHY SYNOROME
POSTLAMINECTOHY SYNDROME OF UNSPECI FIEO REGION
POSTLAHINECTOHY SYNCIROHE OF CERVICAL REGION
POSTLAMINECTOHY syNoROflE OF THORACIC REGION
POSTLAHINECTOMY SYNDROHE OF LUHBAR REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISORDER
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISC DISOROER OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
uTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC DISOROER OF CERVICAL REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO OISC DISOROER OF THORACIC REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED DISC DISORDER OF LUHBAR REGION
OTHER OISOROERS OF CERVICAL REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS IN CERVICAL REGION
CERVICALGIA
CERVICOBRACHIAL SYNOROME (OIFFUSE)








































































OSSIFICATION OF POSTERIOR LONGITUDINAL LIGAMENT IN
CERVICAL REGION
llTHERSYNOROflESAFFECTING CERVICAL REGION
UNSPECIFIEO HUSCULOSKELETAL DISOROERS ANO SYMPTOMS
REFERABLE TO NECK
oTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF BACK
SPINAL STENOSIS, UTHER THAN CERVICAL
SPINAL STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF THORACIC REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF LLN48ARREGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF OTHER REGION
PAIN IN THORACIC SPINE
LUMBAGO
SCIATICA




UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF COCCYX
HYPERHOBILITY OF COCCYX
OTHER OISOROERS OF COCCYX
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO BACK
OTHER UNSPECIFIED BACK DISOROERS
POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA
PERIPHERAL ENTHESOPATHIES ANO ALLIEO SYNOROMES
ADHESIVE CAPSULITIS OF SHOULDER
ROTATOR CUFF SYNDROME OF SHOULOER AND ALLIEO DISOROERS
01SOROERS OF BURSAE ANO TENoONS IN SHOULOER
REGION, UNSPECIFIED
CALCIFYING TENDINITIS OF SHOULOER
BICIPITAL TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BURSAE AND TENDONS IN SHOULDER
REGION
OTHER AFFECTIONS OF SHOULOER REGION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ENTHESIIPATHYOF ELBOH REGION




ENTHESOPATHY OF WRIST ANO CARPUS
ENTHESOPATHY OF HIP REGION
ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE
ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIED
PES ANSERINUS TENDINITIS OR BURSITIS
PATELLAR TENDINITIS
PREPATELLAR BURSITIS
OTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE
ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE AND TARSUS, UNSPECIFIED
ACHILLES BURSITIS OR TENDINITIS
TIBIALIS TENDINITIS
CALCANEAL SPUR
OTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
OTHER PERIPHERAL ENTHESOPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED ENTHESOPATHY
ENTHESOPATHY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
EXOSTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OISORDERS OF SYNOVIUII,TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
SYNOVITIS AND TENOSYNOVITIS, UNSPECIFIED
SYNOVITIS AND TENOSYNOVITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
GIANT CELL TUMOR OF TENDON SHEATH
TRIGGER FINGER (ACQUIRED)
RAOIAL STYLOIO TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER TENOSYNOVITIS OF HANO ANO WRIST
TENOSYNOVITIS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
OTHER SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
BUNION
SPECIFIC BURSITIOES OFTEN OF OCCUPATIONAL ORIGIN
OTHER BURSITIS OISOROERS
GANGLION ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVIAL CYST, UNSPECIFIED
GANGLION OF JOINT














































































OTHER GANGLION ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUM* TENOON? ANo BuRs A
RUPTURE OF SYNOVIUM
SYNOVIAL CYST OF POPLITEAL SPACE
RUPTUhE OF TENOON, NoNTRAUMATIC
COMPLETE RUPTURE OF ROTATOR CUFF, NONTRAUMATIC
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF TENOONS OF BICEPS (LONG HEAO)
NONTRAUMAT IC RUPTURE OF EXTENSOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO WRIST
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF FLEXOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO !4RIST
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF PATELLAR TENOON
NoNTRAUMAT lC RUPTURE OF ACHILLES TENOON
NoNTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF OTHER TENOONS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF OTHER TENOON
OTHER OISOROEKS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOONS ANo 8uRsA
CONTRACTURE OF TENOON (SHEATH)
CALCIUM OEPOSITS IN TENOON ANO BURSA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOONS ANo BuRsA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF SYNOVIUMS TENOONt ANo 8uRsA
OISORUERS OF MuSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
INFECTIVE MYOSITIS
NLISCULAR CALCIFICATION ANO OSSIFICATION
CALCIFICATION ANO OSSIFICATION, UNSPECIFIED
TRAUrlATIC MYOSITIS OSSIFICANS
POSTOPERATIVE HE TEROTOPIC CALCIFICATION
MUSCULAR HAsTING ANO OISUSE ATROPHY* NOT ELSE HHERE cLAss IF I Eo
OTHER SPECIFIC MUSCLE OISOROERS
LAXITY OF LIGAMENT
CONTRACTURE OF PALiiAR FASCIA
OTHER FIBR13MAToSES OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
PLANTAR FASCIAL FIBROMATOSIS
OTHER FIBROMATOSES OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
INTERSTITIAL MYOSITIS
FOREIGN 800Y GRANULOMA OF MuSCLE
RUPTURE OF MUSCLE, NONTRAUMAT IC
OIASTASIS OF MUSCLE
SPASM OF 14USCLE
OTHER DISORDER OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, AND FASCIA
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF MUSCLE. LIGAHENT, ANO FASCIA
OTHER OISORDERS OF SOFT TISSUES
RHEUMATISM, UNSPECIFIEOS AND FIBROSITIS
MYALGIA ANO HYOSITIS, uNSPECIFIED
NEURALGIA, NEURITIS S-ANO RAOICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PANNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PANNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HYPERTROPHY OF FAT PAO* KNEE
PANNICULITIS AFFECTING OTHER SITES
FASCIITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN LIMB
RESIOUAL FOREIGN BOOY IN SOFT T ISSUE
OTHER MUSCUiiOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TD LIMBS
SWELLING OF LIMB
CRAMP OF LIMB
OTHER MUSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO LIMBS
t3THER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUE
oSTEOMYELITIS* PERIOSTITISS AND OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INvoLVING SHOULOER REGION
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INvOLVING UPPER ARM
ACUTE 0STEO14YELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE AND FOOT
ACUTE oSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS
CHRO,NIC OSTEO,HYELITISs SITE UNS,PECIFIEO
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
CtiRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
CHRONIC oSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH





































































CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OSTELIMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
uNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PERIOSTITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS
PERIOSTITIS, HITHOUT NENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS, INVOLVING
PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PERIJSTITIS, WITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS, INVOLVING
ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE!+HERE
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE
uNSPEC1 FIEO INFECTION OF BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE, SITE UNSPECIFIED
uNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OS TEITIS OEFORMANS AND OSTEOPATHIES ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER
01 S13ROERS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OSTEITI S DEFORMANS WITHOUT MENTION OF BONE TUMOR
HYPE RTROPHIC PULMONARY OSTEOARTHROPATHY
OTHER BONE INVOLVEMENT IN OISEASES CLASSIFI EO ELSEMHERE
OSTEOCHONOROPATHI ES
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF SPINE
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF HIP AND PELVIS
NONTRAUMATIC SLIPPEO UPPER FEMORAL EPIPHYSIS
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF LONER EXTREMITY, EXCLUOING FOOT
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF FOOT
OTHER JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS
OSTEOCHONORITIS OISSECANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORMS OF OS TEOCHONOROPATHY
UNSPECI FIEO OSTEOCHONOROPATHY














ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO OF HUMERUS
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO ANO NECK OF FEMUR
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF MEDIAL FEMORAL CONOYLE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF TALUS




flALuNION AND NO}4UNION OF FRACTURE
i.iALUNION OF FRACTURE
NONUN ION OF FRACTURE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED 01 SOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
OISOROER LIF BONE ANO CARTILAGE, UNSPECIFIED
ARREST OF BONE DEVELOPMENT OR GROHTH
CHONOROMALACIA











































































UltltK U1>UKVCK> UI_ UUNC fiJXU bAKl LLfibC
FLAT FOOT




OTHER HAMMER TOE (ACQUIREO)
CLAH TOE (ACQUIRED)
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFDRHITIES OF TOE
UNSPECIFIED ACQUIRED OEFORHITY OF TOE
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF LIHBS
ACUUIREO OEFORHITIES OF FOREARM, EXCLUDING FINGERS
unspecified oEFORHITy DF FOREARH, ExcLuOING FINGERS (ACQUIREO)
CUBITUS VARUS (ACQUIRED)
VARUS DEFORMITY OF HRIST (ACQUIREO)
IJRIST DROP (ACaUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIRED OEFORHITIES OF FOREARH,
HALLET FINGER (ACQUIREO)
oTHER ACQUIREO 0EFDR141TIESOF FINGER
EXCLUOING FINGERS
UNSPECIFIED DEFORMITY OF FINGER (ACQUIREO)
BOUTONNI ER.EDEFORMITY (ACQUIREO)
SHAN-NECK DEFORHITY (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIRED OEFDRHITIES OF FINGER
ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF HIP
UNSPECIFIED DEFORHITy OF HIP (ACQUIREO)
CDXA VALGA (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF HIP
GENU VALGUM OR VARUH (ACQUIRED)
GENU VALGUH (ACQUIREO)
GENU VARUM (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIRED OEFORHITIES OF KNEE
OTHER ACQUIRED OEFORHITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
uNSPECIFIED OEFORIIITYOF ANKLE ANO FOOT (ACQUIRED)
ACQUIRED EQUINOVARUS DEFORMITY
EQUINUS DEF13RMITYOF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
CAVUS DEFORHITY OF FDOT (ACQUIRED)
CLAW FOOT (ACQUIREO)
CAVDVARUS OEFORHITy OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
OTHER Ac9uIRE0 CALCANEUS OEFDRHITY
OTHER ACQUIRED OEFDRHITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
ACQUIRED DEFORHITI ES OF OTHER PARTS OF LIMBS
UNEQUAL LEG LENGTH (AcQuIREO)
OTHER ACQUIRED DEFORHITY OF OTHER PARTS OF LIHB










SCOLIOSIS (ANO KYPHOSCOLIOSIS ), IDIOPATHIC
PROGRESSIVE INFANTILE IDIOPATHIC SCOLIOSI S
TH2RACLIGEN1C SCOLIOSIS
OTHER KYPHOSCOLIOSIS ANO SCOLIOSIS
CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE lJITHOTHER CONDITIONS
UtiSPECIFIEO CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
KYPHIJSISAsSOCIATED HITH OTHER CONDITIONS




OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITY OF HEAO
ACQUIRED OEFORHITY OF NECK
ACCIUIREODEFORMITY OF CHEST ANO RIB
ACQUIREO SPONOYLOLISTHESIS
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORMITY OF BACK OR SPINE
ACQUIREO OEFORMITY OF PELVIS
ACQUIREO HUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORHITY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
ACQUIREO HUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
iiONALLOPATHIC LESIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFI EO
NONALLOPATHIC LESIONS OF HEAO REGION, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
































































NONALL3PATHIC LESIONS OF LUMBAR REGION, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
NdNALLaPATHIC LESIONS OF SACRAL REGION, NOT ELSEWHFRF-----
CLASSIFIEO
NoNALLOPATHIC LESIONS OF LOWER ExTREt41TIES,NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
NONALLOPATHIC LESIONS OF UPPER EXTREMITIES, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIEO
NoNALLOPATHIC LESIONS OF RIB CAGE, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASS IFIEO
NONALLLIPATHICLESIDNS DF ABOOMEN ANO OTHER SITES, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
ANENCEPHALUS AND SIMILAR ANDHALIEs
ANENCEPHALUS
SPIi4A BIFIDA
SPINA BIFIOA WITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, UNSPECIFIED REGIONS HITH HYDROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA~ CERVICAL REGIONS WITH HYDROCEPHALUS.-
SPINA BIFIOA~ 00RsAL (THoRAcIc) REGION* wITH HyOROcEpHALUs
SPINA BIFIOAt LUMBAR REGIONS WITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIDA WITHOUT HENTION OF HYDROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIDA~ UNSPECIFIED REGION, WITHOUT HENTION OF
HYDROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, DORSAL (THORACIC) REGION* WITHOUT HENTION OF
HYDROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIDA~ LUMBAR REGION, WITHOUT MENTION OF HYDROCEPHALUS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
ENCEPHALOCELE~ CONGENITAL
HICROCEPHALUS
CONGENITAL REOUCTION DEFORMITIES OF BRAIN
CONGENITAL HYOROCEPHALUS
DTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF BRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SPINAL CORn..
DIASTEHATOHYELIA
HYDROMYELIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINAL CORO
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEH
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF BRAIN, SPINAL CDRO, ANO
NERVOUS SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EYE
ANOPHTHALMOS , CONGENITAL





BUPHTHALHOS ASSOCIATED WITH OTHER OCULAR ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT AND LENS ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL APHAKIA
COLOBOMA ANO OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGHENT
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF ANTERIOR CHAHBER! CHAHBER
ANGLEs ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
ANIRIOIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BUOY
CONGENITAL ANDHALIES OF POSTERIOR SEGMENT
OTHER RETINAL CHANGES* CONGENITAL
SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF OPTIC DISC
VASCULAR ANOHALIES, CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF PDSTERIOR SEGHENT
CIJNGENITALANOMALIES OF EYELIDSS LACRIHAL SYSTEH* AND ORBIT
CONGENITAL PTDSIS OF EYELID
CONGENITAL OEFORHITIES OF EYELIOS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EYELIO
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
OTHER SPECIFIEO ANOHALIES OF EYEs CONGENITAL
uNSPECIFIED ANOMALY OF EYE~ CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EARs FACEs AND NECK
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR CAUSING IMPAIRMENT OF HFARING. .. .
CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL EAR












































































CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF HIOOLE EAR, EXCEPT OS SICLES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR OSSICLES
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR CAUSING IMPAIRMENT OF HEARING
ACCESSORY AURICLE
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR
MI CRDTIA
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EuSTACHIAN TU8E
DTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR
uNSPEC1 FIEO CONGENITAL ANDMALY OF EAR
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR FISTULA; PREAURICULAR SINUS
BRANCHIAL CLEFT SINUS OR FISTULA
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST
PREAURICULAR SINUS OR F ISTULA
PREAURICULAR CYST
OTHER BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR FISTULA; PREAURICULAR SINUS
!JJEBBING OF NECK




OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE AND NECK
dlLBUS COROIS ANOMALIES AND ANDHALIES DF CARO IAC SEPTAL CLOSURE
COHHON TRUNCUS
TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
CDMPI_ETE TRANSPOSITf DtA OF GREAT VESSELS
DOUBLE OUTLET RIGHT VENTRICLE
CORRECTEO TRANSPOSITION DF GREAT VESSELS




DSTIUM SEC UNDLAH TYPE ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECTS
ENOOCARDIAL CUSHION OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OSTIUM PRIMUM OEFECT
OTHER ENDDCAROIAL CUSHION DEFECTS
OTHER CONGENITAL BULBUS COROIS ANOMALIES AND ANOMALIES OF CAROIAC
SEPTAL CLOSURE
uNSPECI FIEO CONGENITAL OEFECT OF SEPTAL CLOSURE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
ANOHAL1 ES DF PULMONARY VALVE t CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL PULMONARY VALVE ANOMALY, UNSPECIFIED
ATRESIA OF PULMONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
STENOSIS OF PULMONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PuLMDNARY VALVE
TRICUSPIO ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
EBSTEIN* S ANOMALY
CONGENITAL STENOSIS OF AORTIC VALVE
CONGENITAL INSUFFICIENCY OF AORTIC VALVE
CONGENITAL MITRAL STENOSIS
CONGENITAL HITRAL INSUFFICIENCY
liYPOPLASTIC LEFT HEART SYNDRO14E, CONGENITAL
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
SUBADRTIC STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
COR TRIATRIATUM
INFuNDIBuLAR PULMONIC STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE ANOMALIES OF HEART, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
CORONARY ARTERY ANOMALY, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL HEART BLOCK
MALPOSITION OF HEART ANO CAROIAC APEX
DTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF HEART
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES DF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PATENT DUCTUS ARTERIOSUS
COARCTATION OF AORTA
COARCTATION OF AORTA (PREDUCTAL) [POSTOUC TAL)
INTERRUPTION OF AORTIC ARCH
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF AORTA, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES DF AORTIC ARCH
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF AORTA






































































CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY ARTERY
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GREAT VEINS
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF GREAT VEINS, UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL ANOMALOUS PULMDNARY VENOUS CONNECTION
PARTIAL ANOt4ALDUS PULMONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOrtALIES OF GREAT VEINS
ABSENCE OR HYPOPLASIA OF uMBILICAL ARTERY
OTHER CONGENITAL ANONALIES OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEM
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CEREBROVASCULAR SYSTEM
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CHOANAL ATRESIA
OTHER COtiGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NOSE
HEB DF LARYNX
CITHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO BRONCHUS
CDNGENI TAL CYSTIC LUNG
CONGENITAL AGENESIS, HYPOPLASIA, ANO OYSPLASIA OF LUNG
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOkiALI ES OF LUNG
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CLEFT PALATE ANO CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE
CLEFT PALATE, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE, UNILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE , UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE, BILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE , BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT LIP
CLEFT LIP, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, CDliPLETE
CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE FIITH CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE WITH CLEFT LIP, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE WITH CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE IJITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
OTHER Ci3MBINATIONS OF CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP
OTHER CONGENi TAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
TONGUE TIE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALI ES OF TONGUE
MACROGLOSSIA
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MOUTH ANO PHARYNX
ACCESSORY SALIVARY GLANO
OTHER SPEC IFIEO CONGENITAL ANDtiALIES OF &lOUTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANDHALIES OF PHARYNX
CONGENITAL TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULA, ESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA
ANO STEN13SI S
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANDMALIES OF ESOPHAGUS
CONGENITAL HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
CONGENITAL HIATUS HERNIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANDMALIES OF STOMACH
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANo#ALY OF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF DIGEsTIVE SYSTEH
MECKEL” S OIVERTICULUM
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF SHALL INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINE, RECTUM,
ANO ANAL CANAL
HIRSCHSPRUNG*S OISEASE ANO OTHER CONGENITAL FUNCTIONAL
oISORDERS OF COLON
CilNGENITAL ANOMALIES OF INTESTINAL FIXATION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GALLBLAOOER. BILE OUCTS. ANO LIVER
uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY DF - GALLBLAODERi BILE OUCTS.
ANO LIVER
BILIARY ATRESIA, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL CYSTIC DISEASE OF LIVER
























































CIJNGENITAL AtAot4ALIES OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOtiALIES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEH
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
C.oNGENITAL ANoMALIEs OF OVARIES
CONGENITAL ANoMALIEs OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAO LIGAHENTs
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOflALYOF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAD
LIGAMENTS
EMBRYONIC CYST OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAD LIGAHENTS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAD
LIGAMENTS
OOUBLING OF UTERUS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHAL1 ES OF UTERUS
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CERVIX, VAGINA,
GENITALIA
EMBRYONIC CYST OF CERVIX, VAGINA, AND
IMPERFORATE HYMEN







INDETERMINATE SEX AND PSEUDOHERMAPHROOITISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF GENITAL ORGANS
C!lNGENITALANOMALIES OF URINARY SYSTEH
RENAL AGENESIS AND OYSGENESIS
CONGENITAL CYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE OEFECTS OF RENAL PELVIS AND URETER
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF KIDNEY
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URETER
EXSTROPHY OF URINARY BLADDER
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF URETHRA AND BLAOOER NECK
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URACHUS
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOtlALIESOF BLADDER AND URETHRA
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF URINARY SYSTEH
CERTAIN CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORHITIES
CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES OF SKULL, FACE, ANO .AAH
CDNGENITAL INJSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES OF STERNOCLEIOO!IASTOID
HIJSCLE
CONGENITAL !IuSCULOSKELETAL OEFORHITIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, BILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, BILATERAL
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION DF ONE HIP HITH
SUBLUXATION OF OTHER HIP
CONGENITAL GENU RECURVATUH AND BOHING UF LONG BONES OF LEG
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF KNEE (HITH GENU RECURVATUH)
CONGENITAL BOWING OF UNSPECIFIED LONG BONES OF LEG
CONGENITAL VARUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
CONGENITAL TALIPES EQUINOVARUS
CONGENITAL METATARSUS PRIMUS VARUS
CONGENITAL METATARSUS VARUS
OTHER CONGENITAL VARUS OEFORHITIES OF FEET




OTHER CONGENITAL VALGUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
DTHER CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES OF FEET
TALIPES, UNSPECIFIED.70
.71 TALIPES CAVUS
.79 OTHER CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES OF FEET













OTHER SPECIFIEO NDNTERATOGENIC ANoMALIES






SYNDACTYLY OF MULTIPLE ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES
.11 SYNDACTYLY OF FINGERS HITHDUT FUSION OF BONE
.12 SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERS HITH FUSION OF BONE
.13 SYNOACTYLY OF TOES UITHOUT FUSION OF BONE
.2 REUUCTION uEFORHITIES OF UPPER LIMB, CONGENITAL
.21 TRANSVERSE DEFICIENCY OF UPPER LII%
.25 LUNGITUOINAL DEFICIENCY, RAOIOULNAR, COMPLETE OR
PARTIAL (HITH OR HITHOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES, INCOMPLETE)
.26 LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, RAOIAL, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
(MITH oR HITHouT OISTAL OEFICIENCI Es, INCOMPLETE)
.2B LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, CARPALS OR HETACARPALS,
COMPLETE OR PARTIAL (HITH OR wITHOUT INCOMPLETE
pH~LANGEAL DEFICIENCY)












CONGENITAL REOUCTION DEFORMITIES OF LOHER LIHB
UNSPECIFIED REOUCTION OEFORMITY OF LOWER LIMB, CONGENITAL
TRANSVERSE DEFICIENCY OF LOWER LIMB
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY OF LDHER LIMB, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, COMBINED, INVOLVING FEHUR~
TIBIA, ANO FIBULA (COHPLETE OR INCOMPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, FEHORAL, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
(HITH DR MITHOUT OIsTAL DEFICIENCIES, INCOHpLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, TIBIOFIBULAR, COMPLETE OR
PARTIAL (WITH OR HITHOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES? INCOHPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, TIBIA, COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
(wITH OR HITHOUT OISTAL 0EFICIENCIES9 INCOMPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, PHALANGES, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
oTHER C17NGENITAL ANoUALIES OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUDING SHOULOER
GIRDLE
UNSPECIFIED ANOHALY OF UPPER LIMB, CONGENITAL
.52 CONGENITAL ELEvATION OF SCAPULA
.55 ACROCEPHALOSYNOACTYLY
.56 ACCESSORY CARPAL BONES
.59 OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
GIRDLE
.6 OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LOklER LIMB, INCLUDING PELVIC
GIROLE
.60 UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANDHALY OF LOWER LIMB
.62 COXA VARA, CONGENITAL
.63 OTHER COiiGENITAL DEFORMITY OF HIP (JOINT)
.6+ CONGENITAL DEFDRMITY OF KNEE (JOINT)
.65 MACRODACTYLIA OF TOES
.66 OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF TOES
.67 CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF FOOT! NDT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
.69 OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LOHER LIHB, INCLUOING PELVIC
GIROLE
.8 OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOtiALIESOF UNSPECIFIED LIMB
T56 OTHER CONGENITAL HuSCULOSKELETAL ANOHALIES
.0 CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SKULL AND FACE BONES
.1 CONGENITAL ANDHALIES OF SPINE
.10 CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF SPINE, UNSPECIFIED
.11 CDNGENITAL SPONOYLOLYSISt LUHBOSACRAL REGION
.12 SPONDYLOLISTHESISt CONGENITAL
.13 ABSENCE OF VERTEBRA, CONGENITAL
.15 FUSION OF SPINE (VERTEBRA), CONGENITAL
.16 KLIPPEL-FEIL SYNOROME
.17 SPINA BIFIDA DCCULTA
.19 OTHER CONGENITAL ANDHALIES OF SPINE
.2 CERVICAL RIB
.3 DTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RIBS ANO STERNUH
.+ CHONORODYSTROPHY, CONGENITAL
.5 CONGENITAL OSTEODYSTRDPHIES
















CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF DIAPHRAGH
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF ABOOHINAL HALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIAS
AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE














i3THER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIAS
ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF 14USC ULOSKELETAL
SYSTEH
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF THE INTEGUMENT
HEREDITARY EOEMA OF LEGS
ICHTHYOSIS CONGENITA
OERMATOGLYPHIC CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKIN
CONGENITAL ECTOOERHAL OYSPLASIA
VASCULAR HAt4ARTOMAS
CONGEi41TAL PIGHENTARY ANOMALIES OF SKIN
OTHER SPECIFIELI CONGENITAL AN DMALIES OF SKIN
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HAIR






OTHER CONDITIONS OUE T(J AuTOSOMAL ANOMALIES
GONAOAL OYSGENESIS
KLINEFELTER* S SYNOROME
CONDITIONS OUE TO ANOMALY OF UNSPECIFIED CHROMOSOME
OTIiER ANO UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
AN!IMALI ES OF SPLEEN, CONGENITAL
ANoHALI ES OF ADRENAL GLANO, CONGENITAL




$,LIGHT-FOR–OATES,, INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL MALNUTRITION
/ “LIGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, uNSPECIFIED [ WEIGHT I
/ ‘LIGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL.03
.07
MALNuTRITIoN, 750-999 GRAMS
/ “LIGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, 1750-1999 GRAMS
.08 / “LIGHT-FOR-OATES” INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL
MALNUTRITION, 2000-2499 GRAMS
/ “LIGilT-FdR-oATESm INFANT WITHOUT MENTION OF FETAL
MALNuTRITION, 2500 GRAMS ANO OVER
FETAL GROWTH RETARDATION, RETARDATION
/ FETAL GROWTH RETARDATION, UNSPECIFI EO,
UNSPECIFIED [WE IGHTI













/ OTHER PRETERM INFANTS
/ CITHER PRETERM INFANTS,
UNSPECIFIED [WEIGHT I
f OTHER PRETER14 INFANTS,
500-749 GRAMS
/ OTHER PRETERM INFANTS,
750-999 GRAMS
/ OTHER PRETERH INFANTS,
1000-1249 GRAMS
/ OTHER PRETERM INFANTS,
1250-1499 GRAMS



































oTHER CONGENITAL HAMARTOSES. NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED .12
.13
.14
MULTIPLE CONGENITAL ANOMALI ES, SO OESCRIBEO
DTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL ANOMALY, uNSPECIFIED
CERTAIN CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO




UNRELATEO TO PRESENT PREGNANCY
MATERNAL HYPERTENSIVE 01 SORDERS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
MATERNAL RENAL ANO URINARY TRACT OISEASES AFFECTING FETUS OR
NEWBORN
MATERNAL INFECTIONS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN





























/ OTHER PRETERM INFANTS,
2000–2499 GRAMS
/ OTHER PRETERM INFANTS,PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
ALCOHOL AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN VIA PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
NARCOTICS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN VIA PLACENTA OR BREAST
.71
.72
2500 GRAMS ANO OVER
DISOROERS RELATING TO LONG GESTATION ANO HIGH BIRTHWEIGHI
EXCEPTIONAUY LARGE BABY RELATING TO LONG GESTATIONNILK
OTHER NOXIOOS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETOS OR NEUBORN VIA
PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
FETuS OR NEWBORN AFFECTEO BY MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS OF
PREGNANCY
PREMATURE ROPTORE OF MEMBRANES AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBCIRN
ECTOPIC PREGNANCY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
MULTIPLE PREGNANCY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
oTHER SPECIFIEO MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
.79 OTHER ~lHEAVY–FOR–OAT ES1} INFANTS NOT RELATEO TO GESTATION PERIUO
POST-TERM INFANT, NOT ‘*HEAVY-FOR-DATES@t
BIRTH TRAOHA
SUBOORAL ANO CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUHA
INJURIES TO SCALP OUE TO BIRTH TRAUIJiA
FRACTORE OF CLAVICLE OUE TO BIRTH TRAOMA
INJURY TO SPINE ANO SPINAL CORD OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
FACIAL NERVE INJURY OUE T(I BIRTH TRAUMA
INJuRY TO BRACHIAi PLEXUS OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
OTHER CRANIAL AND PERIPHERAL NERVE INJURIES OUE TO BIRTH TRAO14A
OTHER SPECIFIEO BIRTH TRAu14A
INTRAuTERINE HYPOXIA ANO BIRTH ASPHYXIA






AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN





PLACENTA PREVIA AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER FORMS OF PLACENTAL SEPARATION ANO HEMORRHAGE AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEWBORN FETAL DISTRESS, NOT STATEO WHETHER FIRST NOTEO BEFORE OR AFTER




PLACENTAL TRANSFUSION SYNDROMES AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
PRoLAPS EO UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER COMPRESSION OF UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CONDITIONS OF UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEWBORN
CHORIOAMNIONITIS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER SPECIFIED ABNORMALITIES OF CHORION ANO AMNION AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEWBORN
FETUS OR NEHBORN AFFECTEO BY OTHER COMPLICATE ONS OF LABOR ANO
SEVERE BIRTH ASPHYXIA
MILO OR HOOERATE BIRTH ASPHYXIA
UNSPECI FIEO SEVERITY OF BIRTH ASPHYXIA IN LIVEBORN INFANT
RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNDROME IN NEHBORN










MASSIVE ASPIRATION SYNOROHE OF NEWaORN
INTERSTITIAL EHPHYSEMA ANO RELATED CONDITIONS DF NEWBORN
PULMONARY HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEWBORN
763
OELIVERY
aREECH OELIVERY ANO EXTRACTION AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWaORN
FORCEPS OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEklBORN
CESAREAN OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN





PRIMARY AT ELECTASIS OF NEWaORN





































































TRANSITORY TACHYPNEA OF NEHBORN
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY oISEASE ARISING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOLI
OTHER NEHBORN RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
UNSPEC1 FIEO RESPIRATORY CONDITION OF FETuS ANO NEilBORN
INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PERINATAL PERIOO
CONGENITAL RUBELLA
CONGEN1 TAL CYTOHEGALOVIRUS INFECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PER INATAL PERIOO
OFIPHALITIS OF THE NEHBORN
NEONATAL INFECTIVE MASTITIS
NEONATAL CONJUNCTIVITIS ANO DACRYOCYSTITIS
NEONATAL CANOIOA IHFECTION
OTHER TYPE OF INFECTION SPECIFIC TO THE PER INATAL PERIOO
FETAL AND NEONATAL HEMORRHAGE
FETAL tiLOOO LOSS
INTRAVENTRICULAR HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE OF NEHBORN
GASTROINTESTINAL HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
AORENAL HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
CUTANEOUS HEMORRHAGE OF FETuS OR NEHBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
HEMOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN OUE TO ISOIMMUNIZATION
HEMOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEwBORN DUE TO RH ISOIM14UNIZATION
HEMOLYT IC DISEASE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN OUE TO ABO
ISOIMHUNIZATION
HEMOLYTIC 01 SEASE OF FETUS OR NEIJBORN OUE TO OTHER ANO
uNSPECIFIED ISOIMHUNIZATION
HYOROPS FETALIS OUE TO I SOIMMUNIZATION
OTHER PER INATAL JAUNOICE
PERINATAL JAUNOICE FROM OTHER EXCESSIVE HEHOLYSIS
NEONATAL JAUNOICE ASSOCIATE HITH PRETER!t OELIVERY
NEONATAL JAuNDICE OUE TO DELAYEO CONJUGATION FROM OTHER CAUSES
NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGAT ION, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION FROM OTHER
CAUSES
PERINATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO HEPATOCELLULAR DAHAGE
PERINATAL JAUNOICE FROH OTHER CAUSES
UNSPECI FIEO FETAL ANO NEONATAL JAUNOICE
KERN ICTERUS OF FETUS OR NE14BORN NOT OUE TO ISOIHHUNIZATION
ENOOCRINE ANO METABOLIC DISTURBANCES SPECIFIC TO THE FETUS ANO
NEilBORN
SYNORONE OF “INFANT OF A DIABETIC HOTHER”
NEONATAL OIABETES MELLITUS
NEONATAL THYROTOXICOSIS
HYPOCALCEMIA ANO HYPOHAGNESEMIA OF NEWBORN
OTHER TRANSITORY NEONATAL ELECTROLYTE DISTURBANCES
NEDNATAL HYPOGLYCEMIA
LATE METABOLIC ACIOOSIS OF NEklBORN
OTHER Transitory NEONATAL ENOOCRINE ANO HETABOLIC DISTURBANCES
HEMATOLOGICAL OISOROERS OF FETUS ANO NEWBORN
TRANSIENT NEONATAL THROHBOCYTOPENIA





PERINATAL 01 SUROERS OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
MECONIUM OBSTRUCTION IN FETUS OR NEWBORN
HEMATEMESIS ANO HELENA OF NEWHORN OUE TO SWALLOWEO MATERNAL BLOOO
TRANSITORY ILEUS OF NEWBORN
NECROTI ZING ENTEROCOLITIS IN FETUS OR NEWBORN
PERINATAL INTESTINAL PERFoRATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERINATAL DISOROERS OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEH
UNSPECIFIED PERINATAL 01 SORDER OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS INVOLVING THE INTEGUMENT AND TEMPERATURE REGULATION
OF FETUS AND NEWBORN
HYOROPS FETALIS NOT OUE TO ISOIHINJNIZATION
SCLEREHA NEONATORUH
OTHER HYPOTHERMIA OF NEWBORN
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF TEI!PERATURE REGuLATION OF NEWBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO EOEMA OF NEWBORN
CONGENITAL HYOROCELE
BREAST ENGORGEMENT IN NEWBORN







































































--- ..” . . . . . . .-,.,.”,,.,rei U3 firw NCWOUKW
OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL
PERIOO
CONVULSIONS IN NEWBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CERE8RAL IRRITABILITY IN NEWBORN
CEREBRAL OEPRESSIO)l, COMA, ANO OTHER ABNORMAL CEREBRAL
SIGNS IN FETUS OR NEHBORN
FEEoING PROBLEHS IN NEWBORN
ORUG WI THORAHAL SYNOROME IN NEWBORN
OTHER SPECIFIED CDNOITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD









INSOHNIA WITH SLEEP APNEA
OTHER INSOMNIA
HYPERSUHNIA WITH SLEEP APNEA
OTHER HYPEKSOHNIA
DISRUPTIONS OF 24-HOUR SLEEP-WAKE CYCLE
DYSFUNCTIONS ASSOCIATE WITH SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL FROH SLEEP
OTHER SLEEP DISTURBANCES




SYtlPTOt4S INVOLVING NERVOUS AND HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEMS
ABNORMAL INVOLUNTARY t’10VEMENTS
DISTURBANCES OF SENSATION OF SHELL ANO TASTE
ABNORMALITY OF GAIT
LACK OF COUROINATION




OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEHS
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING SKIN ANO OTHER INTEGUHENTARY TISSUE
DISTURBANCE OF SKIN SENSATION
RASH AND OTHER NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION
LIJCALIZEO SUPERFICIAL SWELLING, MASS? OR LUMP
EOEHA






CHANGES IN SKIN TEXTURE
SYHPTOHS CONCERNING NuTRITION* METABOLISH, ANO OEVELOPHENT
AtlOREXIA
ABNORMAL WEIGHT GAIN
ABNORllAL LOSS OF WEIGHT
FEEOING DIFFICULTIES AND HISHANAGEMENT
LACK OF 13XPECTE0 NORHAL PHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
POLYOIPSIA
POLYPHAGIA
IITHER SYHPTOMS CONCERNING NuTRITION, METABOLISM, ANO
DEvELOPMENT
SYHPTOMS INVOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
HEAOACHE
THROAT PAIN




















































































OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEf4
TACHYCAROIA, UNSPECIFIED
PALPITATIONS
FUNCTIONAL ANO UNOIAGNOSEO CAROIAC MURMURS
OTHER ABNOR14AL HEART SOUNOS
GANGRENE
SHOCK WITHOUT MENTION OF TRAUMA
SHOCKS UNSPECIFIED
CAROI OGENIC SHOCK
OTHER SHOCK IJITHOUT MENTION OF TRAUMA
ENLARGEMENT OF LYMPH NOOES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
SYMPTOMS INV13LVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEM ANO OTHER CHEST SYMPTOMS
OYSPNEA ANO RESPIRATORY ABNORMALITIES
RESPIRATORY ABNORMALITY , UNSPECIFIED
HYPERVENTILATION
OR THOPNEA










SHELLING, MASS, OR LUMP IN CHEST
ABNORMAL CHEST SOUNOS
HICCOUGH
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEM ANO CHEST




FLATULENCE, ERUCTATION, ANO GAS PAIN
INCONTINENCE OF FECES
ABNORMAL FECES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING OIGESTIVE SYSTEM





FREQUENCY OF URINATION AND POLYURIA
OLIGURIA ANO ANURIA
OTHER ABNORMALITY OF URINATION
URETHRAL OISCHARGE
EXTRAVASATION OF URINE
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING URINARY SYSTEM




ABOONINAL OR PELVIC SHELLING, HASS, OR LUMP
ASCITES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING ABOOHEN AND PELVIS
NoNSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF BLOOO
ABNORMALITY OF RED BLOOD CELLS
ELEVATEO SEDIMENTATION RATE
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
EXCESSIVE BLOOO LEVEL OF ALCOHOL
NONSPECIFIC ELEVATION OF LEVELS OF TRANSAMINASE OR LACTIC
ACID OEHYOROGENASE (LOH]
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL SERUM ENZYHE LEVELS
OTHER ABNORMAL BLOOO CHEMISTRY
UNSPECIFIED BACTEREMIA
UNSPECIFIED VIREHIA
OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF BLOOO




























































OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF URINE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN OTHER BODY SUBSTANCES
N~NSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN STOOL CONTENTS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN AMNIOTIC FLU1O
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN BOOY SUBSTANCES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BODY STRUCTURE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF SKULL ANO HEAO
NONSPEC IFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RAOILILWICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMI!JATI13NOF LUNG FIELO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RAO1OLOG1CAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION 13F OTHER INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
NoNSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RAOIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BILIARY TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL AND OTHER
EXAMINATION OF GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXANINATION OF ABOOMINAL AREA, lNCLUOING RETROPERITONEUfl
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FIN OINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BREAST
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RAOIOLOGICAL ANO OTHElt
EXAMINATION OF OTHER SITES OF BOOY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOIES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN AND
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMAL FUNCTION STUDY OF BRAIN ANO CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM (EEG )
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FuNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SPECIAL SENSES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESPONSE TO UNSPECIFIED NERVE STIMULATION
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL ELECTROHYOGRAM (EMG)
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF PULMONARY
SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORIIAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMAL FUNCTION STUOY OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTE14
Nonspecific ABNORMAL ELECTROCAROIOGRAf4 (ECG) (EKG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FUNCTION STUOY OF CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF KIONEY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUDY OF THYROIO
N13NSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF OTHER ENOOCRINE FUNCTION STUDY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUDY OF BASAL
METABOLISM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF LIVER
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO FuNCTION STUOY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL HISTOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOLOGICAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORNAL PAPANICOLAOU SMEAR OF CERVIX
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL PAPANICOLAOU SMEAR OF OTHER SITE
NONSPECIFIC POSITIVE CULTURE FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC REACTION TO TUberCUlin TEs7
FALSE POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS
OTHER NONSPECIFIC I14MUNOLOGICAL FINOINGS
POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL OR VIRAL CULTURE FINOINGS FOR HUMAN T-CELL
LYM PHOTRDPIC VIRUS-I ll/LYMPHAOENOPATHY-ASS OCIATEO
(HTLv-111/LAV)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORNAL FINOINGS










































ELEVATEO BLOOD PRESSURE READING HITHOUT OIAGNLISIS OF
HYPERTENSION
NONSPECIFIC LOW BLOOD PRESSURE READING
OTHER ABNORHAL CLINICAL FINoINGS
OTHER NoNSPECIFIC ABNORHAL FINOINGS
SENILITY wITHOUT HENTION OF PSYCHOSIS
SUDOEN DEATH, CAUSE UNKNOHN
SUOOEN INFANT DEATH SYNOROME
INSTANTANEOUS DEATH
oEATH OCCURRING IN LESS THAN 24 HOURS FROM ONSET OF
SYMPTOMS, NOT OTHERHISE EXPLAINED






OTHER ILL-DE FINEO CONDITIONS
OTHER UNKNOIJN AND UNSPECIFIED CAUSE OF HORBIOITY OR MORTALITY
INJURY AND POISONING
FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHWT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT HENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT HENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT HENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY* HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS UF uNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHoUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, UITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT Of SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CDNTUSION, HITH MOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITtl CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSICIN, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, MITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBDURAL,
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLDSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE,
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
ANO EXTRAMURAL HE140RRHAGE,
CLOSE O FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
AND EXTRAMURAL HE140RRHAGE?
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEHORRHAG E,
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO~ SUBDURAL,
WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBOURAL*
HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURAL?
HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBOURAL~
HITH !IOOERATE (1-24 HOURS)
SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBDURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LDSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLDSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIOS SU13DURALS
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PROLONGED (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITH SUBARACHNOIO. SUBOURAL$
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGES H ITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECI FIEo OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH CONCUSSION, uNSPECIFIED
cLosEO FRACTURE OF vAULT OF sKULL HITH OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGES l#ITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH oTHER AND uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEflORkHAGE, wITH BRIEF (LESS THAN oNE HOUR) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH PROLIJNGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TD PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL H ITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIF IEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE* liITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED oURATION
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL H ITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECI FI EO
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
oTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, wITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
oPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY
JPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATIDN
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HI THOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION? WITH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RE7URN TD PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED DURATIDN
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBOURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBDURALS
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBDURALP
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBDURALS
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH PROLONGEO (t40RE THAN 24 HOUks)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, tlITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED oURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
JPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HE!!ORRHAGE~ WITH LOSS OF CONSC1OUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED DURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL liITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL lJITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO unspecified NATuRE, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL ..
FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL







CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL ilITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, !dITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL kiITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFI EO OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF




CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL MI TH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE* lJITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.06
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF







CRANIAL INJURY, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERAT ION ANO
.45 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24CON TUS ION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS; WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OFCLOSEO FRACTURE IIF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH MOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, 141TH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, wITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE–ExISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, UITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL*
..46
oTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSP EC IFIEO OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACR~IAL
INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT FIENTIoN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED









.15 INJuRY, AITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL





OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF coNsclous-
NESS~ HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION







CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUB OURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, !dITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONTUSION
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
.21
.22
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, !41THOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO , SUBOURAL, ANO
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE! WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.23 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,





OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO , SUBOURAL,
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
ANO EXtramUral HEMORRHAGE, WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
.24 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH pRoLoNGEo (MORE THAN 24 HouRs)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBDURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH CONCUSSION, uNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO uNSPECIFI EO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER AND UNSPECI FIEO
.75
.25 LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED




OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED





LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, MI THOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSC1OUS
LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND unspecified NATURE, WITH PROLONGEO (floRE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETuRN TO PRE–EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
FRACTURE OF FACE BONES
CLOSED FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF IJASAL BONES
CLOSED FRACTURE OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF f4ANOIBLE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS OF HANOIBLE














.34 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE* IIITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND RETURN TO PRE– EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED.36












































CLOSED FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAHUS OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SYMPHYSIS OF BOOY OF 14ANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BODY OF #lANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF
MANDIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF HANOIBLE
oPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS DF MANDIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAt4us OF MANDIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAH
oPEN FRACTURE OF SY14PHYSIS OF BOOY OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BODY OF MANDIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF HANDIBLE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF MALAR AND IIAXILLARY BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF MALAR AND MAXILLARY BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLDOR (BLOW-OUT)
OPEN FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR (BLoH-ouT)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OTHER AND UNQUALIFIED SKULL FRACTURES
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE IJITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJLARY
oTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURYt HITH NIJ LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKIJLL FRACTURE HITHOUT HENTIDN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLIISEO SKULL FRACTURE WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH PROLONGED ( MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUS-
NESS , 141THOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSfJESS OF UNSPECIFIED DURATIDN
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUS ION
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE H ITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION* WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, UITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE blITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUS1ON* WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH IIODERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
oTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBDURALt ANO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH SUBARACHNOIO * SUBOURALS
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGES HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE H ITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBDURAL*
ANO EXTRAOURAL HEMORRHAGE, ilITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOID, SUBOURAL*
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH BRIEF (LEss THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE H ITH SUBARACHM31D. SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH IIOOERATE (l-24 HOURS)
LOSS IIF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH SUBARACHNOID~ SUBDURALS
ANO Extramural HEMORRHAGE, WITH pROLONGED (HORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
oTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE WITH SUBARACHNOID? SUBDURAL*
AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMoRRHAGE
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.39 oTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
.4 OTHER CLDSED SKULL FRACTURE ilITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY LIF OTHER AND
UNSPECIFIED NATURE
.40 OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY LIF OTHER
ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
.41 DTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF LITHER
AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, MITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.45 OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED f4ATuRE, WITH PROLONGEO (flORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CDNSCIOUS LEVEL
.5 OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT 14ENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
.51 OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY* HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.52 OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITHDUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.6 OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE !dITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CON TUS ION
.65 OTHER oPEN SKULL FRACTURE WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH PROLONGED (MoRE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHDUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
804 MuLTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES
.0 CLCLSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES,
HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY
.00 CLOSED FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES,
WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY$ HITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
.01 CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONESS












CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH DTHER BONES*
WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, WITH PRDLONGEO ( HORE
THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TO
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES,
HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES*
HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION, HITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES*
WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION~ WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED DURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES HITH
SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL~ ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSED FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES MITH
SUBARACHNOID, SUBDURAL, AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH STATE
UF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES*
WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY
UPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONESS
WITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY* wITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES WITH
SUBARACHNOIOy SUBOURALS AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES uITH
SUBARACHNOID, SUBOURAL, AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH NO LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.72 OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES wITH
SUBARACHNOID. SUBDURAL, AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH BRIEF
(LESS THAN ONE HOuR) LOss OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.76 OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES WITH
SUBARACHNOIOS SUBDURAL, AND EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
805 FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN HITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORD
INJURY
.0 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA WITHOUT MENTION DF SPINAL
CORO INJuRY
.00 CLOSEO FRACTURE LIF CERVICAL VERTEBRA, UNSPECIFIED LEVEL


























































CLOSEO FRACTURE IIF SEC13N0 CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THIRO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE IIF FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SEVEN7H CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
cLos Eo FRAcTuRE OF DORSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA hIITHOUT MENTION
OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR VERTEBRA !41THOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CORO 1NJUR%
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUM ANO COCCYX WITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED PART OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN
wITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN HITHOUT
NENTICIN OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN MITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA HITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL IJITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1–C4 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORD INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSED FRACTURE OF C5–C7 LEVEL HITH ANTERIOR CORO SYNORO14E
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL i41TH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
oPEN FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL UITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 00RSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA klITH SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1–T6 LEVEL UITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJuRY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL MITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-TIZ LEVEL HITH uNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORD
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-TIZ LEVEL !JIITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL HITH ANTERIOR CORO SYNOROHE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-TIZ LEVEL I’JITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF 00RSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA HITH SPINAL CIJRO
INJuRY
OPEN FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORD INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE HITH SPINAL CORD INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE kiITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUM ANO COCCYX MITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SAC RUM ANO COCCYX HITH UNSPEC IFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
FRACTURE OF RIB(S), STERNUM, LARYNXS ANO TRACHEA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF RIB(S)
CLOSED FRACTURE OF RIB(S), UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE RIB
CLOSED FRACTURE OF TWO RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THREE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FOUR RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIVE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIX RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SEVEN RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF EIGHT OR flORE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 14ULTIPLE RIBS, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF RIB(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE RIB
OPEN FRACTURE OF FOUR RIBS
oPEN FRACTURE OF /4JLTIPLE RIBSS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNUM
OPEN FRACTURE OF STERNUM
FLAIL CHEST










































































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF AC ETABULUM
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACETABULUM
CLOSED FRACTURE OF PUBIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF PUBIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIED PART OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ILIUM
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ISCHIUM
MULTIPLE CLOSED PELVIC FRACTURES WITH DISRUPTION OF PELVIC
CIRCLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE iiF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF ILIUM
MULTIPLE OPEN PELVIC FRACTURES HITH DISRUPTION OF PELVIC
CIRCLE
UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PELVIS
uNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURE OF PELVIS
ILL–OEFINEO FRACTURES OF BONES OF TRUNK
FRACTURE OF BONES OF TRUNK, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPEC IFIEO PART
CLoSED FRACTURE OF STERNAL END OF CLAVIcL E
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT DF CLAVICLE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF ACROflIAL END OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSED FRACTURE OF ACROHIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORACOIO PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF GLENOID CAVITY ANO NECK DF SCAPULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF OTHER PART OF SCAPULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SCAPULA, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACROMIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER PART OF SCAPULA
FRACTURE OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS. CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF ANATOMICAL NECK OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF GREATER TUBEROSITY OF HUMERUS, CLOSED
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HU14ERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUtl ERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUMERUS, OPEN
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR uNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUHERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HU14ERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART DF LOWER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUSt CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL CONDYLE OF HUMERUS* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) DF HU14ERUS, CLOSEO
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF LOWER ENO OF HUHERUS
FRACTURE OF LO!dER ENO OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOWER ENO UF HUHERUS , OPEN
SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED CONDYLE(S) OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF RAOIUS AND ULNA
FRACTURE OF UPPER END OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
CLUSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FOREARM, UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF CORDNOIO PRCK ESS OF OiiAt CLOSEU
MONTEGGIA* S FRACTURE, CLOSED






































































FRACTURE OF HEAO OF RAOIUSS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF NECK OF RADIUS, CLDSED
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURES OF PROXIMAL ENO OF
RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE DF RADIUS HITH ULNA, UPPER END (ANY PART), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF uPPER END OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
OPEN FRACTilRE OF UPPER END OF FDREARH, uNSPECIFI EO
FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PRDCESS OF ULNAS OPEN
llONTEGGIA* S FRACTURE, OPEN
OTHER AND UNSPECIFI EO DPEtA FRACTURES OF PROXI14AL END OF
ULNA (ALoNE)
FRACTURE DF HEAO OF RADIUS? OPEN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURES OF PRDXIMAL ENO OF
RAOIUS (ALDNE)
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS AND ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RADIUS (ALONE) , CLOSED
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF-SHAFT OF RADIUS ANO ULNA* OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (ALONE) ~ OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RADIUS HITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA; CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO IIF FOREARH, UNSPECIFIED
COLLES* FRACTURE, CLOSEO
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF DISTAL END OF RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF DISTAL ENO OF ULNA (ALONE) v CLosED
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA? CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOMER ENO OF RADIUS AND ULNAS OPEN
COLLES” FRACTURE, OPEN
oTHER OPEN FRACTURES OF OISTAL ENO OF RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ULNA (ALONE)* OPEN
FRACTURE OF LoHER ENO OF RADIUS WITH ULNAS DPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS hlITH ULNA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FOREARH
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE) t CLoSEo
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF ULNA (ALONE), CLOSED
FRACTURE OF UNSPECI FIEO PART OF RAOIUS 141TH ULNA* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RADIUS !dITH ULNAJ OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FOREARM* OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF ULNA (ALONE) s OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS HITH ULNAS OPEN
FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONE (S)
CLOSEO FRACTURES OF CARPAL 80 NE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONES UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (SCAPHOID) 8DNE OF HRIST
CLOSEO FRAcTuRE OF LUNATE (sEHILuNAR) BONE OF HRIsT
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF TRIQUETRAL (CUNEIFORM) 80NE OF HRIST
CLOSED FRACTURE OF TRAPEZIUI’I BONE (LARGER HULTANGULAR) OF
HRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CAP ITATE BONE (OS HAGNUfl) OF WRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HAHATE (UNCIFDRH) BDNE OF WRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER BONE OF WRIST
OPEN FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE (S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPAL 80NE, UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF METACARPAL 80NE(S)
CLDSEO FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S), SITE UNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRAcTuRE OF BASE OF THuHB (FIRST) MetaCarpal
CLDSEO FRACTURE OF BASE DF OTHER METACARPAL DONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NECK OF IIETACARPAL 80NE(S)
CLOSED FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S) r SITE UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRAcTuR6 OF BASE OF THuHf3 (FIRsT) flETAcARPAL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF OTHER METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BDNE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF NECK OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF f4ULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE DR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSED FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO~ UNSPECIFIED



































































CLOSED FRACTURE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HAND
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR HDRE PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE DF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANOS UNSPECIF IEO
OPEN FRACTORE OF MIOOLE OR PROXIMAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HAND
OPEN FRACTURE DF DISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES UF
HANO
NuLTIPLE FRACTURES OF HAND 80NES
MULTIPLE CLOSEO FRACTORES OF HANO BONES
MULTIPLE OPEN FRACTORES OF HANO BONES
ILL-DEFINEO FRACTORES OF UPPER LIMB
ILL-OEFINEO CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIMB
MULTIPLE FRACTURES IfJVOLVING BOTH UPPER LIMBS t ANO UPPER LIMB
WITH RIB(S) AND STERNUM
MULTIPLE CLOSED FRACTORES INVOLVING BOTH UPPER LIMBS, ANO
UPPER LIMB WITH RIB(S) ANO STERN(N4
FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEHUR
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, CLOSEO
FRACTORE OF UNSPECIFIED INTRACAPSULAR SECTION OF NECK OF FE14UR,
CLOSED
FRACTURE OF EPIPHYSIS (SEPARATION) (OPPER) OF NECK OF FEMUR,
CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF MIOCERVICAL SECTION OF FEPNJR, CLOSEO
FRACTORE OF BASE DF NECK OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
OTHER TRANSCERVICAL FRACTORE OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED INTRACAPSULAR SECTION OF NECK OF FEMUR?
OPEN
FRACTURE OF EPIPHYSIS (separation) (UPPER) OF NEcK OF FEMUR*
OPEN
FRACTURE OF MI OCERVICAL SECTION OF FEMUR, OPEN
LJTHER TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE OF FEMUR, OPEN
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED TROCHANTERIC SECT ION OF FE14UR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF INTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SOBTROCHANTERIC SECTION DF FEMUR, CLOSEO
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE DF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED TROCHANTERIC SECTIDN OF FEHUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF INTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SUBTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEHUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFI EO PART OF NECK OF FEMUR, ‘C LOSEO
FRACTURE OF ONSPECIFIEO PART OF NECK OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FEMUR
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, CLOSEU
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR ONSPECIFIEO PART OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTORE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEHUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER END OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FEMUR, UNSPECIFIED PART, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF FENORAL CONOYLE, CLOSEO
FRACTORE OF LOWER EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEHUR, CLOSEO
OTHER FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FEMUR, DPEN
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FE14UR, UNSPECIFI EO PART, OPEN
FRACTURE OF FEMoRAL CONOYLE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOIAER EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR, OPEN
SUPRACONDYLAR FRACTORE OF FEHUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF PATELLA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PATELLA
OPEN FRACTURE OF PATELLA
FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBOLA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF OPPER END OF FIBULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF OPPER ENO OF TIBIA AND FIBULA, OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER END DF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER END DF FIBULA WITH TIBIA








































































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF T181A ANO FIbULA * oPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF T181A
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA HI TH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIBuLA, CLOSEO
CLDSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART DF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FI BULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA HITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFI EO PART OF TIBIA AND F 18ULA, OPEN
OPEN FRJ.CTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
oPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF uNsPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA !41Ttl TIBIA
FRAC;tiiE DF ANKLE
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL MALLEOLUS, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL HALLEOLUSt OpEN
FRACTURE OF LATERAL FiALLEOLUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LATERAL )4ALVEOLUS, OPEN
BI MALLEOLAR FRACTURE, CLOSEO
81 MALLEOLAR FRACTURE, OPEN
TRIUALLEDLAR FRACTURE, CLOSEO
TRINALLEOLAR FRACTURE, OPEN
UNSPECI FIEO FRACTURE OF ANKLEs CLosEo
UNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, CLOSED
FRACTURE DF CALCANEUS , OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BON ES, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE(S) OF FOOT ( EXCEPT TOES), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUS , CLOSEO
FRAcTuRE OF NAVICULAR (SC APHOIO) BONE OF FOOT, cLOsEO
FRACTURE OF CUBOID BONE, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORM BONE OF FOOT, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S), CLOSEO
OTHER FRACTURE OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BON ES, OPEN
FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED BONE(S) OF FOOT ( EXCEPT TOES)* oPEN
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUS, OPEN
FRAcTuRE OF NAvIcuLAR (SC APHOIO) BONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUBOIO BONES OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORM BONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S), OPEN
oTHER FRACTURES OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, OPEN
FRACTURE OF ONE DR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OTHER, IIULTIPLE, ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOHER LIMB
oTHER. MULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOUER LIMB*
cLosio
OTHER, MULTIPLE ANO ILL-DEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOklER LIMB, OPEN





UPPER LIMBs ANO LO’4ER LIMB(S) WITH RIB(S) AND STERNUM
MuLTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LOHER LIMBS?
UPPER LIMB, ANO LOHER LIMB(S) WITH RIB(S) ANO
MULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LO HER LIMBS s
UPPER LIMB* ANO LOWER LIMB(S) HITH RIB(S) ANO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONES
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE, CLOSEO
DISLOCATION OF JAH
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF JAM
OPEN DISLOCATION OF JAW
DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER, uNSPECIFI EO SITE
CLOSED ANTERIOR OISLDCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO INFERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ACROMIOCLAVICULAR ( JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER SITE OF SHOULOER
OPEN DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER












































































CLOS EO DISLOCATION OF ELBOW
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ELBOW, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF ELBOW
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCAT ION OF ELBOW
CLOSEO MEOIAL DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
CLOSEO LATERAL DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBOW
oPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBOW, UNSPECIFIED SITE
DPEN POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF ELBOH
OPEN LATERAL DISLOCATION OF ELBO14
DISLOCATION OF WRIST
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF WRIST
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF WRIST, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF RAOIOULNAR (JDINT), OISTAL
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF RAOIOCARPAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DIsLOCATION OF CAR POFIETACARPAL (JOINT)
cLosEo DISLOCATION OF flETAcARpAL (80NE), pROXIMAL
CLDSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF 14RIST
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HRIST
ENO
OPEN DISLOCATION OF wRIST, UNSPECIFIED PART
DPEN OISLOCATION OF CARPOMETACARPAL (JDINT)
OISLOCATI ON OF FINGER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FINGER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION DF FINGER, UNSPECIFIEO PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METACARPDPHALANGEAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF INTERpHALANGEAL (JOINT), HANO
OPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER
tlPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIEO P*OT, “,. ,
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HE TACARPOPHALANGEAL ( JOINT)
OPEN DISLOCATION INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT). HANO
OISLOCATI ON OF HIP
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO OISLDCATION OF HIP, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSED POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HIP
OTHER CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OPEN OBTURATOR OISLDCATION OF HIP
OISLOCATI ON OF KNEE
TEAR OF MEOIAL CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
TEAR OF LATERAL CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
OTHER TEAR OF CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
DISLOCATION OF PATELLA, CLOSEO
ilTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, CLOSEO
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIED PART
ANTERIOR OISLDCATION OF T181A, PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
MEOIAL DISLOCATION OF TIB 1A, PROXIMAL ENO , CLOSEO
LATERAL DISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PRDXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
aTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, CLOSEO
01:SLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSED-DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN 01 SLdCATION OF ANKLE
DISLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FOOT, UNSPECIFIED PART
cLosEo DISLOCATION OF TARSAL (BONE), JOINT UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF TARSOMETATARSAL (JF rMT~-... ,,
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF 14ETATARSOPHALANGEAL ( JOINT)
CLOSED DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OPEN DI SLOCATIDN OF FOOT
OPEN DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO ILL-OEFINEO DISLOCATIONS
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSED DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FIRST CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSED DISLOCATION. SECOND CERVICAL VERTF ‘o AL u,. -
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, THIRD CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLIJCATION, FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEPOA
“ ,.-
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDN, sIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSED DISLOCATION, SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, NULTI PLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE











































































CIPEN DISLOCATION, MULTIPLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, THORACIC AND LUHBAR VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATIDN, LUMBAR VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION~ THORACIC VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION? OTHER VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATIONI COCCYX
CLOSEO OISLOCATICINS SACRUII
CLOSEO DISLOCATIONS OTHER LOCATION
CLOSEO DISLOCATION* STERNUll
CLOSED OISLOCATION~ OTHER LOCATION
oPEN DISLOCATION* OTHER LOCATION
OPEN DISLOCATIONS STERNUM
CLOSED Dislocation MULTIPLE ANO ILL-oEFINEo sITEs
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF SHOULDER ANO UPPER ARM
ACROMIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT) ( LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
CORACOCLAVICULAR (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
ROTATOR CUFF (cAPsuLE) spRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF ELBOH ANo FOREARM
ULNAR COLLATERAL LIGAMENT SPRAIN
RAOIOHUMERAL (JOINT) SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF ELBOH AND FOREARM
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF ELBOW AND FOREARM
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF WRIST ANO HANO
HRIST SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF I.JRIST
SPRAIN OF CARPAL (JO IFJT) OF 14RIST
SPRAIN OF RAOIOCARPAL (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) OF h’RIST
IJTHER MRIST SPRAIN
HANO SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
SPRAIN OF t4ETAcARPoPHALANGEAL (JOINT) OF HAhO
SPRAIN OF INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT) OF HANO
OTHER HAND SPRAIN
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF KNEE AND LEG
SPRAIN OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF HEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAHENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF CRUCIATE LIGAHENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF TIi310FIBuLAR (JOINT) (LIGAHENT), SUPERIOR* OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF ANKLE AND FOOT
ANKLE SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF ANKLE SPRAIN
OELTOIO (LIGAMENT) ~ ANKLE SPRAIN
CALCANEOFIBULAR (LIGAMENT) ANKLE SPRAIN
TIBICIFIEIULAR (LIGAHENT) SPRAIN* DISTAL
OTHER ANKLE SPRAIN
FOOT SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FOOT SPRAIN
OTHER FOOT SPRAIN
SPRAINS AND STRAINS OF SACROILIAC REGION
LUMBOSACRAL (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
SACROILIAC (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
SACROSPINATUS (LIGAt4ENT) SPRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIN





SPRAIN OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF BACK
OTHER AND ILL-DEFINEO SPRAINS ANO STRAINS




STERNUM SPRAIN, UNSPECIFIED PART
ST ERNOCLAVICULAR (JoINT) (LIGAHENT) SPRAIN
.42 CHIINOROSTERNAL ( JOINT) SPRAIN
.5 PELVIC SPRAIN
.8 dTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SPRAINS ANO STRAINS
.9 UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN
e5a CONCUSSIi3N
.0 CONCUSS ION WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.1 CONCUSS ION HITH BRIEF LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.2 CONCUSS ION WITH PJ130ERATE LaSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.3 CONCUSS ION WITH PROLONGEO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.4 CONCUSSION WITH PROLONGED LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHUUT
RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.5 CONCUSS ION I.JITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
.9 CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
851 CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION
.0 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION WITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
.00 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL 140UN0, STATE OF CONSCIUUSNE SS UNSPECIFIEO
.01 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.02 CDRTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION H ITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN oNE HOUR) LOSS OF
COFJSCIOUSNESS
.04 CORTEX ( CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN I NTRA-
CRANIAL WOUND, !41TH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANII RETURN TO PRE-EXISITING CUNSCIOUS LEVEL
.05 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSIDN HITHOUT HENTI ON IIF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL WOUNO, !lITH PROLONGED (14DRE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, MITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.06 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION I+ ITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL !dOUNO, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
.2 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACERATION WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL !40UN0
.25 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACE RAT ION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO. WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS; HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.3 CURTEX (CEREBRAL) Laceration HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL IAUUNO
.30 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACERATION WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO,
WITIi STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
.4 CEREBELLA UR BRAIN STEM CONTUS ION WITHOUT f4ENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
. 4J CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
I14TRACRANIAL HOUNOS IAITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
.41 CEREUELLAR OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSION WITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND* WITH Nll LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.42 CEREGELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL wOUNOS HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
.44 CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEfl CONTUSION WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WUUND, WITH PRULONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LUSS
UF CONSCIOUSNESS AND RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.45 CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT f4ENTION LJF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND? WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HUURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEvEL
.46 CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEH CONTUSIL)N !41THOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIED
OUP.ATION
.49 CEREUELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTIJSION WITHOUT MENTION UF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL !4GUNO> WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
.8 OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*
iJITHOUT NEliTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
.83 OTHER AND UNSPECIFI EO CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUS IONS
wITHOUT HENTION OF UPEN INTRACRANIAL_ WIJUNU, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
.81 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION>
HITHOUT FIENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
.82 OTHER ANO UIISPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATIOfi ANO CONTUSIONS
UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS IJF CONSCIOUSNESS
.83 UTHEK ANO UNSPECIF1 ED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUS ION,
r.. !41TH!IUT MENTIoN OF aPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, wITH MO OERATE (l–24 uPEN INTRACRANIAL ULIUND, !41TH PR13LONGE0 (MOUE THAN 2+ HOURS)
LilSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, AI TH13UT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONS CIGUS LEVEL
SUBDURAL HEMORRrlAGE FCILLUt/i NG INJLJRY, WITHOUT MEN TILIN OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL !4uUN0, kJITH LIJSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
50
.84
HOURS) LOSS OF C.OfJSCI OUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CERE6RAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*
HITHOUT MENTION OF uPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGED .26
(MORE THAN 24 H0uR5) LOSS OF CONSC IOU5NESSANORETuRN TO PRE-
EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIELI CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO
(MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETuRN TO
PRE– EXISTIdG COF~SCIL3US LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO? WITH CONCUSSION,
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION?
WITH LIPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSIONS
WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION, wITH
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH PROLONGEII (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, FoLLoWING
INJURY
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
SUBARACF!NOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNS.PECIFIEO DURATION
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF











SU130URAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
i4uuN0
SU60URAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
WOUNO, NITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FULLOWING INJURY, WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
wOUNO, !41TH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
wOUtlO, NITH LIJSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATIUN
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL kiOUNO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTIIJN OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL NOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSC1OUSNESS UNSPECIFIELl
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTIUN OF OPEN
INTRACP.ANIAL WOUNOS WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN L HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
















EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLO#ING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
3THER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL tiEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
flTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY.
!41THOLJT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UILSPECIFIEO
oTHER ANLJ UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUtIO, WITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
klITHCUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH MOOERATE
(1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIELI INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLUWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL wOUNO, WITH PRtlLONGED
(MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-
EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
IuNSPECIFIED
. OL SUBARACHNOIO HEPldRRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.02 SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO. WITH BRIEF (LE.5s THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.03 SUBARACHNOIO HEM13RRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH MOOERATE ( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.04 SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, !41TH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
.05 SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURYt WITHOUT HENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24






.06 SUBARACHNDICI HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, wITH LOSS OF Consciousness CIF
.05 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY.
wITHuuT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO. WITH PROLONGEO







SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTIOON
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL iiOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION, uNSPEC IFIEO
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJORY WITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUND
SUBARACHNDID HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, WITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS uNSPECIFI EO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOl+ING 1NJUR% wITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WDONO
SUBDURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL HCRJNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
uPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH MOOERATE ( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS
PRE-EXISTING C3NSC IOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPEC IFI EO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WLMJNO, WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFI EO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNOS WITH CONCUSSION;
uNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY




.LO 13THER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,







INTRACRANIAL- INJURY CIF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE WITHOUT
‘FIENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.23
OF tioN5c10usNEss
.24 SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGED (MORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE–EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.25 SUBOIJRAL HEMORRHAGE FoLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
UN.5PECIFIE0
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIF IEO NATURE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND* WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUS-
.01
NESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT.02
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE
HnUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRAcRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURES HITHOUT
r4ENTIoN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUND, 141TH MOOERATE ( 1-24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIF IEIINATURE, WITHOUT
t4ENTIIIN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUND, WITH PROLONGEO (t4URE THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSC1OLJS LEVEL
NENTKIN OF OPEN MOUND INTo CAVITY
.9 INJURY TCI MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS UITH
OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
863 IWJURY TO GASTRCIINTESTINAL TRACT
.0 IXJURY TO STOMACH WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN I.IOUNO INTO CAVITY
.1 INJURy TO STOMACH !41TH OPEN !40UN0 INTo CAVITY




.20 INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, wITHOUT MENTION
OF oPEN HCWJND INTO CAVITY
.21 IIIJURY TO 0UJOENLN4 !41THOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
.29 JTHER INJIJRY TO SMALL INTESTINE !41THOUT f4ENTION OF OPEN HOUNO
INTu CAVITY
.05 INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, klITHOUT
HENTIoN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH pR0LiIN6EcI (MORE THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITHOUT
t4ENTIoN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, !41TH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.3 INJuRY TO S14ALL INTESTINE MITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY




IrJTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
NENTION 13F OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNDS IJITH CONCUSSION,
.09 .31 INJURY TO OUODENUH WITH OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
.39 OTHEK INJURY To SHALL I)JTESTINE I.IITH OPEN i40UN0 INTO CAVITY
.4 INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM HITHOUT NENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
. 4(I INJURY TO COLON, UN SPECIFIED SITE, !41THOUT HENTION OF OPEN
WOUVO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TRANSVERSE COLON !41THOUT t4ENTIoN OF OPEN HIIUNII
INTO CAVITY
.43 INJURY TO 0ESCENOIN6 (LEFT) COLON FIITHIIUT MENTION OF OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
1NJUR% TO SIGt4010 COLON HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN MOUNO
INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED





INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO NATURE, HITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIF IEO NATURE! HITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND, !41TH NO LoSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
IN TR.4CRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, 141TH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, WITH PRO LONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LDSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIIIUS LEvEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
TRAUt4ATIC PNEuMOTHORAX ANO HEMOTHORAX
TRALN4ATIC PNEUMOTHORAX HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN wOUND INTO
THLIRAX
TRAuMATIC PNEUMOTttORAX WITH OPEN HOUtAO INTO THDRAX
TRAUMATIC HEMOTHdRAX WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
TRAu14AT IC HEMoTHORAX HIT14OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX






IIIJURY TO RECTU)4 WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE SITES IN COLON AND RECTUM WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM WITH OPEN WOUND INTO CAVITY
.ON, UNSPECIFIEO SITE, wITH OPEN WOUNO INTo CAVITY








1NJUR% TO TRANSVERSE COLON WI1.. _
INJURY TO DESCENDING (LEFT) COLON WITH-OPEN tiOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SIGMOIO COLON WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RECTUM WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY










TRAUMATIC PNEUMOHE140THORAX WITH OPEN WOUND INTO THORAX







OTHER INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES
WITHOUT t4ENTIoN OF OPEN WOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO HEAO OF PAf/CREAS WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO
CAVITY
dEART INJURy, wITHOUT MENTION OF OpEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO HEART UITHOUT t4ENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO
THORAX
CONTUSION OF HEART WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART MITHOUT PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS OR
MENTI!3N OF OPEN WOUIJO INTO THORAX
HEAkT INJURY, WITH OPEtl WOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY OF HEART WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
CDNTUSION OF HEART HITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART WITH PENETRATIoN OF HEART CHAMBERS ANO
.01
.01
.02 .84 INJURY TO PANCREAS* HULTI PLE ANO UNSPECIF IEO SITES, WITHOUT
i4ENTION OF OPEN WOUNO IN’






CIFIEO GASTROINTESTINAL SITES WITHOUT





.9 { ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTRDINTESTINAL SITES WITH
D INTO CAVITY
O HEAO OF PANCREAS WITH oPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BOOY OF PANCREAS WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY






oPEN WOUNO INTo THORAX
LUNG INJURY, k41THOUT NENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJuRY TO LUNG WITHOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO THORAX
CONTUSION OF LUNG WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUND INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF LUNG WITHIJUT MENTION OF OPEN 140UN0 INTO THORAX
.2
.20





.99 INJURY TO OTHER AND UNSPECIF1 EO GASTROINTESTINAL SITES WITH
OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVIrvLUNG INJURY, wITH OPEN HOUND INTO THORAX
CONTUSION OF LUNG WITH OPEN WOUND INTO THORAX
LACEKATIUN OF LUNG WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
INJURY TO OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
INJURY TO OIAPHRAGM WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTLI CAVITY
INJURY TO OIAPHRAGM WITH OPEN klOUNO INTO CAVITY
ItlJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORAC IC ORGANS HITHOUT MENTION
.,,
llb.t INJURY TO LIVER.31
.32 .0
.00
INJURY TO LIVER WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LwSPECIFIEO INJURY TO LIVER WI THDUT MENTION OF UPEN
WOUND INTO CAVITY
HEMATOMA AND CONTUSION OF LIVER wITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN WUUNO INTO CAVITY







.02OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY Ta BRONCHUS HITHOUT MENTION OF L)PEN WOUND INTO CAVITY.21
.22
.29
LACERATION OF LIVER, MOOERATE, HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN wOUNO
INTLl CAVITY
INJURY TO ESOPHAGUS WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFI EO INTRATHORACIC oRGANS HITHdUT
MENTIDN OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS wITH OPEN 14GUN0
.03
.04 LACERATION OF LIVER, MAJOR? WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WLWJNO
lNTo CAVITY.3 . .
OTHER INJURY TO LIVER WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO LIVER WITH OPEN WOUNO INTD CAVITY
uNSPECIFIEO INJuRY TO LIVER WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
HEMATOMA ANO CONTUS ION OF LIVER WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY







INJURY TO ESOPHAGUS WITH oPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY























































LACERATION UF LIVER, MO OERATEV WITH OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
LACERATION (3F LIVER, MAJOR, wITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHEP. INJURY TO LIVER WITH OPEN h/OUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY T2 SPLEEN
INJuRY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN AOUNO
INTCI CAVITY
HEMATOMA OF SPLEEN, liITHuUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, WITHOUT
MENTION i3F OPEN !iOUNO INTO CAVITY
CAPSULAR TEARS T13 SPLEENY WITHOUT MAJOR oISRUPTInN ~F
PARENCHYMA, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF SPLEEN EXTENOING INTO PARENCHYMA WITHOUT
t.iENTIOti OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
MASSIVE PARE NCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN HITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTION OF uPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
Utl SPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
HEMATOMA OF SPLEEN, WITHOUT RUPTURE dF CAPSULE, WITH OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
CAPSULAR TEARS TO SPLEEN, WITHOUT MAJOR DISRUPTION OF
PARENCHYMA, WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION UF SPLEEN ExTENOING INTO PARENCHYMA MITH OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
MASSIVE PARENCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN WITH OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN idOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO KIONEY
I,tJURy TO KIONEY !41THOUT MENTION OF OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO K1ONEY wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN MOUNO
INTO CAVITY
HEI.IATLJMA OF KIONEY, kiITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, HITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIONEY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN l#OUNO INTO CAVITY
COMPLETE DISRUPTION OF KIONEY PARENCHYt4A WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN WOUNO INTL3 CAVITY
INJURY TO KIONEY WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIONEY WITH OPEN WC3UN0 INTO CAVITY
COMPLETE DISRUPTION OF KIONEY PAR ENCHYMA WITH OPEN HOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS
IN.](IRY TO BLAOOER ANO URETHRA WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
I ilJuRy To BLAooER ANo uRETHRA w ITH oPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO URETER rlITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
1NJUR% TO URETER 141TH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UTERUS UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UTERUS WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO PELvIC ORGANS !41THOUT MENTION OF
OPEN WOUNiJ INTO CAVITY
Ii4JURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO PELVIC ORGANS WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED PELVIC ORGAN MI THOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS WITHOUT MENTIoN OF OPEN
itOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIEO INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGAN WITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN !AOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO AORENAL GLANO WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN wOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLAOOER !41THOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOdNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TII RETROPERITONEUM WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO FiUi-Ti PLE INTRA-ABDOHI,NAL ORGANS ‘WITiHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN Mourio INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER IN TRA-ABOONINAL ORGANS HITH OPEN liOUNO INTO
‘CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGAN HITH OPEN
tiOUNO 1NTL3 CAVITY






























































INJURY TO PER ITONELWI tiITH OPEN WOUNO INTO cAv ITY
INJUkY TO RETRuPERIToNEuM WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS WITH
3PEN duUNO INTCI CAVITY
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-O EFINEO ORGANS
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL–DEFINEO oRGANS MI THuu T
MENTION OF OPEN !dOUNtJ INTO CAVITY
INTERNAL INJURY To UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-LIE FINEO uRGANS WITH uPEN
WCJUNO INTO CAVITY
JPEN WJUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
LACERATION i3F SKIN OF EYELIO AMO PERIOCULAR AREA
LAC:RATIUN OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS, NOT INVOLVING
LACRIMAL PASSAGES
Laceration OF EYE>IO INVOLVING LACRIMAL PASSAGES
PENETRATING WOUNO JF JRBIT, WITHOUT t4ENTIi3N OF FOREIGN BOOY
PENETRATING WOUNO OF ORBIT WITH FOREIGN BOOY
OTHER SPECIFIEO OPEN WOUNOS OF OCULAR AONEXA
UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
OPEA M13Uii0 OF EYEBALL
CICULAR LACERATION HITHOUT PROLAPSE OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
aCULAR LACERATION WITH PROLAPSE OR EXPOSURE OF INTRAOCULAR
TISSUE
RUPTURE OF EYE WITH PARTIAL LOSS OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
AVULSION OF EYE
UNSPECIFIED LACERATIrl~l OL ~vc.“!. “, . ,L.
PENETRATION OF EYt BALL WITH MAGNETIC FOREIGN BOOY
PENETP.ATILIN aF EYEt3ALL WITH (NONMAGNETIC) FOREIGN BUOY
UNSPECIFIEO OCULAR PENETRATION
UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF EVEBALL
flPEN UCNJNO UF EAR
:PE;; -io;No (IF ExTERNAL EAR, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
13PEN MOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO UF AURICLE, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
uPEN WIIUNU OF AU OITORY CANAL, WITHOUT MENTION (.lF COMPLICATION
OPEN WaUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, CONPLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, uNSPECIFIED SITE, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFIEO pARTs OF EAR, iITHou T MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF EAR ORUM, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN Wt3UN0 OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE S1 TES OF EAR, wITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
t3PEN WOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFXEO PARTS OF EAR, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF oTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF EAR, COt4PLICATE0
OPEN W13UN0 OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIED, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIEOS COMPLICATE
OTHER OPEN WOUNO OF HEAO
OPEN WOUNO OF SCALP, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
3PEN WUUNO OF SCALP, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF NOSE, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF NoSE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLIF&rTnM.. ... . . ..
OPEN WOUNO OF NASAL SEPTUM, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN tiOUNO OF NASAL CAVITY, WITHOUT MENTION Of COFIPL ICATION
OPEN WUUNO OF NASAL SINUS* 141THOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF MULTIPLE SITES OF NOSE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COt4PLIc ATrnM.-- ,
oPEN wdUNO OF NOSE, cnu
.,- .,,-, ,./
OPEN WOUNO OF HuLTIPLE S1
OPEN WOUNO OF FACE, UITHOUT
., “,. -, L
MENTION OF COMPLIC ATTnM
.-..
--- .PLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO OF NOSE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COMPLICATE
OPEN WUUNO OF NASA1 ccortilt4, COMPLICATED
TES OF NOSE, COMPLICATE
.. —....- MENTION OF COMPLICATION
uPEN WOUNO OF FACE- ‘nklcDcCIFIEO SITE, WITHOUT
.. .. . . . ..
OPEN WOUND OF CHEEK, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
o,pE}~ WOUND O= .F0.RE.+EA07 !41TH0 [J? MEN.?.TON OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF LIP, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF JAW, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN wOUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, wITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLI~&TTnM------- .
OPEN WOUNO OF FACE, COMPLICATED






























































OPEN HOUNO OF CHEEK, CCJMPLICATECJ
CIPEN HOUND OF FUREHEAO, COMPLICATEO
OPEtl WOUNO OF LIP, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUND OF JAw, COMPLICATED
CIPEN WUUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, ClM4PLICATE0
OPEN i40UN0 OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF MOUTH, WITHOUT MENTION
OF CW4PLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF MOUTH, uNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT
f4ENTION OF COMPLICATION
13PEN WOUNO OF BUCCAL MUCOSA, wITHOUT 14ENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF GUM ( ALVEOLAR PROCESS), tiITHOUT
MENTION OF COt4PLICATION
oPEN WOUNO OF TOOTH (BROKEN), wITHouT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF TONGUE ANO FLOOR OF MOUTH, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF PALATE, WITHiJUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO 14ULTIPLE SITES OF MOUTH, HITdOIAT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF t40UTH, CO14PLICATE0
IJPEN WOUNO OF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COP4PLICATE0
OPEN WOUNO OF BUCCAL HUCOSA, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUND OF TOOTH (BROKEN), cONpLICATEO
CIPEN WOUNO OF TONGUE ANLl FLOOR OF HOUTH, COMPLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO dF PALATE, COMPLICATED
OPEN HOUND OF oTHER ANO t4ULTIPLE SITES OF MOUTH, CO14PLICATE0
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN HOUND rw I+EAO WITHOUT ME~T~oN OF-.
COMPLICATION
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED JPEN WOUND OF HEAD, CLW4PL1CATE0
OPEN WUUNO OF NECK
OPEN WOUNO OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA, WITHOUT MENTION UF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF LARYNX, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WUUNO OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA, COMPLICATED
OPEN WOUND OF LAKYNX WITH TRACHEA, CO14PLICATE0
OPEN WOUND OF THYROID GLAND, MI THOUT MENTIIIN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WLWJND OF PHARYNX, WITHOUT HENTION OF CO14PLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COf4PL1CATInN
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, COHPLICATEO
UPEN !+uUND OF CHEST (WALL)
OPEN WOUNO OF CHEST (WALL), WITHOUT HENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WLIUNO OF cHEST (HALL), COHPLICATEO
LI?EN WOUNO OF BACK
OPEN WOUNO OF BACK, WITHOUT MENTION OF COtlPLICATION
UPEN WOUND OF BACK. COf4PL ICATEIl
OPEN WOUND OF BUTTOCK
OPEN WUUNO OF BUTTOCK, WITHOUT MENTION OF coHpLII_AT~oN
OPEN WOUNO OF BUTTOCK, COMPLICATE
opim WOUNO OF GENITAL ORGANS (EXTERNAL), INcLuOING TRAUHATIC
ANPUTATION
OPEN WOUNO OF PENIS, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF PENIS, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF SCROTUM ANO TESTES. 141THOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WCIUND OF SCROTUf4 ANO TESTES, COMPLICATED
OPEN !KIUNO OF VULVA, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND DF VAGINA, 141THoUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTs OF GENITAL ORGANS
(ExTERNAL), w ITHOUT MENTION oF C0f4pL ICATION
OPEN 140UN0 OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SITES, EXCEPT LIHBS
OPEN WOUNO OF BREAST, 141THOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
UPEN WOUNO OF BREAST, COMPLICATE
OPEIJ WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, ANTERIOR, WITHOUT 14ENTION OF
CONPLICATION
OPEN 140UN0 OF ABOOMINAL WALL, ANTERIOR, COMPLICATE
OPEN WIIUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, LATERAL, UITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ABDOMINAL WALL, LATERAL, complicate
LIPEN WOUND OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRUNK, HITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
13PEN WUUNO OF oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRUNK*
COMPLICATE




























































OPEN WUUND(S) (HUi_TIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE(S), CO14PLICATE0
DPEN 140UN0 OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
OPEN WJUND OF SHOULOER ANO uPPER ARM, iIITHUUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WIIUNO OF SHOULDER REGION, WITHOUT MENTION OF COrlPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF SCAPULAR REGION, WITHOUT MENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF AX ILLARY REGION, WITHOUT 14ENTION OF COtiPLICATION
OPEN wOUNO OF UPPER ARH, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN ilOUNO OF MULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER AND UPPER ARM, HITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WijUliD OF SHOULOER ANO uPPER ARM, COMPL ICATEO
OPEN WOUND OF SHOULOER REG1ON, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF SCAPULAR REGION, COMPLICATED
OPEN WOUNO OF AX ILLARY REGION, COHPLICATEO
OPEN WOUND OF UPPER ARH, COHPLICATEO
LIPEN wOUNO OF MULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM*
CONPLICATEO
OPEN WOUND LIF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM, WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEIJ HOUNO OF UPPER ARM, WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, FOREARH, ANO HRIST
.IPEN wOUND OF ELBOW, FOR EARH, ANO WRIST, WITHOUT HENTIoN OF
CO14PLICATION
OPEN WOUND OF FOREARM, WITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN wOUND OF WRIST, HITHoUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST, COHPLICATEO
OPEN WOUND OF FOREARM, COHPLICA7E0
UPEN wOUNO OF ELBOW, COHPLICATEO
OPEN WOUND OF wRIST, COMPLICATED
OPEN WOUND OF ELBDW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST, WITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUND OF FOREARM, $41TH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOJNO OF 14RIST, WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
OPEN WOUND OF HAND EXCEPT FINGER(s) ALONE, HITHOUT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WCIUND OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE, COHPLICATEO
ilPEN WL3UN0 OF HAND EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE, WITH TENDON
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUND OF FINGER(S)
OPEN HOUNO OF FINGER(S), WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLIC
OPEN MoUNO OF FINGER(S), COMPLICATE
OPEN i4UUND OF FINGER(S), WITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT
MULTIPLE AND UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUND OF UPPER LIMB
i4ULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF UPPER LIHB.
NENTION OF COMPLICATION
MdLTIPLE AND UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF UPPER LIMBs






TRAuMATIC Amputation OF THut4B (COMPLETE) (pARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AMPuTATIoN OF THUHB (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL), MITHouT
MENTIIJN OF COMPLICATIIJN
TRAuMATIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (CLW4PLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF 0THER FINGER(S) (cOMpLETE) (PARTIAL) ~
WITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (CO14PLETE) (PARTIAL) s
COMPLICATE
TRAuMATIC AMPuTATIoN OF ARM ANO HAND (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC ANPUTATION OF ARM ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL) ~
UNILATERAL, BELOW ELBOW, WITHOUT MENTION DF COMPLICATION
TRAUMhTIC AMPUTATION OF ARM ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)*
UNILATERAL, BELOW ELBOH, COMPLICATE
CIPEN wOUNO OF-HIP AND THIGH
OPEN WOUND OF HIP ANO THIGH, UITHOUT HENTION DF COMPLICATION
JPEN WOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, COMPLICATED
OPEN WOUNO DF HIP ANO THIGH, WITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (ExCEPT THIGH), ANO ANKLE
OPEN WOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), /
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH),
OPEN wOUND OF KNEE, LEG (liXCEPT THIGH), ,
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUND OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE
OPEN WOUND OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONES I
ANO ANKLE, WITHOUT
ANO ANKLE, COMPLICATE

































































OPEN wOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S ) ALONE, COMPLICATE
OPEN HdUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) AL Otu&, wITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF TOE(S)
OPEN WOUNO OF TOE(S), MI THuuT NENTION OF COMPLICATION
oPEN 140uN0 OF TOE(S) , COMPLICATE
oPEN WOUND OF TOE(S), WITH TENDON INVOLVEMENT
MULTIPLE AND UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF LCIWER LIM13
YULTIPLE APIO uNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF LOHER L1M8, !41THOUT
NENTIuN OF CI.IMPLICATION
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF LOWER LIMB, CONPLKCATEO
MuLTIPLE ANO UdSPECIFIEO oPEN WOUNO OF LOWER LIM8. HITH TENOON
INVCILVEMENT
TRAuMATIC AMPUTA.TION OF TOE(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF TOE(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL I, WITHOUT
MENTION OF CIJMPLICATIiJN
TkAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF TOE (S) (COt4PLETE) ( PARTIAL),
COMPLICATEO
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) ( PARTIAL),
uNILATERAL, BELOW KNEE, WITHOUT MENTIUN OF COMPLICATILIN
TRAUMATIC AHPUTATIUN OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, BELO!4 KNEE, COMPLICATE
TRAUMATIC ANPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) ( PARTIAL) ,
Ur41LATERAL, AT OX ABOVE KNEE, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TPJJJMATIC ANPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) ( PARTIAL) ,
LJNILATERAL, AT Ok ABOVE KNEE, COMPLICATE
TKAUMATIC AMpu TATI13N OF LES(s) (cONpLETE) ( PARTIAL).
aILArERAL (ANY LEVEL). wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPL1CATILIN
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMpLETE) ( PARTIAL),
131LATERAL (AIJY LEVEL), CCIMPLICATEO
INJURY TU BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
I~JJURY TO CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO COMMON CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO INTERNAL CARUT1 O ARTERY
INJURY TO INTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOCIO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO EXTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJuRY TO MULTIPLE BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
ItiJURY TLI UNSPECIFIED bLOOD VESSEL OF HEAO ANO NECK
1NJLJR% Ta BL090 VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO TiiORACIC AORTA
INJURY TO INNoNINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN ARTERIES
INJURY TJ SUPERIOR VENA CAVA
lNJLJRY TO INNOMINATE AND SUBCLAVIAN VEINS
INJURY TO oTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO I)JTERCOSTAL ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO INTERNAL MAt4MARY ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TJ BLOOO VESSELS OF ABOOMEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO ABOOMINAL AORTA
I: IJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO HEPATIC VEINS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BRANCHES OF INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO CELIAC ANO MESENTERIC ARTERIES
INJURY TO CELIAC ANO MESENTERIC ARTERIES, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO GASTRIC ARTERY
INJURY Td OTHER SPECIFIEO BRANCHES OF CELIAC AXIS
INJURY TO PRIMARY BRANCHES OF SUPERIOR ME SENTERIC ARTERY
lNJUP.Y TO OTHER CELIAC ANO ME SENTERIC ARTERIES
INJURY Td PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO SUPERIOR MESENTERIC VEIN ANO PRIMARY SUBOIVISILINS
INJURY TO PORTAL VEIN
INJURY TO SPLENIC VEIN
INJuRY TO OTHER F’ORTAL Aid SP!. Efi!IC VEINS
INJLNZY TO ILIAC BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO ILIAC ARTERY
It.lJURY TO ILIAC VEIN
T’N.IIIRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF ABOOMEN ANLI PELVIS.
1NJUR% TO MULTIPLE BLOOO VESSELS OF ABOOMEN ANO PELVIS
































































INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED 8LOO0 VESSEL OF A800MEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TCI BLOUO VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
INJuRY TO AX ILLARY BLOOO VESSELS
I~lJURY TO AX ILLARY ARTERY
INJURY TO AX ILLARY VEIN
ItJJURY TO .3RACHIAL BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO RAOIAL BLOOO VESSELS
1FIJUR% TO ULNAR BLOOO VESSELS
I flJURY TO PALMAR ARTERY
INJURY TO DIGITAL BLOOO VESSELS
INJIJRY TO OTHER SPECIFIED BLOOO VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO uNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL OF uPPER EXTREMITY
IliJURY TU BLOOO VESSELS OF LO!4ER EXTREMITY ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES
INJURY TO COMMON FEMORAL ARTERY
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL FEMORAL ARTERY
INJURY TO FEMORAL VEINS
INJuRY TO SAP HENOUS VEINS
INJURY TO POPLITEAL 8LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO POPLITEAL ARTERY
IIJJURY TO P3PLITEAL VEIN
INJURY TO TIBIAL BLOOO VESSELS
iNJURY To AN TERIL3R TIBIAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POSTERIOR TIBIAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POSTERIOR TIBIAL VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF LOWER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSEL OF LUWER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO BLOOO vESSELS DF UNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF MU SCULOSKELETAL ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SKULL ANO FACE .50NES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SPINE ANO TRUNK k/ITHOUT MENTION
.lF SPINAL CORa LESION
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF UPPER ExTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEMUR
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF LOWER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED BONES
LATE EFFECT OF DISLOCATION
LATE EFFECT OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN WI THDUT MENTION OF TENOON
INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF TENOON INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION
LATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUES
LATE EFFECT OF OPEN WOUNO OF HEAO, NECK, ANO TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF OPEN WOUNO OF EXTREMITIES WITHOUT MENTION
OF TENOON INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF SUPERFICIAL INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF CONTUSION
LATE EFFECT OF CRUSHING
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF EYE, FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
LATE EFFECT OF BURN DF WRIST ANO HANO
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF OTHER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF BURNS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
LATE EFFECT OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY HITHOUT MENTION OF
SKULL FRACTURE
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO CRANIAL NERVE
LATE EFFECT OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO NERVE ROOT(S)* SPINAL PLEXUS (ES) *
ANO uTHER NERVES OF TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF SHOULOER
GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE
ANO LOWER LIMB
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO CHEST
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO INTRA-ABOO141NAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO OTHER INTERNAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO BLOOO VESSEL OF HEAO. NECK* ANO
‘EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO BLOOO VESSEL OF THORAXi
i~bOOMEN. ANO PELVIS
LATE EFFECT OF FOREIGN BOOY IN ORIFICE
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA













































LATE EFFECTS IIF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF POISONING OUE TO ORUG, MEOIC INAL OR
BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE
LATE EFFECT OF RAOIATION
LATE EFFECT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SURGICAL AND 14EOICAL CARE
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP ExCEPT EYE
ABRASILltJ OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT
EYE, HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
AFiRASICIN OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE, NECK. ANO SCALP EXCEPT
EYE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BODY (SPLINTER) OF FACE, NECK, ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, WITHOUT f4AJIlR OPEN HOUNO ANO 141THOUT
NENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE, NECK, ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, WITHOUT 14ENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE, NECK, ANCI
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNK
ABRASIUN OR FRICTION D(JRN OF TRUNK, i41THOUT MENTIoN OF
INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF TRUNK, INFECTEO
BLISTER OF TRUNK, iJITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
BLISTER OF TRUNK, INFECTED
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF TRUNK, HITHOUT MENTILIN OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF TRUNK, WITHOUT MAJOR
OPEN i-10UNO AND HITHOUT MEIITION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF TRUNK, WITHOUT
MAJOR OPEN !40UN0, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNK, WITHOUT
NENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM,
HITHOUT MENTIoN OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO
UPPER ARN, WI THOLJT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJuRY OF ELBOH, FOREARM, ANO wRIST
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF ELBOW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST,
WITHOUT MENTION ilF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF EL BOtl, FOREARMs ANO WRIST,
INFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF ELBOW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST,
HITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF ELBOW* FOREARM*
AND WRIST , WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO ANO HITHDUT MENTION OF
I iiFECT 10N
SUperfiCial FOREIGN BODy (SPLINTER) OF ELBOW, FOREARM$
ANO HRISTS HITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO~ INFECTEO
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBDW~
FOREARM, ANO WRIST, HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE,
wITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FINGER(S), WITHOUT MENTION
OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, IJONVENOMOUS, OF FINGER(S), INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (sPLINTER) OF FINGER(S), wITHOUT
MAJOR OPEN WOUNO AND WITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S). INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJuRY i3F HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP* THIGH, LEG, AND ANKLE$
WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE?
INFECTEO
BLISTER OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE, WITHOUT MENTIoN
OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF HIP, THIGHs LEG* AND ANKLEc
INFECTEO
superficial FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HIP* THIGHS LEG*
ANo ANKLE? WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO ANO WITHOUT HENTION
INFECTION































































LEG, ANO ANKLE, WITHOUT MENTION DF INFECTION
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP* THIGH*
LEG, AND ANKLE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), WITHOUT
MENTIoN OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), INFECTEO
BLISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
BLISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FoREIGN BOOY (SpLINTER) OF FOOT ANO ToE(s),
WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO AND WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FOOT ANo TOE(S),
WITHOUT IIAJOR OPEN WOUNO, INFECTEO
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FO13T ANO TOE(S),
INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYELIOS ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CONJUNCTIVA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURIES OF EYE
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, AND UNSPECIFIED SITES
ABRASIdN OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASIOIJ OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER, HULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, IN FECTEO
BLISTEk OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES, WITHOUT
MENTIJN OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BoOY (SPLINTER) OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO
UNSPECIFIEO SITES, WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN wDUND ANO WITHOUT
NENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, MULTIPLE,
ANO UNSPECIFIEO SITES, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, MULTIPLE*
ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, INFECTEO
CDNTUSION OF FACE, SCALP, ANO NECK EXCEPT EYE(S)
CUNTUSION OF EYE ANO AONEXA
BLACK EYE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
CONTUSION OF EYELIDS ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
CONTUSION OF ORBITAL TISSUES
CONTUSION OF EYEBALL
UNSPECIFIED CONTUSION OF EYE
CONTUSIOII OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF BREAST
CONTUSION OF CHEST HALL
CONTUSION OF ABOOMINAL WALL
CONTUSION OF BACK
CONTUSION OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARFl
CCINTUS1ON OF SH13ULOER REGION
CONTUSION DF SCAPULAR REGION
CONTUSION OF AXILLARY REGIDN
CONTUSION OF UPPER ARU
CONTUSION OF HULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CONTUSION OF ELBOW ANO FOREARM
CONTUSION OF FOREARM
CONTUSION OF ELBOW
CONTUSION OF WRIST AND HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(s) ALONE
CONTUSION OF HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CONTUSION OF WRIST
CONTUSION OF FINGER
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF LOWER LIMB AND OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CONTUSION OF HIP ANO THIGH
CONTUSION OF THIGH
CONTUSION OF HIP
CONTUSION OF KNEE ANO LOWER LEG
CONTUSION OF LOWER LEG
CONTUSION OF KNEE















































































CLINTUSION 13F MULTIPLE SITES OF LOWER LIMB
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOWER LIMB
CONTUSIJN OF MULTIPLE SITES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CRUSHING INJURY OF FACE, SCALP, ANO NECK
CRUSHING INJURY OF TRUNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF TRUNK
CRUSH ING INJURY OF BACK
CRUSHING INJURY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF TRUNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
CkUSHING INJURY OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF SHOULDER REGION
CRUSHING INJURY OF ELBOH ANO FCIREARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF FOREARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF WRIST ANO HA NO(S) , EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF HANO(S)
CRUSHING INJuRY OF FINGER(S)
CRusHING INJURY OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF LOWER LIMB
CRUSHING IN.IuRY OF HIP AND THIGH
CRUSHING INJURY OF THIGIl
CRUSHING INJuRY OF KNEE ANO LOWER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF LOHER LEG
CRUSHING INJuRY OF KNEE
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALLINE
CRUSHING INJURY UF FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE
CRUSIiING INJURY OF TOE(S)
CP.USHING INJuRY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOWER LIMB
cRusHING INJURy OF MULTIPLE ANO UN5pECIFIE0 SITES
CRUSHING INJURY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
FUREIGN BOOY ON EXTERNAL EYE
CORNEAL FOREIGN BCAOY
FOREIGN BOOY IN CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
Fi3REIGV 800Y IN UNSPECIFIED SITE ON EXTERNAL EYE
FOREIGN BODY IN EAR
FOREIGN BOOY IN NOSE
FOREIGN BODY IN PHARYNX ANO LARYNX
FOREIGN BOOY IN PHARYNX
FOREIGN BOOY IN LARYNX
FOREIGN BOOY IN TRACHEA, BRONCHLJS, ANO LUNG
FOREIGN BODY IN TRACHEA
FoREIGN BOOY IN MAIN BRONCHUS
FOREIGN BODY IN OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
FORE IGN BOOY IN RESPIRATORY TREE, LAUSPECIFI ED
FOREIGN BOOY IN MOUTH, ESOPHAGUS, AND STOMACH
FOREIGN BOOY IN MOUTH
FORE IGN BODY IN ESOPHAGUS
FOREIGN BOOY IN STOMACH
FOREIGN BODY IN INTESTINE AND COLON
FOREIGN BOOY IN ANUS AND RECTUM
FOREIGN BOOY IN OIGESTIVE SYSTEM, UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN BODY IN GENITOURINARY TRACT
FoREIGN BOOY IN BLAODER ANO URETHRA
FoREIGN BODY IN VULVA ANO VAGINA
FOREIGN BOOY IN PENIS
FOREIGN BODY IN UNSPECIFIED sITE IN GENITOURINARY TRACT
BURtJ CONFINED TO EYE AND AONEXA
CHENICAL BURN OF EYELIOS AND PERIOCULAR AREA
DTHER BURNS OF EYELIDs ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
ALKALINE CHEMICAL BURN DF CORNEA AND CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
OTHER BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
UNSP ECI FIELI BURN OF EYE ANO ADNEXA
BURN OF FACE, kiEADs ANO NECK
BURN OF FACE, HEAO, AND NECK, UNSPECIFIED DEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAo
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF LIP{s)
NJRN OF UNSPECIFIED oEGREE OF sCALp (ANY PART)













































ERYTHEMA DUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF FACE, HEAO. ANO NECK
ERYTHEFIA OUE TO BURN (Fi RST OEGREE) OF uN5p EcIFIE0 SITE OF
FACE ANO HEAO
ERYTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT DEGREE) OF EAR (ANY PART)
ERYTtiEHA DUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF EYE (HITH OTHER PARTS
OF FACE, HEAD, ANO NECK)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST DEGREE) OF LIP(S)
ERYTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF CHIN
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BuRN (FIRsT 0E6REE) OF NOSE (SEPTUM)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FOREHEAD ANO CHEEK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF NECK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) DF MULTIPLE SITES
(EXCEPT HITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
5LISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
fJLISTERS. WITH EPIOERMAL L05S OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
FACE ANO HEAD, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
EAR (ANY PART)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
EYE (WITH OTHER PARTs OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERt.iAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND DEGREE)
LIP(S)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (s EcONO OEGREE)
CHIN
BLISTERS, WITH EPIDERMAL Loss OUE TO BURN (s EcDNo OEGREE)
NOSE (SEPTUM)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN ( SECONO OEGREE)
SCALP (ANY PART)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECDNO OEGREE)
FoI+HEAO ANO CHEEK
BLISTERS, WITH EPIOERt.IAL Loss OUE TO BURN (S ECONLI OEGREE)
NECK
BLISTERS, WITH EPIDERMAL LOSS OUE TO BuRN (SECONO DEGREE)
MULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT WITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, AND NECK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TD BURN [THIRO DEGREE NOS) OF











FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRCI OEGREE NOS) bF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAO
FULL–THICKNESS SKIN L05s OUE TO OuRN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF EAR (ANY PART)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TD BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS)
OF NECK
FULL–THICKNESS SKIN LoSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MuLTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT WITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
OEEP NEcR13sIs OF UNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRD
DEGREE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK HITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF
A BODY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP
THIRO DEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT WITH EYE) DF
FACE, HEAD, ANO NECK, WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF A BOOY PART
BURN OF TRUNK
BURN OF TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF CHEST WALL, ExCLUOING
BREAST AND NIPPLE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF GENITALIA
BuRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE
SITES OF TRUNK
ERyTHEt4A DUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF TRUNK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST oEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED
SITE OF TRuNK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF BREAST
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT oEGREE) OF CHEST HALL, EXCLUOING
LREAST AND NIPPLE
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF AM OOMINAL WALL
ERYTHEMA OUE T13 BURN ( FIRST OEGREE) OF BACK (ANY PART)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
ERVTHEfIA DuE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF
OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF TRUNK
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF TRuNK









































(sEcONO oEGREE) OF BREAST
BLISTERS HITH EPIoERHAL LOSS DUE TO FJJRN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
CHEST HALL, EXCLUDING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN
(sEc ONO OEGREE) OF ABDOIIINAL HALL
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BURN
(sEcONO DEGREE) OF BAcK (ANY PART).
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO 13URN
(SECUNO OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
bLISTERS WITH EPIDERMAL LOSS DUE TO ENJRN
(SECUNO DEGREE) OF OTHER ANO HULTI PLE SITES OF TRUNK
FULL–THICKNESS SKIIJ LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS )
OF TiuJNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRil DEGREE NOS)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF TRuNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS)
OF CHEST WALL, EXCLUDING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THI RO
DEGREE NOS) OF ABOONINAL HALL
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN ( THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF BAcK (ANY PART)
FuLL-THIcKNEss sKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD
OEGREE NOS) OF GENITALIA
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO CIEGREE NOS)
OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
JEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO LIURN (OEEP THIKO
OEGREE ) (JF TRUNK WITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS OF BODY PART
OEEP tfEcRosIs IIF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO auRN (OEEP
THIRO DEGREE) OF OTHER AND MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK,
wITHouT HENTION OF Loss OF aooy PART
BURN OF UPPEF. LIMB, EXCEPT WRIST AND HANO
BURN OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HAND, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
flURN CIF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF FOREARH
EIURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF SHOULDER
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT DEGREE) OF UPPER LIHB~
EXCEPT WRIST ANO HAND
ERYTHEliA OUE TO BURN ( FIRST DEGRE.E) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
ERyTHEMA DUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FOREARM
ERyTHEMA DUE TO auRN (FIRST OEGREE) OF SHOULOER
ERyTHEflA OUE TU BURN (FIRsT OEGREE) OF HULTIpLE SITES OF uppER
LIHb, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HANO
BLISTERS IJITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE)
OF UPPER LIIW, EXCEPT WRIST AND HANO
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO EIURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LI!IB
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE)
OF FOREARM
BLISTERS WITH EPIDERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE )
CIF ELBOW
aLIsTERs HITH EPIDERMAL Loss DUE TO LIURN (s EcoNO DEGREE)
OF uPPER ARH
OLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND DEGREE)
OF AXILLA
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERNAL LUSS OUE TO auRN (sEcoND OEGREE)
OF sHOULI)ER
tILISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TCI BURN (sECONO DEGREE)
OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT HRIST ANO HAND
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HANO
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE Nos)












SKIN LOSS OUE To BURN (THIRO OEGREE N13S)
SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NUS)
SKIN LDSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
SKIN LOSS oUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS)
SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)









































FULL-THICKNESS SKI!J LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF MuLTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIHi3, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HANO
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (oEEP THIRO
DEGREE) i3F UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HAND, wITHOUT MENTION
OF LOSS UF A BOOY PART
OEEP NECKOSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIME), EXCEPT WRIST ANO
HAND, WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF UPPER LIHEI
9uRN OF FIRIST(S) AND HANO(S)
BuRN OF WRIST(S) ANO HAN O(S), UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE
tXJRN OF uNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
BURN DF uNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF SINGLE DIGIT (FINGER (NAIL))
OTHER THAN THUMB
SUP.N OF UNSPECXFIEO OEGREE OF BACK OF HA?JO
BURN OF uNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF WRIST
BuRN OF uNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF MULTIPLE SITES DF FJRIST(S) ANO
HANO(S)
ERYTHEMA DuE TO BURN (FIRST oEGREE) OF WRIST(S) AND HANO(S)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRsT DEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
i-lANO
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF SINGLE OIGIT
(FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAtJ THuHa
ERYTHEMA DUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF THUMB (NAIL)
ERYTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF TwO OR MORE OIGITS OF
HANO, NOT INCLUOING THUMB
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF PALM OF HANO
ERyTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF aAcK OF HANO
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S ECONO DEGREE)
OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERNAL LOSS OUE TO FJURN (S ECONO
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
8L1.3TERS wITH EpIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO auRN (SECONO
SINGLE oIGIT (FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THUMB
aLIs TERs w[TH EpIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (s EcoND
THUHB (NAIL)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LDSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO
TWO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO, NOT INCLUDING THUHEI
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO
TWO OR MORE oIGITS OF HANO, INCLUDING THUMB
aLIsTERs WITH EPIDERIIAL LOSS OUE TO ENJRN (SECONO
PALM OF HANO
tILIsTERs HITH EpIDERMAL LOSS OUE TO auRN (SECONO
BACK OF HANO
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BuRN (S ECDNO
WRIST
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO auRN (SECONO
Mw~TIPLE SITES OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TU BuRN (THIRo OEGREE
13F WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)




















UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HAIJO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO i3URN (THIRO OEGREE NDS) OF
SINGLE oIGIT (FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS) GF
TWO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO* NOT INCLUOING THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO EWJRN (THIRO DEGREE NOS) OF
TWO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO, INCLUDING THUMB
FuLL-THIcXNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
PALM OF HANO
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRo OEGREE NOS) OF
BACK OF HAND
FuLL-THIcKwEss SKIN LDSS OUE ro BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
WRIST
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DuE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MULTIPLE SITES OF wRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP
THIRO DEGREE) OF WRIST(S) A$IO HANO(S), WITHOUT MENTION OF
LOSS OF A BOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF uNDERLYING TISSUES DUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO, WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS
OF HAND
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO













































NENTION LIF LOSS OF A t300Y PART
Oti EP NECRUSIS OF Underlying TISSUES OUE TU boRw (0EEP THIRO
oEGREE) OF h’RIST(S) ANO HANO(S), WITW LOSS CLF A BOOY PART
DEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TIsSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRIJ
OEGREE) OF TWO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO, NOT INCLUOING THUMBS
HITH LOSS UF FINGERS
2UkN OF LuWER LIMB(S)
GLIRN OF LOWER LIMB(S), Unspecified oEGREE
LAJRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF Luw ER LIMB
(LEG)
BURN OF ONSPECIFIEO oEGREE OF TOE(S) (NAIL)
BURN L3F UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOOT
BORN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE LIF LOWER LEG
BoRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF KNEE
tIURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF THIGH (ANy PART)
ERYTHEMA UUE TO BORN (FIRST OEGREE) OF LOWER LIMB(S)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
LOWER LIMB (LEG)
ER~THEMA 00E TO BORN (FIRST DEGREE) UF FOOT
ERYTI+EMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF LOWER LEG
ERYTHEMA 00E TU BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF KNEE
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BoRN (S ECUNO OEGREE)
LIF LOWER LIMB(S)
3LISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF unspecified SITE OF LuwER LIMb (LEG)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TCI BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) oF
TOE(S) (NAIL)
5LISTERS WITH EPIOERNAL LOSS OUE TO BORN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
FOOT
BLISTERS WITH EP1OERMAL LOSS OUE TO BORN
(sECOND OEGREE) OF ANKLE
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS 00E TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF LOWER LEG
BLISTERS #ITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF KNEE
3LISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO DEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART)
BLISTERS !+ITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF HOLTIPLE SITES OF LO!4ER LIMB(S)
FoLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS 00E TO BORN (THIRO DEbREE NOS)
13F LOWER LIMB(S)
FULL–THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NIX) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOMER LIMB
FOLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRo oEGREE NOs) oF
TOE(S) (NAIL)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRo OEGREE NOS) OF FOOT
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) oF
ANKLE
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS 00E TO BORN (THIRD OEGREE NILS) OF
LO14ER LEG
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF KNEE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
THIGH (ANy PART)
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MOLTIPLE SITES OF LOWER LINB(S)
oEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BORN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF LOWER LIMB(S) WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF A BOCLY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN
(OEEP THIRO DEGREE) oF unspecified sITE oF LowER
LIMB (LEG), !41THOUT MENTIoN oF Loss oF A Booy pART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN
(OEEP THIRO OEGREE) OF FooT* HITHooT HENTIoN oF LOss OF FooT
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES 00E TO 13uRN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) JF LOWER LEG, !JIITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF LOWER LEG
uEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRD
OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART)* wITHouT MEN TIoN oF Loss oF THIGH
BuRNS OF MOLTIPLE SPECIFIEO sITES
BURNS OF MOLTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES, ONSPECIFIEO OEGREE
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST oEGREE) DF MULTIPLE sp=IFIEo sITf=
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERHAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S ECONo OEGREE) oF
NoLTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
FOLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS) OF
NuLTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES















































OEGREE) OF MOLTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES, WITHOUT MENTION dF LIJSS
JF A B02Y PART
BORN OF INTERNAL ORGANS
BURN UF MLIOTH AND PHARYNX
BUR;J OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO LUNG
bURtl OF ESdPHAGOS
BUR}4 OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
BURII OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF INTERNAL OkGANS
dURll S CLASSIFIED ACCUROING TO EXTENT OF BODY SURFACE INVOLVELJ
bdRN (APJY OGGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN LO PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRD EJEGREE aLJRN OF LESS THAN LO PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SORFACE
BuRN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF 13DOY SURFACE
WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR
uNSPECIFIED AMDUNT
BURi’/ (AflY OEGREE) INVOLVING 1O-L9 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 20–29 PERCENT OF BOOY
SORFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE 9URN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
UR uNSPECIFIELI AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20–29 PERCENT OF BODY
SORFACE WITH THIRLJ OEGREE BuRN OF 10-19 PERLENT
BURN (A?IY DEGREE) INVOLVING 2u-29 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE wITH THIRO OEGREE BORN OF 20–29 PERCENT
dURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF i3CIOY SURFACE
30RN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BODY
SORFACE /lITH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10
PERCENT OR UN SPECIFIED AMOONT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30–39 PERCENT OF BUOY
SURFACE AITH THIRo OEGREE BuRN 13F 1O-L9 PERCENT
LIURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF bOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGP.EE BURN OF 20–29 PERCENT
BURN (ANY i) EGREE) INVOLVING 30–39 PERCENT OF dOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 30-39 PERCENT
aORN (ANy OEGREE) INvL3Lv ING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY suRFAc E
aURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR LINSPECIFIEO AMOUNT
auRN (ANY DEGREE) INvOLv ING 40-49 pERc ENT OF BODy
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 20-29 PERCENT
EJJRN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE UITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT
BURN (iJJY OEGREE) INVOLVING 50-59 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 50-59 pERCENT OF BOOy
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BORN OF 30-39 PERCENT
auRtl (ANy OEGREE) INvOLv ING 60-69 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
dORN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 60-69 PERCENT OF BOOY
SORFACE WITH THIRO oEGREE BORN OF 60-69 PERCENT
BURN (ANY oEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
aURN (ANY OEGREE) INVULVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE WITH
THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR ON SPECIFIED AMOONT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BODY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BORN OF 70-79 PERCENT
BORN, ONSPECIFIED SITE
BUR~l OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, ONSPECIFIEO OEGREE
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BORN (FIRsT OEGREE), UNSPECIFIED SITE
6LISTERS WITH EPIOERt4AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)~
ONSPECIFIEO SITE
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSOE OUE TO BORN (DEEp
THIRO OEGREE), ONSPECIFIEO SITE WITHOUT MENTION UF LOSS
OF A BOOY PART
IIIJURY TO OPTIC NERVE ANO PATHWAYS
OPTIC NERVE INJURY
INJURY TO ONSPECIFIEO OPTIC NERVE ANO PATH!4AYS
INJORY TO OTHER CRANIAL NERVE(S)
INJURY TO OCULOMOTOR NERVE
INJURY TO TROCHLEAR NERVE
INJuRY TO FACIAL NERVE
INJURY TO ACOOSTIC NERVE
































































SPINAL G3RD INJURY 141THOUT EVIDENCE OF SPINAL 60NE INJURY
CERVICAL SPINAL CCJRO INJURY WITHDUT EVIDENCE OF SPINAL
80:JE INJURY
CI-C4 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
Cl-C+ LEVEL klITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
CJ.-C4 LEvEL lfITH OTHER SPECIFIED SPINAL CORO INJURY
C5-C7 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, uNSPECIFIED
c5-c7 LEVEL !dITH CO14PLETE LEs IoN oF spINAL coRo
c5–c7 LEVEL WITH CENTRAL CORO syNoRoflE
C5–C7 LEVEL liITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJURY
DORSAL (THORACIC) SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHUUT EVIOENCE
OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
T1-TtI LEVEL SPINAL CORD INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
TL–T6 LEVEL !41TH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJuRY
T7-T12 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, uNSPECIFIED
T7-T12 LEVEL HITH COMPLETE LESION OF SPINAL CORO
LUridAR SPINAL CORO INJURY MITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
CAUL)A EQUINA SPINAL CORO INJuRY HITHOU7 SPINAL BONE INJURY
MULTIPLE SITES OF SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHOUT EVIOENCE OF
SPINAL BONE INJURY
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPINAL CORD INJURY HITHJUT EVIOENCE OF
SPINAL BONE INJURY
INJURY TLI NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO CERVICAL NERVE ROOT
INJURY TO FJRACHIAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO NULTIPLE SITES OF NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
1NJUR% TO UNSPECIFIED SITE OF NERVE ROOTS AND SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO OTHER NERVE(S) OF TRUNK, EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANU
PELVIC &I ROLES
IIIJURY TO CERVICAL SYMPATHETIC NERVE, EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANO
PELVIC GIROLES
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF SHOULDER GIRDLE ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO AXILLARY NERVE
INJURY TO MEDIAN NERVE
INJURY TO ULNAR NERVE
INJURY TO RADIAL NERVE
INJURY TO MUSCULOCUTANEOUS NERVE
INJURY TLl CUTANEOUS SENSORY NERVE, UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO OIGITAL NERVE, UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO MULTIPLE NERVES OF SHOULOER GIRDLE ANO UPPER LI14E
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED NERVE OF SHOULOER GIkOLE ANO UPPER LIH8
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIRDLE AND LOWER LIMB
INJURY TO SCIATIC NERVE
INJURY TO FEMORAL NERVE.—.. —
INJURY TO POSTERIOR TIBIAL NERVE
INJURY TO PERONEAL NERVE
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOHER
LIMB
INJURY TO Uil SPECIFIED NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOWER LIMB
INJURY TJ OTHER ANCI UNSPECIFIED NERVES
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL NERvES OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S)
INJURY TO HUt-TIPLE NERVES IN SEVERAL PARTs
INJUP.Y TO NERvES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CERTAIN EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA
FAT EMBLILIStl AS AN EARLY COMPLICATION OF TRAUHA
SECONDARY ANO RECURRENT HEMORRHAGE AS AN EARLY COMPLICATION
OF TRAUMA





13T,IER EARiiY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAuMA
INJURY, UTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ““
OTHER A}40 UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
IITHER A:JO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTtiER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJuRY TO
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
DTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY To
OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
flTHER AND uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER AIJO uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
FACE ANo NECK
TRUNK
SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM













































































OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED SITE
PDISONING BY ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY PENICILLINS
POISONING BY ERYTHROMYCIN ANO OTHER /4ACROLIDES
POISONING BY TETRACYCLINE GROUP
POISONING. BY CEPHALOSPORIN GROUP
PoIsoNING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTIBIOTICS
puIsomNG ay UNSPECIFIED AN T16[0TIc
POISONING BY OTHER ANTI-INFECTIVES
PDISONING BY SULFONAMIDES
POISONING BY ANTIMALARIAL ANO ORUGS ACTING ON OTHER
bLUdO PROTOZOA
POISONING BY OTHER ANTIPROTOZOAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER ANTIMYC08ACTERIAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANT I-INFECTIVES
POISONING BY HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY AORENAL CORTICAL STEROIOS
POISONING bY OVARIAN HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
PoIsoNING BY INSULINS ANO ANT IO IABETIC AGENTS
PoISONING aY PARATflYROIO ANO PARATHYRoIO DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY THYROIO ANO THYROIO DERIVATIVES
PuISONING BY PRIMARILY SYSTEMIC AGENTS
poIsDtJING ay ANTIALLERGIc ANo ANTITHETIC ORUGS
POISONItJG BY ANTINEOPLASTIC ANO IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE DRUGS
POISONING i5Y ALKALIZING AGENTS
PUISONING BY VITAMINS, NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
PoIsoliING BY AGENTS PRItlARILY AFFECTING BLOOO constituents
POISONING BY IRON AND ITS COMPOUNOS
POISONING aY ANTICOAGULANTS
POISONING BY VITAMIN K (PHYTONAOIONE)
POISONING BY F18RINOLYSIS-AFFECTING ORUGS
POISONING bY ANTICOAGULANT ANTAGONISTS ANO OTHER COAGULANT
POISONING BY ANALGESICS, AN TIPYRETICS, ANO AN TIRHEUFiATICS
POISONING BY OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
PCIISONING BY opmi+ (ALKALOIDS), UN5PECIFIE0
POISiJNItJG BY HEROIN
POISONING BY METHADONE
PO ISJNING BY OTHER OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
POISONING BY SALICYLATES
POISONING BY AROMATIC ANALGESICS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PIJIS9NING aY ANTIRHEUNATICS (ANT IPHLLIGISTICS)
POISONING BY OTHER NON-NARCUTIC ANALGESICS
POISONING BY oTHER SPECIFIEO ANALGESICS ANO ANTIPYRETICS
POISONING 8Y UNSPECIFIED ANALGESIC ANO ANTI PYRETIC
PLIISUNING bY ANTICUNVULSANTS AND ANTI-PARKINSONISH ORUGS
POISONING BY HYOANTOIN DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY SUCCINIMIOES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANTICONVULSANTS
POISONING BY ANTI-PARKINSONISH ORUGS
POISONING BY SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING iiY 8AR81TuRATEs
POISONING BY CHLORAL HyORATE GROUP
POISONING BY METHAQUALONE COMPOUNOS
POISONING dY GLUTETHIHIOE GROUP
POISONING BY OTHER SEDATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
POISONING BY OTHER CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS ANO
AtJESTHEr ICS
POISONING BY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH HUSCLE-TONE DEPRESSANTS
PJISONING BY INTRAVENOUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GENERAL ANESTHETICS
PuISONING BY SURFACE (TOPICAL) AND INFILTRATION ANESTHETICS
PO ISJNING BY PSYCHOTROPIC AGPNTS
POISONING BY ANTIDEPRESSANTS
POISONING BY PHENoTHIAZI NE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY EWJTYROPHENONE-8 ASE0 TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER ANTIPSYCHOTICS, NEUROLEPTICS~ ANO HAJOR
TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING 8Y BENZOOIAZEPINE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
PIIISONING BY OTHER TRANLJuILIZERS
POISONING ay PsycHoLIysLEPTIcs tHALLUCINOGENS)
POISONING aY PSYCHOSTIMULAtJTS
































































PJISONING EIY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
POISONING BY 13PIATE ANTAGONISTS
PJISONING BY uTHER SPECIFIEO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
PdISONING BY JRUGS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM
PUISUNING 3Y PARASYMPATHOMI METICS (CHOLINERGICS)
PO ISCJi{ING OY PARASYHPATHOLYTICS (ANT ICHOLINERGICS ANO
ANT IHUSCAFJNICS) ANO SPA SMOLYTICS
PLIISUNING BY SYt4PATHOMIMETICS (AORENERGICS)
PO ISONIf{G BY SYMPATHOLYTICS (ANT IADRENERGICS)
PIJISWIW BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE CAROIOVASC.ULAR
SYSTEM
POISONING BY CAROIAC RHYTHM REGULATORS
POISONING BY CAROIOTONIC 6LYCOSIOES ANO ORUGS OF SIMILAR ACTION
POISONING BY AN TILIPEMIC AND AN TIARTERIOSCLEROTIC ORUGS
POISONING ay CORONARY VASOOILATORS
POISONING 6Y OTHER VASOOILATORS
PO ISONI;JG dY OTHER ANT I HYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
PuISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTIN6
THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
PuISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM
PcIISClll ING i3Y ANTACIOS ANO ANT IGASTRIC SECRETION ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER CATHARTICS, IFJCLUOING INTESTINAL AT LINIA OkUGS
PO IS ON1iiG BY ANT IO IARRHEAL ORUGS
PJIs ONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO AGENTS pRIt4ARILY AFFECTING THE
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
PO ISdtJING BY HATER, MINERAL, ANO URIC AC1O METABOLISM ORUGS
POISONING BY PURINE DERIVATIVE OIURETICS
PIJISUNING BY SALURETICS
POISONING BY OTHER OIURETICS
PO IbllNING BY ELECTROLYTIC, CALORIC, ANO HATER-BALANCE AGEt~TS
PJISONING BY OTHEk MINERAL SALTS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PUISONING nY URIC ACIO METABOLISM ORUGS
F’OISUNING SiYAGENTS PRIMARILY ACTING ON THE SMUOTH ANO
SKELETAL MuSCLES ANO RESPIRATORY SYSTEt4
POISONING BY OXYTOCIC AGENTS
POISONING BY SMOOTH NuSCLE RELAXANTS
PiJISONING BY SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS
PcIISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ORUGS ACTING ON MuSCLES
PO ISO!/ING BY ANT ITUSSIVES
PoISONING BY ANTI-COMMON COLD ORUGS
POISONING 13Y ANT IASTHHATICS
PJISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO HUCOUS
MEMBRANE, OPHTHALMULOGICAL, OTORHINOLARYNGOL OGICAL, ANO OENTAL
DRUGS
POISONING 5Y LOCAL ANT I- INFECTIVES ANO ANTI-INFLAMMATORY ORUGS
PUISONING BY ANT IPRURITICS
POISONING BY OTHER AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO MUCOUS
MEMBRANE
PuISONING BY OTHER AND uNSPECIFIED ORUGS ANO MEOICINAL
SUBSTANCES
POISONING BY OIETETICS
POISONING ay ALCOHOL DETERRENTS
POISONING BY PHARMACEUTICAL EXCIPIENTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUGS ANO MEOICINAL SUBSTANCES
POISONING tIY UNSPECIFIED ORUG OR MEOICINAL SUBSTANCE
ToxIC EFFECT OF ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF ETHYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF METHYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ALCOHOLS
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF PETROLEUM PROOUCTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOLVENTS OTHER THAN PETROLEUM-BASEO
ToXIC EFFECT OF EiENZENE ANO HOMOLOGIES
TOXIC EFFECT OF CARBON TETRACHLORIOE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER CHLi3RINATE0 HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER NIJNPETROLEUM-BASEO SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROMATICS, ACIOS, ANo cAus TIc ALKALIs
T3XIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AR0t4ATICS
ToxIC EFFECT OF ACIOS
ToxIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC ALKALIS






































































TOXIC EFFECT OF LEAO ANO ITS COHPOUNOS (INCLUOING FUMES)
T,JxIC EFFECT OF INORGANIC LEAO COMPOUNOS
TOXIC EFFELT OF OTHER LEAO COMPOUNOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF uNSPECIFIED LEAO COMPOUNO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER METALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF ARSENIC ANO ITS COMPOUNOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIED METALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIOE
TOXIC EFFECT OF UTHER GASES, FUMES, OR VAPORS
TOXIC EFFECT UF LICNJEFIED PETRLILEUM GASES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HYDROCARBON GAS
TaXIC EFFtCT OF SULFUR DIOXIOE
TuxIC EFFECT OF CHLORINE GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO GASES, FUMES, OR VAPORS
TdXIC EFFECT OF uNSPECIFIED GAS* FUMES OR VAPUR
ToXIC EFFECT OF NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES EATEN AS FOOLI
TOXIC EFFECT OF FISH ANO SHELLFISH EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF NLISHROOMS EATEN AS FOOO
TLIXIC EFFECT OF BERRIES ANO OTHER PLANTS EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES EATEN
AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NON HEOICINAL ).S TO
SOURCE
TJXIC EFFECT OF HYOROCYANIC AC1O ANO CYAN1OES
TOXIC EFFECT OF CHLORINATE HYDROCARBONS
TOXIC EFFECT OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE ANO CARdAMATE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER PESTICIDES, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
TOXIC EFFECT (IF VENOM
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOAPS ANII DETERGENTS
TOXIC EFFECT 13F OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NONMEOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
TOXIC EFFECT OF U:JSPECIFIEO SUBSTANCE, CHIEFLY NONFIEOICINAL AS
TO SOURCE
ZFFECTS OF RAOIATIO(J, UNSPECIFIED
EFF6CTS OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
FROSTi31TE OF rlANO
FRoSTBITE OF FJOT
FROSTBITE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
rlYPOTHERMIA
dTHER SPECIFIED EFFECTS OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
UNSPECIFIEO EFFECT OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
CFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT






EFFECTS OF AIR PRESSURE
BAROTRAUMA, OTITIC
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED EFFECTS OF HIGH AL TITUOE
CAISSON OISEASE
EFFECTS OF OTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING
OROWNING AND NONFATAL SUBMERS1ON
EFFECTS OF HUNGER
EXHAUSTILIN DUE TO EXCESSIVE EXERTION
MoTION SICKNESS
ASPHYXIATION ANO STRANGULATION
ELECTROCUTION ANO NONFATAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
oTriER EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL CAUSES
CERTAIN ADVERSE EFFECTS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
A14GIONEURaTIC EOEMA~ NOT EL SEi4HERE Classified
UNSPECIFIED AOVERSE EFFECT OF ORUG, MEOICINAL ANO
BIOLOGICAL SUE3STANCE, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
ALLERGY, LWJSPECIFIEOY NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
SHOCK OUE TO .ANESTHESI.4: NoT ELSEHHERE C!_4SSIFIE0
CHILD HALTREATMENT SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ADVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSEWHERE Classified
ADULT MALTREATMENT SYNOROME
oTHER SPECIFIEO ADVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
CONPLICATIONS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN SPECIFIEO PROCEDURES























































MECHANICAL COMPLICATIIJNS IIF UNSPECIFIED CARDIAC OEVICEt
ItlPLANT, ANO GRAFT
NECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO CAROIAC PACEHAKER (ELECTROOE)
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
tlECtlANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO CORONARY BYPASS GRAFT
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CAROIAC DEVICE, IHPLANTs
ANO GRAFT
MECHAt{ICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER VASCULAR OEVICE, IHPLANT,
AND GRAFT
MECHANICAL COt4PLICATION OF NERVIIUS SYSTEH DEVICE, IMPLANT.
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GENITOURINARY OEVICE* It4PLANTs
AtiO GRAFT
NECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF UNSPECIFIED GE NITOURINARY OEVICE!
IMPLANT, AND GRAFT
rlECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO UKETHRAL (INOIAELLIN6) CATHETER
MECHANICAL CUMPLICATIOII OUE To INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE
OEVICE
dTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GENITIIURINAfiY OEVICE, IMPLANT,
AND GRAFT. .
MECHANICAL COHPLICATION OF INTERNAL ORTHOpEOIc OEVICE,
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
!iECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC
DEVICE, INPLANT, ANO GRAFT
WE TO CORNEAL GRAFT
I)UE TO GRAFT OF OTHER TISSUE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OUE TO OCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
OUE TO BREAST PROSTHESIS
OUE TU OTHER IMPLANT ANO INTERNAL OEVICE, NOT Ed EMHERE
CLASSIFIED
INFECTION ANO INFLAMMATORY REACTION OUE TO INTERNAL
PROSTHETIC oEVICE, IMPLANT, AND GRAFT
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL PROSTHETIC OEVICE,
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT







OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSPLANTED URGAN
C!IFIPLICATICINS OF REATTACHEO EXTREMITY OR BOOY PART
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED FINGER(S)
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTEHS, NOT ELSEUHERE
CLASSIFI EO
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COtlPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
CAROIAC COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
RESPIRATORY COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASS IFIEo
URINARY COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEIJHERE CLASSIFIED
LATE AMPUTATION ST(N4P COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED LATE COHPLICATI13N OF At4PUTATION STUMP
NEUROMA OF AMPUTATION STUHP
INFECTION (CHRONIc) OF AMPUTATION STUMP
CITHEP. LATE AMPUTATION STUMP COMPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING OTHER SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTEMS,
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER COMPLICATIONS ilF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
Pil ST~JPERATIVE SHOCK, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
HEMORRHAGE OR HEHATOMA COMPLICATING A PROCEOURE, NOT ELStHHERE
CLASS I FIEO
ACCIDENTAL PUNCTURE OR LACERATION DURING A PROCEOURE, NOT
ELSE14HERE CLASSIFIED
DISRUPTION OF OPERATION UOJNO, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY ACCIDENTALLY LEFT OURING A PROCEOURE, NOT
ELSd.lHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE INFECTION, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
PERSISTENT POSTOPERATIVE FISTULA, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO FOREIGN SUBSTANCE ACCIDENTALLY LEFT
OURING A PROCEOURE, NCIT ELsEhIHERE CLASSIFIED






















































UNSPECIFIED cOMPLICATION OF PROCEWRE, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
CIJMPLICATIONS OF MEOICAL CARE, NuT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
JTHER VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS OF HEOICAL CARE, NuT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
LITHER INFECTION UUE Tn HEOICAL CARE, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK DUE TO SERUM, NuT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIEO
OTHER SERUM REACTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
AB@ INCOMPATIBILITY itEAc TIoN, NOT ELSEWHERE ClaSSified
Rtl INCOflPATIBILITY REACTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER TRANSFUSION REACTION, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER At10 UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF MEOICAL CARE* NUT
FLSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
SUPPLEME[lTAP.Y CLASSIFICATION OF FACTORS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
ANO CONTACT WITH HEALTH SEkVICES
COtlTACT wITH OR EXPCSURE TO COHHUNICA8LE OISEASES
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO TUBERCULOSIS
CONTACT WITH OR EXPdSURE TO VENEREAL OISEASES
CJNTACT WITH OR EXPOSUKE TO OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE Ta OTHER COMMUNICABLE OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF INFECTIOUS OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL
OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF VIRAL HEPATITIS
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATIO)I ANO INLICULATION AGAINST
CERTAIN VIRAL OISEASES
NEEO FOR PR13PHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
POLIOMYELITIS
NEED FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INoCULATION AGAINST
MEASLES ALONE
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION AND lNOCULATIUN AGAINST
RUOELLA ALONE
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
CUHHON Ci3L0
tlEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
COIIBINATIONS UF OISEAStS
NEEO FIJR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION WITH t4EASLES-HUHPS-RUBELLA
(MNR) VACCINE
NEED FUR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION !41TH UNSPECIFIED COt4BINt0
VACCINE
NEED FllR ISOLATION ANO OTHER PROPHYLACTIC HEASURES
NEEO FIJR ISOLATION
NEED FOR DESENSITIZATION TO ALLERGENS
NEEtJ FuR PROPHYLACTIC IMMuNOTHERAPY
tlEEO FLIR oTHER PROPHYLACTIC CHEMOTHERAPY
NEEU FoR OTHER SPECIFIEO PROPHYLACTIC MEASURE
pERsoNAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEopLAst4
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GASTROINTESTINAL
TkACT
PiRStlNAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASt4 OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF klALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO
UNSPtCIFIEO PARTS OF ORAL CAVITY AND PHARYNX
PERSIINAL HISTORY UF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
PERSJNAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOMACH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF AALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARGE INTESTINE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNAMT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM, RECTOSIGHOIO
JUNCTION, ANO ANUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES IN
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
pERSONAL tiIs TORy OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA. i3R0tJcHus*
ANrl I IING. .- -----
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRACHEA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER RESPIRATORY
ANO INTRATHoRACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTOkY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES,
IIICJOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY SINUSES
PERSOIIAL HISTORY OF NALIGKANT NEOPLASM OF OTHFR
RESPIRATORY ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
PiRSCINAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BREAST
































































PERSLNAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uNSPECIFIED
FENALE GENITAL ORGAN
PZRSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF CERVIX LITERI
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF UTERUS
PERSONAL Ii ISTORY OF t4ALIi3NANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
PERSJNAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM UF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
MALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM qF PROSTATE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER MALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uRINARY ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF FIALILNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
uRINARY ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BLAOOER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIONEY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER URINARY uRGANS
PERSOtlAL HISTORY OF LEUKENIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY UF LYMPHOIO LEUKEt41A
PERSJNAL HISTORY OF MY ELOIO LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF tioNOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTURY OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO HEMATOPOIETIC
NEOPLASflS
PERSOIIAL tiISTORY OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOHA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HOOGKINCS OISEASE
PEP. SONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LYt4PHATIC ANO HEMATOPOIETIC
NEOPLASMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN
PERSUNAL HISTORY OF OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOOS SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYROIO
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE
GLANOS ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LITHER SITES
Unspecific O PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
PERiiINAL HISTORY OF ~lENTAL OISOROER
PERSONAL HISTORY 3F SCHIZOPHRENIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF AFFECTIVE OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTURY IIF NEUROSIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MENTAL OISOROERS
PER50tiAL rIISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED flENTAL OISOROER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY (IF ENOOCRINE, METABOLIC, ANO 1MMUNIT%
DISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH ANO SENSE
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF DISEASES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF URINARY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY UF TRoPHOBLASTIC OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER GENITAL SYSTEM ANO OBSTETRIC
OISORDERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF oISEASES OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ARTHRITIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MuSCIJLOSKELETAL oISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONGENITAL HALFORMATIONS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF PER INATAL PROBLEMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED OISEASE


































































PZRSOtlAL HISTORY dF ALLERGY TO
PERSONAL HISTORY UF ALLERGY TO
PZRSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO
PERSUNAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TU
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO
PERSONAL HIS TIJRY UF ALLERGY TO
AGENTS









UNSPECIFIED MEo ICINAL AGENT
OTHER PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZARDS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY, OTHER THAN TO HEUICINAL AGENTS,
PRESENT IIIJG HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY UF SURGERY TO HEART ANO GREAT VESSELS*
PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SURGERY TO OTHER MAJOR ORGANS, PRESENTttYG
HA7ARDS TO HEALTH
PERsoNAL iii.5T0RY OF IRRAo IATION, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INJURY, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY ilF POISONING, PRESENTING HAZAROS T~ HEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NONCOMPLIANCE HITH ME OICAL TREATNENT*
PRESENTING HAZARDS TO HEALTti
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSUNAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
uNSPECIFIED PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
FAHILY HIS TCIRY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLA5fl OF TRACHEA* BRONCHUSt
ANO LUNG
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF bREAST
FAt41LY HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEUPLASM OF GENITAL oRGANS
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URINARY ORGANS
FAI.IILY HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
FAMILY HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
FAMILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN CHRONIC OISABLING OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC CONOTTTnM.. . . . ..
FAHILY HISTORY OF STROKE (CEREBROVASCULAR)
FAHILY HISTORY OF OTHER NEuROLOGICAL OISEASES
FAtlILY HISTORY OF ISCHEHIC HEART OTQ_A~F,.-----
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER HUSCULOSKELETAL OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
FANILY HISTORY OF DIABETES MELLITUS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER ENOOCRINE ANO METABOLIC OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER BLOOO OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OIGESTIVE OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CONDITIONS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CON OITION
HEALTH SUPERVISION OF INFANT OR CHILn.-
iJTHER HEALTHY INFANT OR CHILO RECEIVING CARE
RCIUTINE INFANT OR CHILO HEALTH CHECK
CONSTITUTIONAL STATES IN OEVELOPHENT
PERIOO OF RAPIO GROWTH IN CHILCIHOOO
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONSTITUTIONAL STATES IN DEVELOPMENT
NoRMAL PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF NORMAL FIRST PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF OTHER NOWIAL PREGNANCY
PREGNANT STATE, INCIDENTAL
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY WITH HISTORY OF
INFERTILITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH HISTORY OF ABORTION
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY I.IITH GRANO MULTI PARITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH OTHER POOR OBSTETRIC
HrtTflRV
... . .. .. .
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH OTHER PUOR REPRODUCTIVE
HISTORY
SUPERVISION OF OTHER HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF UNSPECIFIED HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
PoSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION
POSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION INMEOIATELY AFTER OELIVERY
ROUTINE POSTPARTUM FOLLON-UP
CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT







































































GENERAL COUNSELING ON PRESCRIPTION OF ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES
oTHER GENERAL COUNSELING ANO ADVICE ON CONTRACEPTIVE
MA14AGEMENT
STERILIZATION
SURVEILLANCE OF PREVIOUSLY PRESCRIBE CONTRACEPTIVE ME THOOS
SURVEILLANCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE
UNSPECIFIED CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PROCREATIVE MANAGEMENT
TUBIJPLASTY OR VASOPLASTY AFTER PREVIUUS STERILIZATION
OUTCOHE OF OELIVERY
MJTHER HITH SIN6LE LIVEbORN
MOTHER HITH SINGLE ST ILLBORI1
HOTHER WITH TWINS, BOTH LIVEBORN
MOTHER WITH TWINS, ONE LIVEBORN ANO ONE STILLBORN
MOTHER WITH TWINS, BOTH STILLBORN
MOTHER WITH OTHER f4ULTIPLE BIRTH, ALL LIVEBORN
MUTHER WITH OTHER MULTIPLE BIRTH, ALL STILLBORN
MOTHER WITH UNSPECIFIED OUTCOHE OF OELIVERY
AIITENATAL SCREENING
ANTENATAL SCREENING FOR RAISEO ALPHA-FETOPROTEIN LEVELS IN
AMNIOTIC FLUIO
OTHER ANTENATAL SCREENING BASEG ON AMNIoCENTESIS
OTHER SPECIFIED ANTENATAL SCREENING
SINGLE LIVEBCIRN
SINGLE LIVEBORN, BORN BEFORE ADHISSION TO HOSPITAL
THIN BIRTH, HATE LIVEBORN
TWIN BIRTIi, MATE LIVEBORN, BORN BEFORE AOHISSION TO HOSPITAL
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PP.OBLEHS WITH LEARNIN6
MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL PROBLEHS WITH COMflUNICATION (INCLUOING
SPEECH)
UNSPECIFIEO MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEH
PROBLEMS WITH SPECIAL SENSES ANO OTHER SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
PROEILEHS WITH SWALLOWING AND MASTICATION
ORGAI’1 OR TISSUE REPLACED BY TRANSPLANT
KIDNEY REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
H?AhT VALVE REPLACED BY TRANSPLANT
sKIN REpLAcEo ar TRAt~spLANT
BONE REPLACEO aY TRANSPLANT
COR)IEA REPLACED BY TRANSPLANT
LUNG REPLACEO BY TRANsPLANT
LIVER REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
OTHER SPECIFIEII ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACED BY OTHER MEANS
EYE GLDDE REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
LENS REPLACEO BY (ITHER MEANS
tlEART REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
}IEART VALVE REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
BLOOO VESSEL REPLACED BY OTHER MEANS
JOINT REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
LIMB REPLACEO BY OTHER HEANS






STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
CYSTilSTOMY STATUS
STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING STATUS
LITHER POSTSURGICAL STATES
pOsTSuRGICAL CAROIAC PACEMAKER IN .5ITU
POSTSURGICAL RENAL OIALYSIS STATUS
PCLSTSURGICAL PRESENCE OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO DRAINAGE DEVICE
POSTSURGICAL INTESTINAL BYPASS OR ANASTOHOSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL ARTHRODESIS STATUS
PRESENCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
POSTSURGICAL STATES FOLLOWING SURGERY OF EYE ANO AOtiEXA
oTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
POSTSURGICAL AORTOCORONARY BYPASS STATUS
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS





































































DEPENDENCE UN ASP IRATUR
OEPENOENCE ON RESPIRATOR
aTHER PP;JBLENS WITH INTERNAL ORGANS
OTHER CAROIORESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
OTHER GENITAL PROBLEMS
PROSLE14S HITH HEAO, NECK, ANU TRUNK
OTHER PR03LEHS WITH tiEAO, NECK, ANO TRUNK
PROaLEt.lS WITH LIMBS ANO OTHER PROBLEMS
PiLITOR PROBLEMS tiITH LIHB3
OTHER SPECIFIEU PROBLEMS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
EL5CTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTtiER THAN REHEOYING HEALTH
STATES
DTiiER PLASTIC SURGERY FOR UNACCEPTABLE COSMETIC APPEARANCE
ROUTIl#E OR RITUAL CIRCUMCISION
OT.-IER ELECTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REMEOYING
tlEALTH STATES
.-
LNISPECIFIEO ELtCTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REMEOYING
HEALTH STATES
AFTERCARE INVOLVING THE USE OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING do Adjustment OF Artificial LEG (COMPLETE) (pARTIAL)
FITTIUG ANO ADJUSTMENT OF ARTIFICIAL EYE
FITTING ANO AOJUST.14ENT OF BREAST PROSTHESIS
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING AND AOJUSTME14T OF OTHER OEVICE
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF CARDIAC PACEMAKER
FITTING AWCJ AOJUSTNENT OF URIN.ARY OEVICES
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OEVICE
JTHER ORTHOPEDIC AFT ERCARE









ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF OIGESTIVE TRACT
ATTENTI13N TO CYSTOSTOHY
ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
ATTENTION TO (ITHER SPECIFIEO ARTIFICIAL OPENING
ATTENTION TO UNSPECIFIED ARTIFICIAL OPENING
AFTERCARE INVOLVING INTERMITTENT OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING EXTRACORPOREAL OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING OTHER OIALYSIS
CARE INVdLVING USE OF REHABILITATION PROCEDURES
CARE INVOLVING BREATHING EXERCISES
CARE INVOLVING OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY
CARE INVOLVING OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ANO VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
CARE INVOLVING SPEECH THERAPY
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REHABILITATION PROCEDURE
CARE INVLILVING ORTHCITIC TRAINING
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REtiABILITATION PROCEOURE
CARE INVOLVING uNSPECIFIED REHABILITATItIN PROCEDURE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFTERCARE
RAOICITIiERAPY SESSION
MAINTENANCE CHEMOTHERAPY
BLOUO TRANSFUSION, WI THOLIT REPURTEO DIAGNOSIS
ATTENTION TO SURGICAL ORESSINGS ANO SUTURES










00N0RS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE
DONORS OF UNSPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE





































































INAOEblu ATE MATERIAL RESOURCES
PERSON LIVING ALONE
NO OTHER HCNJSEHOLO MEMBER A8LE TO RENOER CARE
HOLIOAY RELIEF CARE
L3THER SPECIFIEO HOUSING OR ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES








PROBLEMS WITH AGEO PARENTS OR IN-LAWS
HEALTH PROBLEMS MITHIN FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM IN FAi41LY
OTHER HEALTH PRJBLEMS HITHIN THE FAHILY
riULTIPARITY
OTHER UIWIANTEO PREGNANCY








REFUSAL OF TREATMENT FOR REASONS OF RELIGION OR CONSCIENCE
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL aR PHYSICAL STRESS, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
INTERPERSONAL PR13BLEHS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
f3EREAVEtl ENT, uNCOHPLICATEO
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESS, NoT ELsEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIECI PSYCHOSOCIAL CIRCUNSTANCE
UNAVAILNILITY OF OTHER MEOICAL FACILITIES FOR CARE
i4ElJICAL SERVICES Id HOME NOT AVAILABLE
PERSOf~ AWAITING ADtiISSION TO AOECIUATE FACILITY ELSE!4HERE
OTHER SPECIFIED REASONS FOR UNAVAILABILITY OF flEOICAL
FACILITIES
PERSONS ENCOUNTERING HEALTH SERVICES FOR SPECIFIC PROCEOURESS
NilT CARRIEO OUT
VACCINATION NoT CARRIED OUT BECAUSE OF CONTRAINDICATION
SURGICAL OR oTHER PROCEOURE NOT CARRIEO OUT BECAUSE OF
CONTRAINDICATION
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEOURE NOT CARRIEO OUT MECAUSE OF
PATIENT’S OECISION
PROCEDURE NaT CARRIED OUT FOR OTHER REASONS
OTHER PERSONS SEEKING CONSULTATION WITHOUT COMPLAINT OR
SICKNESS
HEALTHY PERSON ACCOMPANYING SICK PERSON
PERSON FEIGNING ILLNESS
DIETARY SURVEILLANCE ANO COUNSELING
OTHER CLIUNSELING, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PERSON !41TH FEAREO COMPLAINT IN WHOM NO DIAGNOSIS HAS MAOE
UNSPECIFIED REASON FOR CONSULTATION




CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF FRACTURE
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING OTHER TREATMENT
CLI:IVALESCENCE FOLLOWING COH91NE0 TREATMENT
UNSPECIFIED CONVALESCENCE
FOLLOW–UP EXA$IINATION
FoLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING SURGERY
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING RADIOTHERAPY
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOHING CHEMOTHERAPY
FOLLOW–UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING TREATHENT OF FRACTURE
F!3LLOk&UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING OTHER TREATMENT
FtlLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING TREATMENT WITH HIGH-RISK




















































FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING COt4LlINE0 TREATMEIYT
UNSPECIFIED FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION
ENCOUNTERS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIED AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
ENCOUNTERS FCIR UNSPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE PuRPCISE
GENERAL flEOICAL EXAMINATION
ROUTINE GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION AT A HEALTH CARE FACILITY
GENFRAL PSYCHIATRIC EXAMINATION, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
OTHER GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION FOR AOMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
EXAll INATION FOR NORMAL COMPARISON OR CONTRUL IN CLINICAL
RESEARCH
OTHER SPECIFIEO GENEhAL MEOICAL EXAf41)lATIONS
UNSPECIFIEO GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION
oBSERVATION ANO EVALUATION FOR SUSPECTEO CONOITIONS
OBSERVATION FUR SUSPECTEO MENTAL CONDITION
oBSERVATION OF AOULT ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR
0i3SEh VAT ION OF CdlLOHOOO OR ADOLESCENT ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOk
CIBSERVATIDN OF OTHER SUSPECTEO MENTAL CON OITIIJN
OBSERVATILWI FOR SUSPECTEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
ClbSERVATION FOLLJ!41NG ACCIiJENT AT WORK
0i3SERVAT1UN FOLLOMING OTHER ACCIOENT
OBSERVATION FULLUWING ALLEGEO RAPE OR SEOUCTI13N
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTHER INFLICT ELI INJURY
odSERVATIO)l FOR SUSPECTED CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASE
OBSERVATION FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO SLISPECTEO CONOITId NS
13DSERVATION FOR UNSPECIFIED SUSPECTEO CONOITION
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATION OF EYES ANO VISION
GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
PREGNANCY EXAiiINATION OR TEST, PREGNANCY UNCONFIRMEO
LADORATORY EXAMINATION
OTdER SPECIFIED EXAMINATIONS
SPECIAL SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR BACTERIAL AND SPIROCHETAI_
uISEASES
SCREENING EXAF41NATION FOR PULHONARY TUBERCULOSIS
SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR VENEREAL OISEASE
SCREENING EXAIIINATION FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL ANO
SPIROCHETAL OISEASES
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF THE RESPIRATORY
ORGANS
SCREENING FOR HALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF THE CERVIX
SCREENING FOR HALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF THE BLAOOER
SPECIAL SCREENING FDR MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF OTHER SITES
SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF OTHER SITES
SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEoPLASMS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL METABOLIC! ANO
IMNuNITY OISOROERS
SCKEENING FOR OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO ENDOCRINC*
NUTRITIONAL, METABOLIC ANO IMMUNITY OISOROERS
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR CAROIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, ANO
GENITOURINARY OISEASES
SCREENING FOR ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
SCREENING FOR OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CAROILIVASCULAR CONoITIlJt4s
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR OTHER CONUITIUNS
SCREENING FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS







































































OPERATIONS ON THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
INc IsIoN AND Exc IsIo,J iJF sKuLL, SRAIN, ANo cEREBKAL MENINGE$
CRANIAL PUNCTURE
CISTERNAL PUNCTURE
VENTRICUL3PUNCTURE THROUGH PREVIOUSLY IkIPLANTEO CATHETER
uTHER CRANIAL PUNCTURE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL MENINGES
OPEN BIOPSY OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS] [NEEOLEl BIOPSY OF BRAIN
OPEN BIOPSY OF BRAIN
BIOPSY OF SKULL
LITHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEOURES ON BRAIN ANO CEREBRAL HEN INGES
CRANIOTONY ANO CRANIECTOMY
REHOVAL OF INTXACRANIAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
REOPENING OF CRANIOTOHY SITE
UTHER CRANIOTOMY
OTHER CRANIECTOHY
INCISI13NOF BRAIN ANO CEREbRAL HENINGES
INCISION OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
LIJBOTOMY ANo TRACTOTOMY
OTHER INCISION OF BRAIFI
OPERATIONS ON THALAMuS ANO GLOBUS PALLIOUS
OPERATIONS ON THALAMUS
CITHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BRAIN ANO MEN INGE$
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
HEMISPHERECTOHY
LOBECTONY OF BRAIN
OTHER EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRAIN
EXCISION OF LESION OF SKULL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL 14EN INGES
CRANIOPLASTY
OPENING OF CRANIAL SUTURE
ELEVATION OF SKULL FRACTURE FRAGHENTS
FORMATION OF CRANIAL BONE FLAP
BONE GRAFT TO SKULL
INSERTION OF SKULL PLATE
OTHER CRANIAL OSTEOPLASTY
REMOVAL OF SKULL PLATE
REPAIR UF CEREBRAL HENINGES
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OURA MATER OF BRAIN
OTHER REPAIR OF CEREBRAL MENINGES




VENTRICULAR SHUNT To STRUCTURE IN HEAO ANO NECK
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO THORACIC CAVITY
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO ABOOHINAL CAVITY ANO ORGANS
OTHER OPERATIONS TO ESTABLISH ORAINAGE OF VENTRICLE
REVISION, REMOVAL, ANO IRRIGATION OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REPLACEMENT 13F VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REMOVAL OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
OTHER OPERATIONS. ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL HENINGEs
INPLANTATION OF INTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
I14SERTION OR REPLAcEMENT OF SKULL TONGS
OR HALO TRACTIJN OEVICE
REHovAL OF SKULL TONGS OR HALO TRACTION OEvIcE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL MENINGES
CIPEP.ATIONS ON SPINAL CoRo ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
EXPLORATION ANO DECOMPRESSION OF SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
kEMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM SPINAL CANAL
REOPENING OF LAMINECTOMY SITE
!OTHER EXPL3RATICIN ANO OECONPRESSION OF SPINAL CANAL
DIVISIUN OF INTRASPINAL NERVE ROOT
CtiOROOTOMY
OTHER CHOROOTONY
OIAbNOiTIC PROCEDURES ON SPINAL C13R0 ANO SPINAL
CANAL STRLJCTURES”
SPINAL TAP
BIOPSY OF SPINAL CORO OR SPINAL HEN INGES





































































EXCISION LIR OESTRUCTION OF LESION aF SPINAL CORO
UR SPINAL HEN INGES
PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF SPINAL FIENINGOCELE
REPAIR OF SPINAL HYELOHENINbOCELE
REPAIR aF VERTEBRAL FRACTURE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO STRUCTURES
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF SPINAL CORO ANO NERVE ROOTS
SHUPIT OF SPINAL THECA
SPINAL SUBARACHNJIO-PERITONEAL SHUNT
iJTHER SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
INJECTION OF OBSTRUCTIVE AGENT INTO SPINAL CANAL
OTHER LLPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
IIiSERTION OF CATHETER INTO SPINAL CANAL FUR INFuSION OF
THERAPEUTIC OR PALLIATIVE SUBSTANCES
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO SPINAL CANAL FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENT INTO SPINAL CANAL
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SPINAL NEUROSTIHULATOR
REflOVAL OF SPINAL NEUROSTIWLATOR
SPINAL BLOOO PATCH
PERCUTANEOUS OENERVATION OF FACET
REVISIOfl OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
REMOVAL OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
OTHER oPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
INCISION, OIVISION, AND EXCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL
NERVES
ACOUSTIC NEUROTJMY
OIvIsION OF TRIGEMINAL NERVE
OIVISION OR CRUSHING OF OTHER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER INCISION OF CRANIAL ANIY PERIPHERAL NERVES
. ..—....-.
GASSERIA1/ GANGLIONECTOMY
OTHER CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL GANGLIONECTUHY
OTHER EXCISION OR AVULSION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I [NE EOLE1 BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR
PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OPEN BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLIuN
OBSTRUCTION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
SUTURE OF CRANIAL AND PERIPHERAL NERVES
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS ANO DECOMPRESSION OF CRANIAL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OECOHPRESSION OF TRIGEMINAL NERVE ROOT
OTHER CRANIAL NERVE DECOMPRESSION
RELEASE OF CARPAL TUNNEL
RELEASE OF TARSAL TUNNEL
OTHER PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION DECOMPRESSION OR
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS
CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE GRAFT
TRANSPOSITION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NEUROPLASTY
HYPOGLOSSAL-FACIAL ANASTOMOSIS
ACCESSORY-FACIAL ANASTOHDSIS
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OF CRANIAL DR PERIPHERAL NERvE
REPAIR OF OLO TRAuMATIC INJURY OF CRANIAL
ANo PERIPHERAL NERVES
LITHER NEUROPLASTY
INJECTION INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE
PERIPHERAL NERvE INJECTION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE FOR ANALGES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
IHPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF PERIPHERAL NEUROSTIHULATOR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OPERATIONS ON SYMP.4THETIC NERVES 13R GANGLIA
DIAGNosTIC PROCEDURES ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA






OTHEP. SYMPATHECTOMY ANO GANGLIONECTOHY
INJECTION INTIJ SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE FOR ANALGESIA










































































REPAIR OF SYMPATHETIC IIERVE OR GANGLION
OTNER oPERATIONS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
CPEKATIONS ON THE EN OOCRINE SYSTEM
OPERATIONS IIN THYRO[O ANO pARATHYRUIO WANOS
INcIs ION OF THYROIO FIELO
REUPENIt4G OF WOUNO OF THYROIO FIELO
OTHER INCISION OF THYROIO FIELO
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEOORES ON THYROIO
CLOSEO [PERCOTANEOOSI [NE EOLEI
oPEN DIOPSY OF THYROIO GLANO
BIOPSY OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
UNILATERAL THYROIO LOBECTOFIY
OTHER PARTIAL THYROIOECTOMY
EXCISION OF LESIL3N OF THYROIO
ANO PARATHYROIO GLANOS




SU9STERNAL THYROIOECTOMY? NOT OTHERHISE SPEc IFIEo
PARTIAL SUBS TERNAL THYRoIoECTOMY
COMPLETE SUBS TERNAL THYROIOECTOMY




OTHER OPERATIONS ON THYROIO [REGION I ANO PAnATHYROIO
LIGATION OF THYROIO VESSELS
SUTURE OF THYROIO GLANO
THYR1310 TISSUE REIMPLANTATION
PARATHYROIO TISSUE REIMPLANTATION
LITHER OPERATIONS ON PARATHYROIO GLANOS
OPERATIONS ON OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS
EXPLORATIO’4 OF AORENAL FIELO
UNILATERAL EXPLORATION OF AORENAL FIELO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON AORENAL GLANOS, PITUITARY GLANO*
PINEAL GLANO, ANO THYMUS
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS] [NE EOLEI 610PSY OF AORENAL GLANO
OPEN BIOPSY OF AORENAL GLANO
BIOPSY OF PITOITARY GLANO, TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
BIOPSY OF THYMUS
PARTIAL AORENALECTOHY
EXCISION OF LESION OF AORENAL GLANO
Unilateral AoRENALECTOMY
LITHER PARTIAL ADRENAL ECTOMY
BILATERAL AORENALECTOMY
oTHER OPERATIONS ON AORENAL GLANOSf NERVES; ANO VESSELS
LIGATION OF AORENAL VESSELS
REIMPLANTATION OF AORENAL TISSUE
HYPOPHYSECTOt4Y
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, TRANSFRONTAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITuITARY GLAND, TRANSSPHENUIOAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, ONSPECIFIEO APPROAC.H
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, TRANSFRONTAL APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITOITARY GLANO, TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO$ OTHER SPECIFIED APPROACH
TOTAL ExCISION OF PITOITARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HYPOPHYSIS
INCISION OF PITOITARY GLANO
THY14ECTOMY
THYMcCTOMY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL EXCISICIN OF THYMUS
ToTAL EXCISION OF THYMUS
OPERATIONS ON THE EYE
OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
INCISIJN OF EYELIO
INCISION OF LIO NARGIN
SEVERING OF 6LEPHARORRHAPHY
OTHER INCISION OF EYELIO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EYELIO
BIOPSY OF EYELIO
EXCISION OR DEsTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF EYELIO
REMOVAL OF LESION OF EYELIO* NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF CHALAZION
ExCISION OF OTHER MINOR LESI13N OF EYELID








































































EXCISION OF MAJOR LESION OF EYELIO, FULL- Thickness
OESTROCTION OF LESION OF EYELID
REPA1R OF BLEPHARUPTOSIS ANO LIO RETRACTION
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY FRONTALIS MUSCLE
TECrl NIC!LIE wITH FASCIAL SLING
REPAIR OF 6LEPFIAROPTOSIS BY RESECTION OR
AOVA,JCENENT OF LEVATOR MUSCLE OR APONEOROSIS
kEPAIR OF 6LEPHAROPTOSIS BY OTHER LEVATOR MUSCLE TECHNILIUES
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTLKi IS BY OTHER TECHNIQUES
CURRECTION OF LIO RETRACTION
REPAIR OF EN TROPIOlt OR EC TROPION
REPAIR OF ENTROP1ON 13R EC TROPION BY SOTURE TECHNllJUE
kEPAIR OF ENTROPION OR EC TROPION WITH HEOGE RESECTION
REPAIR OF EN TROPION OR EC TROPION UITH LIO RECONSTRUCT ILIN
OTHER REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION
OTHER ADJUSTMENT OF LID POSITION
CANTHOTOMY
dLEPHARORRHAPHY
OTHER ADJUSTMENT OF LID PUS ITION
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO HITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO kiITH SKIN FLAP OR GRAFT
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO #ITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
LIT}{ER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELID
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELID, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFItO
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS
OTHER REPAIR OF EYELIO
LINEAR REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO OR EVEBROW
OTHEk REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO, PAR TIAL-THICKtJESS
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO INVOLVING LIO MARGIN,
FULL-THICKNESS




OTHER aerations ON EYELIOS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
OPERATIONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
INCIS13N OF LACRIMAL GLAt40
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
BIOPSY OF LACRIMAL GLANO
BIOPSY OF LACRIMAL SAC
EXCISIUN OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LACRIMAL GLANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF LACRINAL GLANO
MANIPULATION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGE
PROBING OF LACRIMAL PUNCTUM
PROBING OF LACRIMAL CANALICULI
PROBING OF NA.QILACRINAL OUCT
INCUBATION OF NASOLACRIMAL OUCT
IflCISION UF LACRIMAL SAC ANO PASSAGES
INCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC
JTHER INCISION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS ANO PUNCTUM
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS
FISTOLIZATION OF LACRIilAL TRACT TO NASAL CAVITY
OACRYOCYSTORHINOSTONY [OCR]
CUNJUNCTIVORHINOSTOMY WITH INSERTION UF TUbE OR STENT
oTHEk OPERATIONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON CON.IUNCTIVA
.REM3VAL OF EMBEDDEO FOREIGN BLIDY FRON CONJUNCTIVAL BY INCISION
OTHER INCISION OF CONJUNCTIVAL
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CONJUNCTIVA
BIOPSY OF CONJUNCTIVAL
EXCISION 13R OESTROCTION OF LESIilN OR TISSUE OF CONJONCTIVA
EXCISION DF LESION OR TISSUE OF CON JONCTIVA
CONJONCTIVJPLASTY
OTHER FREE GRAFT TO CONJUNCTIVAL
oTHER CONJUNCTIVOPLASTY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF CONJUNCTIVAL AND EYELID
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF CONJUNCTIVAL
OTHER oPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
SUBCONJUNCTIVAL INJECTION





































































NAG:iETIC REMOVAL IJF ENDEOOEO FOREIGN EiOOY FROM CORNEA
INCIS1ON OF CORNEA
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOiiftES ON CLIRNEA




EXCISION OF PTERYGIUH HITH CIIRNEAL GRAFT
OTHER EXCISICJN OF PTERYGIUM -
EXCISIIIN OR OESTRUCTIOiJ OF TISSUE OR OTHER LESION OF CURNEA
MECHANICAL REMOVAL OF CORNEAL EPITHELIUMS
CRYOTHERAPY OF CURNEAL LESION
OTHER REHOVAL OR OBSTRUCTION OF CORNEAL LESION
REPAIR OF CIIRNEA
SUTURE OF CORNEAL LACE RATIO$J
REPAIR OF POSTOPERATIVE HOUNO OEHISCENCE OF CORNEA
REpAIR OF CORNEAL LACERATION OR hIOUNO WITH CONJUNCTIVAL FLAP
OTHER REPAIR OF CORNEA
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT
CCIP.NEAL TRANSPLANT, NUT CITHERJ.IISE SPECIFIEO
OTHEK LAHELLAR KERATOPLASTY
PENETRATING KEkATOPLASTY 141TH AUTOL. RAFT
OTHER PENETRATING KERATOPLASTV
LITHEP. CORNEAL TRANSPLANT
OPERATIONS ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, SCLERA, ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
RE!40VAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BUOY FROH ANTERIOR SEGHtNT LIF
EYE
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BUOY FROM ANTERIOR
SEGflEllT OF EYEs NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BuUY FROM A!JTERIOR
SEGHENT .3F EYE wITHOUT USE OF MAG)IET
IRIOOTOMY ANO SIMPLE IRIOECTOMY
OTHER IRIOOTOMY
EXCISION OF PROLAPSEO IRIS
OTHER IRIOECTOHY
Diagnostic PROCEDURES ON IRIS, CILIARY BUDY. SCLERA,
ANO ANTERIOR CHAHBER
DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
tlTHEi? DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY.
SCLERA, ANO AFJTERIOR CHAHBER
IRIOUPLASTY ANO COREOPLASTY
LYSIS OF GONIOSYNECHIAE
LYSIS OF OTHER ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE
“ LYSIS OF POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSIS OF CORNEOVITREAL AOHESIONS
COREOPLASTY
oTHER IRIoOPLASTY
EXCISI13N OR 0ESTRUCTIO:4 OF LESION OF IRIS AND CILIARY BOOY
REMOVAL OF LESILIN OF ANTERIOR SEGHENT OF EYEs
NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION UF LESION ilF IRIS
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CILIARY BUDY$ NONEXCISIONAL
EXCISIUN OF LESION OF CILIARY BUOY




OTHER FACILITATION OF INTRAOCULAR CIRCULATION
SCLEKAL FISTULIZATILIN
THERMOCAUTERIZATION OF SCLERA WITH IRIOECTOMY
TRABECULECTOt4Y AB EXTERNO
OTHEk SCLERAL FISTULIZATION HITH IRIOECTOHY.—
POSTOPERATIVE REVISION iIF SCLERAL FISTULIZATIIJN PROCEOURE




SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCLERA
REVISION OF OPERATIVE WOUNO UF AN TER1OK SEGMENT*
IJOT ELSE!4HERE CLASSIFIED
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESIOi4 OF SCLERA
SCLERAL REINFORCEMENT WITH GRAFT
dTHEP. OPERATIONS ON SCLERA






























































THERAPEuTIC EVACUATION OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER
INJECTIllN INTO A)JTERIOR CHAMBER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON IRIS
OTtlER OPERATICINS ON ANTtfi IOR CHAMBER
OPERATIONS ON LENS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM LENS
FU+lOVAL OF FOREIGN bOOY FROM LENS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
lNTRACAPSULAR ExTRACTION GF LENS
OTHER INTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS bY LINEAR EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE
EXTRACAPSULAR Extraction UF LENS BY SIMPLE ASPIRATION
[ANO IRRIGATION] TECHNIUUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY FRAGMENTATION ANO
ASPIRATION TECHNICIUE
PHACOEHLJLSIFICATION AND ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
HECdANICAL pHACOFRAGMENTATION ANO ASpiratiOn OF
CATARACT BY POSTERIOR ROUTE
MECHANICAL PHACOFRAGNENTATION ANO OTHER ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
dTHER EXTR.ACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY TEMPORAL INFERIOR ROUTE
uTi-lER EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHER CATARACT EXTRACTION
OISCISSION OF PRIMARY f4EflBRANOUS CATARACT
OISCISSIWI OF SECONOARY MEMBRANE [AFTER CATARACT I
EXCISILIN OF SECONOARY MEMBRANE [AFTER CATARACT I
OTHER CATARACT Extraction
INsERTIoN OF PROSTHETIC LENS [P SEUOOPHAKOSI
INSERTION OF PSEUOOPHAKOS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS AT TIME
UF CATARACT EXTRACTION, ONE-STAGE
SECONOARY INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
REMoVAL OF IMPLANTEO LENS
OTHER LIBERATIONS ON LENS
(OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHOROIU, VITREOUS, ANO POSTERIOR CrlAMtlER
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FRON PUSTERIOR SEGMENT OF EYE
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM POSTERIOR SEGMENT
OF EYE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
REMUVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM POSTERIOR SEGMENT
OF EYE WITH USE OF MAGNET
REMOVAL IJF FOREIGN BODY FROM POSTERIOR SEGMENT
OF EYE WITHOUT USE OF MAGNET
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RETINA, CHOROIO, VITREUUS, ANO
POSTERIOR CHAMBER
DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF VITREOUS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RETINA*
CHOROIO~ VITREOUS? ANO POSTERIOR CHAMBER
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF RETINA ANO CHOROID
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY OIATHERMY
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY CR YOTHERAPY
OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY LASER PHJITOCOAGULATION
DESTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY PHOTOCOAGULATION OF
UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER OESTRUCTIJII OF CHORIORETINAL LESION
REPAIR CIF RETINAL TEAR
REPAIR UF RETINAL TEAR BY OIATHERMY
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY CRYOTHERAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY PHOTOCUAGULATION OF uNSPECIFIED TYPE
REPAIR IJF KETINAL DETACHMENT WITH SCLERAL BUCKLING
ANLJ IkiPLAtJT
SCLERAL BUCKLING WITtl IMPLANT
uTHER $cLERAL BUCKLING
OTHER KEPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT wITH OIATHERMY
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHNENT WITH CRYOTHEAAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH LASER PhOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACH+!ENT WITH PHOT13COAGULATION
OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
oTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
REMOVAL OF SURGICALLY IMPLANTEO HATERIAL FRON POST ERIIIR
sEGMENT OF EYE
OPERATIONS ON VITREOUS





































































OTHER REMOVAL OF vITREOUS
.NECHANICAL VI TRECTOt4Y 8Y ANTERIOR APPROACH
JTHER NECHANICAL VI TRECTOMY
INJECTION OF VITREOUS SUBSTITUTE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON vITREOUS
OTHEK CIPERATIONS UN RETIfJA, CHOROIO, ANO POST ERIoR CHAMBER
OPERATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES
9P ERATIONS dN 3NE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE INVOLVING TEMPORARY
OETACHNENT FROM GLOBE
RECESSIUN OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
AOVANCFMENT OF ONE EXTRAOCULAK MUSCLE
RESECTION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MuSCLE
OTHER oPERATIONS ON ONE ExTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
LENGTHENING PRilCEOURE CIN ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
SHORTENING PROCEOURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR tlUSCLE
operations ON TWO IJR MORE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES INVOLVING
TEMPORARY DETACHMENT FRON GLOBE, ONE OR BOTH EYES
dTHER OPERATIONS (IN TwO OR MORE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES?
ONE Oh BOTH EYES
TRANSPOSITION OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES
REVISION OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE SURGERY
OTH<R OPERATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES ANO TENOONS
OPEi?ATIONS ON 0Rt31~ ANO EYEBALL
ilRBITOTOflY
13RBITOTOf4Y WITH DONE FLAP
ORB ITOTJMY WITH INSERTION OF 13RBITAL IMPLANT
oTHER OR BITOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES aN ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
OIAG:WOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ORBIT
EVISCERATION OF EYEBALL
REMOVAL OF OCULAR CONTENTS WITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
INTO SCLERAL Sti ELL
OTHER EVISCERATION CtF EYEBALL
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL
ENUCI-EATIUN OF EYE8ALL HITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT INTO
TENuN*S CAPSULE HITH ATTACHMENT OF MUSCLES
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL HITH OTHER SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
oTHER ENuCLEATION OF EYEBALL
EXENTEKATION OF ORBITAL CONTENTS
ExENTERATION OF ORBIT HITH REt40VAL OF AOJACENT STRUCTURES
OTHER EXENTERATION OF aRBIT
SECONOARY PROCEDURES AFTER REMOVAL OF EYEBALL
SECONOARY INSERTION OF OCULAR It4PLANT
REVISION OF ENUCLEATION SOCKET HITH GRAFT
R.5NUVAL OF OCULAR OR ORBITAL IMPLANT
REMOVAL OF ORBITAL IHPLANT
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEBALL ANO ORBIT
REPAIR OF HoUNO OF ORBIT
REPAIR OF RUPTURE OF EYEBALL
OTHER REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEBALL OR oRBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
RETRCEMJLBAR INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT
EXCISION OF LESION OF ORBIT
ExCISION OF LESION OF EYE, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OT_HER OPERATIONS ON ORBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYEBALL
OPERATIONS ON THE EAR
OPERATIONS ON EXTERNAL EAR
INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
JT.HER INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTERNAL EAR
BIOPSY OF EXTERNAL EAR
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
EXCISION OF PREAURICULAR SINUS
ExCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF OTHER LESICIN OF EXTERNAL
OTHER EXCISION OF ExTERNAL EAR
RADICAL EXCISION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
UTHER EXCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SURGICAL CORRECTION OF PROMINENT EAR
RECONSTRUCTION OF EXTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR !3F EXTERNAL EAR
COI’JSTRUCTION OF AURICLE OF EAR








































































RECONSTRIJCTIVE iJPERATIONS ON MIOOLE EAR
STAPES MOBILIZATION
STAPEOECTOMY
STAPEOECTOMY WITH INCUS REPLACEMENT
OTHER STAPEOECTOMY
REVISION OF STAPEOECTOMY
OTHER REVISION OF STAPEOECTOMY. .







OTHEP. REPAIR OF MIOOLE EAR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE ANli INNER EAR
MYRINGOTOMY
NYRINGOTOMY WITH INSERTION OF TUBE
OTHER MYRINGOTOMY
RE!40VAL OF TYMPANoSTONY TuBE
INCISIJN OF MASTOILI ANO MIOOLE FAQ----
INCISION OF MASTOIO
INCISION OF PETROUS PYRAMIO AIR CELLS
INCISION OF MIOOLE EAR
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON MIOOLE AND INWER EAR
BIoPSY OF MIOOLE ANO INNER EAR





OTHER EXCISION OF M1OOLE EAR
ExCISION OF LESI(3N LIF MIOOLE EAR
uTHER EXCISION OF MIOOLE EAR
FENESTRATION OF INNER EAR
FENESTRATION OF INNER EAR [IN ITIALI
INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OBSTRUCTION OF INNER EAR
ENOOLYMPHATIC SHUNT
OTHER INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OBSTRUCTION OF INNER EAR
OPERATIONS ON EUSTACHIAN TUBE
OTHER LJPERATIONS ON INNER ANO MIOOLE EAR
REVISION OF MASTOIOECTOMY
REPAIR OF OVAL ANO ROUNO HINOO!4S
IMPLANTATION OF ELECTROHAGNETIC HEARING AIO
IHPLA1/TATIoN OR REPLACEMENT OF COCHLEAR PROSTHETIC OEVICE,
MULTIPLE CHANNEL
uTHER OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE AN(J INNER EAR
OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE, flOUTH, ANO PHARYNX
ilPERATIONS LIN NOSE
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
CCINTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY ANTERIOR NASAL PACKING
CLINTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY POSTERIOR [ANO ANTERIOR I PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY CAUTERIZATION [ANO PACKING I
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF ETHMOILIAL ARTERIES
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY [TRANSANTRALI LIGATION OF
THE MAXILLARY ARTERY
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF THE EXTERNAL
CAROTID ARTERY
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY OTHER MEANS
INCISION OF NOSE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NOSE
BIOPSY OF NIJSE
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION (JF NOSE
ExCISION W( oBSTRUCTION OF LESION UF NOSE, NOT
OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
LaCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF IN TRANASAL LESION
LOCAL EXCISION LJR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESiON OF NOSE
REsEcTION OF NOSE
SUBMUCOUS RESECTION OF NASAL SEPTUM
TURBINECTOMY
TURBINECTOMY BY OIATHERHY OR CRYOSURGERY









































































REDUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
Ci-OSEO R60UCTION OF NASAL FRACTURZ
OPEN REOUCTI13N OF NASAL FRACTURE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS UN THE NoSE
SUTURE OF LACERATION iIF NOSE







uTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON NUSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
L’fSIS OF AOHESIONS OF NOSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NDSE
OPERATIONS ON NASAL SINUSES
ASPIRATION AND LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS
ASPIRATION ANO LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS, NOT OTHERUISE
SPECIFIEO
PUNCTURE OF NASAL SINUS FUR ASPIRATICIN OR LAVAGE
ASPIRATION OR LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS THROUGH NATURAL OSTIUM
DIAGNOSTIC PRIICEOURES ON NASAL SINUS
BIOPSY OF NASAL SINUS / CLOSEO IENOOSCOPICI [NEEDLE I
BIOPSY OF NASAL SINUS




IJTHER EXTERNAL MAXILLARY ANTROTdt4Y




SINUSOTOMY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
ETHMOIOOTOMY
SPHENOIOOTOMY
INCISION OF MULTIPLE NASAL SINUSES
OTHER NASAL SINUSECTOMY
SINUS ECTOMY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIED
EXCISION OF LESION OF NAXILLARY SINUS HITH
CALDWELL-LUC APPRoACH
EXCISION OF LESION OF iiAXILLARY SINUS WITH OTHER APPRUACH
ETHNOIDECTOMY
SPHENOIOECTOtiY
REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
CLOSURE OF NASAL SINUS FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
LITHER OPERATIONS ON NASAL SINUSES
REMOVAL ANO RESTORATION OF TEETH
FORCEPS EXTRACTION OF TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OECIOUOUS TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OTHER TOOTH
SURGICAL REMOVAL OF TOOTH
REMOVAL OF RESIOUAL ROOT
OTHER SURGICAL EXTRACTION OF TOOTH
RESTORATION OF TOOTH BY FILLING






APICOECTOMY ANO ROOT CANAL THERAPY
RO13T CANAL. NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
APICOECTONY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TEETH. GUHS* AND ALVEOLI
INCISION OF GUM OR ALVEDLAR BONE




OTHER OPERATIONS ON GUN






































































SUTURE UF LACERATION OF GUM
ExCISION OF OENTAL LESION OF JAW
ALVEflLLIPLASTY
APPLICATION OF ORTHOOLINTIC APPLIANCE
OTHER DEt4TAL OPEF.ATIilNS
EXTENSICIN OR OEEPENIIIG OF BUCCOLABIAL OR LINGUAL SULCUS
OPERATIONS ON TLINIAJE
iJIAGiiOSTIC PROCEDURES .3N TilNGuE
NEEDLE BIOPSY UF TONGUE / CLOSEO [NEEOLEI 610PSY OF
TON3UE
uTHEK BIOPSY OF TuNGUE / UPEN BIOPSY UF TONGUE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TUNGUE
PARTIAL GLOSSECTOHY
CLINPLETE GLCISSECTOMY
REPAIR OF TONGUE ANO GLOSSUPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TONGUE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATICINS ON TONGUE
LITHER OPERATIONS ON TU14GUE
LINGUAL FRE)JECTOMY
‘JTHER GLOSS CITOMY
OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLAtlOS ANO OUCTS
INCISION OF SALIVARY GLANO OR DUCT
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SALIVARY GLANDS AND OUCTS
EIOPSY 3F SALIVARY GLANO OR DUCT / CLOSEO [NCEOLE1 DIOPSY
OF SALIVARY GLAND OK OUCT
EXCISIJN OF LESICIN OF SALIVARY GLANO
MARSUPIALIZATION OF SALIVARY GLANO CYST
OTNEk EXCISION OF SALIVARY GLANO LESION
SIALOADENECTOMY
SIALJAOENECTOMY, N(IT 0THER!41SE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL SIALOAOENECTOMY
COMPLETE SIALOAOENECTLIMY
REPAIR OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC IJPERATIOtiS ON SALIVARY GLAND OR OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
PRUBING OF SALIVARY OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO w OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MOUTH ANO FACE
ORAI;JAGE OF FACE ANO FLOOR OF 140UTH
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ORAL CAVITY
BIOPSY OF BONY PALATE
1310PSY OF UVULA ANO SOFT PALATE
BIilPSY OF LIP
BIOPSY OF MOUTH! UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF LESION 9R TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
LOCAI- EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR
TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
WOE EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
UF BONY PALATE
EXCISIUN OF OTHER PARTS OF MOUTH
LABIAL FRENECTONY
WIOE EXCISION OF LESION OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION JF LESION OR TISSUE OF LIP
OTHER EXCISILIti OF MOUTH
PLASTIC REPAIR OF tlOUTH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LIP
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OTHER PART OF MOUTH
CLOSURE UF FISTULA OF MOUTH
REPAIR OF CLEFT LIP
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
UTliER SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TU LIP ANO MUUTH
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF MOUTH
PALATOPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PALATE
CORRECTION OF CLEFT PALATE
REVISION OF CLEFT PALATE REPAIR




OTHER OPERATIO!IS ON UVULA
oTHER i3PERATIONS 13N MOUTH ANO FACE












































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORAL CAVITY
OPERATIONS IJN TONSILS ANO AOENOIL)S
INCIS113N AND ORAINAGE OF TONSIL ANO PE171TONS1LLAR STRUCTURES
DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES !3N TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
310PSY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
(3THER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
TONS ILI_ECTWIY lJITIi13UT AOENOIDECTOMY
TONSILLECTOMY HITH AOENOIDECTOMY
EXCISIiJii OF TONSIL TAG
EXCISION OF LINGUAL TONSIL
AOENOIOECTOMY iJITHOUT TONSILLECTOMY
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE AFTER TONSILLECTOMY ANO ALl ENOIOECTi3t4Y
OTHER OPERATIOtJS OfJ TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN 1300Y FROM TONSIL ANO AOENOIO BY INCISION
EXCISION OF LESION OF TONSIL ANO AOENOIO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
LJPERATIONS OfJ PHARYfJX
PFJARYNGOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PHARYNX
PHARYNGosCOPY
PHARYNGEAL BIOPSY
EXCISION OF BRANCHIAL CLEFT cYST OR VESTIGE
EXCISION OR OESTRJCTION OF LES1ON UR TISSUE L)F PHARYNX
PLASTIC OPERATION ON PHARYNX
OTIiER REPAIR OF PHARYNX
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PHARYNX
CLUSURE OF BRANCHIAL CLEFT FISTULA
CJTHER REPAIR OF PHARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
OILATIaN OF PHARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNx
OPERATIONS ON THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
EXCISION OF LARYNX
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARYNX














OTHER INCISION OF LARYNX OR TRACHEA
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
TRACHEOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
LARYNGOSCOPY ANO OTHER TRACHEOSCOPY
BIOPSY UF LARYNX / CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF LARYNX
BIOPSY OF TRACHEA / CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF TRACHEA
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TRACHEA
REPAIR OF LARYNX
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LARYNX
CLOSURE UF FISTULA OF LARYNX
REPAIR 13F LARYNGEAL FRACTURE
LTTHER REPAIR OF LARYNX
REPAIR AND PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TRACHEA
CLUSURE 2F EXTERNAL FISTULA OF TRACHEA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF TRACHEA
REVISION OF TRACHEOSTCIMY
RECilNSTRUCTION OF TRACHEA ANO CONSTRUCTION OF
ARTIFICIAL LARYNX
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
oIVISION OF LARYNGEAL NERVE
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF TRACHEA OR LARYNX
REPLACEMENT OF LARYNGEAL OR TRACHEAL STENT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LARYNX









































































EXCISICIN OF LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRONCHUS
OTHER EXCISION OF BRONCHUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
PLICATION OF EMPHYSENATOdS BLEB
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
SEGHENTAL RESECTIOII OF LUNG
LOBECTOMY OF LUNG
COMPLETE PNEUHilNECTOMY
RAOICAL DISSECTION OF THORACIC STRUCTURES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
INCISION OF $RONCHUS
INCISION OF LUNG
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
BRONCHOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
FIBER-OPTIC BRONCHOSCOPY
oTHER BRONCHOSCOPY
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI B1OPSY OF BRONCHUS
OPEN BIOPSY OF BRONCHUS
CLOSED PERCUTANEOUS CNEEOLEJ BIOPSY OF LUNG
CLOSEO ENOOSCOPIC BIOPSY OF LUNG
(IPEN BIOPSY OF LUNG
SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX FOR COLLAPSE OF LUNG
THORACOPLASTY
2THER SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LuNG
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATION ON LUIJG ANO BRONCHUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BRONCHUS
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LUNG
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BRONCHUS
LUNG TRANSPLANT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
BRONCHIAL DILATION
PUNCTURE OF LUNG
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG
OPERATIONS ON CHEST MALL, PLEURA, )lEOIASTINUM, ANO OIAPtiRAGN
IFJCISION OF CHEST WALL ANO PLEURA
INCISION OF CHEST MALL
EXPLORATORY THORACOTOHY
REOPENING OF RECENT THORACOTOMY SITE
INSERTION OF INTERCOSTAL CATHETER FOR ORAINAGE
OTHER INCISION OF PLEURA
INCISION OF MEOIASTINUH




BIOPSY OF CIiEST WALL
PLEURAL BIOPSY
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I [NE EOLE1 BIOPSY OF MEOIASTINLMI
OPEN BIOPSY aF HEOIASTINUM
BIOPSY OF OIAPHRAGM
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FIEOIASTINU!l
EXCISIDN OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF MEOIASTINUM




OTHER ExCISION OF PLEORA
SCARIFICATION OF PLEURA
REPAIR OF CHEST WALL
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CHEST HALL
CLOSURE OF OTHER FIsTuLA OF THORAX
REPAIR OF PECTUS OEFORMITY
GTHER REPAIR OF CHEST HALL
OPERATIONS ON OIAPHRAGM
EXCIS1ON OF LESION OR TISSUE OF iJIAPtlRAG)l
SUTURE OF LaCeratiOn OF OIApHRAGH
OTHER REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THORAX
THORACENTESIS
INJECTION INTO THORACIC CAVITY
REPAIR OF pLEURA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THORAX



































































OPERATIONS ON VALVES ANO SEPTA 13F HEART
CLOSEO HEART VALVIJTOMY
CLOSEO rlEAkT VALVOTOMY? AORTIC vALVE
CLOSEO HEART VALVilTONYt MITRAL VALVE
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOHY, PULHONARY VALVE
OPEfi HEART VALVUI-OPLASTY WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF AORTIC VALVE tAITHouT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF MITRAL VALVE iiITHOUT REPLACEMENT
ilPEN AEART VALVULOPLASTY OF TRICUSPIO VALVE HITHOUT REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF HEART VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE HITH TISSUE GRAFT
oTHER REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF MITRAL VALVE tlITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF MITRAL VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF PuLMONARY VALVE HITti TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF PUMONARY VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPID VALVE HITH TISSUE GRAFT
uTHER REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPID VALVE
IIPERATIONS ON sTRuCTURES ACJJACENT TO HEART VALVES
OPERATIONS ON PAPILLARY HUSCLE
OPERATIONS ON CHOROAE TENDINEAE
ANNUL. OPLASTY
OPERATIONS ON TRABECULAE CARNEAE COROIS
6PEFiATiONS ON OTHER StrUCtUreS AOJACENT T12 vALvEs UF HEART
PRODUCTION OF SEPTAL DEFECT IN HEART
ENLARGEMENT OF EXISTING ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
CREATION OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
REPAIR ilf ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA 141TH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OFFECT HITH PROSTHESIS, OPEN TECHNIQUE
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION DEFECT HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA WITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT HITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT HITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT I+ITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA
UTHER AND UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL DEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ENOOCARDIAL CUSHION oEFECT
TOTAL REPAIR OF CERTAIN CONGENITAL CAROIAC ANOt4ALIES
TOTAL REPAIR OF TETRALOGY OF FALLOT
TOTAL REPAIR OF TOTAL ANUt’lALOUS PULHONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
TOTAL REPAIR OF TRLINCUS ARTERIOSUS
/ TOTAL CORRECTION OF TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS. NOT
ELSEI.IHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER LIP ERATIUNS UN VALVES ANO SEPTA OF HEART
INTERATRIAL TRANSPOSITION OF VENOUS RETURN
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETWEEN RIGHT VENTRICLE
ANO PULMONARY ARTERY
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETwEEN ATRIUH ANO PULHONARY ARTERY
PERCUTANEOUS VALVULOPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SEPTA OF HEART
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VALVES OF HEART
OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTIONS NDT oTHERWIs E
SPECIFIEO
SINGLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY
[PTCAI HITHOUT HENTION OF THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
SINGLE vESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY
[PTCAI HITH THRDHBOLYTIC AGENT
ilPEN CHEST CORONARY ARTERY ANGIOPLASTY
INTRACORONAiY ARTERY THRDHBOLYTIC INFUSION
NULTIPLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TR.4NSLUMINAL CURONARY ANGIOPLASTY
[PTCAI PERFOR14E0 OURING THE SAHE OPERATION WITH OR WITHOUT
MENTIoN OF THRLT!4BOLYTIC AGENT
3YPASS ANASTOHOSIS FOR HEART ReVASCULARIZATION
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION*
NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF ONE CORONARY ARTERY
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF TWO CCIRONARY ARTERIES
AoRTOCORONARV BYPASS OF THREE CORONARY ARTERIES
A(IRTOCORONARY BYPASS 13F FOUR OR MORE CORONARY ARTERIES
SINGLE INTERNAL MAHMARY-CORONARy ARTERY BYPASS
.10 00UBLE INTERNAL HAMHARY-CURONARY ARTERY BYPASS
.19 OTHER BYPASS ANASTOMOSIS FUR HEART REVASCULARIZATION
.2 HEART REVASCULARIZATION BY ARTERIAL IMPLANT
.9 uTHER OPERATIONS UN VESSELS OF HEARTm,
.91 REPAIR if ANEURYSH OF CORONARY VESSEL
.99 OTNER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
37 OTHER OPERATIONS UN HEART ANO PERICARDIUM
.0 PERICAROIOCENTESIS
.1 CAROIOTOMY ANO PERICARDIOTOHY






OIAGNDSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH





LEFT HEART CARDIAC CATHETERIZATION
CONBINED RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
BIOPSY OF PERICARDIUM
.25 BIOPSY OF HEART
.26 / CAROIAC ELECTRL3PHYSIOLOGIC STIMULATION ANO itECOROING
STUOIES
.27 / CARDIAC MAPPING
-3 PERICAROIECTOMY ANO EXCISION OF LESION OF HEART
.31 PERICAROIECTOMY
.32 EXCISION OF ANEURYSH OF HEART
.33 EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF HEART / EXCISION OR
OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF HEART
.34 / CATHETER ABLATION OF LESION OR TISSUES OF HEART
.4 REPAIR OF HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
.5 HEART TRANSPLANTATION
.6 IMPLANTATION OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
.61 IMPLANT OF PULSATION BALLOON
.62 IMPLANT OF OTHER HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
. 6+ REHOVAL OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
.7 IILSERTION, REVISION, REPLACEHEtJTt AND REHOVAL OF PACEHAKER
LEADS; INSERTION OF TEHPORARY PACEMAKER SYSTEM; OR
REVISION OF POCKET
.72
.7d INITIAL INsERTIoN OF LEAO [EleCtrOde]. NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
.71 INITIAL INSERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAO [EL ECTROOEI INTO
VENTRICLE
INITIAL INSERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEACJS [ELECTROOESI INTO
ATRIUM ANO VENTRICLE
INITIAL INSERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAD [ELECTRODE I INTO ATRIUH












REVIS16N OF LEAO [ELECTROOEI
REPL.ACEFIENT OF TRANSVENOUS ATRIAL ANO/UR VENTRICULAR
LEAOS(S) [ELECTROOEI
REMOVAL OF LEADS(S) IELEcTRooE] IiITHOuT REpLAcEflENT
INSERTION OF TEMPORARY TRANSVENOUS PACEMAKER SYSTEH
REVISION OR REL13CATION OF PACEMAKER POCKET
INSERTION, REPLACEMENT, REMOVAL, ANO REVISIOIJ OF PACEHAKER OE
INSERTION OF PERMANENT PACE!iAKERS INITIAL OR REPLACEMENT,
TYPE OF OEVICE NOT SPECIFIEO







INITIAL INSERTIUN OF SINGLE-CHAMBER OEVICE, RATE RESPONSIVE
INITIAL INSERTION OF OUAL-CHAtlBER OEVICE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACE14AKER DEVICE UITH SINGLE-CHAMBER
OEVICE, NOT SPECIFIEO AS RATE RESPONSIVE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEMAKER OEVICE WITH SINGLE-CHAMBER
OEVICE, RATE RESPONSIVE
.87 REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEFIAKER OEVICE WITH OUAL-
CHAHBER DEVICE
. B13 REVISION OR REMOVAL OF PACEHAKER OEVICE







. ..... . . ..
OPEN CHEST CARDIAC NASSAGE
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO HEART
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO PERICARDIUM
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF AUTOHATIC CAROIOVERTER/
0EFIi3RILLATOR, TOTAL SYSTEM [AICOI
IMPLANTATION OF AUTOMATIC CAROIOVERTER/DEFIBRILLATOR PULSE
GENERATOR ONLY











































































REPI_ACEMENT OF AuToMATIC CAROIOVERT ER/DEF1F3.QILLATOR PULSE
LENERATOR ONLY
OTHEk OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PER ICAROIUM
INCISION, EXCISION, ANJ OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
IflCISIJN OF VESSEL
INCISION OF VESSEL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
INCISION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
INCISION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO t#ECK
INCISI13N OF uPPER LIMB VESSELS
It’4CISION OF AORTA
INCISION OF OTHER THORACIC vEs5ELs
INCISION OF ABDOMINAL ARTERIES
INCISION OF ABOOMINAL VEINS
INCISION OF LOWER LIMB ARTERIES
INCISION OF LONER LIMB VEINS
ENOARTERECTOMY
ErJOARTERECTr3f.lY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
ENOARTERECTOHY OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
ENOAP.TERECTOMY OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
ENOARTERECTOHY OF AORTA
EN OAR TERECTOMY OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
ENOARTERECTOt4Y OF ADOOMINAL ARTERIES
EN OAKTERECTOMY OF LOWER LIMB ARTERIES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOD VESSELS
BIOPSY OF BLOOO VESSEL
PERCLITANEOUS ANGIOSCOPY
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
RESECTICIN OF VESSEL r41Tt4 ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF VESSEL WITH ANASTOMOSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
RESECTION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS WITH AN AS TUMOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK WITH ANASTOMLi SIS
RESECT IIJN OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS WITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF AORTA WITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS WITH ANASTOtlOSIS
RESECTIdN OF ABOOMINAL ARTERIES HITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF ABOOMINAL VEINS HITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF LOWER LIMB ARTERIES WITH ANA STOMOSIS
RESECTION OF LO#ER LIMB VEINS WITH ANASTOMOSIS
R&SECTION OF VESSEL WITH REPLACEMENT
INTRACRANIAL VESSELS








LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF LOWER LIflfl VARICOSE VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS, uNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
i3THEP. EXCISION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
OTHER EXCISION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION L4F AORTA
OTHER EXCISION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
13THER EXCISION OF ABOOMINAL ARTERIES
OTHER EXCISION OF ABOOMINAL VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF LOWER LIMB ARTERIES
OTHER EXCISION OF LOWER LIMfl VEINS
PLICATION dF VENA CAVA
OTHER SURGICAL oCCLUSION OF VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
oTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
OTHER SORGICAL OCCLUSION OF
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
C4THEK SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
44THER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF
























































































OTHER PUNCTURE OF ARTERY
OTHER PUNCTURE 3F VEIN
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
SYSTEMIC TO PULMONARY ARTERY SHUNT
INTRA–AL3DOHINAL VENOUS SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OR VASCULAR BYPASS
CAVAL-PULMONARY ARTERY ANASTOMOSIS
AORTA-SUflCLAVIAN-CAROTIO E4YPASS
OTHER INTRATHORACIC VASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
AORTA-RENAL E4YPASS
AORTA-ILIAC-FEMORAL E4YPASS
OTHER INTRA-Af100MINAL VASCULAR SHUNT OR E4YPASS
ARTERIOVENOSTOMY FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER [P ERIPHERALI VASCULAR SHUNT OR E4YPASS
SUTURE OF VESSEL
SUTURE OF UNSPECIFIED LILOOO VESSEL
SUTURE OF ARTERY
SUTURE OF VEIN
REVISION OF VASCULAR PROCEUL4RE
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING VASCULAR SURGERY
REVISION OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
REMOVAL OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER REVIS1ON OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
OTIiER REPAIR OF VESSELS
CLIPPING OF ANEURYSM
tiTHER REPAIR OF ANEURYSM
REPAIR OF ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA
RE-ENTRY OPERATION [AORTA I
REINPLANTATION OF A43ERRANT RENAL VESSEL
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL WITH TISSUE PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL WITH SYNTHETIC PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF L4LOO0 VESSEL WITH UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF PATCH GRAFT
OTHER REPAIR OF VESSEL
PROCEDURES AUXILIARY TO OPEN HEART SURGERY / ExTRACORPOREAL
CIRCULATION AND PROCEDURES AUXILIARY TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
EXTRA CORPOREAL CIRCULATION / EXTRACOPEREAL CIRCULATION
AUXILIARY TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
HYPOTHERMIA [SYSTEM ICI INCIDENTAL TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
CAROI13PLEGIA
INTRAOPERATIVE CAROIAC PACEMAKER
/ EXTRA CORPOREAL HEM44RANE OXYGENATION [ECNO1
OPERATIONS ON CAROTIO BOOY ANO OTHER VASCULAR 13001ES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
FREEING OF VESSEL
I!JJECTION OF SCLEROSING AGENT INTO VEIN
INSERTION OF VESSEL-TO-VESSEL CANNULA




CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
JTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
OPERATIONS ON THE HEMIC AND LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
INCISION OF LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
f410PSY OF LYf4PHATIC STRUCTURE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
SIMPLE EXCISION OF LYMPHATIC STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF OEEP CERVICAL LYHPH NOOE
EXCISION OF AXILLARY LYMPH NOOE
EXCISION OF INGUINAL LYMPH NOOE
SIMPLE EXCISION OF oTHER LYMPHATIC STRUCTURE
REGIONAL LYMPH NOOE EXCISION
RAOICAL EXCISIL3N OF CERVICAL LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEil
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION* UNILATERAL
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, E41LATERAL
RAOICAL EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPH NOOES








































































RADICAL EXCISION OF AxILLARY LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF PERIAORTIC LYMPH NOOES
RADICAL EXCISION OF ILIAC LYNPH NOOES
RAOICAL GROIN DISSECTION
RAOICAL EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPH NOOES
fITHER OPERATIONS ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON BONE MARROW ANO SPLEEN
BONE MARRO14 TRANSPLANT
/ BONE HARROH TRANSPLANT, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
/ AUTOLaGLIUS BONE HARROW TRANSPLANT
/ ALLOGENEIC BONE HARROH TRANSPLANT WITHOUT PURGING
PUNCTURE OF SPLEEN
SPLENUTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE MARROH ANO SPLEEN
BIOPSY OF 80NE NARROW
CI_OSEO [ASPIRATION] [P ERCUTANEOUSI BIOPSY OF SPLEEN
OPEN BIOPSY OF SPLEEN
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SPLEEN
HARSUPIALIZATION OF SPLENIC CYST
EXCISICJN OF LESI13N OR TISSUE OF SPLEEN
PARTIAL SPLENECTOMY
TOTAL SPLENECTOMY
IJTHER OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN ANO BONE MARROW
ASPIRATION OF BONE MARROH FROM OCINOR FOR TRANSPLANT
EXCISION OF ACCESSORY SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION OF SPLEEN
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN
13pERAT10tJS ON THE OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOTOFiY
OTHER INCISION OF ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOSTOHY
ESilPHAGIJSTOMY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
oTHER ExTERNAL FIST ULIZATION OF ESOPHAGUS
i) IALNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ESLIPHAGUS
IMPERATIVE ESOPHAGOSCOPY BY INCISION
ESOPHAGOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHER ESOPHAGOSCOPY
BIOPSY OF ESOPHAGUS / CLOSED [ENOOSCOPIC1 BIOPSY OF
ESOPHAGUS
/ UPEN BIOPSY OF ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OF ESOPHAGEAL OIVERTICULUM
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS




INTRATfiORACIC ANASTOMOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOESOPHAGOSTOMY
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOMY
IN TRATHCIRACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOMOSIS WITH
INTERPOSITION OF SMALL BOHEL
OTHEK I!iTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOENTEROS TOMY
I14TRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOMOSIS WITH
INTERPOSITION OF COLON
OTHER INTRATHORACIC ANASTOMOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOMYOTOMY
OTHER KEPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
INSERTION OF PER)4ANENT TUBE INTLI ESOPHAGUS
SUTURE OF LACERATILIN OF ESOPHAGUS
CLOSURE OF ESOPHAGOSTOMY
REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL FISTULA, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURE
oTHER GRAFT OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS
IFJJECTION OR LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICES
OILATION OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS











































































LOCAL EXCISIOt4 OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STdHACH
GASTRIC POLYPECTOtlY
LOCAL EXCISIUN OF OTHER LESI13N OR TISSUE CIF STOMACH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOMACH
PARTIAL GAS TRECTOMY WITH ANASTOMOSIS TO ESOPHAGUS
PARTIAL GASTRECTCIHY WITH ANASTLIHOSIS TO OUUOENUJ4
PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY WITH ANASTOMOSIS TII JEJUNUM
LITHER PARTIAL GASTRECTUMY
PARTIAL GASTRECTOHY WITH JEJUNAL TRANsPOSITION
OTHER PARTIAL GASTRECTONY
ToTAL 6ASTRECTOHY
TOTAL GASTRECTOMY JiITH INTESTINAL INTERPf3SITION
OTHER TOTAL GASTRECTOMY
dTHER OPERATIONS ON STL3MACH
VAGOTOflY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON STOMACH
TRAfLSABOONIWAL GASTROSCaPY
bASTiLLtSCJPY THRIIUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHER GASTROSCOPY
CLLISEO [tNOLISCOPICl BIOPSY OF STO14ACH
oPEN BIOPSY OF STOMACH
PYLCIROPLASTY
ENOOSCOPIC OILATION OF PYLORUS
JTHER PYLURUPLASTY
GASTRUENTERf3STOMY wITHOUT GAS TRECTOMY
HIGH GASTRIC BYPASS
OTHER GASTROENTEROSTOMY HITHOUT bASTRECTOMY
SUTURE aF GASTRIC OR OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF PEPTIC ULCER, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIt O
SUTURE OF GASTRIC ULCER SITE
SUTUP. E UF OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
REVISION OF GASTRIC ANASTO!40SIS
OTHER REPAIR OF STOMACH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF STOMACrl
CLOSURE OF GAS TROSTOMY
CL JSURE OF OTHER GASTRIC FISTULA
GASTROPEXY
ESOPHAGOGASTP.OPLASTY
uTHER PROCEDURES FOR CREATION OF ESOPHAGOGASTRIC
SPHINCTERIC COt4PETEtiCE
OTHER REPAIR OF STOMACH
OTHER aerations ON STOHACH
LIGATIL3N OF GASTRIC VARICES
ItJTRAOPERATIVE MANIPuLATION UF STOMACH
REMCIVAL OF GASTRIC BUBBLE [i3ALLOdNl
OTHER OPERATIOFJS ON STOHACH
INCISION, EXCISION, ANO ANASTOMOSIS OF INTESTINE
ENTERCITOMY
INCIS1ON OF INTESTINE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INCISION OF i3UOOENUli
OTHEk INC1S1ON OF SMALL INTESTINE
INCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PR13CEOURES JN SMALL INTESTINE
TRANSABOIIMINAL EltOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE
ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHEP. ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE
CLOSEJ [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF SMALL INTESTINE
OPEN BIilPSY OF SHALL INTESTINE
/ ES!IPHAGUGASTRUOUOOENOSCUPY [EGO I HITH CLUSEO BIOPSY GF
SMALL INTESTINE
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OTHER INTESTINE / DIAGNOSTIC
PROCEDURES ON LARGE INTESTINE
TRANSABOOMINAL ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE
ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STL3MA
FLEXIBLE FItIEROPTIC COLONOSCOPY f COLONSCOPY
OTHER ENOIJSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE / FLEXIBLE
SIGHOIOOSCOPY
CLOSED [ENOOSCOFIIC1 BIOPSY OF LARGE INTESTINE









































































INTESTINAL BIOPSY, SITE uNSPECIFIED
:.OCAL EXCISION OR OESTROCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF SMALL INTESTINE
LOCAL EXC1S1ON OF LESION OF OUOOEN_lM
13THER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF OUOOENUM
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SMALL INTESTINE,
EXCEPT OUOOENUM
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SMALL INTESTINES
EXCEPT OUOOENUN
IOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF LARGE INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSOE OF LARGE INTESTINE
/ ENOOSCOPIC POLYPECTOMY OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION 13F LARGE INTESTINE
ISULATION OF INTESTINAL SE6MENT
ISOLATION OF SEGMENT OF SMALL INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER EXCISION OF SMALL INTESTINE
NULTIPLE SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE
OTHER PARTIAL RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE
TOTAL REMOVAL OF SHALL INTESTINE
PARTIAL EXCIS1ON OF LARGE INTESTINE
MULTIPLE SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF LARGE INTESTINE
CECECTOMY
RIGHT HEN ICOLECTOMY
RESECTION OF TRANSVERSE COLON
LEFT HEM ICOLECTOMY
SIGMOIOECTOHY
OTHER PARTIAL EXCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
TOTAL INTRA-ABOOMINAL COLECTOMY
INTESTINAL ANA STOMOSIS
INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS, NOT OTHERdISE SPECIFIEO
SMALL–TO–SMALL INTESTINAL ANA STOMOSIS
ANASTOMOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE TO RECTAL STUMP
OTHER SMALL-TO–LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS
LARGE-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANA STOMOSIS
ANASTOMOSIS TO ANUS
ITHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINE
ExTERIORIZATION OF INTESTINE
EXTERIOR IZATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZE SEGMENT OF SMALL INTESTINE
ExTERIaRIZATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZE SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
COLOSTWIY
COLOSTOMY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
TEMPURARY COLOSTOMY
OTHER PERMANENT COLOSTOMY
OELAYEO OPENING OF COLOSTOMY
ILEOSTOMY






REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA
REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REVISION LIF STOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
REPAIR OF PER ICOLOSTOMY HERNIA
OTHER REVISION OF STOMA OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOMA
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOMA. NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CLOSURE OF STOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF STOMA OF LARGE INTESTINE
FIXATICIN OF INTESTINE
FIXATION OF SMALL INTESTINE TO ABOOMINAL wALL
OTHER FIXATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE TO ABOOMINAL MALL
OTHER FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
13THER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
SUTORE OF LACERATION OF 0000ENOM
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF OUOOENUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SMALL INTESTINE, EXCEPT OUOOENUM







































































SUTdRE OF LACERATICIFJ OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
I~JTRA–ABOoMINAL MANIP ULATISN OF IN TESTINt
INTRA-ABOOMINAL MANIPuLATION OF INTESTINE, NOT
LlTHERi41SE SPECIFIEO
IN TRA-ABD3MINAL MANIPULATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
INTRA-AB09MINAL MANIPULATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER OPERATIONS CIN INTESTINES
REVISION OF ANASTUNOSIS OF SNALL INTESTINE
REVISION OF ANASTCIMOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINE




i) RAINAGE (IF APPENOICEAL ABSCESS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON APPENOIX
APPENDICJSTOMY
ilTHER OPERATIONS ON APPENOIX
uPERtITIONS ON RECTOM ANO PERIRECTAL TISSUE / OPEMATIONS ON
RECTUM, RECTOSIGMOIO, ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
PRdCTOTOMY
PROCTOSTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES UN RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE /
OIAGNd STIC PROCEOdRES ON kECTUM, ?.EC TO SIGMO1O, ANO
PER IRECTAL TISSUE
CLOSEO [EN DO SC OPICI BIOPSY SF RECTUM
OPEN BIOPSY OF RECTUM
BIOPSY OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
:.OCAL EXCISION OR OESTRdCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF RECTLW
CITHER ELtCTROCOAGULATION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
OBSTRUCTION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE BY LASER
OBSTRUCTION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE BY CRYOSURGERY
LOCAL EXCISION 13F RECTAL LESION OR TISSOE
PULL-TAROdGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
SOAVE SUBMUCOSAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
QTHER PULL-TNROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
A51JOMINOPERINEAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTUM
TRANSSACRAL RECTOSIGMOIOECTOMY
ANTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM HITH SYNCHRONOUS COLOSTUMY
uTHER ANTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTOM
POSTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION IIF RECTUM
REPAIR OF RECTUM
SUTORE OF LACERATION OF RECTUM




JTHER REPAIR OF RECTUM
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE OR LESION
INCISION (IF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
EXCISION OF PERIRECTAL TISSUE
OTHER 3PERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PERIRECTAL iISSUH
ANOKECTAL MY ECTOMY
REPAIR OF PERIRECTAL FISTULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
OPERATIONS ON ANUS
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PER IANAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIANAL ABSCESS
EXCISION OF PERIANAL SKIN TAGS
OTHER EXCISION OF PER IANAL TISSUE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF ANAL FISTULA
ANAL FISTULOTOMY
ANAL FISTULECTOMY
CIIAGNOSTIC PRiICEOURES ON ANUS ANO PER IANAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF PER IANAL TISSUE
i$IOPSY OF ANUS




OBSTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS BY CRYOTHERAPY










































































EVACUATION OF THROMBOSEO HEHORRHOIOS
OTHER PR(ICEOURESON HEMORRHOIOS
DIVISION OF ANAL SPHINCTER





SUTURE OF LACERATION OF ANUS
ANAI_CERCLAGE
CLOSURE OF ANAL FISTULA
L3THERREPAIR OF ANAL SPHINCTER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS
OTHER INCISION OF ANUS
CONTROL OF IPOSTOPERATIVE] HEMoRRHAGE OF ANUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS
IJPERATIONS ON LIVER
HEPATOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LIVER
CLOSEO (PERCUTANEOUS) [NEEOLE] BIOPSV OF LIvER
OPEN BIOPSY OF LIVER
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LIVER TISSUE OR LESION
MARSUPIAL12ATION OF LESION OF LIVER
PARTIAL HEPATECTOMY




OTHER TRANSPLANT OF LIVER
P.EPAIR OF LIVER
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LIVER
OTHER REPAIR OF LIVER
ilTHEROPERATIONS ON LIVER
PERCUTANEOUS AsPIRATION OF LIVER
LOCALIZEO PERFUSION OF LIVER
OTHER oPERATIONS ON LIVER
OPERATIONS ON GALLBLAOOER ANO BILIARY TRACT
CHOLECYSTOTOMY ANO CHOLECYSTOSTOHY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
ENOOSCOPY OF BILIARY TRACT
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I BICIPSYOF GALLBLAoOER OR BILE i)UCTS
OPEN BIOPSY OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCTS




ANASTOMOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCT
ANASTOMOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER TO HEPATIC OUCTS
ANASTOHOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER TO INTESTINE
OTHER GALLBLAOOER ANASTO#lOSIS
CHOLEOOCHOENTEROSTOMY
ANASTOMOSIS OF HEPATIC OUCT TO GASTRCIINTESTINAL TRACT
OTHER BILE OUCT ANASTOHOSIS
INCISION OF BILE oUCT FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
CoHHoN OUCT EXPLORATION FOR REHOVAL OF CALCULUS
COHHON OUCT EXPLORATION FOR RELIEF OF OTHER OBSTRUCTION
INSERTION OF CHOLEOOCHOHEPATIC TUBE FOR OECUHPRESSION
INCISION OF OTHER BILE OUCTS FOR REd EF OF OBSTRUCTION
oTHER INCISION OF BILE OUCT
EXPLORATION 13FCCIUMONBILE OUCT
INCISION OF BILE OUCT, ExCEPT COHHON
LilCALEXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BILE OUCT
EXCISION OF CYSTIC OUCT REIINANT
EXCISION OF At4PULLAOF VATER [HITH REIMPLANTATION
OF COMMON OUCTI
OTHER EXCISION OF COMFIONBILE OUCT
EXCISION OF OTHER BILE oUCT

































































SIMPLE SUTURE OF COHMON BILE OUCT
CHOLEOOCHOPLASTY
REPAIR OF BILE OUCT, EXCEPT COH140N
OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 0001
OILATION OF SPHINCTER OF 0001
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTOMY
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON 131LIARY TRACT
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF GALLEILAOOER
CLOSURE UF ilTHERBILIARY FISTULA
REVISION OF ANASTOHOSIS OF BILIARY TRACT
REMOVAL OF PRoSTHETIC OEVICE FROM BILE OtJCT
PERCUTANEOUS EXTRACTION OF COMHON OUCT STONES
THERAPEUTIC ENOOSCOPIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT, ORAL ROUTE
OTHER PERCUTANEOUS PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
oTHER OPERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
IJPERATIONSON PANCREAS
PANCREATOTOMY
ORAINAGE OF PANCREATIC CYST BY CATHETER
07HER PANCREATOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
CLOSEO [ASPIRATION] [NEEOLEI [PERCUTANEOUS I BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
oPEN BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
LoCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF PANCREATIC LESION
MARSUPIALIZATION OF PANCREATIC CYST








OTHER OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
ENOOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CANNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT [ERCP1
OTHER REPAIR OF PANCREAS
ANASTOMOSIS OF PANCREAS
REPAIR OF HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR IIFINGUINAL HERNIA
uNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGuINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA wITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT OR
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHERIJISESPECIFIEO
BILATERAL REPAIR OF lNGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGuINAL HERNIA, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
BILATERAL REPAIR OF oIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INoIRECT INGuINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, ONE uIRECT ANO
ONE INOIRECT
BILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA MITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGuINAL HERNIA, ONE OIRECT ANO
ONE INOIRECT, WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR WITH GRAFT Ok
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEHORAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER UNILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIORRHAPHY
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEHORAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEHORAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER BILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF UHBILICAL HERNIA
REPAIR OF UMBILICAL HERNIA WITH PROSTHESIS
OTHER UMBILICAL HERNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOHINAL WALL






































































kEPAIR OF 9THER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL WALL
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIoR ABOOMINAL HALL
WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
IN VISIONAL HERNIA REPAIR wITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA oF ANT ERIoR ABooMINAL
HALL HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OIAp HRAGHATIC HERNIA, ABOOMINAL AppROAcH
REPAIR OF DIAPHRAGMATIc HERNIA, THORACIC APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA !41TH THORACIC APPROACH,
NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
PLICATION OF THE OIAPHRAGM
OTHER HERNIA REPAIR




REOPENING OF RECENT LAPARoTOMY SITE
OTHER LAPAROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES OF ABDOMINAL REGION
LAPAROSCOPY
BIOPSY OF ABOOHINAL HALL OR UHBILICUS
BIOPSY OF PER ITilNEUH
CLOSED [PERCUTANEOUS I [NE EOLEI BIOPSY OF INTRA–ABDOHINAL MASS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ABOOMINAL REGION
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ABOOHINAL
WALL OR UHBILICUS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF PERITONEAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PEf(ITONEAL AOHESIONS
SUTURE OF ABOOMINAL HALL ANO PERITONEUM
RECLdSURE OF POSTOPERATIVE DISRUPTION OF ABOOHINAL HALL
OELAYEO CLOSURE OF GRANULATING ABDOHINAL WDUNO
ClTHER SUTURE OF ABOOHINAL HALL
SUTURE OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF ABDOMINAL MALL AND PERITONEUM
REPAIR OF GASTROSCHISIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ABOOHINAL HALL
OTHER REPAIR OF PERITONEOH
OTHER REPAIR OF OHENTUH
OTHER REPAIR OF MESENTERY
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOO141NAL REGION
PERCUTANEOUS ABOOHINAL PARACENTESIS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROH PERITONEAL CAVITY
CREATION OF CUTANEOPERITONEAL FISTULA
CREATION OF PER ITONEOVASCULAR SHUNT
INCISION OF PERITONEUM
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE
INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABDOMINAL REGION





PERCUTANEOUS hEPHROSTOtlY HITHOUT FRAGMENTATION




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON KIDNEY
NEPHROSCOPY
PY ELO SCOPY
CLOSED [PERCUTANEOUS] [NE EOLEI BIOPSY OF KIONEY
OPEN BIoPSY OF KIONEY
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON KIONEY
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESIDN OR TISSUE OF KIDNEY
HARSUPIALIZATION OF KIONEY LESION

















































































DTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF KIDNEY
CLOSURE OF NEPHROSTOMY ANO PYELOSTDMY
SYMPHYSIOTOMY FOR HORSESHOE KIONEY
ANASTOMOSIS OF KIDNEY
C13RRECTION OF URETEROPELVIC JUNCTION
OTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON K1ONEY
i3ECAPSULATION OF KIONEY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF KIoNEY [PELVIS I
REPLACEMENT OF NEPHROSTOHY TUBE
OTHER INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SU8STANCE INTO KIDNEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONEY
OPERATIONS ON URETER




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETER
URETEROSCOPY
CLOSEO PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF URETER
CLOSED ENDOSCOPIC BIOPSY OF URETER
OPEN BIOPSY OF URETER
ENOOSCOPY (CYSTOSCOPY) (LOOPOSCOPY) l.lF ILEAL CONOU17
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETER
URETERECTOHY




FORMATION OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOMY
REVISION OF CUTANEOLIS URETERO-ILEOSTOHY
OTHER EXTERNAL URINARY DIVERSION
FORNATION OF OTHER CUTANEOUS URETERDSTOMY
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
URINARY OIVERSION TO INTESTINE
REVISION OF URETEROINTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS
URETE RoNEOCYSTOS TOHY
TRANSURETEROURET EROSTOHY
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
REPAIR OF URETER
SUTURE OF LACERATION DF URETER
CLOSURE OF URETEROSTOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF URETER
URETEROPEXY
OTHER REPAIR OF URETER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETER
OILATION OF URETERAL MEATUS
LIGATInN nF URETER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETER
OPERATILINS ON URINARY BLADDER
TRANSUk ETHRAL CLEARANCE OF BLAOOER
CYSTOTOt4Y
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF BLADDER





DIAGNOSTIC Procedures ON BLAOOER
CYSTOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
OTHER CYSTOSCOPY
CLOSEn [TRANSURETHRALI BIOPSY OF 8LAODER—.
OPEN BIOPSY OF BLAOOER
OTHER diagnostic PRnCEOURES UN BLAOOER
TRANSURETHRAL EXCISION nR DESTRUCTION OF BLADOER TISSUE
TRANSURETHRAL LYSIS OF IN TRALUHINAL AOHESIONS
OTHER TRANSURETHRAL EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF
LESION OR TISSUE OF BL40DER
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSUE
















































































OTHER TOTAL CYST ECTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY BLAOOER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF iiLAOOER
CLOSURE OF CYSTOSTOHY
REPAIR OF FISTULA INVOLVING BLAOOER ANO INTESTINE
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF BLAOOER
CYSTOURETHROPLASTY ANO PLASTIC REPAIR OF 8LAOOER NECK
REPAIR OF BLAOOER EXSTROPHY
RECONSTRUCTION OF URINARY BLAOOER
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OF F3LAOOER
OTHER REPAIR OF BLAOOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BLAOOER
SPHINCTEROTOHY OF BLAOOER
OILATION OF 8LAOOER NECK
CONTROL OF [POSTOPERATIVE] HEMORRHAGE OF BLAOOER
INSERTION OF INOHELLING URINARY CATHETER
REPLACEMENT OF INDWELLING URINARY CATHETER




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETHRA
OTHER URETHROSCOPY
BIOPSY OF URETHRA
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF URETHRAL TISSUE OR LESION
REPAIR OF URETHRA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF URETHRA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF URETHRA
REPAIR OF HYPOSPAOIAS OR EPISPAOIAS
oTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF URETHRA
URETHRAL HEATOPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR OF URETHRA
RELEASE OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
OILATIOti OF URETHRA
OTHER ilPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PERIuRETHRAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIURETHRAL TISSUE
IMPLANTATION OF ARTIFICIAL URINARY SPHINCTER IAUSl
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY TRACT
DISSECTION OF RETROPERITONEAL TISSUE
RETROPERITONEAL DISSECTION* NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
.UffETEROLYSIS klITH FREEING UR REPOSITIONING OF URETER
1 “FOR RETROPERITONEAL FIBROSIS
OTHER LYSIS OF PERIRENAL OR PERIURETERAL AOHESIONS
INCISION OF PERIVESICAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PERIVESICAL AOHESIONS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIRENAL ANO PERIVESICAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF PERIRENAL OR PERIVESICAL TISSUE
oTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIRENAL TISSUE~
PERIVESICAL TISSUE? AND RETROPERITONEUH




OTHER REPAIR OF uRINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
LEVATOR f4USCLE OPERATION FOR URETHROVESICAL SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
URETERAL CATHETERIZATION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY SYSTEM
EXCISION OF PERIRENAL OR PERIVESICAL TISSUE
REPLACEMENT OF URETEROSTOMY TUBE
REPLACE!4ENT OF CYSTOSTO14Y TUBE
ULTRASONIC FRAGMENTATION OF URINARY STONES
EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCKHAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ESHLJ
OPERATIONS ON THE MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE ANO SEHINAL VESICLES
INCISION OF PROSTATE








































































CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS] [NEEOLEI BIOPSY











OPERATIONS ON SEMINAL VESICLES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SEHINAL VESICLES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF PROSTATE
INJECTION INTO PROSTATE
REPAIR OF PROSTATE
CONTROL OF POSTOPERATIVE HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE
OPERATIONS ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
EXCISION OF HYOROCELE [OF TUNICA VAGINALISI
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCROTUM
REPAIR OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER REPAIR OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS
EXCISION OF LESION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS OTHER THAN
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OPERATIONS ON TESTES
INCISION OF TESTIS
DIAGNOSTIC PRuCEOURES ON TESTES
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I BIOPSY OF TESTIS
OPEN 810PSY OF TESTIS
EXCISIilNOR OBSTRUCTION OF TESTICULAR LESIUN
UNILATERAL ORCHIECTOI’IY
BILATERAL 0RCH1ECTCW%
REMOVAL OF BOTH TESTES AT SAHE OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING TESTIS
ORCHIOPEXY
REPAIR OF TESTES
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TESTIS
HYi)ROCELE
OTHER REPAIR OF TESTIS
INSERTION OF TESTICULAR PROSTHESIS
OPERATIONS ON SPERHATIC CORO, EPIOIOYMIS, ANO VAS OEFERENS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPERMATIC CORO, EPIOIOYllISt
ANO VAS OEFERENS
BIOPSY OF SPERllATIC CORO~ EPIOIOYHIS, OR VAS OEFERENS
EXCISION OF VARICOCELE AND HYOROCELE OF SPERMATIC CORO
EXCISION OF CYST OF EPIOIOYflIS
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF SPERHATIC CORO
ANO EPIOIOYMIS
EPIOIOYHECTOMY
REPAIR OF SPERMATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYHIS
REOUCTION OF TORSION OF TESTIS OR SPERMATIC CORO
TRANSPLANTATION OF SPERMATIC CORO
OTHER REPAIR OF SPERMATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYMIS
VASOTOMY
VASECTOMY ANO LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
HALE STERILIZATI’JN PROCEOURE, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
LIGATION OF SPERMATIC CORO
VASECTOMY
REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOIOYMIS
RECONSTRUCTION OF SURGICALLY OIVIOEO VAS OEFERENS
EPIOIOYHOVASOSTOMY
OTHER REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOIOYMIS




INCISION OF SPERNATIC CORO












































































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON THE PENIS
BIOPSY OF PENIS
LOCAL EXCISION DR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF PENIS
AMPUTATION OF PENIS
REPAIR AND PLASTIC OPERATION ON PENIS




OTHER REPAIR OF PENIS
OPERATIONS FOR SEX TRANSFORMATION, NOT ELSEihiERE CLASSSFIEO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
INCISION OF PENIS
OIVISION OF PENILE AOHESIONS
INSERTIflN OR REPLACEMENT OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
REHOVAL OF-INTERNAL PrOStheSiS OF pENIS
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF INFLATABLE PENILE PROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PENIS
oTHER oPERATIONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON THE FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON OVARY
00 PHOROTO+iY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF OVARY
oTHER BIOPSY OF OVARY
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OVARIAN LESION OR TISSUE
HARSUPIALIZATION OF OVARIAN CYST
HEOGE RESECTION OF OVARY




REMOVAL OF BOTH oVARIES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING OVARY
BILATERAL SALPING13-OOPHORECTOMY
REMOVAL OF BOTH ovARIEs ANO TUBES AT SAHE OPERATIVE EPISODE
REMOVAL OF REHAINING OVARY ANO TUBE
REPAIR OF OVARY
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OVARY
SALPINGO-OOPHORO PLASTY
oTHER REPAIR OF OVARY
LYSIS OF ADHESIONS OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
AsPIRATION OF OVARY
MANUAL RUPTURE OF OVARIAN CYST
RELEASE OF TORSION OF OVARY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
SALPINGOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BIOPSY OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
oTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN
TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION AND CRUSHING OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION AND OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OBSTRUCTION
OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OESTRUCTION 3R OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TuBES
ToTAL UNILATERAL SALPINGECTOMY
ToTAL BILATERAL SALPINGECTO!4k’
REMOVAL aF BOTH FALLOPIAN TUBES AT SAME oPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER SALPINGECTONY
EXCISION OR OESTKUCTION OF LESION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
SALPINGECTOMY WITH REMOVAL OF TUbAL PREGNANCY









































































REPAIR OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
SIMPLE SUTURE OF FALLoPIAN TUBE
SALPINGO–SALP INGOSTOMY
SALPI NGO-UTEROS TOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
lNSUFFLATION OF FALLOPIAN TuBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
ASPIRATION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
UNILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSIDN OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
lNPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF PROSTHESIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
INSUFFLATION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT INTO FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER oPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
OPERATIONS ON CERVIX
OILATION OF CERVICAL CANAL
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CERVIX
ENOOCERVICAL BIoPSY
OTHER CERVICAL BIOPSY
oTHER oIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CERVIX
IONIZATION OF cERVIX
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CAUTERIZATION
DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CRYOSURGERY
OTHER EXCISION OR OESTRIXTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
AMPUTATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF INTERNAL CERVICAL OS
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
SUTURE OF LAcERATION OF CERVIX
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
OTHER INCISION ANO ExCISION OF UTERUS
HYST ERO TOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OIGITAL ExAMINATION OF UTERUS
HYSTEROSCOPY
OPEN BIOPSY OF UTERUS
OPEN BIOPSY OF UTERINE LIGAMENTS
CLOSEO BIOPSY OF UTERINE LIGAMENTS
CLOSEO BIOPSY OF UTERUS
oTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF uTERUS
OIVISION OF ENOOIIETRIAL SYNECHIAE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF CONGENITAL SEPTUM OF UTERUS







oTHER OPERATIONS ON UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE FOR TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE FOLLOUING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTHEk OILATION ANO CURETTAGE OF uTERUS
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
uTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OTHER EXCISION dR OBSTRUCTION OF UTERUS
AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF UTERINE SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OTHER UTERINE SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING sTRUCTURES
PARACERVICAL uTERINE OENERVATION
UTERINE REPAIR
SUTURE CIF LACERATION OF UTERUS
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
ASPIRATICIN CURETTAGE OF UTERUS FOR TERMINATION OF PhEGNANCY
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE FOLLOWING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTHER ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON UTERUS, CERVIX, ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
INSERTION OF THERAPEuTIC OEVICE INTO UTERUS
INSERTION OF LAMINARIA











































































ftEHOvAL OF CEkcLAGE MATERIAL FROM CERVIX
REMOVAL OF oTHER PENETRATING FOREIGN BOOY FROH CERVIX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SUPPORTING structures OF UTERUS
oTHER OPERATIONS ON CERVIX ANO UTERUS
OPERATIONS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
CULOOCENTESIS
INCISION OF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYt4ENOTOMY
CULOOTOHY
LYSIS OF INTRALUMINAL AOHESIONS OF VAGINA
oTHER VAGINOTOHY




LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION CIF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYMENECTOHY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CUL-DE-SAC
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION ANO TOTAL EXCISION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE
REPAIR OF RECTOCELE
VAGINAL CONSTRUCTION ANO REcoNSTRUCTION
VAGINAL CONSTRUCTION
VAGINAL RECONSTRUCTION
OTHEk REPAIR OF VAGINA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF COLOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF RECTOVAGINAL FIsTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER VAGINOENrERIC FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF VAGINA
HYMENORRHAPHY
VAGINAL SUSPENSION ANO FIXATION
13THER REPAIR OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION OF VAGINAL VAULT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
oTHER OPERATIONS ON VAGINA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CUL-DE-SAC
OPEF.ATIONS ON VULVA ANO PERINELN4
INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
LYSIS OF VULVAR AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES ON VULVA
BIOPSY OF VULVA
}.QXFFR diagnostic PROCEDURES ON VULVA
OPERATIONS ON BARTHOLINOS GLANO
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF BARTHCILIN@S GLANO
INCISION OF BARTHOLIN*S GLANO [CYST I
[CYST I
MARSIJPIALIZATION OF BARTHOLIN*S GLANO [CYST I
EXCISION OR OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF BARTHOLIN~S GLANO ICYSTI






REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VULVA OR PERINEUM
REPAIR OF FISTULA OF VULVA OR PERINEUH
OTHER REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VULVA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OBSTETRICAL PROCEDURES
FORCEPS, VACULNI, AND BREECH OELIVERY
LOW FORCEPS OPERATION
LOW FORCEPS OPERATION wITH EPISIOTOt4Y
MIO FORCEPS OPERATION
N1O FORCEPS OPERATION WITH EPISIOTOHY
OTHER MIO FORCEPS OPERATION
HIGH FORCEPS OPERATION









































































FLIRCEPS RoTATION OF FETAL HEAO
BREECH EXTRACTION
PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION HITH FORCEPS TO AFTERCLIMING HEAO
OTHER PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION
TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTILIN HITH FORCEPS TO AFTERCOMING HEAO
OTHER TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION ‘
FORCEPS APPLICATION TO AFTERCOMING HEAO
VACUUM EXTRACTION
VACUUM EXTRACTION WITH EPISIOTOHY
OTHER vACUUH EXTRACTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INSTRUtlENTAL OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO INSTRU14ENTAL OELIVERY
LITHER PROCEDURES INOUCING OR AsSISTING OELIVERY
ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
INOUCTION OF LABOR BY ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OTHER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OTHER SURGICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
INTERNAL ANCl COMBINEO VERSION ANO EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COHBINEO VERSION I.IITHOUT EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COHBINEO VERSION HITH EXTRACTION
FAILEO FORCEPS
MEoICAL INoUCTION OF LABOR
NANUALLY ASSISTEO OELIVERY
MANUAL ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
OTHER HANUALLY ASSISTEO OELIVERY
EPISIOTOMY
OPERATIONS ON FETUS TO FACILITATE OELIVERY
JTHER OPERATIONS ASSISTING OELIVERY
INCISION OF CERVIX TO ASSIST OELIVERY
OTHER OPERATIONS TO ASSIST OELIVERY
CESAREAN SECTION ANO REMOVAL OF FETUS
CLASSICAL CESAREAN SECTION
LOU CERVICAL CESAREAN SECTION
EXTRAPERITONEAL CESAREAN SECTION
REMOVAL OF INTRAPERITONEAL EMBRYO
CESAREAN SECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPE
CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HYSTEROTOMY TO TERMINATE PREGNANCY
OTHER CESAREAN SECTION IJF uNSPECIFIED TYPE
IJTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
INTRA-AHNIOTIC INJECTION FOR ABORTION
DIAGNOSTIC AMNIOCENTESIS
INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION
OTHER INTRAUTERINE OPERATIONS ON FETUS ANO AMNION
AMNIOSCOPY
FETAL EKG [SCALP I
FETAL BLOOO SAt’lPLING ANO BIOPSY
FETAL MONITORING* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CORRECTION OF FETAL OEFECT
MANUAL REMOVAL OF RETAINEO PLACENTA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS,
NOT OTliERl#ISE SPECIFIED
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF CURRENT 08STETRIC LACERATION OF COP. PUS UTERI
REPAIR OF oTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF flLAOOER ANO URETHRA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF RECTUM
ANO SPHINCTER ANI
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
MANUAL EXPLORATION OF UTERINE CAVITY, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRIC TAMPONAOE OF UTERUS OR VAGINA
OTHER LIBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
EVACUATION OF OBSTETRICAL INCISIONAL HEflATOHA OF PERINEUM
EVACUATION OF OTHER HEMATOMA OF VULVA OR VAGINA
SURGICAL CORRECTION OF INVERTEO UTERUS
MANUAL REPLACEMENT OF INVERTEO UTERUS
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS ON THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
CIPERATIONS ON FACIAL BoNES ANO JOINTS
INCISION OF FACIAL BONE !JITHOUT OIVISION
SEOUESTRECTOHY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER INCISION OF FACIAL BONE




.11 BIOPSY OF FACIAL BONE
.19 JTHER 01AGt40STIC PROCEDURES ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
.2 LOCAL-EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF FACIAL BONE
.3 PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF FACIAL BONE
.31 PARTIAL tiANOIBOLECTOt4Y
.39 PARTIAL OSTECTOHY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
.4 EXCISION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF FACIAL BONES
.41 TOTAL MAN13113ULECTOtlY HITH SYNCHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
.42 13THER TOTAL MANDIBULECTOMY
.43 OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF HANOIBLE
.44 TOTAL OS TECTOMY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
WITH SYNCHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
. 46 OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
.5 TEMPOROMANDIBULAR ARTHROPLASTY
.6 OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR ANO ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY
.61 CLOSEO OSTEOPLASTY [OS TEOTOMYI OF MANDIBULAR RAMUS
.62 OPEN (L STEJPLASTY [OSTEOTOMYI OF HANOI BULAR RAMUS
.63 OS TEOPLASTY [OSTEOTOMYI OF BOOY OF MANOIBLE
.04 OTHER ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY ON MANOIBLE
.65 SEGMENTAL OSTEOPLASTY [OS TEOTOMYI OF MAXILLA
. 06 TOTAL OS TEOPLASTY [OSTEOTOMYI OF MAXILLA
.67 REOUCTION GENIOPLASTY
.68 AUGMENTATION GENIOPLASTY
.69 OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR
.7 REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
.70 REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE, NOT OTHERliISE SPECIFIED
.71 CLOSEO REDUCTION OF MALAR ANO ZYGOHATIC FRACTURE
.72 OPEN REOUCTION OF MALAR AND ZYGOMATIC FRACTURE
.73 CLOSEO REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY FRACTURE
.74 OPEN REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY FRACTURE
.75 CLOSEO REOUCTION OF HANOI BULAR FRACTURE
.76 OPEN REOUCTION OF HANOI BULAR FRACTURE
.7T OPEN REOUCTION OF ALVEOLAR FRACTURE
.7a OTHER CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
.79 OTHER OPEN REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
.9 OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
.91 BONE GRAFT TO FACIAL BONE
.92 INSERTION OF SYNTHETIC IMPLANT IN FACIAL BONE
.94 OPEN REOUCTION OF TEMPOROMANOIBULAR DISLOCATION
.95 OTHER MANIPULATION OF TEMPOROMANOIBULAR JOINT
.97 REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION DEVICE FROM FACIAL BONE
.99 OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
77 INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OIVISION OF OTHER BONES










SECIUESTRECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIEIS AND STERNUM I
SE QUESTRECTOMY OF HUMERUS
SEQUESTRECTOMY OF FEMUR
SEQUESTRECTOMY OF PATELLA
SEQUESTRECTOMY OF TIBIA AND FIBULA
SE QUESTRECTOMY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
SEQUESTRECTOMY OF OTHER BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER INCISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF BONE !41THOUT OIVISION, UNSPECIFIED SITE
.11 OTHER INCISION OF 5CAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAx


















oTHER INCISION OF HUMERUS MI THOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA WITHOUT OIVISION
oTHER INCISION OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF FEMUR MITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF PATELLA HITHOUT DIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEP7 FACIAL BONES, wITHOUT
oIvISION
kfEOGE OSTEOTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
MEOGE OSTEOTOHY OF HUMERUS
!4EoGE OSTEOTOMY OF RADIUS AND ULNA
WEOGE oSTECATOMY OF FEMuR
WEOGE OS TEOTOMY OF TIBIA AND FIBULA
uEoGE OS TEOTOMY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
tiEOGE OSTEOTOMY OF OTHER BONE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
CITHER oIVISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES




































































OTHER OIVISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, A!XO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUM I
OTHER OIVISION OF HUMERUS
OTHER OIVISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER OIVISION OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
OTHER OIVISION OF FEMUR
OTHER OIVIS1ON OF PATELLA
OTHER DIVISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER OIVISION OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
OTHER OIVISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FAC
BIOPSY OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BIOPSY OF BONE, UNSPECIFIED SITE




BIOPSY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
B1OPSY OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
BIOPSY OF FEMUR
BIOPSY OF T181A ANO FIBULA
BIOPSY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
BIOPSY (IF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCISIilN OF BUNION ANO BUN IONETTE
BUNIONECTOMY HITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION AND OSTEOTOMY
OF THE FIRST METATARSAL
BUNION ECTOMY WITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION AND ART HROOESIS
OTHER BuNIONECTOMY WITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION
EXCISION OF BUN IONETTE
OTHER BUNION ECTOMY
LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUM]
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF










TARSALS ANO ME TATAk SALS
OTHER BONE, EXCEPT
ExCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
EXCISION OF SCAPUU, CLAVICLE, AND THORAX [RIBS ANO
STERNUM I FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF HUMERUS FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF FEMUR FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF TARSALS AND FiETATARSALS FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF OTHER BOF4E FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBS AND STERNUMI
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOHY OF HUHERUS
oTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF CARPALS ANO HE TACARPALS
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF FEHUR
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF PATELLA
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOHY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOMY OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OSTECTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, AND THuRAX
[RIBS AND STERNUMI
TOTAL OS TECTOHY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
TOTAL OSTECTOHY OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF FEHUR
TOTAL OS TECTOHY OF PATELLA
TOTAL OSTECTOFW OF TIBIA AWi FiBULA
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BONES, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BONE GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES



























































BONE GRAFT OF SCAPUI_At CLAVICLE? ANO THORAX CRIBS ANo
STERNUM]
BoNE GRAFT OF HUMERUS
hONE GRAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
BONE GRAFT OF CARpALS ANO HETACARPALS
BONE GRAFT OF FEMUR
BLINE GRAFT OF PA TELLA
BONE GRAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
EJJNE GRAFT OF TARSALS ANO UETATARSALS
BONE GRAFT OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
P.ERIOSTEAL SUTURE~ EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
PERIOSTEAL SUTURE OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE* ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUM]
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF HUMERUS
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING qF FEMUR
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF OTHER BONE
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH, EXCEPT FACIAL bONES
OTHER CHANGE IN SONE LENGTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE
oTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF HUHERUS
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
oTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF FEHUR
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
oTHER CHANGE IN 80NE LENGTH OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONE
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SCAPULAS CLAVICLE, ANO
THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUHI
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HUMERUS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FEHUR
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON PATELLA
OTHER REPAIR OR pLAsTIC OPERATIONs ON TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON OTHER BONE.
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
MITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE klITHDUT FRACTURE REOUCTION.
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INTERNAL FIXATION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUHI WITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF HUMERUS klITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA WITHOUT FRACTURE
REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS HITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF FEHUR HITHCIUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF PATELLA HITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTFRNAL FIXATION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA MITHOUT. . . . ...—
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS HITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF OTHER BONE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONESt
HITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION oEVICE
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH
SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUM]
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH HUHERUS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH RAOIUS ANO ULNA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH CARPALS ANO
METACARPAL
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH FEMUR
RE140VAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM PATELLA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH TIBIA ANO FIBULA
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH
TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROH OTHER BONES
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES












































oSTELICLASIS OF CARPALS ANO HETACADOAI Q.-,.. ..-”
OSTEOCLASIS OF FEHUR
OS TEOCLASIS OF LITHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES,
NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SCAPULA, CLAVICLE* ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNUHI NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ilIAGNOSTICPROCEDURES ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED--. ..-—
INSERTION OF BONE GROHTH STIMULATOR
oTHER OPERATIONS ON BONE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
07 HER OPERATIONS ON HUMERUS
oTHER OPERATIONS ON FEHUR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TIBIA AND FIBULA
OTHER oPERATIONS ON OTHER BONES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
REOUCTION OF FRACTURE ANO OISLDCATION ..
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
rlITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION..
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATICIN
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
FAITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSCO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
l#ITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
klITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLCLSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
wITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
HUMERUS HITHOUT







CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE DF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTIDN OF FRACTURE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONES,
!dITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLDSED REDUCTION OF FRACTURE HITH INTERNAL FIXATION,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUHERUS HITH
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITrl INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITH INTERNAL FIXATIDN
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
wITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
RAOIUS ANO ULNA hITH
CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
PHALANGES OF HANO





OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION*
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION






















































































OPEN REOULTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL LiONESS WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REDUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
klITHOUT EXTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE HITH INTERNAL FIXATION.
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUMERUS WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO HE TACARPALS
iAITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
i.l ITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
111TH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
NITH INTERNAL FIXATION
ilPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONES
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, UITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF HuMERUS
CLOSED REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
CLOSEO REOUCTIaN OF SEPARATEO E? IPHYSIS OF FEMUR
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF T181A ANO FIBuLA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF HUMERUS
oPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATED EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF T181A ANO FIBULA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO 80NE
DE8RIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE SITE, EXCEPT FACIAL 80NES
DE8RIOE14ENT OF OPEN FRACTURE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF HUMERUS
OEBRIDEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
oEBRIoEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF FEMUR
OEBRIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO 14ETATARSALS
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
.0 E8RIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEHPORO!IANOIBULAR
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF OX SLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DIsLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF












OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEMPOROMANOIBULAR
OPEN REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ELBOW
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HRIST
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
LIPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF KNEE
OPEN REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN REDUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO ToE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
EXCEPT TEMPOROMANDIBULAR
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHR0T0t4y FOR REMovAL OF PROSTHESIS
ARTHROTOf4Y FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF SHOULOER
ARTHROTOMY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF ELBOH
ARTHROTONY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HRIST




































































ARTNRoTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HIP
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF KNEE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF ANKLE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROTOFiY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY
OTHER ARTHROTOMY, uNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF SHOULOER
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF ELBOH
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF klRIST
OTHER ARTHROTONY OF HANO ANO FINGER
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF HIP
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF KNEE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF ANKLE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF FOOT ANO TOE








AR THROSC13PY OF KNEE
ARTHROSCOPY OF ANKLE
ARTHROSCOPY OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF SHOULOER
810PSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF uRIST
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF HIP
bIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF KNEE
BIOPSY OF JoINT STRUCTURE OF ANKLE
810PSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE,
uNSPECIFIED SITE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF SHOULOER
.TIIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE; LIGAMENT; OR CARTILAGE OF EL8014
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF WRIST
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF HANO ANO
FINGER
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF HIP
DIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF KNEE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF ANKLE
oIVISION OF JilINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF FOOT ANO
TOE
DIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF OTHER
SPECIFIEO SITE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, UNSPECIFIED
EXCISION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
INTERVERTABLE CHEMONUCLEOLYSIS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC









sYNOVECTOMY OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION DR OESTRUCTIDN OF LESION OF JOINT,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
ilTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SHOULOER JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF ELBOW JOINT
aTHER LOCAL EXCiSiON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESiON OF WRIST JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT OF HANO
AND FINGER
oTHER LOCAL EXCISION DR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF HIP JOINT
oTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF KNEE JOINT




































































“. OTHER LOCAL ExCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT OF FOOT
AND TOE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
SPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT~ UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION IIF SHOULOER JOINT
OTHER ExCISION OF ELBOH JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF UliIST JOINT







OTHER EXCISION OF HIP JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF KNEE JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF ANKLE JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JoINT OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
REPAIk ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
SPINAL FUSION
SPINAL FUSION* NOT OTHER141SE SPECIFIEO
ATLAS-AXIS SPINAL FuSION
OTHER CERVICAL SPINAL FUSION
OURSAL SPINAL FUSION
00 RSOLUMBAR SPINAL FUSION HITH BARRINGTON ROO












oTHER FUSION OF FOOT
oTHER FUSION OF TOE
ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER JOINT









ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT AND TOE WITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE




OTHER REPAIR OF THE CRUCIATE LIGAtlENTS
OTHER REPAIR OF THE COLLATERAL LIGAMENTS
oTHER REPAIR OF KNEE
TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT
OTHER REPAIR OF ANKLE
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT HITH USE OF METHYL HETHACRYLATE
oTHER TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
UTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF HIP
REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEMUR !41TH USE OF METHYL METHACRYLATE
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEHUR
REPLACEMENT OF ACETA8ULUM HITH USE OF METHYL METHACRYLATE
oTHER REPLACEMENT OF AC ETABULUM
OTHER REPAIR OF HIP
ARTHROPLASTY OF HANO ANO FINGER
ARTHRCIPLLSTY OF HAND ANO FINGER wITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF HANO ANO FINGER
ARTHROPLASTY OF UPPER EXTREMITY EXCEPT HANO
ARTHROPLASTY OF SHOULOER WITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS











































































OTHER REPAIR OF SHOULOER
ARTHROPLASTY OF ELBOH WITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ELBOH
ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPALS HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF HRIST
OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHROCENTESIS
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO JOINT OR LIGAMENT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF UPPER EXTREt41TY
suTuRE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF OTHER LOHER EXTREHITY
OTHER REPAIR OF JOINT
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON JoINT STRUCTURES
OTHER OPERATIONS DN JOINT STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON HUSCLES TENOONt ANO FASCIA OF HANO
INCISION OF MUSCLE> TENDON* FASCIA* AND BuRsA oF HAND
EXPLORATION OF TENDON SHEATH OF HANO
MYoTOMY OF HAND
BuRSOTOHY OF HANO
INCISION AND ORAINAGE OF PALHAR OR THENAR SPACE
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OIVISION OF MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HAND
TENOTOMY OF HAND
FASCIOTOMY OF HANO
OTHER DIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HAND
EXCISION OF LESION OF MUSCLE? TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
EXCISION OF LEsION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HAND
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
BURSECTOFIY OF HANO
EXCISION OF TENOON OF HANO FOR GRAFT
oTHER TENONECTOMY OF HANO
OTHER FASCIECTOMY OF HANO
OTHER flYECTOFIY OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
SUTURE OF MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
DELAYEO SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENDoN OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTURE OF OTHER TENDON OF HANO
oTHER SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENDON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF OTHER TENoON OF HANO
SUTURE OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA OF HANO
TRANSPLANTATION OF MUSCLE AND TENOON OF HANO
AOVANCEHENT OF TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF MUSCLE OF HANO
OTHER CHANGE IN tlUSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH OF HANO
OTHER HANO TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER HANO TENDON TRANSPOSITION
OTHER HAND MUSCLE TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
RECONSTRUCTION OF THUMB
POLLICIZATION OPERATION CARRYING OVER NERVES ANO BLOOO SUI
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF THUMB
PLAS71C OPERATION ON HANO !dITH GRAFT OR IMPLANT
TENODN PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO WITH GRAFT OF 14USCLE OR FASCIA
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO WITH OTHER GRAFT OR IMPLANT
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
TRANSFER OF FINGER, EXCEPT THUM8
REPAIR OF HALLET FINGER
OTHER TENOOESIS OF HAND
OTHER TENOPLASTY OF HANO
oTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLEt TENOONT AND FASCIA oF HAND
LYSIS OF ADHESIONS OF HANO
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO BURSA OF HANO
OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA, EXCEPT HANO
INCISICJNOF MUSCLE* TENOONt FASCIA* ANo BuRsA
EXPLORATION OF TENDON SHEATH
MYOTaMY
BURSOTOHY
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE













































































AOOUCTOR TENOTOMY i3F HIP
OTHER TENOTOMY
FASCIOTOMY
OTHER OIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PRdCEOURES ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA!
ANO BURSA, INCLUOING THAT OF HANO
BIUPSY OF SOFT TISSUE
oTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON MuSCLE, TENOON*
FASCIA, ANO 8URSA, INCLUDING THAT OF HANO
EXCIS1ON OF LESION OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA. ANO 8URSA
EXCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH
EXCISION OF LESION OF MuSCLE
EXCISION OF LESION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER EXCISION OF MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
EXCISION OF TENOON FOR GRAFT
OTHER TENONECTOMY
EXCISION OF MuSCLE OR FASCIA FOR GRAFT
OTHER FASCIECTONY
OTHER FiYECTOMY
OTHEk EXCIS1ON OF SOFT TISSUE
8URSECTOMY
SUTURE OF MuSCLE, TENOiJN, ANO FASCIA
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH
oELAYEO SUTURE OF TENOON
ROTATOR CUFF REPAIR
OTHER SUTURE OF TENOClli
OTHER SUTURE OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA





TENCJON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER TENOON TRANSPOSITION
MUSCLE TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER MUSCLE TRANSPOSITION
oTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANo FAsc IA
TENOi3N GRAFT
GRAFT OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA
TENOON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
RELEASE OF CLUBFOOT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
oTHER CHANGE IN MUSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH
QUAORICEPSPLASTY
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TENOON
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FASCIA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF HUSCLES TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
ASPIRATION OF BURSA
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO BURSA
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SU8STANCE INTO TENOON
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE? TENOON* FASCIA, AND BuRsA
OTHER PROCEDURES ON HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
AMPUTATION OF UPPER LIM13
AMPUTATION ANO OISARTICULATION OF FINGER






AMPUTATION OF LOHER LIM8




AMPUTATION OF ANKLE THROUGH f4ALLEOLI OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
















































































FOREARM, wRIST, OR HANO REATTACHMENT
OTHER REATTACHMENT OF EXTREMITY
REVISION OF AMPUTATION STUMP
IMPLANTATIoN OR FITTING OF PROSTHETIC LIMB OEVICE
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS OF LOidER ARM ANO HANO
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS BELOM KNEE
IMPLANTATION OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE OF LEG
OPERATIONS ON THE IN TEGuMENTARY SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
M, LSTOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BREAST
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS] [NE EOLEI BIOPSY OF BREAST
oPEN BIOPSY OF 8REAST
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF 8REAST TISSUE,
NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF 8REAST
RESECTION OF 9UAORANT OF BREAST
SU8TOTAL MASTECTOMY
EXCISION OF ECTOPIC BREAST TISSUE
REOUCTION MAMMOPLASTY ANO SUBCUTANEOUS MAMMECTO?4Y
UNILATERAL REOUCTION MAM140PLASTY
BILATERAL REOUCTION MAflHOPLASTY
UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS !IA14MECTOMY !41TH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
OTHER UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS MAflMECTOflY
BILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS MA!UIECTOFIY HITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT




UN IIATERAL EXTENOEO SINPLE MASTECTOMY
BILATERAL EXTENOEO SIMPLE MASTECTOMY
unilateral RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
BILATERAL RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
UNILATERAL EXTENOEO RAOICAL MAsTECTOMY
AUGMENTATION MAMMOPLASTY




TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION OF 8REAST
OTHER REPAIR ANo PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BREAST
sUTURE OF LACERATION OF BREAST
SPLIT-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
FiJLL-THICKNESS GRAFT TO 8REAST
PEOICLE GRAFT TO 8REAST
MUSCLE FLAP GRAFT TO BREAST
TRANSPOSITION OF NIPPLE
oTHER REPAIR OR RECONSTRUCTION OF NIPPLE
OTHER MAMt40PLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
ASPIRATION OF bREAST
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT INTO BREAST
REVISION OF IMPLANT OF BREAST
REHOVAL OF IMPLANT OF 8REAST
INSERTION OF BREAST TISSUE EXPANOER
REMOVAL OF BREAST TISSUE EXPANDER
oTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION OF SKIN ANO sUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ASPIRATION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INJECTION OR TATTooING OF SKIN LESION OR OEFECT
INCISION OF PILONIOAL SINUS OR CysT----
oTHER INCISIDN WITH ORAINAGE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOIJS TISSUE
INCISION ‘rlITH REMiJVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INSERTION OF INFUSION PUMP
OTHER INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE

















EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SKIN ANO
SUbCUtaneOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF PILi3NIDAL CYST OR SINUS
OEBRIOEHENT OF HUUNU, INFECTION, OR BURN / EXCISIONAL
DEBRIOEMENT OF tiOUNO, INFECTION OR BURN
REHOVAL OF NAIL, NAILBEO, OR NAIL FOLO
CHEH133URGERY OF SKIN
OERMABRASION
LIGATION OF OERHAL APPENOAGE
OEBRIOEMENT OF NAIL* NAIL BEO, OR NAIL FLILO
/ NONEXCISIONAL OEBRIOEliENT OF HOUNll, INFECTION OR BURN
OTHER LOCAL EXCISII.IN OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
RADICAL EXCISION OF SKIN LESION
SUTUkE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPLANTATION OF SCALP
SUTURE OF SKIN ANo SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF OTHER SITES
FREE SKIN GRAFT
.60 FREE SKIN GRAFT, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
.61 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
.62 OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
.63 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
.64 HAIR TRANSPLANT
.65 HETEROGRAFT TO SKIN
.66 HOHOGRAFT TO SKIN
.69 OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
















































PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
CUTTING ANO PREPARATION OF PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
ABVANCEHENT JF PEDICLE GRAFT
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO HAND
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
REVISION OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT
OTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO sUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPAIR FOR FACIAL ilEAKNESS
FACIAL RHYTIOECTOHY
SIZE REOUCTION PLASTIC OPERATION
RELAXATION OF SCAR OR HEB CON TRACTURE OF SKIN
CORRECTION OF SYNOACTYLY
ONYCN OPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER oPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF SKIN FOR GRAFT
INSERTION OF TISSUE EXPANOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
MISCELLANEOUS DIAGNOSTIC ANO THERAPEUTIC PRIXEOURES
OIAGNUSTIC RAOIOLOGY
SaFT TISSUE X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
PNEUHOENCEPHALOGRAH
OTHER CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF bRAIN ANO SKULL
COHPUTERIZEO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
OTHER TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF NASOPHARYNX
OTHER X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF ORBIT
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF SINUS
X–RAY OF SPINE
CONTRAST f4YELOGRAH





CONTRAST RAOIOGRAH OF HAH14ARY OUCTS
SINOGRAM OF CHEST HALL
OTHER X-RAY OF THORAX
COMPUTERIZE AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF THORAX













































































OTHER BILIARY TRACT X-RAY





OTHER X-RAY OF INTESTINE
CONTRAST PANCREATOGRAM
X-RAY OF URINARY SYS7EM








X-RAY LIF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
X-RAY OF GRAVID UTERUS
GAS CONTRAST HYsTEROSALPI NGOGRAM
OPACJUE OYE CONTRAST HYSTEROSALPINGOGRAH
PERCUTANEOUS HYSTEROGRAH
X-RAY OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
CONTRAST SEMINAL VESICULOGRAM
CONTRAST VASOGRAH
OTHER DIAGNoSTIC RAOIOLOGY ANO RELATEO TECHNIQUES
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF ABDOHEN
COMPUTERIZE AXIAL TIJHOGRAPHY OF ABDOMEN
OTHER ABOOHEN TOMOGRAPHY
SINCIGRAH OF ABOOHINAL HALL
ABOOMINAL LYHPHANGIOGRAH
OTHER X-RAY OF ABI)OHEN
PELVIC OPAQUE OYE CONTRAST RADIOGRAPHY






LYHPHANGIOGRAM OF UPPER LIMB
LYMPHANGIOGRAH OF LOHER LIHB
OTHER COHPUTERIZEO AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY
ARTERIUGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
ARTERIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIAL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
AORTOGRAPHY
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF PULMONARY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER IN TRATHORACIC VESSELS
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF RENAL ARTERIES
ARTERIoGRAPHY OF PLACENTA
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF FEHORAL ANO OTHER LOWER EXTREHITY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ANGIoCAROIOGRAPHY OF VENAE CAVAE
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF RIGHT HEART STRUCTURES
ANGIOCARDIOGRAPHY OF LEFT HEART STRUCTURES
COMBINEO RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART ANGIOCARDIOGRAPHY
CORONARY ARTERIOLRAPHY USING A SINGLE CATHETER
CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY USING TWO CATHETERS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY
NEGATIvE-CONTRAST CARDIAC ROENTGENOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST HATERIAL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF VEINS OF HEAO ANO NECK USING CONTRAST HAT ERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF PULHONARY VEINS USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC VEINS
USING CONTRAST t4ATERIAL
PHLEBoGRAPHY OF THE PORTAL VENOUS SYSTEH
USING CONTRAST f4ATERIAL
PHLEbOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-ABOOHINAL VEINS
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL






































































VEI;JS USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
INPEOANCE PHLEBOGRAPHY
DIAGNOSTIC uLTRASIJUNO
OIAGNOSTIC UL.TRASOUNO OF HEAO ANO NECK
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASCIUND OF HEART
oIA!XOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF OTHER SITES OF THORAX
i31AG~ioSTIC ultrasound OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTIC ULTR.4SOUN0 OF URINARY SYSTEM
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF Ai100NEN ANO RETROPERITONEUM
olAGMos TIC ULTRASOUND OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEM





THERNdGRAPHY OF OTHER SITES
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
OIAGNOSTIC IMAGING, NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF BRAIN ANO BRAIN STEM
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF CHEST ANO MYOCAllOIUM FOR
EVALUATION OF HILAR ANO ME OIASTINAL LYMPdAOENOPATHY
NAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF SPINAL CORO
MAGtlETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF MUSCULCISKELETAL BONE t4ARRON
BLOOD SUPPI_Y
tlAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING JF PELVIS, PROSTATE, ANO BLAOGER
; .:2 .. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
INTERVIEW, EVALUATION, CONSULTATION, ANO EXAMINATION
ANATOMIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC tiEASUREMENTS ANO MANUAL
EXAMINATIONS -- NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SENSE ORGANS
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
/ POLYSOMNOGRAM
ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS AND HANUAL




uRETHRAL PRESSURE PROFILE [UPPI
OTHER ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASURE14ENTS ANO
MANUAL EXAMINATIONS
ESOPHAGEAL MANOHETRY
CARDIAC STRESS TESTS ANO PACEMAKER CHECKS
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING TREAOMILL
MASTERS* THO–STEP STRESS TEST
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING BICYCLE ERGOMETER
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST
aTHER CAROIAC FONCTION TESTS / OTHER NONOPERATIVE CARDIAC
ANO VASCULAR DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES
ELECT ROGRAPHIC NONITORING
CIRCULATORY MONITORING
SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL PRESSURE MONITORING
CENTRAL VENOUS PRESSURE MONITORING
PoLMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE MONITORING
PULMa NARY ARTERY HEDGE MONITORING
MEASURE!4ENT OF SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL BLOOO GASES
MONITORING i3F CAROIAC OUTPUT BY OXYGEN CONSUMPTION TECHNIQUE
!40NITORING OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY INOICATOR OILUTION TECHNIQUE
MONITORING OF CaRaNARY BLOOO FLOW
AUTOPSY
tLICLEAR flEOICINE
RADIOISOTOPE SCAN ANO FUNCTION STODY
THYROIO SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUDIES
LIVER SCAN AND RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STODY
RENAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
GASTROINTESTINAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
CARDIOVASCULAR ANO HEMATOPOIETIC SCAN AND
RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUDY
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUDIES
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE SCAN
CEREBRAL SCAN











































































sCAN OF LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
PLACENTAL SCAN
TOTAL BOOY SCAN
SCAN OF OTHER SITE




TELERAOIOTHERAPY OF i TO 25 MEV PROTONS
TELERAOIOTHERAPY USING ELECTRONS
TELERAo IoTHERAPY OF OTHER PARTICULATE RAOIATION
IMPLANTATION OR INSERTION OF RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
INJECTION OR INSTILLATION OF RADIOISOTOPES
OTHER RAOIOTHERAPEOTIC PROCEOURE
PHYSICAL THERAPY, RESPIRATORY THERAPY, REHABILITATIoN,
AtiO RELATEO PROCEDURES
OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATION
MANUAL RUPTURE OF JOINT AOHESIONS
OTHER FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORMITY
SKELETAL TRACTION AND OTHER TRACTION
SPINAL TRACTION USING SKULL OEVICE
THOMAS* SPLINT TRACTION
OTHER SKIN TRACTION OF LIt4BS
OTHER IMNOBIL1ZATION, PRESSURE, ANO ATTENTION TO WOUNO
APPLICATION OF PLASTER JACKET
APPLICATION OF NECK SUPPORT
APPLICATION OF OTHER CAST
APPLICATION OF SPLINT
LIENTAL WIRING
APPLICATION OF PRESSURE ORE SSING
APPLICATION OF OTHER WOUNO OR ESSING
APPLICATION OF PRESSURE TROUSERS
13THER IMHOBILIZATION, PRESSURE, ANO ATTENTION TO WOUNO
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
/ CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE [CPAPI
OTHER MECHANICAL ASSISTANCE TO RESPIRATION / OTHER
MECHANICAL VENTILATION
NONMECHANICAL iiETHOOS OF RESUSCITATION
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION
OTHER CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ANO COMPOSITION




OPHTHALMOLOGIC ANO OTOLOGIC OIAGNOSIS ANO TREATMENT
GENERAL ANO SUBJECTIVE EYE EXAM INATIIJN
EYE EXAMINATION UNDER ANESTHESIA
EXAMINATIONS OF FORM ANO STRUCTORE OF EYE
FLUORESCEIN ANGIOGRAPHY OR ANGIOSCOPY OF EYE
ULTRASOUND STODY OF EYE
aFJJECTIVE FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF EYE
ELECTRORETINOGRAP4 [ERG I
EL ECTRO-OCOLOGRAM [EOGI
VI SOAL EVOKEO POTENTIAL [VEPJ
ELECT RONYSTAGHOGRAH [ENGI
ELECTROMYOGRAt4 OF EYE [EHGI
NONOPERATIVE INTLH3ATION ANO IRRIGATION
NONOPERATIVE INCUBATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL ANCI
RESPIRATORY TRACTS
INSERTION OF NASOPHARYNGEAL AIRWAY
INSERTION OF OROPHARYNGEAL AIRWAY
INSERTION OF ESOPHAGEAL OBTURATOR AIRWAY
INSERTION OF ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE
OTHER INCUBATION OF RESPIRATORY TRACT
INSERTION OF SENGSTAKEN TOBE
INSERTION OF OTHER INASD-IGASTRIC TUBE
INsERTION OF [NASO-IINTESTINAL TUBE
NONOPERATIVE OILATION AND NANIPULATION
DILATIOh OF FRONTONASAL OOCT
DILATION OF RECTOH
OILATION OF ANAL SPHINCTER
DILATION AND MANIPULATION OF ENTEROSTO!iY STOMA
Therapeutic DiStentiOn OF BLADOER























































ENTERAL INFUSION OF CONCENTRATE NUTRITIONAL SUBSTANCES
REPLACEMENT ANO REMOVAL OF THERAPEuTIc AppLIANc E5
NONOPERATIVE REPLACEMENT OF HUSCULOSKELETAL ANO
INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM APPLIANCE
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON UPPER LIMB
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON LOIJER LIMB
REPLACEMENT OF OTHER CAST
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE FROFi GENITAL
SVSTFM-------
REMOVAL OF INTRAuTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVIt E
NoNOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY
REMOVAL OF INTRALUMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROfl OIGESTIVE
SYSTEH HITHOUT INCISION
REtiOVAL OF INTRALwIINAL FOREIGN BOOY FRO14 ESOPHAGUS
blITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALUI.IINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM STOHACH
ANo SMALL INTESTINE HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM LARGE
INTESTINE WITHOUT INCISION
RWOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH RECTUM
ANO ANUS iJITHOUTINCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUt.iINAL FoREIGN BOOY FROH OTHER SITES
HITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALuMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FRON EAR
WITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALUFIINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH NOSE
HITHoUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BODY FROH PHARYNX
HITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALLN41NAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM LARYNX
tiITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH TRACHEA
ANO BRONCHUS klITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM VAGINA
HITHOUT INCISI13N
REHOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN EOOY FROM URETHRA
WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF OTHER FoREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF FO~EIGN BOOY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REHOVAL OF SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM
EYE WITHOUT INCISION
REM(IVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION FROH
HEAO ANO NECK
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM SCRCITUH OR PENIS HITHOU1
INCISION
REHOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION FROH
TRUNK EXCEPT SCROTUM, PENIS, OR VULVA
REMoVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM” HANO HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY 141THOUT INCISION FROH UPPER
LIN13, EXCEPT HANO
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROH FOOT WITHOUT INCISION
RE140VAL OF FOREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION FROH LOHER
LIHB, EXCEPT FOOT
OTHER NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES
TRANSFUSION OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO COMPONENTS
EXCHANGE TRANSFUSION
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC
SUBSTANCE
PARENTERAL INFUSION OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF OTHER THERAPEUTIC OR
PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF CANCER CHEHOTHERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE
CONVERSION OF CAROIAC RHYTHM
CAROIOPULHONARY RESUSCITATION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ATRIAL CAROIOVERSION
OTHER ELECTRIC COUNTERSHOCK OF HEART
CLOSEO CHEST CAROIAC HASSAGE
CAROTIO SINUS STIMULATION
OTHER CONVERSION OF CAROIAC RHYTHH
/ THERAPEUTIC APHERESIS
/ THERAPEUTIC PLASHAPHERESIS
.d MIsCELiiANEOUS PHYSICAL PRoCEDURES
.81 HYPOTHERMIA [C ENTRALI [LOCAL]
.83 OTtiER PHOTOTHERAPY
.85 HYPEiLTHERNIA FUR TREATMENT UF CANCER
.86 NON-INVASIVE PLACEMENT OF BCINE GROliTH STIMULATOR
Appendix IV
Conversion table of changes
in ICD–9–CM codes
Although the International Classification of Diseases,
9th Revkion, Clinical Modification has been used for cod-
ing NHDS data since 1979, the classification undergoes
annual updating. Assignment of new diagnostic and pro-
cedure codes, fourth and fifth digit expansion of codes, as
well as code deletions, are contained in addenda devel-
oped by the ICD–9–CM Coordination and Maintenance
Committee and approved by the Director of NCHS and
the Administrator of the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration, Addenda to the ICD–9–CM become effective
October 1 of the affected year and have been released for
1986, 1987, and 1988.
As described earlier, the 1988 NHDS involved two
data collection modes: manual and abstract. All data
collected manually were coded using the third edition of
the ICD–9–CM, which includes the addenda for 1986,
1987, and 1988. Data collected via abstract service were
coded using two different ICD–9–CM revisions. For the
first 9 months of 1988, the ICD-9–CM including the
addenda of October 1, 1986–87 was used. For the last 3
months of 1988, the ICD–9–CM including the addenda of
October 1, 1986–88 was used. Therefore, the reader is
cautioned that annual estimates for new ICD–9–CM codes
are underestimated for 1988 and that it is necessary to
note both the old and new descriptions for codes that were
changed.
The following conversion table shows the new
ICD-9-CM codes, the date they were introduced, and the
code to which the diagnosis or procedure had been as-




Current code(s) assignment October 1 assignment
042.0-042 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
043.0-043 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
044.0-044 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518,81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.82–518,89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764,00–764,09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764,10–764,19, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764,20–764.29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764,90–764.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765,00–765.09 .,, . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.10–765.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
795.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.51 –996.59. ,,, . . . . . . . . . . .






























Current code(s) Effective Previous code(s)
assignment October 1 assignment
03.90.............1987













37.26-37.27. . . . . . . 1988
37.34.............1968
37.70 (Leads only) . . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.71-37.72 (Leads only) 1987 (Leads/device)
37.73 (Leads only) . . 1987 (Leads only)
37.74 (Leads only) . . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.75 (Leads only) . . . . . 1967 (Leads only)
37.76 (Leads only) . . . . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.77 (Leads only) . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.78......,,.....1987
37.79......,......1987
37.80 (Device only). . . 1967 (Leads/device)
37.81 (Device only). . . . . 1987 (Leads/devica)
37.62 (Device only). . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.83 (Device only). . . . . 1987 (Leads/device)
37.65-37 .87.. . . . . . . 1987
37.69...,.........1987
37.94-37.98. . . . . . . 1966
38.22.............1966
38.44 (Abdominal aorta
only) . . . . . . . . . . . ..l986
38.45 (Thoracic aorta
added) . . . . . . . . . . ..l986
39.65....,........1988































































Current code(s) Effect;ve Previous code(s)
assignment October 1 assignment
54.24.............1987
55.03–55.04 ., , , , , . . . 1986
















































































Certain codes either have been deleted or have had their
contents transferred elsewhere as a result of the October
1986, October 1987, and October 1988 revisions. The
codes are listed below with their current status indicated.
Contents
Formerly Effective of code(s)
Included code(s) Status October 1 currently in:
518.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1987 51 8.82–518.89
764.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 764.00-784.09
764.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 764.10-764.19
764.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 764.20–764.29
764.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 764.90-764,99
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 765.00-765.09
765,1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1988 765.10-765.19
996,5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1987 996.51–996.59
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1987 996.80-996.69
36.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1986 36.01-36.09
36.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1967 36.01, 36.05
37.83-37.84 . . . . . . . . . Combined 1987 37.77
41.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1968 41.0041.03
44.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1986 44.2144.29
48.66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deleted 1988 45,75
78.90-78.991. . . . . . . . . Transferred 1987 78.40–78.49
80.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expanded 1986 80.50-80.59
99.71 -99.792. . . . . . . , . Deleted 1987 Eliminated
1c~de~ 78,go_78.gg were retitled aa “Insertion of bone growth Stimulator” in October 19877
the previous contents of codes 78.90-78.99 were reassigned to codes 78.40-78.49.
2Code~ 99.71-99.79 were deleted In October 198Z their COntentS were nOt transferred
elsewhere. In the October 19aa revision, codes 99.71-99.79 were reclassified as
“Therapeutic apheresis,”
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Programs and Collection Procedures - Reports
describing the general programs of the National Center for
Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and the data
collection methods used. They also include definitions and
other material necessary for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods Research - Studies of new
statistical methodology including experimental tests of new
survey methods, s[udies of vital statistics collection
methods, new analytical techniques, objective evaluations
of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical
theory. Studies also include comparison of U.S.
methodology with those of other countnes.
Analytical and Epidemiological Studies-Reports
presenting anal~ical or interpretive studies based on vital
and health statistics, carrying the analysis further than the
expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents and Committee Reports – Final reports of
major committees concerned with vital and health statistics
and documents such as recommended model vital
registration laws and revised birth and death certificates.
Comparative International Vital and Health Statistics
Reporls –Anal~ical and descriptive reports comparing
U.S. vital and health statistics with those of other countries.
Cognition and Survey Measurement – Reports from the
National Laboratory for Collaborative Research in Cognition
and Survey Measurement using methods of cognitive
science to design, evaluate, and test survey instruments.
Data From the National Health Interview Survey -
Stattetics on illness, a~cidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other
health-related topics, all based on data collected in the
continuing national household interview survey.
Data From the National Health Examination Survey and
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey-
Data from direct exammatlon, test}ng, and measurement of
national samples of the ciwlian noninstitutional ized
populaton provide the basis for (1) estimates of the
medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the
United States and the distributions of the population with
respect to physical, physiological, and psychological
characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
various measurements without reference to an explcit flmte
universe of persons.
Data From the Institutionalized Population Surveys -
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these surveys are
included in Series 13.
Data on Health Resources Utilization-Statistics on the
uttllzation of health manpower and facilities providing long-
term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family
planning sewices
Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities –
Statlstlcs on the numbers, geographic distribution, and
characteristics of health resources including physicians,
dentists, nurses, other health occupations, hospitals,








Data From Special Surveys – Statistics on health and
health-related topics collected in special surveys that are
not a part of the continuing data systems of the National
Center for Health Statistics.
Compilations of Advance Data From Vital and Health
Statistics–These reports provide early release of data
from the National Center for Health Statistics’ health and
demographic surveys. Many of these releases are followed
by detailed reports in the Vital and Health Statistics series.
Data on Mortality-Various statistics on mortality other
than those included in regular annual or monthly reports.
Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other
demographic variables; geographic and time series
analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not
available from the vital records based on sample surveys of
those records.
Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce-Various
statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other than
those included in regular annual or monthly reports.
Special analyses by demographic variables; geographic
and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics
on characteristics of births not available from the vital
records based on sample surveys of those records.
Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys –
Discontinued in 1975, Reports from these sample surveys
based on vital records are included in Series 20 and 21,
respectively.
Data From the National Survey of Family Growth -
Statistics on fertility, family formation and d!ssolutlon, family
planning, and related maternal and infant health topics
detived from a periodic survey of a nationwide probability
sample of women t 5–44 years of age.
Compilations of Data on Natality, Mortality, Marriage,
Divorce, and Induced Terminations of Pregnancy-
Advance reports of births, dea!hs, marriages, and divorces
are based on final data from the National Vital Statlstlcs
System and are published annually as supplements to the
Monthly Vital Statlstlcs Reporl (MVSR). These reports are
followed by the publication of detailed data in Wal
Statistics of the United Stales annual volumes. Other
reports mciuding induced termnatlons of pregnancy issued
periodically as supplements !O the MVSR provide selected
findings based on data from the National Vl?al Statetlcs
System and may be followed by detailed reports in the V)tal
and Health Statistics series.
For answers to questions about this report or for a Ikst of tit’es of reports
published in these series, contact:
Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Centers for Disease Control
Public Health Service




HEALT13 & HUMAN SERVICES
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Centers for Disease Control
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